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Abstract

This doctoral thesis advances our understanding of the legitimacy of different digital socio-
technical classification systems.

First, taking a system-level perspective, I introduce research on the implementation and
legitimization of the Chinese social credit system (SCS,社会信用体系 or shehui xinyong tixi).
Based on a unique data set of reputational blacklists and redlists in 30 Chinese provincial-level
administrative divisions (ADs), I present the first comprehensive empirical study of digital
blacklists (classifying "bad" behavior) and redlists (classifying "good" behavior) in the Chinese
SCS. An analysis of SCS role-model narratives demonstrates that the SCS adopts virtue ethical
principles around honesty and dishonesty to legitimate one of the largest state-run digital
classification systems in the world.

Second, in our work on social media profiling I investigate procedural normative choices in
social media classification. Social media platforms enable advertisers to create and target user
audiences based on the classification of several thousand user attributes such as likes, interests,
beliefs, behaviors, relationships, moral convictions, and political leanings. I define such
procedural normative choices based on an extensive engagement with theories of personal
identity in philosophy. I then present an empirical study that explores how social media
users evaluate social media’s classifications with respect to their accuracy and transparency.
While most studies have paid attention to the consequences of social media classifications, this
research deepens our understanding of their procedural legitimacy.

Third, I present our research on the legitimacy of facial analysis AI classifications. The
vast abundance of visual data with recent technological developments in computer vision AI
have raised concerns about the kinds of conclusions AI should make about people based on
their facial appearance. Some scholars speak of supposedly "common sense" facial inferences.
Others see the return of an automated version of "physiognomic practices". Using the
transformer-based language model roBERTa, our study analyzes participants’ nearly 30.000
written justifications of specific facial analysis classifications. One key finding is that people
legitimize visual classifications by both epistemic and pragmatic considerations. I argue that
pragmatic considerations represent a "legitimacy pitfall". In a follow-up study, we investigate
how people with AI-competence evaluate facial analysis AI. Overall, participants’ reflections
underline the normative complexity behind facial analysis AI classifications.

Finally, I argue that a comprehensive understanding of the legitimacy of digital socio-
technical classification systems critically requires an in-depth engagement with essentially
contested concepts.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Classification as a fundamental human activity and as a driver of
social progress

We live in a world of ubiquitous classification. Classification is the fundamental human
activity of making an otherwise semantically ambiguous world legible, actionable and
improvable [1, 2]. In today’s modern age, classification and, in particular, digital classification
has entered nearly all spheres of life. For example, classification is the key practice of the
scientific paradigm of the modern era [3]. Defining objects and assigning them higher-order
classifications are essential procedures of scientific activity. Much of science means arguing
for and against the boundaries of classifying phenomena. Today, across many scientific fields,
but in particular in the natural sciences, progress is intimately tied to technological progress
that facilitates more fine-grained and efficient grouping and clustering of related phenomena.
This forms the basis for a better representation, better explanation, and, eventually, a better
prediction of the studied phenomena.

Up until the mid-nineteenth century, systematic classification had been reserved only for
natural objects. Then, a radical social transformation occurred: society itself was conceptu-
alized as an object of scientific description by classification and of scientific analysis by statistical
methodologies [2]. Profiling of age distributions, literacy and crime rates, medical records,
or property ownership documentation promised to enable accurate representations of social
phenomena similar to the detailed descriptions of forests, agricultural spaces, and other
classifications of the natural sciences [4, 5]. This conceptual transfer and application onto
society resulted in enormous benefits and social progress [6, 3]. First, the ability to produce
classifications of social welfare meant that such issues could be acted on and improved under
the authority and legitimacy of scientific objectivity. Second, states benefited, among others,
because a more healthy population resulted in more economic fitness and therefore higher
taxes. This period of "high modernism" [2] laid the foundation to engineer society in desirable
ways and to view it as a project of "nation-building" [5] by systematic classification.

The hidden power engines of modern states are technological infrastructures of classifi-
cation that underlie their administrative and bureaucratic practices, legal formalisms, and
economic activities. At the beginning of the twentieth century, Max Weber famously defined
the characterizing principle of "Western rationalization" as the "mastery of all things by
calculation" [7]. This mastery critically presupposes a shared system of units, standards,
and metrics that powers classification and "serves to master fragmented and disconnected
realities" while also creating "regularities of action" [8]. Classification systems form the basis
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1 Introduction

of a shared reality that is necessary for human cooperation. It is a modern notion that kinds,
things, phenomena, documents and so on can be classified according to their fundamental
essences.

1.2 The rise of digital classification systems across nations, political
systems, and cultures

The classification of objects, people, relationships, activities and so on using large-scale digital
systems has become one of the essential identities of life in the twenty-first century. In
many societies around the world, classification systems have become digital. Accordingly,
their governments – whether democratic or authoritarian – attempt to implement ambitious
policy goals to make progress toward a "digital society" that critically depends on such
digital classification systems. In a diverse set of nations, political systems, and cultures –
take the United States, Germany, China, South Korea or Kenya (and many others) – social
media platforms, socio-technical credit systems, search engines, or digital medical systems
automatically classify objects, people, activities, and other social phenomena. Increasingly,
policy plans and objectives are formulated in such a way that they can be implemented using
digital classification systems [9, 10].

Novel digital classification systems promise social progress and are commonly met with
enthusiasm. Such promises are far from unfounded and digital classification systems have
clearly improved access to informational resources and to social networks. For example,
social media platforms have been found to be of enormous benefit for users. They offer
social connectivity and exchange [11], establishment and maintenance of social capital [12], as
well as public and semi-public identity representations that are performative, liberating and,
in particular, entertaining [13]. Social media platforms enable users to create standardized
profiles that allow them to engage with other peers to form online companionship around
interests that may not be shared with individuals within their vicinity. Platform operators
automatically classify information conveyed through such profiles to facilitate the delivery of
personalized advertisements by social media marketers. Social media platforms represent a
dual-architecture classification system with standardized user profiles and the classification
of users’ identities for commercial purposes [14]. With their dual-architecture classification,
social media classification systems anchor identity declarations of users around semantic
affordances they have set up in the user interface and hence classify users around such
semantics for commercial purposes [15]. Digital classification systems successfully implement
some of the most profitable business models of our time as illustrated by the enormous
economic power of social media platforms and search engines [16, 17, 18, 19, 20].

Search engines classify informational resources for users according to their classified search
histories, demographics, or interests [21]. Such personalization or recommender systems solve
one of the major challenges of the big data age: They make information retrieval usable in
the first place as they pre-select content relevant to an individual user who would otherwise
have to maneuver a sea of unordered and chaotic information [22].
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1 Introduction

Another prominent example of digital classification systems is digital credit scoring. Credit
scoring classifies individuals that seek to borrow financial credit according to their predicted
risk of defaulting on a loan [23]. "Traditionally", such predictions were made exclusively
based on information deemed directly relevant for financial creditworthiness including
sociodemographic data, previous defaulting, savings, and financial assets. Digital credit
scoring, on the other hand, classifies borrowers into "creditworthy" or "not creditworthy"
by incorporating non-financial information, in particular, digital footprints to run predictive
models [24]. Digital footprints can be the device type and operating system, information
taken from social media platforms as well as information "left behind" when visiting other
websites [25]. Research studies have suggested that easily available digital footprints such as
device type, operating system, or email host can match or even exceed the information value
of traditional credit bureau scores. Such digital credit scoring facilitates the creditworthiness
assessment of borrowers without any previous financial history [23]. Indeed, one reason for
the support of digital credit scoring systems is that they supposedly minimize the transaction
costs between borrower and lender, as well as to increase allocative efficiency, accuracy
and distributive fairness in the loan application procedure [26]. The key promise of such
alternative classification of financial creditworthiness lies in their inclusiveness. Digital credit
scoring systems purportedly enable access to financial services for an estimated 2.5 billion
individuals that are "unbanked", which means that they do not have any financial history or
documentation [24]. Moreover, they are expected to make it easier for low-income borrowers
and micro-enterprises to apply for financial loans. These are all advantages that traditional
credit scoring does not offer.

1.3 Understanding the legitimacy of large digital socio-technical
systems

Despite these advances and further promises of progress, there have been growing concerns
regarding the legitimacy of a plethora of digital classification systems. For example, the
informational asymmetry between data controllers and data subjects has been a breeding
ground for numerous different privacy scandals such as the Cambridge Analytica Scandal [27],
the Equifax Scandal [28] or the NSA files [29]. Narratives around the development of AI
that is increasingly capable of performing human cognition tasks such as playing Go [30],
recognizing human emotions from faces [31], engaging in human-like conversation [32] go
hand in hand with increasing fears of human replacement by automated decision-making
systems [33]. There are substantiated challenges regarding the automation and amplification
of social biases through AI-based classification systems [34, 35].

The aim of this research thesis is to advance our understanding of the legitimacy of
different digital socio-technical classification systems. Producing a uniform, comprehensive
and conclusive understanding of the legitimacy of any large-scale digital classification system
is a difficult task.
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1 Introduction

To account for the multidimensional nature of digital classification, my research approach
on the legitimacy of digital classification systems consists of a system-level perspective, a
perspective on classification procedures, and a perspective on specific classifications.

First, from a system-level perspective, large-scale digital classification systems depend on
a multifaceted technical infrastructure that operates dynamically –– responding to shifts in
data input, for example –– and at high speed. For many classification systems, such as search
engines, their technological infrastructure is spread around the globe and therefore cannot
be exactly pinpointed territorially. The scope of operation of large-scale digital classification
systems covers millions and, in many cases, billions of different people across different
states with different forms of governance and policy-making as well as nations with different
cultures, communities, traditions and social norms.

Moreover, large-scale digital classification systems are, first and foremost, developed
according to the incentives of governmental or commercial interests and, albeit in different
forms, respond to the pressures of particular governmental and economic environments
with various legal rights and obligations. A comprehensive and conclusive understanding of
the legitimacy of a digital classification system necessarily needs to account for all of these
different dimensions.

Second, the process of classifying an object is an inherently normative undertaking. What
quality of evidence justifies a classification and how much evidence is needed to justify such
a classification? Social media platforms, for example, classify social phenomena such as
interests, social relationships, political leanings by essentially defining all procedural elements
that govern the assignment of a semantic declaration to an object. Understanding such
procedural elements of classification in digital systems is complicated by the fact that they
usually operate under conditions of opaqueness. In many cases, their lack of transparency
impedes an investigation and understanding of the epistemic quality of such classifications.

Early within the development of the system, designers negotiate what should constitute the
essence of the phenomena that the system should classify. Once a system is up and running,
preceding negotiations about the meaning of inherently ambiguous concepts move towards
the background and their plurality and contextuality is typically forgotten [1, 2]. It tends to
be difficult to go back and re-negotiate the essence of classifications, or at least re-examine the
assumptions that underlie a system’s procedural classification practices and characteristics.
Bowker & Star have argued that the lack of transparency of large classification systems
directly serves the naturalization of the system’s classifications [1]. Classification systems
thereby naturalize their own definitions of inherently vague phenomena once the system
operationalizes these definitions under conditions of opaqueness. A system’s classifications
become natural, they lose their "anthropological strangeness" [1].

Third and finally, classifications are never simply given. They always take place in a
cultural meaning giving structure and depend on the defining entity’s beliefs and goals
on what should constitute the classification of a phenomenon. Given their "situatedness",
classifications are never value-free or value-neutral [36]. A particularly illustrating example
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is the classification of contested social phenomena in social media platforms: relationships
between people, interests of a particular individual, or moral and political convictions
are, first and foremost, inherently underdetermined phenomena. Other examples abound.
What factors determine whether a person can be classified as sufficiently trustworthy to
justify the allocation of a loan? What qualifies a person for employment? Answering such
questions presupposes a normative judgment. This is why in modern societies that depend
on classification systems, those that have the (often technological) resources to classify people,
objects, relationships, and activities are typically those that exercise power over society [2].
Digital socio-technical systems create, fixate, and operationalize a particular definition of
otherwise semantically vague social phenomena. Digital socio-technical systems determine
the fundamental meaning of inherently ambiguous concepts and they often do so for a global
society.

In conclusion, this doctoral thesis takes on these three perspectives – a system-level,
a procedural, and a classification-level perspective – to produce a more comprehensive
understanding of the legitimacy of different large-scale classification systems. A summary of
the main research questions, together with an outline of the research agenda, is provided in
the next section.
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1.4 Overall research agenda and guiding research questions

Overall research agenda:

The aim of this research thesis is to advance our understanding of the
legitimacy of different digital socio-technical classification systems.

This doctoral dissertation applies a multi-methodological approach to understand the legiti-
macy of different digital socio-technical systems. For this purpose, it offers three different
perspectives:

• First, a system-level perspective on the Chinese Social Credit System (SCS).

• Second, a perspective on the legitimacy of classification procedures in social media
platforms.

• Third, a perspective on the legitimacy of specific classifications in facial analysis
AI.

1.5 Research Contribution 1: System-level analysis

On the legitimacy of the Chinese Social Credit System (SCS)

Taking a system-level perspective, the first part of the doctoral thesis explores how the Chinese
government implements and justifies the construction of a nation-wide digital social credit
system with the aim to classify citizens, companies, and other organizations into "good" and
"bad" categories via publicly accessible digital platforms. Here, so-called redlists showcase
entities that have complied with social and legal norms while blacklists display those entities
that have not complied with such norms. In the Chinese SCS, "good" behavior can result in
material rewards and reputational gain while "bad" behavior can lead to the exclusion from
material resources and reputational loss.

To understand the legitimacy of the Chinese SCS, we first investigated part of its
core technical implementation: publicly accessible blacklists and redlists.

Given that China provides only restricted access to its digital platforms from outside China,
very little is known about the actual implementation of the SCS. This fact is troubling since
the Chinese SCS is currently the largest state-run digital social credit system in the world. It
covers all Chinese citizens, Chinese businesses as well as all foreign businesses operating in
China (among others). As we discuss in our research papers, the Chinese SCS has received
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significant media coverage with varying information on the actual implementation of the
system. We set out to explore one of the core technical implementations of the Chinese SCS:
its nationwide redlists and blacklist infrastructure where entities are classified into "good"
(redlist) and "bad" (blacklist) categories. Our empirical research on the Chinese SCS first
focuses on the system’s implementation and then on its legitimization.

Research Study 1:

RQ 1: Are there different degrees of transparency in blacklist and redlist records in the Beijing
listing infrastructure?

We conducted a first empirical study on blacklists and redlist implementation in the
municipality of Beijing at the end of 2018 (see Research Article 1 in chapter 3.1). We collected
and analyzed the different types of blacklists and redlists to understand what sanctions
and rewards they displayed and enforced, respectively. Moreover, we collected close to two
hundred thousand blacklist and redlist records to investigate the level of explanation they
provided as to what caused a particular entity to be placed on either blacklists or redlists.

Research Study 2:

RQ 2: How diverse, comprehensive, and flexible is the blacklist and redlist infrastructure
across China?

In a second study on China’s blacklists and redlists, we extended our analysis to the
implementation of the listing infrastructure across 30 Chinese provincial-level administrative
divisions (see Research Article 2 in chapter 3.2). This work focused on the the diversity,
flexibility, and comprehensiveness of the nationwide listing infrastructure as of 2021. Specifi-
cally, this study aimed to provide an in-depth understanding on the types of classifications
represented in the lists and their credit records, the information credit records contained, and
the flexibility by which novel types of lists could be set up during the Coronavirus pandemic.

Research Study 3:

RQ 3: How does the Chinese government justify and legitimize the development of the SCS?

In a third study, we conducted an in-depth analysis of role model narratives published
on the national SCS platform creditchina.gov.cn (see Research Article 3 in chapter 3.3). This
research demonstrates how the Chinese government uses role model narratives on digital
communication channels to advertise the SCS as a solution to many of society’s ills as well
as to inform the Chinese public about "good" and "bad" classifications. The use of such
role model narratives is particularly interesting when viewed from an ethics perspective as
Chinese ethics has had a long tradition of social norm propagation through reader-friendly
narratives and stories on "good" and "bad" behaviors.
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1.5.1 Summary of research contributions

The analysis of both the SCS listing infrastructure as well as the SCS role model narratives
reveals how the Chinese government couples vague ethical principles, in particular, virtues
of honesty and vices of dishonesty, with policy-making through a digital socio-technical
classification system. Thus, our analysis of key SCS platforms provides a much more profound
understanding of how the Chinese government justifies, motivates, and promotes the SCS
to society. I will elaborate and clarify the implications of our observations in the discussion
section.

I believe that the core contribution of our research on the SCS is to illustrate how an
authoritarian system successfully legitimates the development and implementation of a
nationwide digital classification system based on the ideals reflected in the virtue-ethical
principles of Confucianism.

1.6 Research Contribution 2: Procedural normativity of classifications

On the procedural legitimacy of social media classifications

This second perspective will present work on the legitimacy of procedural classifications in
social media platforms. This necessarily means a transition to an analysis of commercial digital
socio-technical systems.

To understand the procedural legitimacy of social media classifications, we apply
a part philosophical, part empirical methodology.

Social media platforms are among the most technologically advanced digital classification
systems. They classify users into thousands of categories in user profiling procedures. These
classifications are sold to advertisers to show users personalized advertisements. While
previous classification systems typically stood outside looking in, social media platforms
are in themselves "classification markets" that are able to "classify from within" [37]. Many
research papers have focused on the consequences of social media classification. For example,
research has shown how social media classifications can lead to discriminatory distribution
of advertisement [38], political polarization [39], and amplification of hate speech [40]. This
doctoral thesis focuses on social media classifications with regard to their procedural legitimacy.

This part philosophical, part empirical research investigates distinct procedural normative
choices in social media classification for audience targeting.
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Research Study:

RQ 1: What are key procedural normative trade-offs in social media user profiling?

We first analyzed theories of personal identity in philosophy to understand possible
normative trade-offs in social media classifications (see Research Article 1 chapter 4.1).
Philosophical theories of personal identity provided a fundamental perspective on the core
normative challenges of social media user profiling. They allowed us to formulate two
normative trade-offs inherent to the classification procedures of user profiling. We called the
first normative trade-off the "accuracy vs. privacy" trade-off. If it were normative for social
media user profiling to represent a person’s self-concept as accurately as possible then this
would result in significant privacy implications. The second normative trade-off is called the
"transparency vs. autonomy" trade-off. Here, if social media classifications were transparent
to users then this could result in a decrease of autonomy because transparency would enable
social media user classifications to influence a person’s self-concept.

RQ 2: How do social media users evaluate such normative trade-offs?

Zooming in on the procedural challenges of social media profiling lays a foundation
to design an empirical vignette study to explore how social media users evaluate such
normative trade-offs. Accordingly, we conducted an empirical vignette study to understand
how individuals evaluate social media’s identity claims with regard to accuracy, transparency,
and control. The goal of the vignette study was to take a tangible step towards understanding
whether social media users preferred accuracy of social media identity declarations over
privacy (trade-off 1) and whether they believed that social media identity declarations would
influence their self-concept (trade-off 2).

RQ 3: Do social media users believe that social media classifications can represent parts
of their self-concept?

Moreover, our vignette study explored how social media user related to social media
classifications. The vignette asked social media users whether they believed social media
profiling could accurately infer elements of their self-concept, whether they considered
accuracy of these identity declarations to be desirable, whether they had motivation to
view and correct identity declarations, and whether they believed that social media identity
declarations would influence their self-concept if they were made transparent to them.

1.6.1 Summary of research contributions

Our conceptual analysis of theories of personal identity in philosophy finds that philosophers
generally agree that individuals have the capacity to justify and control essential elements of
their self-concept. We argue that social media user profiling generates formalistic self-concepts
when it determines the meaning of views, clicks, posts, relationships, or location data of
social media users. The procedural ability to create formalistic self-concepts makes social
media platforms powerful classification systems. Moreover, they do not offer any means for
justification and control over formalistic self-concepts as philosophical theories of personal
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identity suggest.

The process of generating formalistic self-concept is an inherently normative process. For
example, platforms decide how much evidence is sufficient for determining that a user has a
particular interest. They also decide whether the quality of the data is sufficient to justifiably
make an inference about a user.

We find that people believe that social media can make accurate judgements about them
but that they cannot represent their entire self-concept. Respondents thought that social
media profiling is able to accurately infer whether they have changed as a person over time,
but that it cannot tell an accurate story of their life. Respondents showed a strong preference
for more transparency and stated that they would compare their own self-concept with a
variety of social media identity declarations. We take it that social media users have some
motivation to control essential aspects of their social media identity declarations. Finally,
respondents strongly objected that viewing social media identity declarations would cause
them to reevaluate their self-concept.

I believe that the core contribution of our research on the procedural legitimacy of social
media classifications is to show how theories of personal identity can bring to the surface
ethical challenges of social media classification that are independent of the consequences
of social media classification. Together with the results of our vignette study, I believe
this theoretical framework can meaningfully inform alternate platform designs that help
individuals better negotiate and contest algorithmically constructed self-concepts.

1.7 Research Contribution 3: The normativity of specific
classifications

On the legitimacy of facial analysis AI classifications

In a final research project, the thesis presents work that explores the legitimization of a specific
type of AI classification: facial analysis AI. In developing computer vision AI, human faces
are currently the most frequently occurring "object of analysis" in computer vision AI training
sets [41].

To understand the legitimacy of facial analysis AI classifications, we apply com-
putational, quantitative, and philosophical methodologies to compare ethical evalu-
ations of non-experts with the evaluations of people with AI-competence.

Every day, more than 2 billion images are uploaded just across the Facebook services1. We
live in an increasingly visual data culture and there has been an enormous push to develop
computer vision AI that analyzes this sheer infinite amount of visual data. Online, visual
data are popular vehicles to showcase an intelligible self-concept. Indeed, "showing rather

1https://bit.ly/3QTf9R2
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than telling" has become the most common self-presentation strategy among users on social
media platforms.

Moreover, faces play an enormously important role in human social interaction and,
consequently, in human social psychology. When humans encounter each other for the first
time, they make a variety of judgments about each other based on facial looks. In many
cultures around the world, faces are taken to be "a window to a person’s soul" and people can
rapidly make judgments about a person’s apparent trustworthiness or likability based on facial
looks. Research in psychology has demonstrated that humans are prone to evaluate facial
information to make consequential judgments across various different decision scenarios. For
example, first facial impressions can determine hiring choices [42] or election outcomes [43].

Facial expressions are taken to be reliable indicators of emotional sensations. There has
been a plethora of developments in facial emotion recognition AI for a variety of domains
such as automated hiring, digital marketing, or surveillance of digital examinations during the
coronavirus pandemic. As we discuss in our research papers, psychological studies on first
impressions have produced overwhelming evidence that first facial impressions are largely
inaccurate (e.g., [44]), however, another body of literature presents evidence that proposes
such impressions to have some accuracy rendering them not entirely invalid (e.g., [45]).

Among the different semantics that visual data can contain, AI analysis has focused
particularly on human faces [41]. This begs the question what kind of classifications computer
vision AI should and should not perform about people based on their faces. This question is
not just important in the context of image or video analysis that contains faces. Embodied,
humanlike, social robotics that interact with humans already operate AI systems that recognize
and classify human facial expressions [46]. What kind of inferences should such social robots
draw from human faces? More generally, there is a growing need to argue for ethically
justifiable automated facial inferences for a growing number of human-computer interactions.
How should we demarcate permissible from impermissible facial inferences in these different
interaction contexts? What conceptual basis should we apply in making an argument for or
against specific facial inferences drawn by AI?

Research Study 1:

RQ 1: Based on an empiricist notion of reasonableness, what are initial principles for
reasonable and unreasonable facial analysis inferences?

We "set the stage" for such an inquiry in a first conceptual attempt to define reasonable
inferences based on an empiricist notion of reasonableness (see Research Article 1 in chapter
5.1). The core contribution of this work was to demonstrate that what may first appear to be
a purely epistemic question – "What does a face look like?" – turns out to be a profound ethical
challenge.
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Research Study 2:

RQ 2: How do non-experts in AI ethically justify facial analysis AI?

In a second research article, this thesis presents a study on how non-experts in AI ethically
evaluate specific AI facial inferences (see Research Article 2 in chapter 5.2). A growing body of
literature has offered conceptual criticism of facial analysis AI with references to the historic
projects of physiognomy and phrenology. We wanted to understand how non-experts justify
what they believe differentiates permissible from impermissible facial AI inferences. This way,
we hoped not just to allow non-experts to participate in the debate on ethical facial analysis
AI. Centering our study on non-experts’ written justifications of specific AI inferences helped
us to identify potential justification pitfalls that support the legitimization of what appear to
be physiognomic AI inferences.

Research Study 3:

RQ 3: Do ethical justifications of facial analysis AI differ between non-experts and people
with AI competence?

In a final research study, we complemented our first investigation on non-experts’ ethical
evaluations on facial analysis with a study on the ethical evaluations of people with AI-
competence (see Research Article 3 in chapter 5.3). To overcome the weaknesses of self-
reported AI-competence, we designed an AI-quiz to create a sample with different levels of
AI-competence.

Taken together, the two empirical studies’ goals were threefold: first, to understand how
non-experts evaluate specific facial analysis AI inferences across two decision contexts that
vary with regard to their consequentiality. Second, the analysis of a large corpus of written
justifications allowed us to explore the different types of justifications non-experts use and
how they change when the decision context changes. This provided a firm ground to
further elaborate on the quality of reasoning of non-experts when justifying specific AI
inferences. Third and finally, we compared non-experts’ evaluations to those of people with
AI-competence.

1.7.1 Summary of research contributions

Overall, this final research project conceptualizes a notion of fair AI classification (or fair AI
inference-making) that centers around the epistemic and pragmatic justifications of specific
AI inferences. In our vignette studies, we combine qualitative and computational methods
to understand the argumentative reasoning behind nearly 30.000 written justifications for
eight facial analysis inferences. Our research underlines the normative complexity of facial
inference-making.
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1.8 Understanding the legitimacy of digital socio-technical systems:
The nascent field of AI ethics

The following part of the thesis provides a concise outline of the key practices to understand
the legitimacy of digital socio-technical classification systems summarized under the umbrella
term "AI ethics". This overview consists primarily of "technical fixes of bias in AI" and
"principlism in AI ethics". In the nascent field of AI ethics, these two approaches have
been among the most dominant strategies to identify and solve challenges of legitimacy
for novel digital classification systems. I do not, however, suggest that an analysis of the
legitimacy of digital classification systems is exclusively tied to the concepts, methodologies,
and communities associated with the field of AI ethics.

The concept of "legitimacy" itself is an essentially contested concept: debates about its
central meaning or essence are central to the concept itself [47]. Consequently, other discipline-
specific approaches offer valuable and indispensable scientific tools, both conceptual and
methodological, to advance the study on the legitimacy of digital classification. Aspiring
to provide a comprehensive and conclusive understanding on the matter from a single
disciplinary perspective cannot account for the diverse and multidimensional nature of
digital classification systems, as I described in section 1.3. To reiterate, corresponding to the
multidimensional nature of digital classification systems, there are numerous different efforts
to understand and verify their legitimacy. A digital classification system may operate legally
after a legal compliance check, it may be legitimate with respect to its safety through different
tools of security verification, it may guarantee privacy after a privacy assessment, and may be
free of bias after a bias audit and so on.

In the following, I engage in a short discussion on "AI ethics" primarily because of my
background in the philosophy of technology and computer science – a disciplinary combi-
nation that provides specific conceptual and methodological tools to study the legitimacy
of digital classification. In the discussion of the thesis (chapter 6), I elaborate on potential
weaknesses of current AI ethics approaches (i.e., "technical fixes" and "principlism") based
on the findings of our research. Foreshadowing this discussion, I will first argue that the
virtue ethics principles of Chinese ethics offers enough interpretative space to support the
legitimization of the Chinese SCS within an authoritarian system (Research Contribution 1).
Second, technical fixes help mitigate the consequences of biased classification systems, but
they do not account for the epistemic and pragmatic normativity of classification procedures
(Research Contribution 2) and specific classifications (Research Contribution 3).

Debiasing as a computational method to legitimate AI-based digital classification
systems

AI classification systems have been developed and deployed to make decisions in hiring,
advertising, or credit lending. In many of such classification scenarios, researchers have noted
that AI predictions can result in unfair outcomes along social axes such as race or gender [9,
35]. AI classification systems can lead to unfair treatment when they classify individuals,
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for example, who should and should not get a loan, based on datasets that have ingrained
in them the structural inequalities present in society [48]. The unfair treatment based on
membership of a protected class is unlawful in most, if not all, constitutions in the Western
world [49].

Beginning in the early 2010s, a research community formed that started developing compu-
tational tools to identify, mitigate, and resolve bias in AI classification system [35]. This line
of research has not just led to the successful production of computational tools that effectively
make AI fairer but also managed to generate enormous attention of the ethical challenges of
AI-based predictions in science and the general public.

A historical excursion into the debiasing of digital systems

One of the first research papers that conceptualized "bias" in relation to "computer systems"
was published in 1996 by Friedman and Nissenbaum [50]. While they analyze three types
of biases, preexisting (social bias), technical (bias due to technical constraint), and emergent
bias (bias that arises from the decision context), they define bias in computer systems as
..."computer systems that systematically and unfairly discriminate against certain individuals
or groups of individuals in favor of others." [50]. For example, the authors warn of "systematic
bias" as a result of computer systems replicating social inequalities. They offer several case
studies to show how the design of algorithms can inevitably lead to biased decision-making
favoring one group over another. A key difference to today’s research on bias in AI is that
their paper was set in a time predating big data. Hence, there were no equivalent analyses
around data analytics or data mining models. Yet, many of the key ideas in this paper laid the
path towards the development of two key AI ethics publication communities today, the ACM
Conference on Fairness, Accountability, and Transparency (FAccT)2 and the AAAI/ACM
Conference on Artificial, Intelligence, Ethics, and Society (AIES)3.

In 2008, also considered a pioneering study today, Pedreschi et al. [51] demonstrated a)
that AI classification can systematically discriminate across membership of a protected class
(ethnicity, gender, race, religion etc.), b) that this discrimination can be direct or indirect,
and c) that providing a solution to the challenge of discrimination was a "non-trivial task".
Especially considering indirect discrimination (b), the authors find that simply removing or
obfuscating the protected attributes from the dataset did not mitigate or resolve discriminatory
classification given that other data can serve as proxies for such protected attributes. Since
then, there has been an explosion in the number of research studies that use computational
means to de-bias or otherwise balance out the discriminatory effect that results from learning
classifiers from datasets that contain social inequalities, either direct or indirect [35, 34]. Such
studies commonly define "biased classification" as decision classification. For example, an
individual either is creditworthy or not and therefore receives a loan or does not receive a
loan.

2https://facctconference.org/
3https://www.aies-conference.com/
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Other studies found AI classifications to differ significantly in making accurate classifications
across protected classes, in particular, gender and race [52]. Whereas the harm of decision
bias results from a disparate decision outcome that follows from a classification, bias in
representational classification creates harm because the classification process is more error-prone
in making a classification (or an inference) for underrepresented groups. For example, a 2018
landmark research paper by Buolamwini and Gebru demonstrated that facial analysis AI
produced the highest classification error rate predicting gender for darker-skinned women
and the lowest classification error rate for lighter-skinned males [53].

In response to these two types of biased classifications – decision bias and representational
bias – researchers have applied various programmatic methodologies to balance out disparities
in false positive and false negative rates of classifiers across different demographic groups.

Implementing a particular fairness conceptualization is a normative decision

Yet, the various attempts to computationally de-bias datasets to "minimize disparities across
different demographic groups" [35] led to a second defining revelation: the concept of
"disparity" can be conceptualized in different ways. Thus, picking a particular definition
of disparity and subsequently mitigating its effects successfully does not necessarily create
an overall fair AI-based classification system. Classification systems can, in most cases,
only operationalize one fairness conceptualization and digital classification systems are no
exception. Digital classification systems can only satisfy the conditions of a particular fairness
definition and so require the normative acceptance of trade-offs [54, 34].

A now famous example illustrated this conundrum. In 2016, an investigation of the auto-
mated recidivism risk tool COMPAS by the independent journalism consortium ProPublica
demonstrated how optimizing a classification system for outcome parity can be evaluated
as fair by one definition and unfair by another [55]. From Equivant’s perspective (then
Northpointe), the developers of COMPAS, the system had outcome parity because races were
represented proportionally among those with high risk. To Equivant, the system was fair.
ProPublica, on the other hand, conceptualized disparity minimization as equal false positive
rates among races. In COMPAS, however, among those that were classified to be a high threat
but were not a high treat in truth (i.e., false positives), people of color were misclassified in
this way twice as often than white people. As a result, more people of color were erroneously
kept in custody in comparison to white people. To ProPublica this meant that the system was
unfair.

These two conceptualizations of disparity minimization are mutually exclusive in any
decision-making process – digital or analog – and cannot be implemented in one classification
system. Thus, one can argue that COMPAS optimized its classifications for a particular
fairness conception but at the same time perpetuated racial disparities. This example showed
that implementing a particular fairness definition is a normative choice as it entails a choice
of one fairness definition over the other.
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Challenges of current approaches to legitimate AI-based classification systems

A strong focus on "technical fixes"

Given its "historical beginnings" in the 2010s, technical fixes to ethical challenges that result
from novel digital classification technologies promise convenience and effectiveness in miti-
gating disparities and injustices. Technical solutions such as de-biasing datasets are effective
in the sense that they fit the technical affordances of single, individual implementations of
classification systems. Essentially, ethical challenges are viewed as a distinct type of "optimiza-
tion problem" [56]. The advantage of such technical fixes is that engineers and practitioners
can implement them without necessarily requiring any other ethical competence. There is a
sense that ethical challenges that result from the technical realization of classification systems
are solved "at the root". However, only focusing on technical fixes bears the risk of pushing
other ethical ramifications to the back of the agenda.

A strong focus on the consequences of digital classifications

Technical fixes to AI ethics challenges generally align better with a classic utilitarian (or
consequentialist) conception of ethics. This approach to ethics evaluates the "goodness" or
"badness" of an act solely in the consequences that such an act brings about [57]. Considering
AI classification systems, most technical fixes represent statistical manipulations with the aim
to generate parity in outcome. This satisfies two necessary conditions of utilitarian ethics: first,
it presupposes that ethical scenarios consist of discrete, knowable, and commensurable choices
and, second, that the overall "goodness" or "badness" of their enactment can be evaluated by
the consequences they will bear. Prediction-based AI systems classify individuals into discrete
categories (knowable choices) and the consequences that a particular classifier "enacts" can
be directly evaluated (e.g., parity in outcome). Thus, applying technical fixes to legitimate
digital classification systems is strongly supported by the legitimacy of utilitarian ethics.
This combination of technical fixes and utilitarian principles can lead to the negligence of an
engagement with the conceptual contestedness of the ethical principles that systems try to
optimize for such as fairness as parity in outcome [34] or differential privacy [58].

A strong focus on "principlism" in AI ethics

Several authors have noted the prominence of "principlism" in AI ethics [59, 60]. Around
the world, one can observe how companies, governments, non-governmental and other
organizations have formulated "principles for ethical AI": Google, Deutsche Telekom, the
High-Level Expert Group on Artificial Intelligence appointed by the European Commission
as well as the Association of Computing Machinery (ACM) have all developed and published
AI ethics principles in their organizational guidelines in the past years. A 2019 analysis
of 84 such ethical guidelines revealed "transparency, justice and fairness, non-maleficence,
responsibility and privacy" to be the core ethical principles in AI ethics guidelines [61]. Clearly,
powerful organizations have become aware that AI-based classification systems create ethical
challenges.
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The problem with a reliance on AI ethics principles is that they often remain empty
concepts. When there is little conceptual engagement with such principles then they may
be desirable but lack any specificity regarding their implementation in individual digital
classification systems. Abstract ethical principles leave too much room for interpretation so
that organizations can pick a conceptualization of fairness, privacy, or responsibility that
does not stand in conflict with other organizational targets and aims. This can, in some
cases, be a justifiable approach but so far "principlism" often represents not much more than
vaguely-defined abstract ethical principles.

Connecting to the criticisms around "principlism", several authors have noted that in
many organizations that develop digital classification systems, "ethics work" is often seen
as a marketing strategy. Vague ethical principles are particularly prone to forms of "ethics
washing" [62]. Organizations can claim they are ethical and engage in ethical oversight
because they have formulated a set of ethical guidelines. However, organizations face little
accountability in justifying what these principles actually denote, whether they are really
enforced, and how they are weighted against the organization’s other aims. This has led
to AI ethics having been called "toothless" [63], "useless" [64], and a "fig leaf" [60] to reflect
organization’s lack of facing consequences for non-compliance with vague ethical principles.
Often, organizations that have installed internal ethical oversight tend to implement a narrow
conception of AI ethics [62]. Such initiatives often look useful and progressive, but may cover
up real risks and harms that result from digital classification systems.

Building on the contributions that have been made in the field of AI ethics, the goal of this
thesis is to advance our understanding of the legitimacy of different digital socio-technical
classification systems. First, taking a system-level perspective, I explore how the Chinese
government justifies and implements a nationwide digital social credit system. Second, I
investigate procedural normative choices in social media classification and study how social
media users perceive normative trade-offs in this context. Finally, using qualitative and
computational methods, I analyze how non-experts and people with AI-competence ethically
evaluate facial analysis AI.

1.9 Roadmap for next chapters

In the next chapter (chapter 2), I provide a descriptive overview of our research methodologies.
This overview will include statistical and computational methodologies, experimental vignette
studies, as well as qualitative analyses. Chapter 3 presents our research papers on the Chinese
(SCS), chapter 4 our research on the procedural normativity of social media profiling. Chapter
5 presents our papers on facial analysis AI. Finally, I will summarize key takeaways and
offer final reflections in chapter 6. Published versions of the research papers can be found in
chapter 7.
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2 Research Methods

2.1 Standard Statistical Methodologies

2.1.1 Parametric Testing

For our empirical research studies, we applied a range of standard statistical methodologies to
explore differences between groups. For example, in our research studies on facial analysis AI
(chapter 5), the parametric two-sided Welch two-sample t-test [65] was used to test whether
participants’ ratings of facial analysis AI would significantly differ between ratings in the
low-stake advertising versus the high-stake hiring context.

Welch’s t-test compares means between two groups that are independent from each other.
As the experiment was a between-subject design, this condition was fulfilled. Such testing
for differences across groups presupposes a null hypothesis and an alternative hypothesis.
The null hypothesis denotes that there is no significant difference between the two groups.
The alternative hypothesis denotes that there is a significant difference between the two
groups [66]. The significance of a difference is given by the p-value. A p-value of less than
0.05 is taken to represent a significant difference and, subsequently, the null hypothesis can
be rejected [67]. The means of both groups differ significantly.

2.1.2 Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) & Multivariate Analysis of Variance
(MANOVA)

Just like a t-test, an ANOVA tests whether the means in one group are significantly different
to the means of another group. However, an ANOVA extends t-tests by comparing more
than two variables with each other [68]. Conducting several t-tests leads to an increased
probability of making a Type I error (rejecting a null hypothesis that is true) [69]. ANOVAS
control for Type I errors by conducting all comparisons simultaneously. It produces an F-score
that represents the variance between variables divided by the variance within the variables.
The F-score can be used to determine whether there is a significant difference between the
variables and thus whether the null hypothesis can be rejected.

In our research studies on facial analysis AI (chapter 5), we used ANOVAs to test whether
factors (i.e., variables) other than the decision-context had a significant influence on partic-
ipants’ ratings. We also performed an exploratory factor analysis [70, 71] to understand
the underlying structure of participants’ ratings. This resulted in two constructs that we
termed "first-order inferences" and "second-order inferences". Our analysis now had two
dependent variables: ratings of first-order inferences and ratings of second-order inferences.
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Here, a MANOVA can extend an ANOVA by testing whether multiple independent variables
influence multiple dependent variables [72].

2.1.3 Exploratory Factor Analysis (EFA)

EFA is a multivariate statistical instrument to measure the smallest number of constructs
that can represent the variance within a set of measured variables [73, 69]. EFA is used for
dimensionality reduction. In our research on the ethics of facial analysis AI (chapter 5), we
wanted to understand whether participants’ ratings for a set of facial AI inferences contained
a hidden relationship. That is, rating behavior could be similar for some AI inferences, which
can be expressed as "factors" by EFA. EFA is often used as an initial statistical analysis to
form an idea about the underlying structural patterns in a collected dataset. In contrast to
confirmatory factor analysis (CFA), EFA does not require the pre-specification of the number
of factors that one expects to find in the dataset [71]. EFA is commonly used when researchers
cannot apply theoretical constructs to their data in order to map potential factors to such
theoretical constructs.

There are several methods to determine the number of factors within a set of measured
variables for EFA. Among these are parallel analysis, scree plotting or Velicer’s minimum
average partial (MAP) test [70, 71]. Usually, researchers use several of such tests to justifiably
select the number of factors prior to conducting an EFA. If two or more tests converge on a
number of factors then this number of factors can be used with confidence for the subsequent
EFA analysis.

2.2 Qualitative Content Analyses

Our research on narratives in the Chinese SCS (chapter 3) as well as on the ethics of facial
analysis AI (chapter 5) required a methodology to analyze textual data qualitatively. Here, the
methodological conceptualization of "qualitative analysis" in relation to textual data denotes
the interpretation of text sections by assigning semantic categories (also called "codes") to the
text [74, 75]. After qualitative analysis, categories can be further analysed quantitatively (e.g.,
category frequencies), which is why some researchers refer to qualitative content analysis as
a mixed-methods methodology [75].

We applied two different versions of qualitative content analysis in our research. In our
research on the ethics of facial analysis AI, we collected nearly thirty thousand individual
written answers from participants. Here, the interpretation of participants’ written responses
was guided primarily by our overall research question. We wanted to understand how
participants justify their rating behavior of specific AI inferences. Thus, in creating a code
book – the final analytic scheme of categories to be applied to the entire textual corpus
– categories were created to reflect participants’ underlying reasoning for justifying their
ratings. This can be called "conventional content analysis" whereby codes are developed
inductively [76].
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In so doing, one researcher typically starts to label a subset of written responses to
formulate a preliminary code book. This preliminary code book is then discussed with
another researcher and potential interpretative ambiguities are discussed and resolved. Both
researchers then apply the code book to another subset of the written responses and hence
meet for another round of discussion and code refinement. If the two researchers cannot
resolve an issue, a third researcher is consulted and a decision is made. Once the entire
dataset has been labelled, an inter-coder reliability is calculated. This inter-coder reliability
provides a quantitative measure of the agreement in labeling between the two coders. It is
commonly calculated using Krippendorff’s α [77] whereby an α of ≥ 0.7 is taken to represent
sufficient reliability. In our first research paper on the ethics of facial analysis AI, we used
qualitative content analysis to create a code book. Given the large number of comments, we
then used the transformer-based language model roBERTa (see section 2.3.2) to classify the
remaining written responses [78].

In our research on the use of narratives in the Chinese SCS (chapter 3), one core research
goal was to understand how authors portrayed the moral experiences of protagonists in
different moral scenarios. With this purpose in mind, we applied a so-called directed content
analysis [76]. Directed content analysis uses theoretical constructs from previous research
as codes to interpret a given text [79]. In this way, the application of existing theoretical
constructs to a novel text corpus reconfirms the validity of these constructs. Thus, researchers
need to find textual passages that serve as evidence for a chosen theoretical construct. Directed
content analysis follows a deductive approach in code development.

2.3 Computational Methodologies

2.3.1 Web crawling and web scraping

Web crawling and scraping are computational methods that automate the systematic collection
of public data from accessible web pages. A web crawler is programmed to systematically
search the internet by following specified URLs [80, 81]. A web scraper is programmed to
extract pre-specified information from web pages. Collecting publicly available data from
web pages requires the programming of a web crawler and a web scraper. Web crawling and
scraping can be used for different purposes. I will touch upon these briefly but will focus on
web crawling and scraping for automated information retrieval whereby crawling results in a
link list that is fed into a web scraper that downloads the requested information [82]. This
corresponds to how web crawling and scraping were used in the research on the Chinese
SCS (chapter 3). Web crawling and scraping allows for the collection of data from web pages
when web page owners do not provide any application programming interface (APIs). In
the age of big data mining, web crawling and scraping are essential tools to capture the vast
amount of data available online for further analysis [83]. In our research on the Chinese SCS,
we also point out ethical challenges of web crawling (see research paper in chapter 3.2).
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Web crawling

Most prominently, web crawling is the key component of search engines that scan web pages
with the purpose to compile an index [84, 85]. Users can make queries against the index and
retrieve web pages. Besides their prominent importance in search engines, data archiving
systems such as the Wayback Machine1 apply web crawlers to take screen shots of web pages
periodically at different times. To study the key information platforms of the Chinese SCS,
the headless browser Selenium2 that simulates a human browser was used to control a web
crawler that creates a link list leading to specific SCS credit records. As we explain in detail in
our research paper in chapter 3.2, many of the SCS websites could be structurally represented
as trees with nodes thanks to their underlying static Hypertext Markup Language (HTML)
with Cascading Style Sheets (CSS) implementation. This structure could be exploited by
crawlers. Typically, HTML typically represents the content of the web page while CSS is a
design language that presents the content and defines how HTML items are displayed.

The crawler starts accessing a specified landing page (i.e., of a provincial SCS platform, the
root of the tree) and adds every HTML reference (also known as "deep link" or "tree leaf")
to the link list. In the end, the crawler produces a simple text file with a list of URL links.
In this list, every row contains the deep links with the so-called "href" attributes, which the
crawler is programmed to fetch. In the case of SCS blacklist and redlist web pages, the deep
links represented individual blacklist or redlist records. In the end, this link list will be passed
on to the web scraper.

Web scraping

Here, the scraping framework Scrapy [86] was used to download pre-specified information
from blacklist and redlist credit records. In scrapy, code with all crawling and scraping
instructions are defined in a class called "spider"3. A spider contains the algorithm to execute
a search query, the link aggregation, and the information extraction. For the data extraction of
blacklist and redlist records, such information included the reasons for being listed, the gender
of the listed entity (if a person), or the Unified Social Credit Code, a unique SCS identifier.
Instructions on the information that the spider extracts is defined in a parse function. The
Scrapy framework offers a set of relevant features that make scraping significantly more
efficient [87]. The framework consists of a scheduler that manages requests and responses, a
downloader for web data, and an item pipeline for data storage and transfer to databases,
among others [86]. The framework also handles 404 errors, request delays and downloading
problems. Given that most SCS web pages used CSS formatting, scrapers could extract
information by CSS selectors and transfer the data into a table or a database.

Taken together, web crawling and scraping have become standard tools that, in combination,
are primarily used for data extraction on web pages and are used in a variety of application

1https://archive.org/web/
2https://www.selenium.dev/
3https://docs.scrapy.org/en/latest/
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fields [88]. In our work on the Chinese SCS, we show an example of a spider we built and
applied to crawl redlist and blacklist records (see Auxiliary Material of research paper in
chapter 3.2).

2.3.2 Natural language processing (NLP) techniques

A highly active research field called NLP combines linguistic theories with stochastic models
and computer science methodologies to automate a range of different language tasks [89].
Machine learning-based approaches to NLP include language understanding, machine trans-
lation, question-answering, and text summarization. With the explosion of textual data on
the Internet, NLPs are essential to data analytics in order to infer valuable information from
raw text data. NLPs played a prominent role in our research article on non-experts’ ethical
justifications of facial analysis AI (see research article in chapter 5.2).

Term frequency-inverse document frequency (TF-IDF)

One of the most basic NLP techniques is TF-IDF. TF-IDF measures the importance or relevance
of a specific word in a set of documents [90, 91]. "TF" stands for term frequency and simply
denotes the frequency of a term (or word) in a document (or text). Relevance here is defined
as the overall informativeness of a term for a document. The relevance of a term in a
document is given by the number of times a term occurs in a document divided by the
overall number of words in the document. TF-IDF measures the relevance of a word in a set
of documents. Simply counting the number of times a word occurs in a set of documents
would not necessarily reflect its relevance: stop words ("a", "the", "if"...) occur very often but
carry little informativeness [92]. To filter out stop words, TF-IDF weighs terms by dividing
the number of times a term occurs by the number of documents in a document corpus that
contain the term, which is represented by the "IDF" (inverse document frequency). TF-IDF
was used to weigh terms in the narratives on "good" and "bad" Chinese citizens in the Chinese
SCS (see research paper in chapter 3.1).

Topic modeling with latent dirichlet allocation (LDA)

Topic models or topic modeling can be described as an automated procedure for coding
the content of a corpus of texts (including very large corpora) into a set of substantively
meaningful coding categories called "topics" [93, 94, 95]. LDA presupposes that a textual
corpus can be represented by a pre-specified number of "latent topics". It further assumes
that the meaning of a topic is represented and "embedded" in a cluster of words. As such,
topic modeling considers a textual corpus as a "bag of words" that contains hidden topics.
Their co-occurrence in a textual corpus is not by chance but corresponds to the existence of a
specific topic.

Topic modeling is applied as an unsupervised classification method but there are variations
that allow its use in supervised classification [94]. One of the most widely used type of topic
modelling is LDA [95, 96]. LDA is a generative, probabilistic model that follows two main
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principles. The first principle of LDA is that it considers every document (a discrete text)
as a mixture of topics. That is, each text document can consist of a multitude of different
topics. The second principle of LDA is that each topic consists of a mixture of different words.
It follows that topics do not necessarily differentiate themselves by a set of unique words.
The same word can occur in two different topics. It is the mixture of words that make up a
discrete topic.

LDA calculates the probability for each word (or term) belonging to a topic [97, 93]. One
can then select the 10 terms with the highest probability per topic to represent that topic best,
for example. LDA requires pre-processing of the textual data. This pre-processing phase is
called tokenization, the corpus is stripped off all of its semantically irrelevant punctuations
and stop words and all semantically relevant words are transformed into their canonical
form (i.e, their stem). Moreover, LDA, as well as other topic models, does not automatically
determine the optimal number of topics in a corpus [97, 93]. It assumes that the number
of topics in a text corpus is already known. The right number of topics is relatively small
and results in the highest probabilities for words across topics. Researchers have developed
different methodologies to optimize the number of topics for LDA [98].

Importantly, researchers need to add what they believe is the most semantically appropriate
label to a given topic as LDA does not generate any semantic inferences. Finally, LDA
has been used to analyze social media posts [99], newspaper articles [100], or politicians’
speeches [96]. In our work on the Chinese SCS, we used LDA to understand the major topics
in SCS narratives on "good" and "bad" behavior (see research article in chapter 3.1).

Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Transformers (BERT) & A Robustly
Optimized BERT Pretraining Approach (roBERTa)

At their core, language models represent a probability distribution over a word sequence
whereby they predict the probability of a word’s position in a sentence based on different
conditionals [101, 102]. In the "classic" Markov language model the probability of the next
word in a sentence is estimated by its preceding word [101]. Language models cannot
understand human language, their output is based on learning common semantic associations
in large sets of textual data (the entire Wikipedia corpus, for example).

In recent years, natural language processing has seen significant progress on many bench-
mark tests thanks to development and use of pre-trained language models [103, 78]. Pre-
trained language models such as BERT (or its fine-tuned version roBERTa) only require
labeling of few data given the model’s extensive pre-training. Such pre-trained models already
contain a significant amount of lexical, syntactic, and semantic knowledge [102]. In BERT,
which learns in a bi-directional manner (i.e., left and right), pre-training primaririly consists of
learning how to recover words in masking tasks. The bi-directionality of BERT and roBERTa
make it ideal for classification tasks, which are language understanding tasks with word
sequences in a single document as input and one or multiple labels as output. Today, most
pre-trained models incorporate the transformer architecture as proposed by [104].
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Critical to the transformer architecture of BERT is the encoder that represents words in a
sequence as a numerical vector [103]. The vector representation of each word does not only
contain information of the word’s meaning but also of its contextuality, which is based on the
bi-directional words around it. Pre-trained language models offer "task universality" [101]
in that they can be adjusted for different language processing tasks. They already include a
significant amount of factual knowledge.

We use the language model roBERTa for the classification of ordinary people’s ethical
justification of facial analysis AI (see research article in chapter 5.2). This is an ideal task
for a transformer-based language model such as roBERTa that has achieved state of the art
accuracy for language understanding and classification tasks [105].

2.4 Experimental Vignette Studies

Experimental vignette surveys have become a key methodological tool to study participants’
beliefs, judgements, values, choices and so on in carefully curated scenarios [106, 107, 108].

Vignettes consist of two parts: first, the vignette itself and, second, a common survey
instrument for measurement [109]. The vignette is a hypothetical scenario that study par-
ticipants are asked to read. In contrast to standard surveys, vignettes offer a more detailed
description of a scenario that participants need to evaluate. In short stories (i.e., vignettes)
experimenters can account for different contextual contingencies in the scenarios [106, 107].
Factorial vignettes enable researchers to deliberately vary the information presented in a
vignette.

Just like in a real experimental setting, factorial vignettes allow researchers to modify
information in the vignettes in such a way that they present different independent variables.
Researchers can then measure how these different independent variables influence the
dependent variable, which is often represented by participants’ ratings on a Likert scale [110].
In a typical factorial design, researchers can vary the "factors" presented in a vignette as
well as the "levels" of such factors. For example, in a vignette study on gender income
gaps, Steiner et. al. developed vignettes with several factors (education, occupational
experience, industry, gender) that can all take on different levels [109]. Using such a factorial
design, researcher can "...assess the importance of those vignette factors which causally
affect individual responses to the contextualised but hypothetical vignette settings" [106].
Furthermore, researchers can conduct within- and between-study designs, or a mixture
of both. Experimental vignette studies add an experimental character to standard survey
studies [107]. They offer more realism by approximating real-life scenarios and account for
contextual or situational factors that may be of particular importance for a decision-making
process, an interaction, a characterization of an action and so on [111].

All of the above make experimental vignette studies a useful instrument to study moral
perceptions and judgments per se and in the context of artificial intelligence. In a relatively
new field called experimental philosophy [108], researchers design vignettes to understand how
"ordinary" people define the essence of contested philosophical concepts such as intentionality,
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knowledge, belief and so on. One prominent discovery that resulted from experimental
philosophy has been termed the Knobe Effect after its discoverer Joshua Knobe [112]. Knobe
tried to understand people’s perceptions of an intentional action by an agent, that is, the
conditions under which one can justifiably say that an agent has performed an action
intentionally. The Knobe Effect focuses on the intentionality of side effects that emerge from
the primary action of an agent. It describes the phenomenon that people claim that an agent
acted intentionality when the side effects of a primary action result in negative consequences.
They do not ascribe intentionality when the side effects result in positive consequences.

In our research, we designed vignettes to study what ordinary people (non-experts) perceive
as a fair inference in the context of facial analysis AI. Here, we could vary the decision context
to understand whether ordinary people perceive the same AI inference more fair in one
decision context in comparison to another decision context (see research paper in chapter
5.2). Moreover, we repeated the experiment with an expert group (high AI knowledge) to
understand whether the level of AI knowledge correlates with different perceptions on fair
AI inferences in facial analysis (see research paper in chapter 5.3). We also used a single-
treatment vignette study for our research on social media users’ perceptions of social media
user profiling (see research paper in chapter 4.1).
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Digital role model narratives propagate social norms in China’s
Social Credit System (2022)

Please note that the published articles are slightly modified mainly to allow for unification
of format and reference style. References for each research paper appear in the overall
bibliography at the end of the doctoral dissertation. Published versions of the research articles
are appended to end of the doctoral dissertation in chapter 7.
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3.1 Research Article 1: How China’s Social Credit System Currently
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Abstract

China’s Social Credit System (SCS, 社会信用体系 or shehui xinyong tixi) is expected to
become the first digitally-implemented nationwide scoring system with the purpose to rate
the behavior of citizens, companies, and other entities. Thereby, in the SCS, "good" behavior
can result in material rewards and reputational gain while "bad" behavior can lead to exclusion
from material resources and reputational loss. Crucially, for the implementation of the SCS,
society must be able to distinguish between behaviors that result in reward and those that
lead to sanction. In this paper, we conduct the first transparency analysis of two central
administrative information platforms of the SCS to understand how the SCS currently defines
"good" and "bad" behavior. We analyze 194,829 behavioral records and 942 reports on citizens’
behaviors published on the official Beijing SCS website and the national SCS platform "Credit
China", respectively. By applying a mixed-method approach, we demonstrate that there is a
considerable asymmetry between information provided by the so-called Redlist (information
on "good" behavior) and the Blacklist (information on "bad" behavior). At the current stage
of the SCS implementation, the majority of explanations on blacklisted behaviors includes a
detailed description of the causal relation between inadequate behavior and its sanction. On
the other hand, explanations on redlisted behavior, which comprise positive norms fostering
value internalization and integration, are less transparent. Finally, this first SCS transparency
analysis suggests that socio-technical systems applying a scoring mechanism might use
different degrees of transparency to achieve particular behavioral engineering goals.
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3.1.1 Introduction

Moral thinking and action necessarily depend on informational resources. When an individual
asks: "What is the right thing to do?", he or she essentially relies on information that renders
a conclusion morally justifiable. In philosophy and anthropology, descriptive morality refers
to how groups or societies negotiate codes of conduct (or norms) that are morally acceptable
or unacceptable [113, 114]. As a consequence, an individual’s moral accountability tends
to be proportional to his or her knowledge of good and bad moral behavior underlining
the epistemic character of morality [115]. In 2014, the Chinese government issued a plan
for a nationwide digital scoring system known as the Chinese Social Credit System (SCS)
classifying behavior into morally "praise-" and "blameworthy" [116]. Thereby, all legal entities
including companies and public institutions (among others) receive an 18-digit ID called the
Unified Social Credit Code,1 which corresponds to the 18-digit ID card number for Chinese
citizens. Presumably, based on these IDs, the SCS will collect and evaluate behavioral data
and may assign scores that result in material benefits and reputational praise or material
exclusion and reputational loss. Or, in the words of the Chinese government, the goal of the
SCS is to "allow the trustworthy to roam everywhere under heaven while making it hard for
the discredited to take a single step" [117, 116].

But how can citizens, companies, and social institutions know what behaviors are "good"
and "bad" in the SCS? Put differently, how transparent is the current SCS in providing infor-
mation on "good" and "bad" behaviors? Answering this question requires a conceptualization
of transparency. Here, we rely on the definition proposed by Turilli and Floridi, which
conceptualizes transparency as "the choice of which information is to be made accessible to
some agents by an information provider" [118]. First, this definition distinguishes between
an information provider, which makes information accessible, in this context the Chinese
government, and agents or entities that depend on this information for their decision-making.
Secondly, this definition recognizes that information transparency is an "ethically impairing
or enabling factor when the information disclosed has an impact on ethical principles" [118].
Both of these components are highly relevant for the SCS since participants are dependent on
the information provided to make decisions that can lead to reward or punishment.

Recently, the Chinese government has started issuing behavioral information on several
platforms (see Section 5.1.2 for more information). In this empirical study, we review a subset
of this behavioral information released on two central SCS platforms: the official SCS national
website "Credit China" and its equivalent municipal outlet "Credit China (Beijing)". On the
former site, we collect and analyze 156 news reports about "good" behaviors (we refer to as
"positive" cases), and 789 equivalent reports about "bad" behaviors ("negative" cases). In these
"negative" portraits, individuals are commonly stereotyped as so-called "Laolai (老赖)" – the
epitome of a financially dishonest individual in China. Since all stories we collected are news
reports about real-life events portraying a morally "good" or "bad" individual, they all include
descriptive norms highlighting "desirable" and "undesirable" characteristics of individuals in
Chinese society today.

1http://www.gov.cn/zhengce/content/2015-06/17/content_9858.html, last accessed on November 19, 2018.
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Next, on "Credit China (Beijing)", we retrieve a large number of records of "good" and
"bad" behavior from the so-called Redlist and Blacklist. Thus, our approach is as follows:
first, we collect and statistically analyze close to 200,000 Blacklist and Redlist records from
"beijing.gov.cn/creditbj", the SCS’s information platform for China’s capital, Beijing. Hence,
based on machine learning topic modeling and manual text coding, we identify the common
semantic patterns of close to 1000 reports on "good" and "bad" behavior published on the
national SCS platform "www.creditchina.gov.cn".

We show several informational asymmetries that characterize the current degree of trans-
parency of the governmental SCS’s information platforms. Finally, we discuss how degrees
of transparency could correspond to different incentive strategies of socio-technial systems
that rate legal entities in society. Our paper has the following structure. In Section 5.1.2, we
discuss the development of China’s SCS and review related work. In Section 3.1.3, we present
our data acquisition and data analysis approach. We conduct our analysis in Sections 4.1.8
and 3.1.5. We discuss our results and offer concluding remarks in Section 5.2.6.

3.1.2 Background

The implementation of the SCS rests on at least three main factors: First, lack of honesty and
trust2 in Chinese society has become a serious issue manifested in the numerous news reports
about food poisonings, chemical spills, financial and telecommunications fraud, and academic
dishonesty over the past two decades [119, 120]. It is estimated that Chinese enterprises suffer
from a loss of 600 billion RMB (around 92 billion USD) per year due to dishonest activities3.
According to a survey conducted by Ipsos Public Affairs [121], "moral decline" was regarded
as the most serious issue in China in 2017. 47% of Chinese respondents ranked it as one
of the top 3 greatest concerns, while the same issue was only mentioned by 15% of total
respondents worldwide.

Secondly, China’s SCS is expected to boost the domestic economy. The Chinese government
hopes that the SCS will give millions of Chinese citizens without a financial history access to
credit and investment opportunities in the domestic market. China has the largest unbanked
population in the world (in absolute numbers), with more than 225 million citizens having no
bank account [122]. So far, only 320 million Chinese citizens have a credit record4. However,
the sustainability of China’s economic growth partially depends on an increase in domestic
spending. Through the SCS, citizens could apply for loans based on trustworthiness scores
without having to prove their financial creditworthiness.

2The characters "诚信 (chengxin)" literally mean both honesty and trust in Chinese.
3This information is included in the "Report on China’s Honesty Building Situation (Zhongguo Chengxin Jianshe

Zhuangkuang Baogao)". The full report is not publicly available, but parts of the report (in Chinese) are
accessible through: http://society.people.com.cn/n1/2016/0523/c1008-28370202.html, last accessed on
November 19, 2018.

4See "Inspiration of the US Non-traditional Credit Information Mechanism" available on the platform
of "Credit China" at http://www.creditchina.gov.cn/zhengcefagui/tashanzhishi1/201712/t20171207_
98701.html, last accessed on November 19, 2018.
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Finally, in Chinese society, the concept of personal identity is largely determined by
Confucian principles [123, 124]. Accordingly, personhood is supposed to extend from the
private to the public sphere thereby somewhat losing its private and public boundaries. In
other words, normative expectations on individuals hardly account for the distinction between
a private and a public sphere. The division between a private and a public persona is often
conceived as trying to be secretive as privacy is commonly conceived as hiding something
shameful [125]. In fact, until recently, privacy was primarily protected under the right of
reputation in Chinese civil law [126]. At the same time, the public interest ranks highly in
Chinese civil law [127]: "private information protected from disclosure refers to information
that is irrelevant to the public interest or to the interests of other persons." However, while
the Chinese concept of privacy is evolving, it is expected to remain distinct from other
societies [128]. Overall, the introduction of the SCS is hardly perceived as a privacy-violating
system in Chinese society, which is perhaps surprising from a Western perspective [129].

Current state of the SCS

At the current stage, the SCS remains fragmented, being developed at national, provincial,
municipal, and ministerial levels with no clear unified structure. In the past years, provinces
and cities have developed various prototype models for the SCS [130, 131]. Importantly,
the SCS also takes companies, government departments and judicial organizations as its
targets [116]. This means that some companies have a special role in the SCS. Since 2015,
eight companies were granted permission to run individual credit services with the purpose
to implement pilot SCS programs [132]. Individually, none of the eight companies received a
licence to continue individual credit services after the two-year trial period ended in 2017.
Instead, together with the China Internet Finance Association (run by the People’s Bank of
China), they recently have become common shareholders of a company called Baihang Credit,
which received the first credit scoring licence in February 2018.

Related Work

We are unaware of any research project that conducts a data-driven analysis of the currently
observable data practices of key sites of China’s SCS. However, we have identified two
empirical research studies that help understand how the SCS is being communicated and
discussed by Chinese media [132], and how it is being perceived by Chinese citizens [129].

Ohlberg et al. collected official Chinese news articles and public communications, as well
as social media postings on Chinese blogs, forums, and bulletin board services about the
SCS for a six-month period in 2017 [132]. The large majority of news articles has a positive
focus and highlight the SCS as a "cure-all for social and economic problems". Criticism is
mostly aimed at the slow implementation progress or directed at commercial initiatives in the
SCS. Citizens’ social media postings rarely address privacy issues and rather focus on how to
game the system to achieve a higher social credit score within commercial SCS applications.
Of relevance to the latter point, the implications of gamifying social credit are also being
discussed from a non-empirical perspective by other scholars [133, 134].
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Kostka [129] conducted an online survey with about 2,200 Chinese citizens that was
distributed via different channels including websites and apps. Due to the widespread
internet surveillance in China, the validity of such online surveys remains questionable
at least to some extent. According to her findings, about 80% of the respondents have a
positive perception of governmental and commercial SCS initiatives. Interestingly, older and
more educated respondents have a higher approval rating. In contrast, these demographic
factors are typically associated with higher privacy concerns in Western societies (see, for
example, [135]). Several policy papers address the relationship between the SCS and the
danger of mass surveillance (e.g., [136]).

Finally, there is rigorous work on comparing financial credit reporting systems [137], which,
however, predates the emergence of the SCS in China and focuses on the financial aspects
of credit reporting. Likewise, privacy considerations concerning private entities facilitating
credit and background reporting have, for example, been explored by Hoofnagle [138].

Ethical Issues

Our analysis is built on publicly available data from key sites of China’s SCS, which is posted
with the intent of public scrutiny. Our paper includes screenshots from the currently available
implementations. We have blurred any personally identifiable data.

3.1.3 Methods

We used computer-assisted content analysis methods to explore the level of transparency of
current behavioral information published on the two previously mentioned SCS websites.
First, the column-and-row structured records of both the Blacklist and the Redlist on the
SCS’s Beijing platform5 were crawled and statistically evaluated. Hence, to understand the
semantic and structural patterns of both "positive" and "negative" case studies, we crawled
news reports on "bad" behavior labeled as "Typical Cases (典型案例)"6 and on "good" behavior
labeled as "Stories of Integrity (诚信人物/故事)" under the section of "Integrity Culture (诚信
文化)"7on the national SCS information platform "Credit China"8. We then applied statistical
topic modeling based on Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) to all available 156 news reports
on "good" behavior ("positive" cases) and 789 news reports on "bad" behavior ("negative"
cases) on August 12, 2018.

We preprocessed the downloaded documents by applying jieba9 for segmentation and
stopword filtering of Chinese text. We used the stopword corpus compiled by the Chinese
search engine Baidu10. After tokenization of the given text, we applied tf-idf to re-weigh term
counts.

5http://www.creditbj.gov.cn/xyData/front/creditService/initial.shtml%20?typeId=4.
6https://www.creditchina.gov.cn/home/dianxinganli1/?navPage=6.
7https://www.creditchina.gov.cn/chengxinwenhua/chengxingushi/.
8https://www.creditchina.gov.cn/.
9https://github.com/fxsjy/jieba.

10http://www.baiduguide.com/baidu-stopwords.
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Figure 3.1: Coherence score Cv for topic models of negative and positive case studies using different
topic counts.
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As we had no reasonable expectation for the number of topics k to be detected within the
given document corpus, we performed optimal topic number search. Thereby, we created
several LDA models for "positive" and "negative" case studies and calculated the topic
coherence measures Cv as proposed in [139]. We started with k = 2 and increased the
number of topics until an upper bound of k = 40. As shown in Figure 3.1, coherence values
of models for both document sets increased until k = 15 before flattening out. Therefore, we
investigated the top-30 most salient terms for each of the fifteen topics produced by these
models [140]. Thereby, we set δ = 0.6 within the applied relevance metric [141]. Moreover,
we also reviewed the results for k = 10, k = 20, and k = 30 in order to further manually verify
the optimal topic number. We found the optimal model with k = 10 for both "positive" and
"negative" cases. Finally, we further selected 5 main topics for the "positive" cases and 7 topics
for the "negative" cases (see Table 3 in the Supplementary Materials for topics selected for the
"positive" cases, and Table 4 in the Supplementary Materials for "negative" case topics).

Based on our topic modeling results, we selected the 4 most related cases (highest predicted
probability of belonging to the topic) for each of the topics.11 We then manually analyzed
20 "positive" cases and 26 "negative" cases12 in detail. One author first reviewed 5 "positive"
and 5 "negative" cases, respectively, and drafted a coding guide, which was then reviewed
iteratively by another author, refined, and retested to generate consistent definitions. As a
result, we developed two coding schemes for "positive" and "negative" cases (see Table 3.1 for
the coding scheme applied to "positive" cases and see Table 3.2 for the coding scheme used
to analyze "negative" cases). After reliability was established, we examined all 46 cases for
structural and thematic commonalities. Each coding sheet contained the information from
one "positive" or "negative" case. Once the coding sheets were completed, we grouped and
analyzed the information contained in them.

3.1.4 Results

Blacklists

On the platform of "Credit China (Beijing)", we found three publicly accessible databases
providing information on "bad" behavior, all of which could be queried by search term. Trans-
lated from Chinese (see Figure 3.2), they were termed the following: 1) Blacklist (1,137,546
entries), 2) Special Attention List (9,229,179 entries), and 3) Administrative Punishment
(14,885,789 entries).

The Blacklist further contained 16 subcategories for "bad" behavior. For the Blacklist, we
crawled two of these subcategories, one containing records of individuals that have been
banned from participating in the securities market (Securities Market Entry Prohibition, 422
entries) and one listing companies with debts (Blacklist of Company Debtors, 1,116,707 entries
= 98.2% of all Blacklist entries). For the Blacklist of individuals, all 422 entries included
extensive explanations for the punishment (e.g., length of ban) referencing financial law (see

11For "negative" cases, there are only three cases for Topic 6 (measures taken against crime) and Topic 7 (public
transport regulation violation), respectively.

12There were only 3 cases for 2 out of the 7 topics.
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Pattern Definition Example
Bio-info full name 今年70岁的刘某某，为了一句诺言，一辈子踏踏实实做一名“小村大

医生”。

age 古亭村77岁的老人蓝某某为了归还欠银行的一笔500元死账。

living place 蓝某某出生在遂昌县云峰街道古亭村。

profession 这位一天两次捡到钱包的"好运人"就是蒙阴一中的的英语教师耿某
某。

Social class low 一个清贫的普通农家，父亲、儿子、孙女毫无怨言地赡养一位无任

何血缘关系的"外人"。

middle 陈某的妻子说，他们家里也就是普通家庭，上有老下有小。

high 这句话时常在内蒙古明泽集团董事长王某某的心里翻腾着。

Sacrifice for
the common
interest

material sac-
rifice

他隔天检查药柜，受潮的药直接销毁，损失的药费自己承担。

non-
material
sacrifice

每天为他做三餐，每天打针吃药，就连端屎端尿的活也揽下来。

Rewards reputational
rewards

他被评为全国农村青年创业致富带头人、北京市优秀农村实用人

才。

material re-
ward refusal

钱包的主人一个劲地要给她塞钱。肖某某坚决地拒绝了。

Virtue cas-
cade

trustworthy
and honest

为了不让养殖户遭受损失，彭某某把风险留给自己，仍按照回收合

同原价收回了养殖户的肉鸭。

hardworking 虽然有时一天连饭都顾不上吃，还帮助菜农一起装菜卸菜，忙到了

深夜还要了解市场信息、掌握蔬菜的价格趋向。

self-
discipline

虽然银行减免并注销了这笔贷款，但放在我私人账户的钱一定要还

上。

helpful 积极参加协会组织的慰问残疾人、资助贫困大学生活动。

care-taking 他们一家三代几十年如一日地照顾着丁某某老人。

sense of re-
sponsibility

她以当好水资源质量的守望者为己任。

Table 3.1: Coding scheme for "positive" cases. All "positive" cases included biographical information of
the individual and indicated his or her social class. Other codes described the individual’s
sacrifice for the common interest, the rewards obtained, and the further attribution of other
virtues (virtue cascade).
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Pattern Definition Example
Bio-info anonymous

(for indi-
viduals,
surname
only)

当宁陵县法院执行干警在被执行人郭某家的楼顶将其抓获时，郭某

无奈地低下了头。

anonymous
(company
name not
provided)

原告北京某装饰工程有限公司为被告北京某文化有限公司所有的房

屋进行建设、装修。

Imple-
menting
Agency

the court 海淀法院3月6日出动执行法官、法警等共计50余人，对15起案件进
行集中强制执行。

Public Secu-
rity Bureau

华龙区法院的执行法官远赴拉萨，与当地公安机关通力合作。

telecommunica-
tion com-
pany

由商南法院向中国移动、联通、电信三大通信运营公司出具协助执

行通知书，对失信被执行人实行彩铃和短信曝光。

Causes for
punishment

refusing
to repay
individuals

当地法院判决吕某赔偿梦某医疗费、残疾赔偿金等损失46万元。吕
某拒不履行赔偿义务，甚至远走他乡。

refusing to
repay banks

岫岩法院判决某食用菌公司偿还银行贷款本金380万元及相应利息。
判决生效后，食用菌公司一直没有履行。

refusing
to repay
companies

原告北京某装饰工程有限公司为被告北京某文化有限公司所有的房

屋进行建设、装修，施工结束后，被告拖欠原告工程款400余万元。

Reasons
to fulfill
obligations

actions taken
by the court

在中牟法院执行干警的全力配合下，成功将被执行人吕某拘留。

threatened
to be placed
on Blacklist

法院将肖某纳入了“老赖”名单里，将他的大头照向社会公布。

Table 3.2: Coding scheme for "negative" cases. All cases provided anonymized biographical infor-
mation, an entity implementing the punishment, justification of the punishment, and
descriptions on why the obligations were fulfilled in the end.
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Figure 3.2: Three lists publishing records of "negative" behavior: from left to right, the first arrow
points to Blacklist, the second arrow to Special Attention List, and the third arrow to
Administrative Punishment.

Figure 3.3). Apart from the censored ID card number, the full names of all individuals were
published.

Due to the large amount of company records we found on the Blacklist, the Special
Attention List, and Administrative Punishment, we crawled the first 1000 pages for these lists.
For the Blacklist of companies with financial debt, this resulted in a total of 131,485 entries all
of which featured information on why an entity had been blacklisted (see Figure 3.4). Out
of these 131,485 entries, 128,006 entries specified that the financial obligation had not been
fulfilled at the time of crawling (corresponding field not shown). Entries included a reference
to legal regulation and specified the full name of the company (see Figure 3.5). Note that
some companies listed had multiple entries corresponding to multiple breaches. Together
with these explanations, we crawled the date of publication on the Blacklist for each entry.
We found that on one day in June 2018, 95.6% of all entries (125,747) had been published
on the Blacklist for companies (see Figure 3.6). This probably indicates that these records
had already been collected and processed by another entity before being transferred to and
published on the Blacklist.

For the Special Attention List, we collected 30,625 entries containing information on compa-
nies that had violated business operation regulations. For all records collected, companies
had been blacklisted for providing various types of false information to the authorities (see
Figure 3.7).

Finally, our crawler returned 32,719 entries for the Administrative Punishment register that
contained information on both individuals and companies (see Figure 3.8). As Figure 3.9
shows, the majority of records of the Administrative Punishment register reported traffic
rule violations. Correspondingly, fines were the most widely used measure (see Figure 3.10).
We also found that only company entries of the Administrative Punishment register and the
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Figure 3.3: An entry from the Blacklist of "Securities Market Entry Prohibition". The first column,
from top to down: the first arrow points to "name of punishment" and the second points
to "content of punishment". The table on the right side of the second arrow shows the
detailed explanation of the punishment.

Figure 3.4: The top 5 reasons for being on the Blacklist of company debtors.
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Figure 3.5: Screenshot of a company’s Blacklist entry. Left column, the first arrow points to a field
explaining the specific context of the case, the second arrow points to the date of publication
of this entry on the Blacklist.

Figure 3.6: Publication dates of Blacklist entries for company debtors.
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Figure 3.7: The top 5 reasons for companies to be on the Special Attention List.

Blacklist consistently featured the Unified Social Credit Code.
On the national SCS information platform "China Credit", we found another Blacklist issued

by the Civil Aviation Administration of China (中国民用航空局)13. This list, which is updated
every month, publishes information on individuals that are excluded from aircraft travel for a
period of one year due to misbehavior on airplanes or airports (data collected on August 10,
2018; see Figure 3.11). According to the list published in August, 2018, 946 individuals were
banned from air travel for one year. Among others, the list provided full name, censored
ID number, and explanations why individuals had been punished (see three arrows in the
first row of Figure 3.11). Being banned from air travel resulted from taking illegal objects on
airplanes, smoking on airplanes, or boarding airplanes with a fake passport. The figure also
indicates that the list contained names and ID numbers of non-Chinese citizens providing
some evidence that foreigners were not excluded from the SCS.

Redlist

We found one type of list documenting information on "good" behavior - the Redlist. It
contained a total of 1,206,944 entries distributed across 24 categories (3 categories for redlisted
individuals, 21 categories for redlisted companies). The categories for individuals, translated
from Chinese, are: 1) Taxi Star (1557 entries), 2) Top Ten Tour Guides (14 entries), and 3)
Five-Star Volunteer (603 entries). For all entries, the full name of the person and his or her
partially censored ID number were given. The Five-Star Volunteer category displayed the

13https://hmd.creditchina.gov.cn/, last accessed on November 5, 2018.
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Figure 3.8: A record of the Administrative Punishment register. The first column, from top to down:
the first arrow points to the field "type of punishment" and the second points to the field
"reasons for punishment".

Figure 3.9: The top 5 reasons why individuals or companies are placed on the Administrative Punish-
ment register.
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Figure 3.10: The 5 types of Administrative Punishments.

Figure 3.11: A screenshot of the Blacklist for individuals that are banned from flying on commercial
airplanes. In the first row, from left to right, the first arrow points a field containing
the full name of the individual; the second to censored ID number; and the third to
explanations why individuals have been punished. Two arrows at the bottom left indicate
entries of two foreign passengers.
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gender of the person as well as the amount of volunteering hours carried out per person.
The lowest amount of volunteering hours documented was 1500 (which was probably the
necessary threshold to be listed) and the highest was 25,400. None of the entries we collected
from the Redlist provided an explanation justifying why such a honorary title had been
awarded to that person (see Figure 3.13). Thus, we cannot report any observations about
justifications on "good" behavior from our Beijing Redlist analysis.

Company categories referred either to tax awards (e.g., A Class Taxpayer) or to other hon-
orable statuses such as Harmonious Labor Relations or Excellent Contributor to Developing
Chinese Socialism. Just like the Redlist entries of individuals, there were no justifications
explaining why a honorable title had been awarded to a company. No Redlist entry contained
the Unified Social Credit Code. Generally, Figure 3.13 shows a single record of an entity that
can display several "positive" and "negative" entries. Thus, there is reason to believe that
the interface shown in Figure 3.13 functions as the governmental SCS information template:
recording and making transparent information on rewards and/or sanctions to the public.

Importantly, every Blacklist and Redlist record we collected featured a "Disagreement/-
Correction (异议/纠错)" function (see Figure 3.12). This function allowed citizens to object
to a Blacklist or Redlist decision by providing a statement of up to 2000 Chinese characters
(submission required 18-digit ID number).

Coding results for "positive" cases on "good" behavior

News reports on "good" behavior were introduced as "Stories of Integrity (诚信人物/故事)"
posted under the section of "Integrity Culture (诚信文化)" on the national SCS information
platform "Credit China". All of the 20 "positive" cases selected described how a protagonist
sacrificed his or her self-interest (both material and non-material) for the common good.
Moreover, all cases centered on "trustworthiness" and "honesty" as key SCS virtues. The
stories all followed the same narrative structure: they first provided detailed biographical
information of a person (full name, social class, profession, family status), followed by a
dilemma: the protagonist could either engage in "dishonest" behavior winning him or her an
immediate small reward or get a large future reward by being "honest". Once the person had
enacted the "honest" behavior, which happened in all the "positive" reports we analyzed, the
narratives ended with a virtue cascade.

Take, for example, cases in which individuals found and returned lost property to an
owner. Here, all four cases assigned to the topic"return lost property to owner" ended by
further attributing "self-discipline", "helpfulness", "care-taking for others", and a "sense of
responsibility" to the protagonist as part of a virtue cascade. Another commonality across the
selected cases was that all protagonists were morally "praised" by their social environment.
Also, the protagonist was recognized for his or her "good" behavior by official agencies or
the media in the form of "honors", "decorations", or a "cute nickname". On the other hand,
when a material reward was offered for the "good" behavior, as in all cases with topics "family
and community relationship and repayment", "return lost property to owner", and "social
entrepreneurship to help people out of poverty", the protagonist refused the material reward
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Figure 3.12: Example of a company’s Blacklist entry. The black circle on the upright corner indicates
the "Disagreement/Correction (异议/纠错)" function.

Figure 3.13: Example of a Redlist entry for an individual with the honorary title Five-Star Volunteer.
The record does not justify why the honorary title was awarded.
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at all times.

Coding results for "negative" cases on "bad" behavior

Reports about "bad" behavior were labeled as "Typical Cases (典型案例)" on the homepage
of "Credit China" with the sources being both local newspapers and the platform itself. The
26 selected "negative" cases relating to 7 topics all revolved around one common theme,
the "Laolai (老赖)": a term specifically referring to individuals and companies refusing to
repay debts. These cases were presented in two ways. The 4 cases with the topic "public
shaming" were about the courts’ actions in solving repayment problems. The remainder of
the stories were about specific individuals or companies. All individuals and companies were
anonymous in the selected cases. Local courts collaborated with local telecommunication
companies in all 4 cases with the topic "public shaming", and the Public Security Bureau
played an important enforcement role in all cases with topic "public transport regulation
violation". In these reports, both the compulsory actions taken by the court and the threat of
being placed on the Blacklist forced the "Laolai" to fulfill the stated obligation. Generally, both
"positive" and "negative" case studies we analyzed were homogeneous in structure, framing,
and content. This could indicate that they had been deliberately formulated to propagate the
SCS’s conceptualization of "good" and "bad" behavior.

3.1.5 Analysis

The results of our content analysis demonstrate that there are currently multiple informational
asymmetries in both datasets.

Listed companies versus listed individuals

Currently, companies make up the majority of entries on both the Blacklist and Redlist of
Beijing’s SCS platform. We found that companies which are involved in the construction
of the SCS were also included in the list. For instance, Alibaba (with Zhima Credit) and
Tencent (with Tencent Credit) were both granted permission to start individual pilot credit
service programs in 2015 and have provided digital data collected from online shopping and
social media to the SCS. Both Alibaba and Tencent were listed as A-level Taxpayers on the
Redlist. Since we only crawled the Beijing SCS platform, we cannot make any claims about
the transparency of other SCS Blacklist and Redlist websites.

Our analysis of "positive" and "negative" cases demonstrates the opposite: here, the majority
of reports on either "good" or "bad" behavior focuses on individuals’ behaviors. For our
manually coded sample, only 15.4% of "negative" reports and 30.0% of "positive" reports
featured companies. In both "negative" and "positive" cases that featured companies, however,
reports centered on the person in charge of the company typically highlighting the CEO’s
virtues and vices. In other words, it is not the company as such that is "blamed" or "praised,"
but rather the person responsible for the company. Such portraits, therefore, signal that
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individuals are not shielded by large institutions but can be made responsible for their "good"
or "bad" decision-making.

Justifying punishments versus justifying rewards

All entries of the Blacklist explain why a person or company is currently registered on
the Blacklist. Moreover, Blacklist explanations include legal terms and refer to laws and
regulations. In other words, Blacklist explanations make transparent the mechanism of
punishment by specifying a causal link between behavior and consequence. This is perhaps
best illustrated by the Blacklist on individuals excluded from air travel (see Figure 3.11). The
legal threat contained in the entries of the Blacklist could furthermore signal that a specific
"dishonest" behavior can be detected and sanctioned.

On the other hand, not a single entry of the Redlist includes a formulated explanation
on why a person or company has been awarded a honorary title. We found that fulfilling
legal obligations (Class A Taxpayer), performing professional (Taxi Star) or volunteering
(Five-Star Volunteer) duties can result in reputational gain in the current SCS. However, the
mechanisms or criteria determining when an individual or a company secures a place on the
Redlist are not further explained. Taken together, the current SCS makes behaviors leading
to punishments more transparent than behaviors resulting in rewards. More generally, our
study could not identify publicly available information associating specific behaviors to a
scoring or rating mechanism.

Types of punishments versus types of incentives

The most common reason for a company to be placed on any of the "negative" lists is failure
to pay back debt (the second most common reason is informational misconduct). Failure to
pay back debt is also the most prominent reason given for why protagonists of the "negative"
cases are registered on the Blacklist. The Chinese term for "Laolai" appeared 481 times in
the 789 "negative" reports we collected. All "negative" stories we manually coded report
on the activities of a "Laolai" person (either as an individual or as the legal representative
of a company). In terms of punishment, individuals and companies face both the material
loss specified in the corresponding legal regulation as well as the consequences of being
publicly shamed on the Blacklist. In more than 40% of the narratives on "negative" behavior,
an individual is threatened to be placed on the Blacklist leading to the immediate compliance
of the individual.

On the other hand, individuals and companies on the Redlist receive moral "approval"
and reputational gain. Similarly, "positive" cases report on individuals that gain reputational
rewards, while at the same time rejecting material incentives when offered as a consequence
of their "role-model" behavior. Still, being listed on the Redlist is not mentioned or even
indicated by any individuals as a motivational factor for their behaviors. All stories we
analyzed emphasize that a morally "praiseworthy" activity is "praiseworthy" when it is
"genuinely" moral rather than instrumental in obtaining a material reward. Furthermore,
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all "positive" stories feature a virtue cascade: once an individual is described as "genuinely
honest" or "trustworthy", he or she is attributed other "positive" virtues as a consequence.

3.1.6 Discussion & Concluding Remarks

In this first study of key websites of the Chinese SCS, our goal was to understand how
transparent the SCS currently is in providing information on "good" and "bad" behavior. To
this end, we collected and analyzed 194,829 Blacklist and Redlist entries from the Beijing SCS
website "beijing.gov.cn/creditbj" and applied a machine learning topic modeling algorithm
to almost 1000 reports on "positive" and "negative" behavior crawled from the national SCS
information platform "www.creditchina.gov.cn". Finally, we manually coded a sample of
these texts to understand what kind of specific behavioral information they contain.

The main question arising from our findings, we believe, is whether the degree of the
current SCS’s transparency is intentionally engineered or whether it is simply a manifestation
of work in progress. Is there a purpose in explicitly describing and publishing the causal link
between behavior and sanction while leaving information on getting rewards deliberately
vague? First, the asymmetries in information provided between the Redlist and the Blacklist
could be motivated economically: while an infinite amount of people can be excluded from
valuable material resources, only a finite amount can be given valuable resources (e.g., a
first-class train ticket). Detailed instructions on how to win rewards could therefore lead to
distribution problems since many individuals could implement them. On the other hand,
another explanation for the current informational asymmetries of the SCS might be that
already existing records of legal offenses were used to start filling Blacklists. Consequently,
these records entail more justifications since they refer to specific legal articles or regulations.

The degree of transparency of the SCS observed in this work could also be motivated by
behavioral engineering goals. Let’s imagine for the moment the system were completely
inscrutable (i.e., the system did not justify a score increase or decrease and eventually a given
punishment or reward, respectively). In this case, individuals would have little possibility
to understand when the SCS rewarded and when it sanctioned specific types of behaviors.
Moreover, besides being oblivious to the moral code of conduct, individuals would not have
the ability to contest the system’s decision-making process (again, to negotiate a norm one
must have the necessary epistemic resources to do so). Note that this issue is also debated in
the context of the "Right to Explanation" of the European Union’s General Data Protection
Regulation [142, 143]. A fully transparent scoring system, on the other hand, would precisely
map behaviors to rewards or sanctions. Indeed, in the context of a nationwide digitally-
implemented scoring system, full transparency must account for the mechanism that leads to
the distribution of rewards or sanctions. This degree of transparency would offer individuals
the possibility to understand the system’s decision-making procedures at least to a certain
extent. In our analysis of SCS Blacklist and Redlist records, we did not identify an explicit
SCS scoring mechanism. We have shown, however, that the SCS already enables citizens
to dispute single Blacklist and Redlist records. On the other hand, a fully transparent SCS
would possibly create other problems: if the SCS became fully transparent in regard to its
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scoring mechanisms, complying to a norm would likely become a market transaction. In fact,
research on intrinsic and extrinsic motivation suggests that introducing an external reward
to a norm-guided behavior turns this behavior into a commodity that can be bought [144,
145]. This phenomenon, termed "crowding-out effect", results in fewer people engaging in
this behavior since the consequences of failing to act can simply be compensated by financial
means [146, 147, 148]. For example, if one reliably receives monetary compensation for being
honest, being honest will no longer be evaluated as a moral behavior for both the actor and
the recipient. As this line of research suggests, individuals will likely stop attributing a
genuine moral character to individuals with a high score in a fully transparent SCS.

Our analysis provides evidence that the currently implemented SCS possibly attempts to
counter such a transformation of moral behavior into market transactions. All of the "positive"
case studies unambiguously emphasize that norm conformity is "good" because it is "morally
valuable" – for both average citizens as well as CEOs. None of the Redlist entries describe
a connection between moral behavior and external material reward. Rather, they contain
virtue signals and reputational gains by awarding symbolic honorary titles (e.g., Five-Star
Volunteer). On another sub-page of the national SCS website, we found the publication of
32 ancient Chinese fables (not shown) also promoting self-concepts comprising virtues of
being a morally "good" Chinese citizen. In contrast, our analysis on the corpus of "negative"
case studies demonstrates the propagation of a "negative" self-concept ("Laolai") attributable
to a specific offense (i.e., intentionally not paying back debt). Taken together, our analysis
suggests that degrees of transparency can serve different behavioral engineering goals in the
context of a digital scoring system.
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Abstract

The Chinese Social Credit System (SCS) is a novel digital socio-technical credit system. The
SCS aims to regulate societal behavior by reputational and material devices. Scholarship on
the SCS has offered a variety of legal and theoretical perspectives. However, little is known
about its actual implementation. Here, we provide the first comprehensive empirical study of
digital blacklists (listing "bad" behavior) and redlists (listing "good" behavior) in the Chinese
SCS. Based on a unique data set of reputational blacklists and redlists in 30 Chinese provincial-
level administrative divisions (ADs), we show the diversity, flexibility, and comprehensiveness
of the SCS listing infrastructure. First, our results demonstrate that the Chinese SCS unfolds
in a highly diversified manner: we find differences in accessibility, interface design and
credit information across provincial-level SCS blacklists and redlists. Second, SCS listings
are flexible. During the COVID-19 outbreak, we observe a swift addition of blacklists and
redlists that helps strengthen the compliance with coronavirus-related norms and regulations.
Third, the SCS listing infrastructure is comprehensive. Overall, we identify 273 blacklists
and 154 redlists across provincial-level ADs. Our blacklist and redlist taxonomy highlights
that the SCS listing infrastructure prioritizes law enforcement and industry regulations. We
also identify redlists that reward political and moral behavior. Our study substantiates the
enormous scale and diversity of the Chinese SCS and puts the debate on its reach and societal
impact on firmer ground. Finally, we initiate a discussion on the ethical dimensions of
data-driven research on the SCS.
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3.2.1 Introduction

In 2014, the Chinese government published the Planning Outline for the Construction of a Social
Credit System (2014-2020) as part of its 12th five-year plan [116]. Following its release, media
and research have offered various perspectives on the Chinese Social Credit System (SCS,
社会信用体系). Some Western media have characterized the SCS as a mass surveillance
apparatus, with the purpose of calculating a digital "sincerity score" for each Chinese citizen
based on a wide range of personal data [117, 149, 150]. Below a certain point level, citizens
would face multiple restrictions, such as exclusion from air travel and high-speed trains. A
positive score, on the other hand, would lead to discounts and preferential treatment for
a variety of products and services. This "dystopian perspective" sees the unification of an
authoritarian regime’s policies and artificial intelligence (AI) to enforce social order by means
of a sincerity score. Some media outlets have since revised their original viewpoints regarding
such comprehensive sincerity scoring [151, 152].

Academic scholarship on the SCS has largely been theory-driven, which has led to the
independent development and discussion of different conceptualizations. The SCS has been
defined as a novel administrative policy program with the main goal of strengthening compli-
ance of citizen and organizations with laws and regulations [153, 154]. The novelty consists
in the public (at least temporary) disclosure of already existing citizen and organizational
records on so-called digital blacklists and redlists. Blacklists publicly showcase non-complying
individuals and organizations, while redlists, as their normative counterpart, show complying
entities. In this perspective, the SCS deploys reputational tools with some similarity to
company rankings or background checks on individuals in Western economies.

Other authors have called the SCS a big data empowered system that collects, processes,
and evaluates vast amounts of personal data [127]. These data are ultimately aggregated and
published as public credit information (PCI) on digital platforms. This line of research argues
that PCI creates transparent citizens, not least due to the lack of a sufficient legal framework
that protects personal data in China [155]. Some scholars have noted an all-encompassing
application of credit to society’s political, economic, and social activities. Thereby, the SCS
marks the emergence of a so-called reputation state [156, 157]. As a governance tool, the SCS
seeks to harness reputational information for purposes that go beyond neoliberal notions
of regulating market failure. Still other perspectives frame the SCS as a social management
program [158]. Drawing on concepts from systems engineering, a social management program
considers society to be a complex system that can be optimized using digital technologies.

While these accounts disagree in many important regards, three points of agreement can
be identified: first, multiple independent initiatives have been labelled as "SCS" [159]. One
SCS is driven by the apps and services of big data companies (e.g., Sesame Credit) that
distribute scores to consumers in voluntary promotion programs [129, 160]. Here, "voluntary"
denotes consenting to the terms and conditions of the service. Second, local governments
have tested SCSs that integrate different scoring systems in "prototype cities" (社会信用体系
建设示范城市), such as Rongcheng and Suzhou. Participation in these local "credit scoring
experiments" is mandatory for residents in these areas. Such policy experiments [161] can
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serve as models for other local SCS implementations but they are not necessarily a model for
national implementation. Third, government-led SCS measures have been realized nationally.
There are various types of blacklists (黑名单) and redlists (红名单) run by government
agencies at different levels of administrative divisions (ADs) including municipalities and
provinces, but also government departments at the national level. These platforms publicly
display information to "shame"14 or "praise" natural and legal persons (e.g., companies) for
non-compliance or compliance with a variety of legal and social norms [162, 163, 132, 155, 164].
No entity can opt out from being listed. Depending on the type of list, entities are subjected
to different types of reward or punishment over a wide range of areas, a process that has been
termed "joint reward and punishment mechanism" (JRP) by the Chinese government [116].
Both natural and legal persons on specific blacklists or redlists will be punished or rewarded
under the rules defined in Memoranda of Understandings (MoUs). Different government
agencies have jointly signed and started enforcing these MoUs [165].

To summarize, the government-run SCS operates blacklists and redlists throughout the
entire country. It enforces regulations with reputational and material means and requires
mandatory participation. This SCS has regulatory "teeth". However, no research has conducted
an empirical analysis of this nationwide SCS blacklist and redlist infrastructure.

This lack of knowledge is troubling, as the SCS will likely shape the behavior of about
1.4 billion Chinese citizens and all companies doing business in China. Further, important
international long-term technology policy challenges are dependent on the success of systems
such as the SCS, as highlighted by Antony Blinken in his confirmation hearings, when he
argued that "whether techno democracies or techno autocracies are the ones who get to define how
tech is used (. . . ) will go a long way toward shaping the next decades" (2021 U.S. Secretary of State
confirmation hearings [166]).

This study investigates the design and technical implementations as well as the number and
types of blacklists and redlists across 30 Chinese provincial-level ADs. Our exploratory study
shows the diversity of SCS lists in granular detail and outlines the informational consistency
between social credit records of the same type of list on different SCS platforms. We find
that SCS listings focus on economic activities but also capture reputational rewards for moral
and political behavior. Moreover, we show that the SCS listing infrastructure is flexible, as
observed in a second round of data collection during the COVID-19 outbreak: when necessary,
new types of lists can regulate novel forms of transgression and thereby help accomplish new
policy goals.
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Figure 3.14: Screenshot of an overview of the SCS information platforms of the different ADs listed on
the national SCS platform "creditchina.gov.cn". Taiwan, Hong Kong and Macao were pre-
viously listed together with other ADs on the landing page of the "Credit China" website,
but without a valid link. The listings were then removed in July 2019. Data collection was
conducted via the SCS platform of each AD. Color-coding: orange represents municipality
under the direct administration of central government; blue represents provinces; purple
represents autonomous administrative regions; green represents the Xinjiang production
and construction corps (Bingtuan), an economic and paramilitary organization in the
Xinjiang Uyghur Autonomous Region, which is not included in our analysis due to an
insignificant amount of credit data. Translations of AD names added by the authors.

3.2.2 Study procedure

Policy-making in China: Provinces implement blacklists and redlists

SCS implementation is largely left to regional rather than central government, a common trait
of China’s policy-making process that tends to follow a principle of "centralized planning,
decentralized implementation" [167, 168]. As a planning polity, central policy-makers outline
policy goals in top-level policy documents valid for a specific policy-making cycle. Commonly,
a first policy document (called jianyi/建议) includes general guidelines for a new cycle of
policy-making. A second, more refined, but still broad, policy outline (called gangyao/纲要)
sets more specific policy goals [161].15 Importantly, the implementation of the policy goals
outlined in top-level policy documents is left to provincial, county, and city governments.
This also applies to the SCS: provincial-level administrative authorities (i.e., those in charge
of provinces, municipalities under the direct administration of central government, and
autonomous regions) are, to some extent, free to determine how they implement nationwide
policy goals for their AD [169, 170].

The SCS’s gangyao includes vague instructions regarding social credit record applications
for broadly defined commercial and social sectors (e.g., [127, 165, 155]). SCS implementation
rests on the commitment of provincial-level ADs16 to realize general instructions laid out in

14The authors use quotation marks to communicate a neutral standpoint towards SCS-specific normative concepts
(e.g., "positive", "negative", "reward", "sanction/punishment"). For the remainder of the article, quotation
marks will be omitted for the sake of reader-friendliness.

15Generally, policy-making in China is accompanied by a multitude of other policy documents. Engaging in a
comprehensive description of Chinese policy-making would go beyond the scope of this study.

16In China, provincial-level ADs comprise provinces (e.g., Sichuan), municipalities under the direct administration
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top-level policy documents. As such, understanding the nationwide SCS listing infrastructure
requires an empirical assessment of all SCS platforms at the provincial level. As each province
is responsible for the implementation of its own SCS blacklist and redlist, we expected to find
differences in the technological setup, interface design, and list types (i.e., differences in types
of rewards and sanctions) between the provincial-level SCS platforms.

We conducted two rounds of data collection. First, between June 2019 and December 2019,
we collected data on blacklists and redlists from 30 Chinese provincial-level ADs comprised
of 22 provinces, 5 autonomous regions and 4 municipalities under the direct administration
of central government. Second, in February 2020, we started collecting data on blacklists and
redlists related to the coronavirus outbreak.

As we describe in more detail in the methodology section, our study approach is fun-
damentally exploratory. Data collection and analyses were intended to understand SCS
implementation with regard to three high-level research questions, as follows.

• RQ1: Are there technological and design differences in credit lists and records between
the provincial SCS platforms?

• RQ2: How do provincial SCS platforms differ in the number and types of blacklists and
redlists?

• RQ3: How do SCS blacklist and redlist records of the same type of list differ in terms of
the information displayed across provincial SCS platforms?

Methodological approach

Data

Our analysis pertains to blacklists and redlists implemented at the AD level from June 2019
to December 2019. Data collection was aimed at provincial-level blacklists and redlists from
31 ADs (22 provinces, 5 autonomous regions, 4 municipalities under the direct administration
of central government) listed on China’s national SCS platform "creditchina.gov.cn" (Figure
3.14).17 For the follow-up study of coronavirus-related lists, we inspected the same SCS
platforms again between February 2020 and April 2020.

Data collection primarily refers to a) the types of lists implemented in each AD (RQ2) and
b) retrieving individual credit records from the most commonly implemented blacklist and
redlist across all 31 ADs (RQ3). Collecting list types and credit records enabled an analysis of
the technical realization and interface designs of SCS platforms and credit records (RQ1).

of central government (e.g., Beijing, Shanghai) and autonomous regions (e.g., Inner Mongolia, Tibet).
17This list also included the Xinjiang production and construction corps (Bingtuan). However, we did not include

these data in our analysis for two reasons: first, Bingtuan is a unique state-owned economic and paramilitary
organization in Xinjiang and, second, at the time of data collection, Bingtuan’s SCS platform had published
only a very small amount of credit information (9 blacklist and 7 redlists entries).
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Our data collection was organized to produce a descriptive study of SCS implementation.
Our core analyses focused on the diversity of list types across ADs and the structural
differences between list records, in particular, their interface designs and the information
provided in individual credit records. For several reasons, we did not conduct a quantitative
analyses on published records. First, during data collection, we observed that the number of
published SCS records changed on a day-to-day basis for all SCS platforms. We refrained from
drawing general inferences on SCS credit records based on a onetime quantitative analysis.
Second, when we began to scrutinize different SCS platforms, we observed large differences
in the amount of credit records uploaded. Some SCS platforms had not published any credit
records, while some displayed multiple millions (note that only a few SCS platforms indicated
the total number of credit records). Third, given the early stage of SCS development, a
comprehensive quantitative analysis of the economic and societal impacts of credit records
was not possible at the time of data collection. This impact may need several years to
materialize as SCS measures begin to influence the economy, government administration,
and social processes at large. Fourth, as we discuss in the next subsection, we encountered
challenges in accessing and retrieving public credit information from SCS platforms.

Data collection obstacles

The first obstacle was obtaining access to the 31 AD SCS platforms. Access from our location
was severely impeded, so we tested the accessibility of different SCS websites from various
locations. To accomplish this, we sent web requests from 44 servers spread around the world
to each AD’s SCS website.18 SCS server accessibility from outside China was generally possible
but unstable.19 To investigate SCS platforms, we used a virtual private network of servers
located in China. Requests from China provided more stable access to SCS servers than from
other locations. All SCS servers, apart from the SCS server of the municipality of Chongqing,
responded to requests from a Chinese server. For the server of the municipality Chongqing,
no data could be retrieved at any time, as the server did not respond to requests for the entire
data collection period from any location. Thus, our final data collection represented 30 ADs.
Overall, it took 6 months to access all SCS platforms and to document the different types of
blacklists and redlists, verify them through revisits, and collect credit records for each AD.

While documenting the different types of lists for each province, we observed that each AD
operated a different web server with different implementations of front-end, back-end and
database design. Moreover, we did not find a public API on any of the AD SCS platforms.
Taken together, this made data collection for credit records complicated, as each AD SCS
platform required the programming of a unique web crawler and scraper.

The systematic sampling of public credit records from each blacklist and redlist on all
SCS platforms was not possible for several reasons. First, the number and therefore types
of lists implemented varied between the ADs. Some ADs had more than 10 types of lists,

18The analysis was conducted with the Uptrends online monitoring service (www.uptrends.com). Data available
from the authors.

19The most frequent return values were: HTTP connection failure, HTTP protocol error, HTTP timeout, and TCP
connection failure.
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while others only displayed a single list (see Results). We saw that some ADs with only a
single implemented blacklist or redlist used this list to present different types of sanctions
or rewards. Second, some ADs had only one list but no records to show at all. Third, SCS
platforms differed in how credit records were displayed. For example, some SCS platforms
displayed a number of credit records on a single page and offered page tabs that opened the
next page, displaying the next set of credit records. This interface style allowed page visitors
to go through all available credit records. Other SCS platforms only showed a selection of
credit records and instead of page tabs provided a search bar for specific queries. Here,
visitors could not see all available credit records. Finally, some AD SCS platforms deployed
captchas and bot blockers that sometimes led to time-out denials such as temporary or even
permanent IP address suspension.

Given these restrictions on the collection of credit records, systematic and unbiased sam-
pling of credit records across all SCS platforms was not possible. However, the goal of our
study was not to measure effects between credit record samples to generalize to the SCS as a
single system. Instead, for the credit record analysis, our research goal was to explore informa-
tional differences in credit records across the SCS platforms. For this purpose, homogeneous
convenience sampling was sufficient to compare the information provided on credit records
on the same list between SCS platforms. Homogeneous convenience sampling differs from
conventional convenience sampling by constraining sampling by one factor (see e.g., [171]).
We did not sample any credit record on any type of list (i.e., we did not conduct conventional
convenience sampling). We directed the analysis of credit records toward the most frequently
implemented type of blacklist and redlist across all SCS platforms. Consequently, different
crawling and data extraction (scraping) robots were programmed to extract pre-specified
information on credit records from the most common type of blacklist and redlist.20 The two
main frameworks and tools used for the crawling and scraping process were ThoughtWorks
Limited open source headless browser Selenium and Scrapinghub Limited open source
framework called Scrapy. The extracted data were eventually pushed into a noSQL database
(MongoDB) as a horizontally scaling non-relational database was the better solution given the
different SCS platform implementations.

Finally, the obstacles described above naturally led to credit record samples of varying size.
On some SCS platforms, we managed to retrieve thousands of public credit records. On other
platforms we obtained less than a hundred; some platforms did not have any credit records at
all during the entire data collection period (for an overview of sampling results, see Table 2
in the Auxiliary Material). The differences in sample size were not due to any systematic
sampling error committed by us but reflected the arbitrariness of the credit record display
across the SCS platforms during the data collection period.

20We provide a code example of a crawler and a spider in the Auxiliary Material.
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3.2.3 Results

Technical implementation and design of blacklists and redlists

Each SCS platform operated a different web server with its own front-end, back-end and
database design. We observed that the designs of the blacklists and redlists differed between
ADs but was, overall, simple and plain.

All SCS platforms implemented either a Hypertext Markup Language (HTML) document
with classic Cascading Style Sheet (CSS) structure or advanced dynamic scripting technology
(JavaScript) for lists and individual records.

The majority of ADs (21) displayed only a selection of records but enabled targeted queries
via a search bar. The remaining ADs showed all available social credit records with the help of
a page tab. For example, on Guangxi’s SCS platform, blacklist records could be accessed via
6852 tabs, each displaying 10 records. By contrast, Shanghai’s blacklists showed ten blacklist
records with no option to access more entries other than with a targeted query (Figure 3.15).

The design differences extended to individual credit records. Blacklist and redlist records
were either structured as two column tables (Figure 3.16), multiple column tables (Figure
3.17) or continuous text documents.

Inner Mongolia and Shandong enabled sharing of blacklist and redlist records through
Chinese social media platforms (e.g., Wechat, Sina Weibo, and Baidu Tieba). We found that
eight SCS platforms offered citizens and organizations the possibility to contest published
social credit records via a standardized interface option (e.g., Figure 3.16 top right corner).

Our data indicate that there are technological and design differences in credit lists and
records between provincial SCS platforms (RQ1). The current design and implementation of
SCS platforms prioritize the display of social credit records rather than any aspect of their
reputational effects. All SCS platforms had a binary rating system for good and bad behaviors
– redlists and blacklists. Other than this binary classification, however, ADs did not apply
other rating measures, such as numerical or continuous scoring. Indeed, we did not observe
any social credit score at all communicated on any provincial-level SCS platform across China.
Different types of lists were not put into relation with each other by means of a sorting or
ranking. For example, no system of reputational ordering was found between individual
records that highlighted severe transgressions more prominently than less severe cases. Five
ADs showed numerical aggregation when a citizen or company had multiple social credit
records. Entities with additional record entries were not displayed more prominently than
entities that had a single credit record entry. Currently, the design of the SCS lists serves
as a digitally accessible repository for citizen and company records and does not use any
advanced features characteristic of other digital reputation systems [172].

Diversity and comprehensiveness: Number and types of blacklists and redlists

In response to RQ2, our data provide evidence for substantial differences in the number
and types of lists between ADs (compare Figures 3.18 & 3.19). This confirms that regional
governments determine the number and types of blacklists and redlists for their administrative
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Figure 3.15: Shanghai’s "Dishonest legal persons subjected to enforcement" (Lao Lai) blacklist of
companies only displayed 10 record entries, requiring visitors to make a targeted search
query. Translations by the authors.
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Figure 3.16: A two-column example credit record of the "Lao Lai" blacklist published on Ningxia’s
SCS platform. Translations by the authors.
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Figure 3.17: A multi-column example record of Jiangxi’s "Lao Lai" blacklist (失信被执行人名单).
Translations by the authors.
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Figure 3.18: The number of blacklists implemented across 30 ADs. Shanxi had implemented most
blacklists (35), followed by Qinghai (22), Hunan (21), Guangdong (19) and Shandong (15).
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region. For example, Beijing, Tianjin, Tibet, Guangdong, Hunan, Shanxi and Qinghai each
operated more than ten different types of blacklists and redlists. In contrast, Inner Mongolia,
Ningxia, Gansu, Guizhou, and Hebei each had implemented only one blacklist and one redlist.
At present, it is impossible to say why some ADs run multiple lists and some only a single
list. The number of lists did not correlate with economic, demographic, or geographic factors
(data not shown).

In total, more blacklists (273) were published than redlists (154). We first grouped the
273 blacklists into 41 categories and the 154 redlists into 45 categories. We then created a
taxonomy consisting of eight types of blacklists and eight types of redlists that currently
make up the entire SCS AD listing infrastructure (Table 3.3). Note that different types of
lists emphasize compliance with the legal and social norms that an AD wants to improve on.
Thereby, the SCS influences behavior through two common reputation strategies [173]. With
a minimum threshold strategy, blacklisting stresses the need for conformism. This technique
tries to bring all entities to the same level of compliance. Redlisting, on the other hand,
highlights praiseworthy performers that are intended to serve as behavioral role models.

The majority of blacklists displayed companies and citizens that have not fulfilled a court
order, have committed commercial or transactional fraud, or have not complied with specific
industry regulations. All ADs had implemented a "List of Dishonest Persons subject to
Enforcement" also called the "Lao Lai" blacklist. This blacklist published information on
citizens and companies that have failed to fulfill a court order. The "Lao Lai" blacklist
aims to tackle China’s court order enforcement problem [156, 165]. It forms a critical part
of the JRP by which listed citizens face multiple restrictions, such as being banned from
taking flights and high speed trains. Restrictions for "Lao Lai" companies include denial of
licenses, reduced possibility to win bids for public contracts, or being subject to additional
requirements for mandatory government approval for investments in sectors where market
access is usually not regulated. Beyond the "Lao Lai" blacklist, we did not find any other type
of blacklist implemented on all SCS platforms. The other types of blacklist most commonly
found targeted non-compliance in tax payment (12 out of 30 ADs), untrustworthy behavior
in financial activities (9/30), illegal import or export of products (8/30), delay or failure to
compensate migrant21 workers (8/30, companies only), or failure to protect the environment
(7/30, companies only). We found blacklists that sanctioned fraud in marriage registrations
or charity donations (social fraud), companies that had failed to comply with product quality
standards (especially in food and drug production), or companies that had bad employment
relationships.

The most frequently implemented redlists displayed entities that complied with tax law (18
out of 30 ADs) and import and export regulations (10/30). Usually, redlists serve to reward
particularly "praiseworthy" behaviors. We made the surprising observation that many types
of redlists highlighted regular compliance with laws and regulations. Some redlists, however,
showcased individuals and companies that distinguished themselves politically or morally.
For example, Beijing’s SCS platform published a list called "4th Beijing Excellent Builders of

21"Migrant" here refers to rural citizens moving into urban centers for employment.
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Figure 3.19: The number of redlists implemented across 30 ADs. Beijing had implemented the most
redlists (24), followed by Guangdong (14), Xinjiang (12), Hunan (12), Tianjing (11), and
Jiangxi (10).
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Figure 3.20: Ratios of redlists for moral behavior and good political ideology to total redlists across
the 30 listed Chinese ADs.

Socialism with Chinese Characteristics", and Jiangxi and Tianjin listed citizens that had been
rewarded the "May Fourth Medal". Tianjin had implemented two lists titled "Tianjin Good
Man" and "Tianjin Ideological and Moral Model". Tibet had a similar redlist called "Moral
Models & Good Political Ideology" (Figure 3.20). Other redlists were dedicated to citizens
that had volunteered, given to charity or won awards in education, science or technology.
Overall, the redlist infrastructure was less elaborate than its blacklist counterpart: not a single
type of redlist existed in all ADs. Three ADs had published a single redlist with no data
(Xinjiang, Gansu, and Jilin).

Informational consistency on credit records of the most common blacklist and redlist

To address RQ3, we explored the informational differences among the credit records of the
most frequently implemented types of lists: the "Lao Lai" list (blacklist) and the "Class A
Taxpayer" list (redlist). With the exception of Jilin and Tibet, the remaining 28 ADs had
published credit records in their "Lao Lai" lists. We compared ADs based on the provision
of five types of information in "Lao Lai" credit records: 1) the unified social credit code
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Table 3.3: The different types of blacklists and redlists implemented by ADs in China. Shading
indicates the number of blacklists or redlists for a given type. N/A denotes no access to the
SCS platform.

(companies) or identification number (natural persons), 2) specification of a data source
or responsible authority, 3) reasons for listing (i.e., a justification), 4) information on the
fulfillment of the requirements, and 5) information on a future removal date of the record
(see Figure 3.21).

Information on "Lao Lai" blacklist credit records

Based on the samples of credit records obtained, out of the 28 different ADs, only 14 ADs
had provided either the unified social credit code (8/28) or the natural person’s identification
number (6/28). The remaining ADs either listed an organization code (3/28) for companies
or simply the name of the natural person listed (3/28). 23 ADs specified the data source of
the record (i.e., where the data had been generated), the name of the executive court (12/28)
or a responsible agency.

In all, 24 ADs provided at least some explanation for why an entity had been listed. In the
majority of cases, the credit records referred to a specific law that was to be enforced. Finally,
12 ADs indicated whether the requirement had already been fulfilled or not, and only 6 ADs
displayed the removal date of the record.
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Figure 3.21: A comparison of the information provided on credit records collected from the most
frequently implemented type of blacklist and redlist across all ADs.

Information on "Class A Taxpayer" redlist credit records (including unspecified redlists)

For ADs without a "Class A Taxpayer" list, we inspected records from the only list available.
25 ADs had provided redlist records on their SCS platforms. 17 ADs had explicitly used
the term "unified social credit code" in their records, and 7 listed a "taxpayer identification
number". The remaining ADs simply presented the name of the listed entity. All ADs
that published redlist records provided some form of identifying information. Of these, 21
ADs indicated the responsible authority for the case in question, and 16 ADs included a
justification for being listed (commonly termed "reason for inclusion" or "honor content"). 6
ADs indicated the record’s expiration date. An example record of a Class A Taxpayer List is
shown in Figure 3.22.

Flexibility: Blacklists and redlists regulate behavior during the COVID-19 epidemic

Finally, we found that novel types of norm transgression can be quickly subjected to black-
listing and redlisting. Between February 27 and March 30, 2020, we collected data from
the same SCS platforms to understand whether blacklisting and redlisting were used to
regulate social behavior in an exceptional state of emergency. During this second round
of data collection, we had access to 25 of the 31 ADs.22 We identified coronavirus-related
blacklists in 15 ADs and redlists in 10 ADs. Pursuant to our first analyses, blacklist and

22We did not have access to the SCS platforms of Jilin, Beijing, Fujian, Qinghai, Chongqing, and Hainan.
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Figure 3.22: A screenshot of a redlist record from the "Class A Taxpayer List" published on the Fujian
SCS platform. Translations by the authors.

redlist records targeted natural persons and companies. We found that coronavirus blacklists
included entities for selling fake preventive health products, violating quarantine regulations,
organizing or participating in gatherings during lockdown, or illegally operating transport
vehicles as ambulances. Blacklists were presented in different formats across the 15 ADs: they
were either given in a row-and-column format (5) or in narrative-like news reports (10) (see
Figure 3.23). Coronavirus redlists reported on devoted professionals such as doctors, nurses,
volunteers, and border control officials, as well as on companies and individuals that had
donated health products. All coronavirus redlist records were presented as narrative news
reports.

3.2.4 Summary and Concluding Analysis

We conducted an empirical investigation on the diversity, flexibility, and comprehensiveness
of provincial-level SCS blacklists and redlists in China. Overall, we highlighted that SCS
listing designs facilitate public access to social credit records. The majority of SCS platforms
display a selection of credit records and enable targeted queries. SCS platforms serve as
digital reputation systems because redlists and blacklists digitally showcase entities’ good
and bad behaviors. However, with the exception of a few ADs that aggregated credit records
for a single entity or allowed sharing of credit records to social media platforms, we did not
observe any automated classification, ranking or scoring on any of the current SCS listings.

The SCS comprises hundreds of blacklists and redlists across provincial-level ADs. Cur-
rently, the majority of these types of lists target compliance with a wide range of laws and
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Figure 3.23: Screenshot of the coronavirus blacklist from the SCS platform for Henan province. Trans-
lation: On January 26, the Market Supervisory Authority of Ye County Pingdingshan City
received reports from the public reporting that ** Pharmacy increased the price of KN95 masks.
After receiving the report, the authority immediately sent out law enforcement officers to conduct
a serious inspection of the store and found that the purchase price of the KN95 masks (2 pieces
in one package) was 6.5 RMB for the store and the sale price was usually 18 RMB. However, the
pharmacy sold 20 packages of the masks at the price of 40 RMB during the epidemic period. The
pharmacy was thus in violation of the price regulation. Following relevant regulations, the Market
Supervisory Authority filed a case for the investigation and ordered the pharmacy to restore the
price to its original level. The authority also imposed administrative penalties on the pharmacy
according to law. The pharmacy realized the seriousness of the problem and immediately halted the
illegal behavior, admitted its misconduct, proactively paid a fine of 80,000 RMB, and apologized to
the public. Translations by the authors.
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regulations. Thereby, SCS blacklists focus on "Lao Lai" entities, which are citizens and com-
panies that have not fulfilled a court order. The SCS first displays "Lao Lai" on its digital
listings and hence excludes them from future cooperative opportunities through its JRP. Based
on these two mechanisms, the SCS seeks to turn "Lao Lai" into cooperators by attaching an
exceptionally high cost to defection. We also observed redlists that highlight praiseworthy
political and moral behaviors. Further development of lists that go well beyond legal or
regulatory norms could substantially increase the social control characteristics of the SCS.

We have exemplified the flexibility of SCS listings by a case study on the COVID-19
outbreak. Digital blacklists and redlists might be a particularly powerful regulatory measure
because they can be adapted to help accomplish novel policy goals quickly and at relatively
low costs.

There are several outstanding questions for future research. For example, will SCS platform
design incorporate more reputational affordances? Will the governmental and commercial
branches (i.e., big data apps) of the SCS cooperate to share and analyze different data streams?
Will SCS mechanisms really produce their intended regulatory effects? We believe that asking
such questions is crucial and we hope to have laid a useful foundation for future empirical
and conceptual studies on the SCS.

3.2.5 Ethical dimensions of the study

We now turn to initial ethical considerations of data-driven research on SCS implementation.
First, our analysis was based on publicly available data found on key platforms of China’s
SCS. These data are posted to enable public scrutiny. Our paper includes screenshots from
the currently available implementations (see Figures 3.14, 3.15, 3.16, 3.17, 3.22, 3.23). Our
data collection and analyses are privacy-preserving: we blurred any personally identifiable
data to protect the privacy of listed companies and citizens. Our methodological approach
does not result in any unfavorable consequences or costs for any of the data subjects. We are
transparent in our methodology and provide a representative code example of a web crawler
and spider we used in this study (see Auxiliary Material).

Second, our account adheres to the principles of ethical web crawling and scraping [174,
175, 176, 177]. For each SCS platform, we checked for a specified robots.txt file. At no point
during our data collection did we find a robots.txt file that specified rules for web crawlers.
Accordingly, when platforms make data publicly available, do not specify a robots.txt file,
and do not provide a data collection interface (e.g., API), then robots are free to gather data
(see, e.g., [174, 177]).

Third, the purpose of our study is ethically justifiable on its own. In the absence of
systematic empirical accounts, uncertainty will inevitably help foster misconceptions about
the SCS (whether overly positive or negative). Given China’s geopolitical prominence,
governments of other countries may be inspired to copy China’s SCS [157]. This is particularly
likely for neighboring countries [178]. Data-driven research on SCS implementation can help
prevent hasty SCS adaptations by other governments based on false assumptions. Empirical
and conceptual analyses on the SCS allow for a more informed public debate about the
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development of digital socio-technical systems. As our data indicate, currently, there is little
evidence that blacklists and redlists operate as AI-driven reputation systems. Apart from
two SCS platforms that enable sharing of credit records to social media platforms, at the
moment, there is no evidence that credit records are subjected to other means of digital
reputation mechanisms such as classification, ranking, or profiling based on AI. It is possible
that future developments might implement AI-based reputation mechanisms. As we have
argued, additional empirical work on the SCS is necessary given that Chinese policy-making
rests on often vaguely formulated policy goals. We show a considerable diversity of SCS
blacklist and redlist implementation that cannot be concluded from policy analysis alone. Our
study raises important questions that also matter for non-Chinese citizens and organizations.
For example, is stable access to blacklists and redlists from outside China justifiable when
non-Chinese citizens and companies are listed [162, 179]? Should China distribute licenses
or special APIs to allow non-Chinese entities to ascertain whether they are listed? Or will
Chinese authorities directly notify non-Chinese entities when they are listed?

The Chinese SCS is already one of the most comprehensive reputation systems in the world.
Given that the government generates the reputation signals, we believe that SCS blacklisting
and redlisting could have a strong influence on societal behavior at large.

Finally, this research extends growing calls for more open data in computational social
science [180] with a case for more data availability in China. As this body of research has
shown, open government data can significantly improve our understanding of societies’ most
important challenges in the context of equality, health, or employment. Even if data collection
obstacles are likely to persist, we hope that our study underlines the importance of future
data-driven research on the Chinese SCS.
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3.2.6 Auxiliary Material

Documentation: Example crawler and spider for Guangdong province

The following code sections are an excerpt of the crawling and scraping methodology to sys-
tematically collect data from public blacklists and redlists of the Chinese Social Credit System.
The crawler for collecting relevant data and the spider for extracting specific information from
the data are demonstrated for the example of the Guangdong province below. Please note
that the collection methodology may have to be adjusted, if the collection site is undergoing
changes. You also may want to revisit the discussion on the ethics of data crawling in our
paper (see Section 3.2.5).

Crawler example Guangdong province:
This section shows how the link lists are created, in particular, the methodology to collect
the deep links that lead to the entry records of blacklists and redlists. A headless browser
(like Selenium) is used, which is basically a normal web browser remotely controlled by a
programmed robot.

In the following, an example of a web crawler is given:

class GuangdongSelenium():
def crawl_red(self):

link = ’https://credit.gd.gov.cn/opencreditAction!getOpencreditList_new
↪→ .[...]&tbType=1’

print_start("Guangdong␣Redlist")
linkliste = []
file = open("linklist_guangdong_red.txt", "a")

driver.get(link)
driver.find_element_by_css_selector(’#newtype␣>␣option:nth-child(8)’).

↪→ click()
driver.find_element_by_css_selector(’label.search_button’).click()

while ’下一页’ in driver.page_source:
try:

categorylist = driver.find_elements_by_css_selector(’tbody␣>␣tr:
↪→ nth-child(1)␣>␣td␣>␣div␣>␣a’)

for i in categorylist:
print(i.get_attribute(’href’))
s = i.get_attribute(’href’)
linkliste.append(s)

driver.find_element_by_css_selector(’a.next’).click()
time.sleep(10)
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except():
print ("Error,␣no␣next␣page␣available!")
break

print("Length␣of␣final␣linklist:␣", len(linkliste))
linkliste = list(dict.fromkeys(linkliste))
print("This␣is␣the␣lenght␣of␣the␣list␣after␣removing␣all␣duplicates:␣",

↪→ len(linkliste))
for e in linkliste:

file.write(e + "\n")

print("Crawled␣links␣are␣written␣into␣the␣final␣file.")
print("File␣created")
file.close()
driver.close()
sys.exit()

def crawl_black(self):
link = ’https://credit.gd.gov.cn/opencreditAction!getOpencreditList_new

↪→ .[...]&tbType=2’
print_start("Guangdong␣Blacklist")
linkliste = []
file = open("linklist_guangdong_black.txt", "a")
driver.get(link)
driver.find_element_by_css_selector(’#newtype␣>␣option:nth-child(2)’).

↪→ click()
driver.find_element_by_css_selector(’label.search_button’).click()
try:

while ’下一页’ in driver.page_source:
wait = WebDriverWait(driver, 10)
wait.until(ec.visibility_of_element_located((By.CSS_SELECTOR, ’a.

↪→ next’)))
time.sleep(10)
categorylist = driver.find_elements_by_css_selector(’tbody␣>␣tr:

↪→ nth-child(1)␣>␣td␣>␣div␣>␣a’)
for i in categorylist:

print(i.get_attribute(’href’))
s = i.get_attribute(’href’)
file.write(s + "\n")
linkliste.append(s)

driver.find_element_by_css_selector(’a.next’).click()
time.sleep(5)
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except:
pass
print("Error,␣no␣next␣page␣available!")

print("File␣created")
file.close()
driver.close()
sys.exit()

The desired output should be a collection of links stored in corresponding files
’linklist_guangdong_black.txt’ or ’linklist_guangdong_red.txt’.

https://credit.gd.gov.cn/infoTypeAction!getAwardAndGruel.[...]id=
↪→ FF89EED12BC14E21BF36360E9044FC45

https://credit.gd.gov.cn/infoTypeAction!getAwardAndGruel.[...]id=
↪→ FF89EED12BC14E21BF36360E9044FC45

[...]
https://credit.gd.gov.cn/infoTypeAction!getAwardAndGruel.[...]id=

↪→ FF89EED12BC14E21BF36360E9044FC45
https://credit.gd.gov.cn/infoTypeAction!getAwardAndGruel.[...]id=

↪→ FF89EED12BC14E21BF36360E9044FC45

Spider example Guangdong province:
This section shows a web scraping spider, a methodology that follows the web crawling
process. A web scraper’s task is to sequentially work through the web crawler’s link list and
extract specific data.

In the following, an example of a web scraper is given:

import scrapy, re

class GuangdongSpider(scrapy.Spider):
name = "guangdong"
file = open("linklist_guangdong_black.txt", "r")
start_urls = [i.replace("\n", "") for i in file]

def parse(self, response):
table = response.css(’table␣>␣tr␣>␣td’)
yield{

’case_number’ : table[1].css(’::text’).extract_first(),
’lost_trustee_name’ : table[3].css(’::text’).extract_first(),
’gender’ : table[5].css(’::text’).extract_first(),
’age’ : table[7].css(’::text’).extract_first(),
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’ID_number_desensitization__organization_code’ : table[9].css(’::
↪→ text’).extract_first(),

’corporate_legal_person_name’ : table[11].css(’::text’).
↪→ extract_first(),

’executive_court’ : table[13].css(’::text’).extract_first(),
’execution_basis_number’ : table[15].css(’::text’).extract_first(),
’basis␣for␣execution’ : table[17].css(’::text’).extract_first(),
’obligation_established_by_the_law’ : table[19].css(’::text’).

↪→ extract_first(),
’implementation_of_the_person_being_executed’ : table[21].css(’::

↪→ text’).extract_first(),
’untrustworthy_enforcer’ : table[23].css(’::text’).extract_first(),
’release_time’ : table[25].css(’::text’).extract_first(),
’filing_time’ : table[27].css(’::text’).extract_first(),
’fulfilled_part’ : table[29].css(’::text’).extract_first(),
’unfulfilled_part’ : table[31].css(’::text’).extract_first(),
’hyperlink’ : response.url

}
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Table: Summary of credit record collection for blacklists and redlists

AD No. of black-
list records

Avg. size
blacklist
record

No. of
vari-
ables

No. of redlist
records

Avg. size
redlist record

No. of
vari-
ables

Municipalities

Beijing 100 1700 B 35 50 776.9 B 27
Shanghai 10 156.5 B 3 10 157.8 B 3
Tianjin 1501 1100 B 5 2000 306.6 B 5

AR

Guangxi 30281 265.7 B 8 27692 547.5 B 15
Inner Mongolia 10 795.9 B 15 10 319.5 B 5
Ningxia 20 853.3 B 12 19 714.5 B 12
Xinjiang 3 1100 B 12 no data - -
Tibet no data - - no data - -

Provinces

Anhui 190 926.5 B 15 190 315.8 B 6
Fujian 99 477.6 B 9 78 380.5 B 7
Gansu 20 1200 B 21 no data - -
Guangdong 160 1900 B 17 90 476.1 B 6
Guizhou 38 1600 B 6 39 2900 B 6
Hainan 40 817.3 B 17 40 654.6 B 13
Hebei 311 663.9 B 11 652 515.2 B 11
Heilongjiang 24 804.2 B 6 7 939.7 B 14
Henan 180 218.0 B 2 180 218.0 B 2
Hubei 50 588.4 B 11 50 465.5 B 8
Hunan 20 174.1 B 4 79 129.9 B 3
Jiangsu 50 1700 B 26 50 440 B 8
Jiangxi 2413 1600 B 16 482 1300 B 13
Jilin no data - - no data - -
Liaoning 4 1100 B 14 8 356.1 B 8
Qinghai 19 1000 B 15 18 928.6 B 15
Shaanxi 49 1100 B 15 47 748.6 B 15
Shandong 100 672.3 B 14 100 361.5 B 7
Shanxi 53 2100 B 21 73 1100 B 21
Sichuan 320 226.4 B 10 10 650.9 B 10
Yunnan 50 752.0 B 9 42 516.8 B 9
Zhejiang 1950 163.0 B 4 5580 217.0B 5

∑ 38065 37596

Table 3.4: The "No. of blacklist records" and "No. of redlist records" indicate the number of credit
records retrieved from each AD SCS platform for the most commonly implemented type
of blacklist and redlist, respectively. Numbers show varying sample sizes due to several
data collection obstacles (see Section 3.2.2). "Avg. size blacklist record" denotes the average
byte size of a blacklist record for each sample. "No. of variables" indicates the number of
informational variables on each credit record in the sample.
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Abstract

The Chinese Social Credit System (SCS) is a digital sociotechnical credit system that rewards
and sanctions economic and social behaviors of individuals and companies. As a complex and
transformative digital credit system, the SCS uses digital communication channels to inform
the Chinese public about behaviors that lead to reward or sanction. Since 2017, the Chinese
government has been publishing "blameworthy" and "praiseworthy" role model narratives
of ordinary Chinese citizens on its central SCS information platform creditchina.gov.cn.
Across many cultures, role model narratives are a known instrument to convey "appropriate"
and "inappropriate" social norms. Using a directed content analysis methodology, we study
the SCS-specific social norms embedded in 100 "praiseworthy" and 100 "blameworthy" role
model narratives published on creditchina.gov.cn. "Blameworthy" role model narratives
stress social norms associated with an "immoral" SCS identity label termed "Lao Lai" — a
"moral foe" that fails to repay debt. SCS role model narratives familiarize Chinese society
with SCS-specific measures such as digital surveillance, public shaming, and disproportionate
punishment. Our study makes progress towards understanding how a state-run sociotech-
nical credit system combines digital tools with culturally familiar customs to propagate
"blameworthy" and "praiseworthy" identities.

Contribution of the Doctoral Candidate

Conceptualization, methodology, investigation, writing - original draft, writing - review &
editing
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3.3.1 Introduction

In the past eight years, the Chinese government has made efforts to reshape its domestic
power structure. The government removed the term limits for the Chinese presidency, created
an anti-corruption ministry, and launched a "propaganda" app called "Xuexi Qiangguo"
(学习强国, literally translated as "study and make the country strong").23 Further, after
four decades of rapid economic growth, domestic demand-driven models aim to consolidate
economic sustainability [182, 183].

In 2014, the government published a Planning Outline for the Construction of a Social Credit
System (2014 - 2020); a high-level policy document that mandates a nationwide digital social
credit system referred to as the Chinese Social Credit System (社会信用体系, SCS). The
SCS’s purpose is to evaluate, reward and punish the behavior of individuals, as well as
commercial and societal organizations [116]. The outline describes two key SCS-specific
regulatory measures: first, a digital "shaming"24 and "praising" reputation system and a
"joint punishment and reward mechanism" that distributes disproportionate "punishments"
and "rewards", respectively [184, 185, 162, 186, 187, 136]. The Chinese SCS is a novel
regulatory instrument enforcing reputational and material incentives and sanctions with the
help of a large-scale digital infrastructure. The regulatory idea of the SCS rests on a broad
conceptualization of "credit" that covers economic and social behaviors. SCS policy documents
specify 14 different economic (e.g., production safety, finance, construction, e-commerce, etc.)
and 10 different social sectors (e.g., health care, social security, and labor and employment)
for credit application [116]. This "credit everywhere" directive subjects Chinese society to an
all-encompassing concept of metrics with the aim to build a "socialist harmonious society"
without "social contradictions" [116].

The establishment of a large-scale digital SCS to enforce social norms25 corroborates the
government’s efforts to govern society through mechanisms that go beyond common legal
and regulatory practices. In order for citizens to comply with SCS-specific social norms, the
government must create awareness and understanding of these norms. This research focuses
on the central SCS platform "Credit China" (creditchina.gov.cn). Run by the National
Center for Public Credit Information, the platform functions as the main SCS platform on all
SCS-related developments. "Credit China" provides public access to official policy documents
of the SCS, presents different types of reputational blacklists, and publishes SCS role model
narratives and SCS news reports; as such, the platform also propagates SCS-specific social
norms to the Chinese public.

23Civil servants, and employees of state-owned enterprises, particularly party members, are "encouraged" to use
the app [181].

24Throughout this paper, the authors use quotation marks to communicate a neutral standpoint towards SCS-
specific normative concepts (e.g., "praiseworthy", "blameworthy", "shaming", "praising").

25This paper uses the term social norm in a purely functionalist manner (see, e.g., [188]). A functionalist account
defines social norms as deliberate measures by one party or group to establish social order over another.
While other accounts of social norms study their natural emergence in individual or group interaction (see,
e.g., [189]), a functionalist account puts emphasis on the exogenous dimensions of social norms attributable to
the Chinese SCS.
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While previous research on the SCS has largely focused on policy document analysis, here,
we contribute to a more precise understanding of how the Chinese government makes SCS so-
cial norms intelligible to society at large. SCS policy documents describe vague instructions on
SCS development, a common trait of policy documents issued by the central government [167].
Moreover, the broad public does not tend to engage with policy documents. Second, the SCS
digitally publishes credit records on citizens, companies, and other organizations on so-called
SCS blacklists (displaying "blameworthy" behavior) and redlists (displaying "praiseworthy"
behavior). While blacklist and redlist records provide some information on why an entity
was listed (i.e., punished or rewarded) [186], such justifications are written in legal and
technical jargon. They do not offer causal or contextual clarifications for the sanctioned or
rewarded behaviors [162]. We observe that, since 2017, the national SCS platform "Credit
China" (creditchina.gov.cn) has been regularly publishing SCS role model narratives on
"praiseworthy" and "blameworthy" behaviors. SCS role model narratives explicitly convey
SCS-specific social norms to a broad audience. They vividly illustrate how ordinary Chinese
citizens comply with or transgress SCS-specific norms and what consequences they experi-
ence. Narratives, stories, or folklore are as old as civilization. In the Chinese SCS, narratives
on ordinary citizens are integrated into a digital infrastructure. They are published online
and readers can share narratives to Chinese social media platforms amplifying the messages
they seek to convey.

China has a long cultural tradition of propagating social norms through narratives, stories,
and portraits of model individuals (e.g., [190]). First, Chinese ethical scholarship formulates
principles through narratives, rather than through abstract principles. Second, besides
a plethora of ancient moral narratives that still profoundly influence moral education in
China today,26 the Chinese government today uses narratives to showcase moral exemplars
through reader-friendly stories and portraits (e.g., famous and popular narratives on moral
heroes such as Huang Jiguang and Lei Feng). In the context of the SCS, we find that
the government employs a similar strategy. Consequently, their analysis enables a more
substantive understanding of the specific social norms the Chinese government wants the
public to comply with and internalize with regard to SCS implementation.

We apply a directed content analysis methodology to systematically study the SCS-specific
social norms embedded in 200 "blameworthy" and "praiseworthy" role model narratives
on creditchina.gov.cn. Our study exemplifies how socio-cultural traditions influence and
resurface in the implementation of a large digital sociotechnical system. Role model narratives
on creditchina.gov.cn represent a prime example of how ". . . state actors appropriate
technologies to support broader ideological shifts in their discourse" [191]. In addition, digital
narratives present the biographical information and moral judgments of ordinary Chinese
citizens that, as we show, can be distributed to large social media networks. SCS narratives
demonstrate the problematic coupling of traditional values and socio-political policy plans by
large digital infrastructures.

26For example, the Twenty-four Stories about Filial Piety written by Guo in the Yuan Dynasty.
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3.3.2 Background

In Western media, the SCS has been linked to a national metric system assigning social credit
scores to individuals (e.g., [192, 193]). While this perspective needs clarification, the SCS
allows for more government supervision of individuals, companies, and institutions through
digital information technologies. First, big information technology companies contribute to
the construction of the SCS and distribute trustworthiness scores to individuals in promotion
programs (e.g., Zhima Credit) [129, 184]. Second, local governments have tested different rating
systems in "prototype cities" such as Rongcheng and Suzhou. Here, social credit ratings grant
or deny citizens access to various public services and products [117]. Participation in these
local "credit scoring experiments" is mandatory. However, these local "policy experiments" do
not necessarily serve as a model for national policy implementation.

A number of SCS-specific measures operate at the national level. Early research accounts
noted the existence of different types of SCS blacklists and redlists. With these lists, the
SCS uses digital platforms to publicly "shame" or "praise" natural and legal persons for non-
compliance or compliance, respectively, with a variety of legal and social norms (e.g., [194,
132, 195, 196, 162, 186]). Another national SCS-specific measure is the SCS joint punishment
and reward mechanism. Thereby, "praiseworthy" or "blameworthy" behavior in one specific
area leads to "reward" or "punishment" in different areas of life. To give just one example,
blacklisted individuals have been barred from booking 26.8 million flights and nearly 6
million high-speed train trips since June 2019 (according to the National Development and
Reform Commission).27 Scholars note that public "shaming" and "praising" platforms as well
as joint punishment and reward mechanisms differentiate the Chinese SCS from other social
credit systems [187, 162].

SCS implementation as a digital transformation of culturally and politically familiar
customs

Social science and legal scholarship has mainly focused on the privacy implications that result
from the surveillance measures of the Chinese SCS (e.g., [197, 195]). A key observation is that
the Chinese SCS is able to collect, process, and analyze personal data for a broad range of
different purposes [127, 198]. As a "surveillance system", the SCS is a critical stepping stone for
the government not only to monitor, but also to regulate and shape people’s behaviors [136].
However, prior research seems to indicate that Chinese citizens do not primarily associate
the SCS with the dangers of surveillance [129]. Compared to the astonishment and criticism
from some Western media (e.g., [196, 199, 200]), Chinese citizens appear to perceive the SCS
favorably rather than critically [129]. The high approval levels can partially be explained by
the effort of the government to base SCS mechanisms on culturally familiar customs and
practices. For example, blacklists and redlists are common modes of shaming and praising
schemes in Chinese society. In kindergarten, it is not uncommon for children to receive
"praise" and "blame" via so-called "Honor Rolls" and "Critique Rolls", respectively. Beyond
kindergarten, "praise" and "blame" mechanisms include public presentation of photos of

27Refer to http://www.sohu.com/a/327229387_120054409, last accessed on May 21, 2022.
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individuals on banners at the entrance of buildings such as hospitals, schools, and companies.
The distribution of reputational "reward" and "punishment" by institutions represents a
culturally accepted regulatory instrument.

Second, according to survey research, Chinese citizens voice little doubt regarding the
political legitimacy of the government to ensure social order through surveillance and
monitoring systems [129]. Characteristics of what has been referred to as the "surveillance
tradition" of the government date back to the "personal file system" dang’an [187, 195]—a
national archive system that was set up in 1949 to systematically collect, record, and store
information on citizens’ and organizations’ attitudes and behaviors [201]. Similar to the
dang’an, SCS measures apply to individual citizens, companies, and social organizations.
Given the longstanding surveillance practices represented by the dang’an system, Chinese
society is unlikely to perceive the implementation of data-rich digital reputation lists by the
government as an illegitimate political measure. This is not to say that Chinese citizens attach
a low value to their privacy in principle. When it comes to using corporate digital services
such as WeChat, for example, Chinese citizens do raise concerns about their privacy but are
less likely to take corresponding privacy actions [202]—this "privacy paradox" is prevalent
among users in Western societies, too [203].

Narratives as instruments for propagating ethical norms and political propaganda

Across cultures, stories, poems, and plays are an indispensable and prevalent source of ethical
principles [204, 205, 206, 207]. Narratives naturally raise ethical questions and present possible
model behaviors, good and bad. The narrative format is particularly suitable to illustrate
complex ethical scenarios in a comprehensible manner. In William Shakespeare’s King Henry
V soldiers face the moral trade-off whether to fulfill the king’s demands for war when they
believe that the king’s motivation for war is irrational and unjust. Or take Mark Twain’s
The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn. The story illustrates the moral tensions of Huckleberry
Finn who decides to protect his escaped enslaved friend Jim rather than returning Miss
Watson’s "lost property". Narratives are powerful media for ethical deliberations, they place
moral choices in specific, real-world contexts. The narrative format may not be suitable for
generalizing abstract principles, but it vividly reveals the conditional trajectories that cause
protagonists to face moral trade-offs or dilemmas [205].

Deontological and utilitarian ethics are typically concerned with the conceptual develop-
ment of ethical principles. These ethical traditions justify a moral imperative conceptually
and take them to be universally valid across contextual conditions. In contrast, Chinese
ethics has a practical focus and demands practical solutions to specific ethical conflicts [208],
and is "skeptical that highly abstract theories will provide a response that is true to the complexities
of that problem" [209]. As such, Chinese moral philosophy takes a predominantly virtue
ethics approach. Its emphasis lies on the development and presentation of a particular moral
character in the face of a particular problem [209]. Here, the narrative format plays an
indispensable role in conveying ethical deliberation and decision-making in Chinese ethics.
Examples of Chinese role model narratives abound. The Biographies of Exemplary Women,
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compiled two millennia ago, is the earliest extant book of Confucian ethics solely devoted
to the education of women. It includes 125 biographical accounts of exemplary women in
ancient China. Well-known to the Chinese today is the famous Twenty-four Stories about Filial
Piety. Written about 700 years ago, this collection of stories aims to educate the public on
the virtue of Confucian filial piety. In Confucian ethics the virtue of filial piety represents
a constitutive element of "communitarianism". Narrated scenarios illustrate virtuous acts
that cover moral conflicts. For example, the passage 7A35 in the book Mencius, places the
protagonist in the following situation: would one hand over one’s own father to the state if he
has committed a murder? Another "virtuous exemplar" of filial piety—perhaps better known
to the Western world—is the young girl called Mulan. An entire collection of poems called
the Ballad of Mulan documents her courage and sense of duty in China 1500 years ago.28

In the 20th century, the Chinese government has used role model narratives to underline
"praiseworthy" moral dispositions. For instance, Huang Jiguang is highly decorated as a
revolutionary martyr for "sacrificing" himself during the Korean War in the 1950s. Another
example is the story of Lei Feng—a socialist hero during the 1960s and a famous hero
in contemporary Chinese society [210]. He is glorified for his "unconditional loyalty" to
the Chinese Communist Party (CCP). More recently, stories praising and blaming citizens
regularly appear on Chinese television. In 2016, the state’s television station China Central
Television produced a special program called "Role Model/榜样”. In each season, the program
presents the "stories" of ten CCP members, praising their dedication and steadfastness in
their faith as CCP members. The Chinese public is familiar with the use of narrative portraits
of role models that propagate political and ideological ideals. Narratives published on
creditchina.gov.cn follow this tradition and instill a representation of everyday moral life
in citizens’ minds [211]. This work presents evidence that the Chinese SCS uses narratives of
ordinary Chinese citizens to familiarize society with digital surveillance practices and digital
reputation listings to enforce SCS-specific norms.

3.3.3 Data and methods

Data

In September 2017, the national SCS platform creditchina.gov.cn started the regular publi-
cation of "blameworthy" role model narratives about "dishonest"/"untrustworthy" natural
and legal persons. These "blameworthy" role model narratives can be accessed on the landing
page of creditchina.gov.cn (titled "representative cases/典型案例)"29. In November 2017,
the platform also started publishing "praiseworthy" role mode narratives of "honest" and
"trustworthy" individuals and representatives of companies. These "praiseworthy" role model
narratives can be accessed on the sub-page "credit culture (诚信文化)" under the headline
"integrity characters/stories (诚信人物／故事)". Both "praiseworthy" and "blameworthy"

28For a comprehensive overview of narratives in Chinese ethics, see [209].
29This section only included "blameworthy" narratives when we crawled the data in August 2018. Now, this

section includes both "blameworthy" and "praiseworthy" narratives.
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Figure 3.24: Translation of a "blameworthy" role model narrative from creditchina.gov.cn. This is
an excerpt of the complete role model narrative. The narrative also provided the following
information: publication date (July 30, 2018), original source of the role model narrative
(Jiaotong Wang), and the category of the role model narrative (Representative Cases); as
well as a sharing function with links to the platforms of Wechat, Weibo, Baidu Tieba, and
Renren.

narratives are either created and published by creditchina.gov.cn itself or selected and
taken from city, provincial, and other national government-associated news outlets.

We crawled and scraped publicly available "blameworthy" and "praiseworthy" narratives on
creditchina.gov.cn. This resulted in a corpus of 798 "blameworthy" and 156 "praiseworthy"
role model narratives. To generate comparable datasets, we used the random number method
(e.g., [212]) to select 100 "praiseworthy" and 100 "blameworthy" role model narratives. We
found that protagonists in all "praiseworthy" narratives were individuals and their full names
were provided. In contrast, 11 out of 100 "blameworthy" narratives (11%) portrayed companies.
Only in 2 "blameworthy" cases (2%), a full name of the protagonist was included, while
in the remaining 98 cases the protagonist’s name was partly anonymized (only the family
name was provided). In the process of coding, we obscured the protagonist’s name, living
address and related companies’ names to reduce the risk of re-identification. Translations
of a "blameworthy" and a "praiseworthy" narrative can be found in Figures 3.24 and 3.25,
respectively.
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Figure 3.25: Translation of a "praiseworthy" role model narrative from creditchina.gov.cn. This is an
excerpt of the complete role model narrative. The web-page also provided the following
information: publication date (April 2, 2018), original source of the role model narrative
(Credit China), and the category of the role model narrative (Trustworthy Figures); as well
as a sharing function. It also featured an image of the protagonist and an audio recording
of the narrative.

3.3.4 Research ethics

Our analysis is built on publicly available data from key sites of the Chinese SCS, which
is posted with the intent of public scrutiny. The two main frameworks and tools used
for the crawling and scraping process were ThoughtWorks Limited open source headless
browser Selenium and Scrapinghub Limited open source framework called Scrapy. Our
methodological approach conformed to the legal and ethical principles of web scraping [213].
Moreover, our research adheres to ethical guidelines on crawling publicly available SCS data
raised in [186]. These include protecting the privacy of data subjects at all times and checking
for robots.txt files before crawling.

Method

We applied a directed content analysis to map out social norms propagated through role model
narratives published on creditchina.gov.cn. Directed content analysis draws on existing
research when identifying appropriate codes for textual analysis (see, in particular, [214]).
We developed four codes based on Tappan and Brown’s work on the analysis of narratives
about individuals that experience a moral conflict [215]. A first code termed "moral conflict"
(Code 1) documented the moral conflict of an individual in a given role model narrative.
Next, we developed codes that helped us explore the nature of the moral experience of the
protagonist when confronted with the moral conflict. Tappan and Brown suggest that the
moral experience of an individual in the context of moral conflict requires analysis of the
cognitive, affective, and conative dimensions of the protagonist’s experience [215]. These codes
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allowed us to pose the following questions: given the moral conflict, what does the protagonist
think? (Code 2); what does the protagonist feel? (Code 3); and what does the protagonist do? (Code
4). Codes 2, 3, and 4 made the reflective, emotional, and behavioral dimensions of the moral
experience intelligible.

We also wanted to understand whether the assignment of a single virtue or vice led to
the attribution of other virtues or vices, respectively. We termed this code "virtue/vice
cascade" (Code 5). First, being attributed multiple virtues for carrying out a specific virtuous
act indicates a special importance of this virtue. Second, this code allowed us to define
the broadness and specificity of the SCS conceptualization of its key virtues "honesty and
trustworthiness" (as outlined in the official SCS documents, see [116]).

Table 3.5: Coding scheme for "blameworthy" role model narratives.
Categories Codes Examples
Narrative con-
text

(1) Decision scenario Owing debts of 30 million RMB

(2) The protagonist’s
thoughts

"It is only 2000 RMB. I do not have to repay."

(3) The protagonist’s feel-
ings

"I feel deeply regretful".

(4) The protagonist’s ac-
tions

Refusing to repay debt with various excuses.

Virtue/Vice (5) Vice cascade He fails to repay debt, ..., he lied.

Social norm ex-
pression

(6) Injunctive norm "Neighbors will not come into contact with the
Lao Lai."

Identity (7) Identity labeling "Lao Lai (老赖)"
Owing debts of 30 million RMB... still lives a
luxury life.

Furthermore, we took into account social norm messages that have proven to be effective in
nudging individuals into a desired behavior [216, 217]. Two types of social norm messages
are typically distinguished: injunctive and descriptive social norm messages. Injunctive norms
refer to behavior other individuals approve of (e.g., 80% of individuals think activity x is
morally good), while descriptive norms directly refer to the desirable behavior of others (e.g.,
80% of individuals engage in desirable activity x) [217, 188, 218]. To avoid redundancy in our
analysis (see Code 1 "moral conflict" and Code 4 "the protagonist’s actions"), we only used
injunctive norms for our analysis (Code 6).

Finally, we applied a code to understand how the author of a role model narrative in-
terpreted the overall moral identity of the protagonist. In role model narratives, authors
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construct moral identities [219, 220]. A particular interpretation of the individuals’ moral
experiences (see Codes 2, 3, 4) by the authors signals the virtues and vices a model citizen,
company, or organization is supposed to conform to. As is common in Chinese ethics, virtues
and vices tend to be connected to a particular identity ("the moral exemplar"). In order to
capture such a moral identity in the role model narratives, we created a code termed "identity
labeling" (Code 7). Our final coding scheme included three categories with seven codes in
total (for the coding schemes for "praiseworthy" and "blameworthy" narratives, respectively)
(see, e.g., Table 3.5).

3.3.5 Results

Text lengths and SCS keywords: The average length of "praiseworthy" narratives was 1,423.27
Chinese characters, more than two times longer than that of "blameworthy" narratives (544.77
Chinese characters). "Praiseworthy" but not "blameworthy" narratives featured either a real
photo of the protagonist (46 narratives) or an audio recording of the narrative (50 narratives).

A word frequency analysis revealed the terms "honest/诚实", "trustworthiness/守信"
and "honest and trustworthy/诚信" were mentioned altogether 348 times in "praiseworthy"
narratives. In "blameworthy" narratives, the contrary concept "untrustworthy/失信" was
mentioned only 145 times. However, we found that the term "Lao Lai/老赖" appeared 198
times across "blameworthy" narratives and at least once in every "blameworthy" narrative
in our sample. "Lao Lai" refers to individuals or companies that do not repay debt and is
commonly known as a substitute of "dishonest person subject to enforcement (失信被执行
人)".

Finally, we wanted to understand the occurrence of different SCS-specific and non-specific
sanction and detection measures in "blameworthy" role model narratives (see Figure 3.26).
36 "blameworthy" narratives included the term "blacklist". "Public shaming" was explicitly
mentioned in 16 of the "blameworthy" narratives. Here, the protagonist’s personal information
(e.g., passport photo) was posted either online (e.g., social media) or offline at bus stops in
the protagonist’s living area. 23 "blameworthy" narratives used the term "joint punishment".
In these narratives, the protagonist failed to repay debt and was subsequently banned from
taking high-speed trains, boarding flights, participating in village elections, departing from
and entering China, applying for loans from the bank, gaining job promotions as a public
servant, and/or indulging in luxury consumption. In five narratives, the "joint punishment"
mechanism sanctioned the protagonist’s family members. For example, the protagonist’s
child could not go to a private school (with high tuition fees) due to the father’s transgressions
(a measure that is also formulated in the relevant SCS policy document).

Other narratives described how the government was capable of effectively capturing "Lao
Lai". "Temporary control" (临控)" is an online or offline surveillance measure operated
by the public security organs to monitor an individual’s activities. Online accounts and
information taken from social media were collected to track the protagonist in four narratives.
In three narratives, other surveillance strategies were applied such as video surveillance.
"Blameworthy" narratives also highlighted data sharing practices between public security
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Figure 3.26: Number of different regulatory and control mechanisms in "blameworthy" narratives.
Dark gray: SCS-specific mechanisms. Light gray: three other types of regulatory and
control mechanisms including online tracking (e.g., social media tracking).

services, hotel registries, and train ticket booking sites for surveillance purposes.
Biographical information of protagonists: Protagonists in "praiseworthy" narratives were

individuals. 11 "blameworthy” narratives portrayed companies; eight described a legal
representative of the company.

In our sample, 99 "praiseworthy" narratives communicated the gender of the protagonist
(75 males, 24 females), 73 "praiseworthy" narratives indicated the age. For "blameworthy"
narratives, 49% of the sample indicated the gender of the protagonist (39 males, 5 females).
The protagonist’s living location was given in 94 "blameworthy" narratives.

Qualitative content analysis

The narrative’s storyline

"Praiseworthy" narratives covered a variety of different moral conflicts. These dealt with
ostensibly incommensurable trade-offs between protagonists’ interests and the interests of the
collective (see Figure 3.27). Protagonists were confronted with a moral conflict that tempted
them to further their own self-interests at the expense of civic honesty. Protagonists in the
"praiseworthy" narratives always chose to be honest towards other members of society. In
"praiseworthy" narratives, we identified 141 decisions in total (narratives could include multi-
ple conflicts). 31 of these decisions were about paying back debt or salary. The protagonist
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Figure 3.27: Scenario analysis for "praiseworthy" narratives. "Other" mostly referred to various eco-
nomic virtues: pay employees on time, take care of consumers’ rights, and obey the CCP
under any circumstances. Numeric values represent the percentages of texts that feature
a given scenario.

typically repaid his or her debt faithfully; often despite modest financial possibilities. 29
scenarios showed protagonists helping others financially or non-financially. In another 19
narratives, businessmen guaranteed product quality at the cost of their own economic interest.
Other scenarios included taking care of both family and non-family members in various
contexts (15), returning lost property of others under various circumstances (13), giving back
to one’s home village financially and non-financially (12), and working diligently for the
public good (11).

All "blameworthy" narratives portrayed an individual who deliberately failed to fulfill a
financial obligation, i.e., a repayment of debt—ranging from 300 USD to about 16 million USD.
A typical "blameworthy" narrative explained how a Chinese court used various surveillance
technologies to identify and sanction "Lao Lai". Across the "blameworthy" narratives, the list
of sanctions included exclusion from high-speed trains and any form of political participation,
public shaming, detention, and imprisonment.

The protagonists’ moral experiences

What the protagonist thinks (cognitive): 95 "praiseworthy" narratives described the cognitive
experience of the protagonist when facing the moral conflict (see Table 3.6). Protagonists
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Table 3.6: Coding results.
"Praiseworthy" role
model narratives, frequen-
cies (%)

"Blameworthy" role
model narratives, frequen-
cies (%)

Narrative context of
the moral story
Moral conflict 100% about voluntary sacri-

fice for public good
100% about debt obligation
and the court’s action

The protagonist’s
thoughts

95% 27%

The protagonist’s feel-
ings

63% 38%

The protagonist’s ac-
tions

100% about sacrifice of self-
interest

100% about the escape from
debt obligation

Virtue & vice cascade
Virtue cascade 88% /
Vice cascade / 16% about vice cascade

Social norm
Injunctive norm 79% 9%

Identity 100% about honest and trust-
worthy; 100% justified

100% about "Lao Lai"; 41%
justified

either reflected on the importance of being trustworthy in the role they had in society (e.g., as
a citizen, lawyer, or doctor) or on the general well-being of others (e.g., "the owner of the lost
wallet must be worried").

In contrast, only 27 "blameworthy" narratives described the protagonist’s thinking. "Blame-
worthy" narratives showcased the protagonist’s misrepresentation of the moral scenario. For
example, a "Lao Lai" falsely believed that he was not responsible for the debt and therefore
not obligated to repay. In another narrative, a "Lao Lai" with debt falsely thought that the
court could not take effective measures against him because of his low economic status. After
being threatened with detention he paid back the debt. In another example, an individual
owed a relatively small amount of money to another citizen (2000 RMB, around 300 USD)
and thought the court would not enforce any sanctions, which turned out to be false.

What the protagonist feels (affective): 63 "praiseworthy" narratives described the emotional
state of the protagonist. The most common emotive attitude displayed by protagonists was
a "rewarding sense of responsibility" and "satisfaction" as a result of being "honest" toward
other citizens.

38 "blameworthy" narratives described how protagonists felt about their behavior. "Lao
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Lai" either felt "apologetic" or "regretful" for their actions or feared the consequences of being
punished: for example, being detained by the police or being publicly shamed on blacklists.
The emotions of "Lao Lai" were described only after their misbehavior had been revealed.

How the protagonist acts (conative): In all "praiseworthy" narratives, individuals acted accord-
ing to what they believed was expected of them by society: A "good" citizen returns the lost
property of another citizen, a "good" doctor treats everybody regardless of their financial
background, and a "good" entrepreneur pays employees on time.

In "blameworthy" narratives, protagonists escaped debt obligations by moving to another
province, hiding in another family’s home, or secretly transferring assets to another person.
After the court had taken a certain enforcement action, "Lao Lai" fulfilled the debt obligation.
For example, one protagonist lived a luxury life based on debt and frequently showed his
wealth on social media. When the individual was identified and punished by public shaming
he was reported to have paid back the debt immediately.

Virtue & vice cascade

In our sample, 88 "praiseworthy" narratives featured a "virtue cascade": when protagonists
were reported to be "honest" or "trustworthy", protagonists were attributed multiple other
virtues. These included diligence, kindheartedness or benevolence, filial piety, and a sense of
responsibility to the society.

In contrast, only 16 "blameworthy" narratives featured a corresponding "vice cascade". 11
of them highlighted that a "Lao Lai" was also a "liar". Two "blameworthy" narratives told the
story of a "Lao Lai" that was "dishonest" to his friends that had previously helped him.

Injunctive norm expression

79 "praiseworthy" narratives incorporated multiple different injunctive norms such as positive
comments from co-workers and villagers, friendly nicknames given by members of the social
circle (e.g., "the secretary for children"), and official honorary awards (e.g., "Good People in
Anhui Province").

Only 9 "blameworthy" narratives used an injunctive norm. In one "blameworthy" role model
narrative, the injunctive norm was expressed by the protagonist: "My neighbours would
not come into contact with me once they knew that I am a Lao Lai". In five "blameworthy"
narratives, injunctive norms were propagated through the activities and words of relatives
who fulfilled debt obligations for the "Lao Lai".

Identity

"Praiseworthy" role model narratives did not include a specific label that served to empha-
size a morally ideal identity. In contrast, "blameworthy" narratives fostered a strong link
between a specific "immoral" behavior (i.e., deliberately avoiding to repay debt) and a specific
"blameworthy" identity, the "Lao Lai". In only one narrative, the individual himself expressed
explicitly that he was a "Lao Lai". In all other "blameworthy" narratives (99), the identity
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"Lao Lai" was attributed to the protagonist by the authors of the role model narratives. 41
narratives provided a justification for assigning the identity label "Lao Lai" to the protagonist.
For example, a "Lao Lai" went on luxurious trips and lived in a high-end hotel while refusing
to pay back debt. In the remaining 59 "blameworthy" narratives, however, the authors of the
narratives did not justify the attribution of the "Lao Lai" label.

3.3.6 Analysis

Role model narratives underline the SCS’s priority for "sincerity" in economic activities

The SCS national platform propagates social norms through narratives focusing on trans-
gressions in the context of economic activities. Across the narratives, businessmen and
businesswomen were the most represented profession. Business activities ranged from selling
breakfast on the street to producing an annual output worth over 100 million RMB (15 million
US dollars). As such, different from traditional Chinese ethical narratives that cover a wide
range of virtues, the SCS narratives have a specific focus—moral behaviors in an economic
context. In addition, all "blameworthy" narratives reported on an individual or a company
that failed to repay debt. This indicates the importance of economic development as a goal of
the SCS: China’s corporate defaults hit a record high of 62.59 billion RMB (9.67 billion USD)
in the first half of 2021.30 The ratio of household debt to GDP hit an all-time high of 62.4% in
September 2021.31 Investigating individual households, one can observe that the thriftiness
culture and the tradition of savings are fading in China [221, 222]. Preventing debt defaults
is a pressing economic issue in China and the SCS purports to be part of its solution. The
strong focus on the detection and subsequent punishment of "Lao Lai" provides evidence that
the SCS makes financial dishonesty very costly.

In addition, the SCS represents a new measure to evaluate the creditworthiness of individu-
als and companies. The broad conceptualization of "credit" enables evaluation of businesses
based on trustworthiness rather than on financial creditworthiness. Here, SCS redlists and
blacklists further aim to decrease informational asymmetry between cooperating entities [223,
224].

SCS role model narratives use ordinary people as moral heroes and familiarize the public
with SCS-specific surveillance

A result of reading "blameworthy" narratives is that the readership inevitably becomes familiar
with the different forms of technological and administrative surveillance measures. Here, the
narrative format allows authors to introduce the state’s range of surveillance tools: online
tracking, digital blacklisting, temporary control. Narratives clarify the purpose for which
they can be used and showcase the near unconditional success of surveillance technologies in
finding those that have not complied with laws. Narratives on creditchina.gov.cn are able

30Data source: Reuters at https://reut.rs/3B6a6H9/, accessed on May 26, 2022.
31Data source: CEIC at https://www.ceicdata.com/en/indicator/china/household-debt--of-nominal-gdp,

accessed on May 26, 2022.
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to accomplish what neither the SCS policy documents nor the SCS blacklists or redlists achieve:
they combine empirical with fictional elements to portray the power of the state’s surveillance
apparatus in sanctioning defectors and transgressors. They can be swiftly accessed on the
platforms and are easy to read.

Role model narratives use ordinary people rather than heroes as moral exemplars. The one-
sided emphasis on ordinary people echoes what Turner has referred to as "demotic turn" [225].
It denotes an increasing visibility of ordinary people in mass media. The media not only
celebrates ordinary people through reality TV, journalism, radio, and user-generated content
but actively creates culturally intelligible identities around them. Scholars of narratives have
argued that life stories of ordinary citizens are a "marker for a society that is losing faith in
the more established sacred narratives of religion, preferring more prosaic accounts for advice and
guidance" [226]. In China, there has been an increasing use of ordinary public idols such as
socialist heroes and other non-elite figures since the 1950s [227]. Popular Chinese television
programs such as Touching China (感动中国) and Civilian Heroes (平民英雄) illustrate this
transformation.32 However, currently, we cannot find a TV program focusing on the SCS
specifically. SCS narratives are potentially powerful instruments for propagating SCS-specific
social norms to a broad audience. Their sharing to all relevant Chinese social media platforms
effectively increases their visibility.

The emergence of the "Lao Lai" as an "immoral" SCS identity

The strict categorization into "praiseworthy" and "blameworthy" role models corresponds
to the two ideal moral role models in Confucianism, one of the most prominent traditions
of Chinese ethics. In Confucianism, the Junzi represents the gentleman (literal translation),
while the xiaoren literally refers to a "small man" [228]. In the Analects, Book 4.16, for instance,
Confucius stated that "The gentleman comprehends righteousness; the small man comprehends
profit". In traditional Chinese narratives, a particular virtue is exemplified across different
social scenarios by the junzi, or in contrast, by the xiaoren. Such an exemplary person displays
virtuous or immoral acts for the public to imitate or to refrain from, respectively. It is for
this reason that Chinese ethics is often referred to as "exemplarism" [229], whereby ethical
judgment is fundamentally based on "analogical reasoning" [230, 208]. The communication of
such "exemplarism" unfolds best in the narrative format: stories inspire an audience to strive
for the moral character of the junzi or to refrain from being labeled as the xiaoren.

Authors of role-model narratives deliberately use stylistic features to strengthen the distinc-
tion between "praiseworthy" and "blameworthy" moral characters. "Praiseworthy" narratives
attempt to create sympathy and empathy with protagonists when they illustrate the reflective
and emotional dimensions of virtuous intentions and convictions. The presentation of a
photograph and the detail of biographical information further emphasize that protagonists
are worthy of moral emulation in "praiseworthy" narratives. In contrast, the lack of a visual
depiction and the informational reduction to a stereotypical label "Lao Lai" of protagonists in
"blameworthy" narratives aim to produce a dissuasive effect. The attribution of the label "Lao

32Both TV programs focus on the moral lives of ordinary Chinese citizens.
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Lai" lacks justification. In "blameworthy" narratives, protagonists’ intentions and beliefs are
revealed retrospectively, concealing the reasons that led to the borrowing of money and the
subsequent failure to repay.

Generally, "blameworthy" narratives do not specify why the protagonist is in a debt situation
in the first place. While there are many—perfectly justifiable—reasons why a person can
end up in a debt situation (e.g., sickness, loss of employment), authors of "blameworthy"
narratives only attended to the reflective and emotional experience of protagonists after they
have been captured and sanctioned. An insufficiently justified identity label likely creates
stereotypying and possibly discrimination against members of this group [231, 232]. Labels
function as external identity markers, constituting an influence on an individual’s identity
beyond the individual’s control [233]. Being assigned such a label may carry a number of
negative connotations, treating an individual as if they were generally rather than specifically
in the wrong. Subsequently, such individuals could be gradually cut off from participation in
more conventional (group) activities, denied ordinary means of carrying out the routines of
everyday life, and may eventually find themselves in social isolation. As is illustrated by the
"blameworthy" narratives, reports on "Lao Lai" regularly appear on TV news programs, in
newspapers, on websites, on social media, or in public areas such as train stations and bus
stops.

In a recent study on the relationship between folklore and economic prosperity in 958
societies, Michalopoulos & Xue find that the depiction of "tricksters" or "cheaters" is among the
most common archetypes in narrative traditions around the world [234]. Importantly, cultures
with more narratives on tricksters that are unsuccessful and that get punished for their
antisocial behavior are more trusting and prosperous today than cultures with narratives in
which tricksters often get away. The authors argue that such "folklore-based measures of historical
attitudes are robust predictors of contemporary values and economic choices" [234]. Observing that
"Lao Lai" are always identified, captured, and sanctioned in the role model narratives we
studied, leads us to believe that SCS narratives could work as powerful portraits of antisocial
behavior in Chinese society nowadays.

3.3.7 Concluding remarks

We analyze 100 "blameworthy" and 100 "praiseworthy" role model narratives on creditchina.
gov.cn. We find that these narratives help to instill a sense of "folk morality", showcasing,
partly empirically and partly fictionally, how individuals comply with social norms, how they
transgress them, and what consequences they experience. By authorial choice, narratives are
rich in biographical detail, which helps readers believe in their presented realities. They are
short stories and, as such, everything they contain is there for a reason. Indeed, SCS role model
narratives are not "just-so stories" that are first and foremost entertaining in nature. They
effectively model "blameworthy" and "praiseworthy" social norms in an epistemically viable
manner: they explain a particular causal trajectory in the past, reconstructing specific episodes
of moral decision-making coherently and vividly. They reflect the author’s perceptions on
the moral ills of social life in China.
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Over time, social norms change, in particular, when societies face enormous challenges.
We found that, in May 2020, creditchina.gov.cn started publishing narratives on "praise-
worthy" and "blameworthy" social norms "necessitated" by the emergence of the coronavirus
pandemic.33 The SCS’s Planning Outline [116] specifically mandates the application of the
concept of "credit" to health care, health services, and public health. When we revisited
the platform, we found that it displayed three types of narratives that can be translated
into "positive role models/正面典型", "exposure of dishonest conducts/失信曝光", and "how
wonderful you are/你有多美". Narratives on "positive role models" appeared to portray
companies that have produced and distributed epidemic prevention materials to help fight
the crisis. In contrast, narratives on the "exposure of dishonest conducts" focused on compa-
nies that—in response to the coronavirus—have jacked up their prices, produced and sold
poor-quality or counterfeit epidemic prevention products, posted deceptive advertisements, or
committed coronavirus-related tax fraud. These coronavirus-related "blameworthy" narratives
also showcased protagonists who have sold wild animals illegally, spread rumors related
to the pandemic, and hid or lied about their travel histories to avoid quarantine. The third
type of coronavirus narrative "how wonderful you are" portrayed protagonists that have
responded to the crisis particularly well as professionals (e.g., doctors, nurses, businessmen,
etc.) and non-professionals (various types of volunteers). This shows that SCS narratives on
creditchina.gov.cn can be swiftly adapted to address novel demands for moral "praise"
and "blame".

SCS narratives fall back on traditional Chinese narratives that convey ethical values and
norms. This can be interpreted as an attempt to disguise novel measures of social control
as "old wine in new bottles". To say it in Chinese: 新瓶装旧酒 (roughly translated "using a
successful strategy that echoes the past"). At least since the 1950s, however, moral education
has never only been about cultivating people’s morality in China, but has always been closely
intertwined with the political agenda of the CCP [210].

Digital role model narratives keep up with the trend of applying digital technologies as
tools of social control; they serve as a political instrument promoting policies, spreading
ideology, and shaping public discussion. The familiar format of the narrative contributes
to the government’s efforts to legitimize a new form of social control through a variety of
SCS-specific mechanisms such as blacklisting, public shaming, joint enforcement as well as
other means of mass surveillance. Narratives on creditchina.gov.cn may seem innocuous
to some readers. At the same time, they work as a further building block for the state’s
increasing surveillance and control over Chinese society.
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Abstract

Social media platforms generate user profiles to recommend informational resources including
targeted advertisements. The technical possibilities of user profiling methods go beyond the
classification of individuals into types of potential customers. They enable the transformation
of implicit identity claims of individuals into explicit declarations of identity. As such, a key
ethical challenge of social media profiling is that it stands in contrast with people’s ability to
self-determine autonomously, a core principle of the right to informational self-determination.
In this research study, we take a step back and revisit theories of personal identity in
philosophy that underline two constitutive meta-principles necessary for individuals to self-
interpret autonomously: justification and control. That is, individuals have the ability to
justify and control essential aspects of their self-concept. Returning to a philosophical basis
for the value of self-determination serves as a reminder that user profiling is essentially
normative in that it formalizes a person’s self-concept within an algorithmic system. To
understand whether social media users would want to justify and control social media’s
identity declarations, we conducted a vignette survey study (N = 368). First, participants
indicate a strong preference for more transparency in social media identity declarations, a
core requirement for the justification of a self-concept. Second, respondents state they would
correct wrong identity declarations but show no clear motivation to manage them. Finally,
our results illustrate that social media users acknowledge the narrative force of social media
profiling but do not strongly believe in its capacity to shape their self-concept.
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4.1.1 Introduction

Social media platforms enable advertisers to create and target user audiences based on the
identification, processing, and analysis of several thousand user attributes such as likes,
interests, beliefs, behaviors, relationships, moral convictions, and political leanings [235, 236,
237, 238, 239, 240]. User profiling techniques infer identity claims of users based on views
and clicks, visual data such as images and videos, or the number and types of "followers"
or "friends" [241, 242, 243, 244, 245, 246, 237, 247]. There is growing recognition in user
profiling and user modeling communities that such profiling techniques create unique ethical
challenges [248, 236, 249].

These challenges typically fall back on the inability of users to access, understand, and
contest automatically-generated identity claims based on their personal data. Specifically, they
arise from the restricted ability of social media users to exercise their right to informational
self-determination, a central right of many privacy laws around the world. The right to
informational self-determination rests on the fundamental idea that it is critical for individuals
to freely and autonomously "self-determine" or "self-develop" [250, 251, 252, 253, 254]. The
right to informational self-determination mandates that it is critical for individuals to be
able to exercise control over their personal information. In the face of technologies that
analyze the sentiment of users based on speech or visual data [255, 256, 257, 237] or that
interpret data that users have shared unintentionally [258], the notion of individual control
over personal data as a feasible mechanism for informational self-determination is, however,
severely challenged.

In this paper, we offer a partly philosophical and a partly empirical account to address
this problem field. From a philosophical perspective, we aim to make the following two
contributions. First, we return to scholarship on the fundamental value of autonomous self-
determination offered by philosophical theories of personal identity. Philosophical theories of
personal identity conceptualize necessary procedural criteria that enable an individual to form
a self-concept. Personal identity is an essentially contested concept and, as such, inherently
procedural—disputes on the concept’s boundaries are essential to the concept itself [47, 259].1

In contrast, when essentially contested concepts become subjected to digital formalism, they
are fixated by definitions that work optimally only under the constraints of computability.
The analysis of theories of personal identity can illustrate to us, perhaps again, the enormous
power of social media user profiling in determining all procedural elements that exist between
personal data and their analysis as declarations of identity: the power to create user profiles
over time, the power to change or correct user profiles when needed, as well as the power to
change the rules by which user profiles can be generated, changed, or corrected.

Second, the generation of digital representations of personal identity necessarily creates
normative trade-offs. We present one normative trade-off by referring to what we call "model
fitness." Here we ask whether the digital representation of an individual’s self-concept should

1Please note that this account focuses exclusively on Western approaches to philosophical theories of personal
identity.
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align as much as possible with how a person would self-determine in order to respect that
person’s autonomy. Social media platforms have the power to decide what types of data
and what amounts of data are sufficient to justify an identity claim about a user. Social
media platforms control "model fitness." We exemplify this phenomenon by referring to the
literature on "window sliding" in learning tasks with concept drift adaptation [260, 261, 262,
263] and collaborative filtering [264].

We further take it that the power of social media profiling to make identity claims about
billions of users is a strong argument in favor of usable transparency that allows users to
view (understand their justification) and correct (exercise control over) such identity claims.
Here, we engage in another trade-off: if people could view and correct identity claims of
social media profiling, then such identity claims could influence a person’s self-concept.
Social media identity claims could undermine a person’s autonomy to self-determine under
conditions of transparency when people see, reflect on, and internalize "how a machine
interprets" them. Transparency could empower social media identity claims rather than
people’s autonomy to self-determine.

Subsequently, we have conducted an empirical vignette study to understand how individu-
als (N = 368) evaluate social media’s identity claims with regard to accuracy, transparency, and
control. We find that people believe social media user profiling can make accurate judgments
about essential aspects of their personal identity, but that they prefer privacy over accuracy.
Moreover, people show a strong desire for transparency defined as the ability to view and
understand declarations of identity by social media platforms. While people state that they
want to compare whether such identity declarations align with their own self-concept, they
believe that these do not influence their self-concept. Our study provides evidence that people
assert that social media identity claims do not feed back into their own self-concept when
they are made transparent and intelligible.

With this work, we seek to contribute to scholarship on the relation and interaction between
humans and their algorithmically generated identity declarations. We provide a philosophical
lens on the value of self-determination as the process to justify and control essential aspects of
a person’s self-concept. The conceptualization of autonomy through personal identity creates
a firm foundation for determining the ethical challenges of social media user profiling. With
a vignette survey study, we take a tangible step towards understanding how people actually
evaluate algorithmic identity declarations by social media platforms.

Before we move on to the next section, we would like to offer a disclaimer: In this work, we
do not claim that social media user profiling generates personal identity or suggest that the
resulting profiles can be considered as equal to a person’s self-concept. We do not engage in
arguments that draw an ontological comparison between a user profile and the person behind
it. In other words, we do not claim that social media user profiling leads to a user profile that
is the personal identity of the individual. Rather, we observe that social media user profiling
procedures possess a unique, technologically-afforded narrative force that computationally
fixates the interpretative potential of a person’s self-concept. This fixation creates ethical
challenges when user profiling algorithms turn a person’s personal data into declarations of
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identity that a person cannot view, cannot understand, and cannot contest.

4.1.2 Social media user profiling is fundamentally normative

Our analysis considers user profiling procedures for social media advertisement. All major
social media platforms offer a marketing page with an interface2 where marketers can select
desirable user attributes3 for targeted advertising.

Previous work on social media profiling has summarized what kind of user attributes social
media profiling generates. Such profiles consist of user inferences based on online data (e.g.,
user-generated content on the platform) as well as offline data (e.g., data integrated from data
brokers) [235, 236]. User profiling for social media generates sophisticated representations
of users based on demographic information including age or gender as well as information
associated with user behaviors, preferences, and intentions [265, 266, 267, 268, 269]. Inferences
are in part based on "explicit identity claims" (e.g., explicitly stated profession or sexual
orientation) as well as on "implicit identity claims." Implicit identity claims are "given off"
by an individual rather than consciously communicated [270, 271]. Implicit identity claims
are inferences users communicate indirectly, for example, through their affiliations to certain
individuals, social or institutional groups, preferences, and interests expressed in a non-
specific manner. Explicit and implicit identity claims can comprise behaviors (e.g., clicks or
views) and beliefs (expressions of interest, intentions, convictions, etc.) [236, 235].

Social media targeting tools offer marketers the option to select an audience (a group of
users) based on whether they "possess" or do not "possess" a desirable attribute. Aimeur has
provided a comprehensive list of the types of attributes (i.e., identity claims) analyzed for user
profiling including name, age, address, identity of friends, sexual orientation, political views,
smoker yes/no, pregnancy/wedding, interests, credit score, home value, and others [258]. To
understand the normative dimensions of user profiling on social media, the technological
instantiation of a user’s profile, for example as a feature vector [272], is not significant for
this analysis. What is relevant is the algorithmic mapping function implemented to assign
attributes to users based on their data. Any mapping process from user data to user inference
digitally fixates the interpretative potential of an individual user. We refer to this process
as the generation of a formalistic self-concept. By essentially determining this interpretative
potential within an algorithmic frame, mapping functions become normative, for example,
when they prioritize user data to constitute an attribute while failing to consider others.

In philosophy, a person’s self-concept is procedural, contextual, and contestable [273, 274,
275]. Recent work in Science and Technology Studies has outlined that profiling socially
contested concepts through mathematical formalism without accounting for their full meaning
creates so-called abstraction and formalism traps [259]. Abstraction and formalization
necessarily involve a process of imperfect translation: no model (or profile) is large enough to
include all characteristics of an informational object. Similarly, in philosophy, no single theory

2See, for example, Meta audience insights or Instagram audience insights.
3We refer to such user attributes as "declarations of identity."
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of personal identity contains all constitutive principles that make up personhood. Indeed, it is
the disagreement on fundamental conceptual features that creates the essential demarcations
of a contested concept such as freedom, privacy, autonomy and so on [47]. In user profiling
for social media advertisement, abstraction is constrained by two core conditions: First, by
the purpose for which the object is profiled—here for commercial purposes (marketing)—
and, second, by the mathematical constraints of computability. Regarding the latter, not
all features of an object can be modeled by computational resources; for example, the
phenomenological experience of human consciousness cannot— in principle—be captured
by computational means.4 Overall, philosophical theories of personal identity offer a useful
conceptual framework to understand the normativity of generating formalistic self-concepts.

4.1.3 Justification and control: two meta-principles of personal identity

In the following section, we detail how three influential theories of personal identity lay out
procedural criteria that enable a person to form a self-concept autonomously.5 Attributable to
philosophical scholarship, such procedural requirements are subject to productive dispute. Yet,
a body of philosophical scholarship on personal identity [278, 279, 280, 281, 282, 283] agrees
on two constitutive meta-principles necessary for individuals to self-interpret autonomously:
individuals have the ability to justify and control essential elements of their self-concept.6

Some philosophers place the source of individuals’ abilities to justify and control essential
aspects of their self-concept in the individual only (e.g., [275, 286]); other theorists argue that
social agents partake in the formation of a self-concept [282, 278, 280, 283].

Harry Frankfurt’s second-order desires

In "Freedom of the Will and Concept of a Person," Harry Frankfurt developed a notion of
personal identity grounded in the structure of human will [281]. Humans are capable of
evaluating the desirability of their desires. A person also cares about the desirability of their
desires. Frankfurt calls such desires "second-order desires" that are desires about desires
or wants about wants. The object of a first-order desire is a state of affair, while a second-
order desire’s state of affair is a first-order desire. The desirability of our desires is ethically
significant. For example, a person can want to want to eat in a certain way. Vegetarianism, an
ethical principle, governs how a person acts on their first-order desire to eat. Frankfurt argues,
"only humans are capable of reflective self-evaluation manifested in the formation of second-order

4Theories on the phenomenological self by Dan Zahavi [276] develop a notion of personal identity that falls back
on phenomenological experience.

5Personal identity conceptually differs from theories of personality. An account of personality is, for example,
the prominent Big-Five (BFM) model of personality [277]. The BFM subscribes to personality theories that
suggest personality to consist of context-consistent, quantitatively-assessable, enduring traits. In contrast,
personal identity explains how individuals come to form a persistent self-concept. While such a self-concept
may comprise a set of traits, it is the set of principles by which an individual’s self-concept develops that is
the focus of philosophical theories of personal identity.

6Other conceptualizations of hermeneutic personal identity also highlight—in some way or another—the impor-
tance of the two meta-principles of justification and control for a person’s self-concept (see, for example, [273,
284, 285]). However, they motivate these principles with a different set of reasons.
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desires" [281]. The essence of a person lies in will, however, a person needs to be able to
"become critically aware of their own will" [281]. Individuals need critical reflection to evaluate
which of their desires are desirable. Persons are autonomous in determining which desire
they want to be moved by when acting. Repeated identification with a specific second-order
desire enables us to truly care for something.

Frankfurt’s theory of personal identity clearly presents a strong ideal of what it means to
be a person. Individuals are required to engage in reflective justification of their second-order
desires to fully qualify as persons. There is little room for ambiguous or even paradoxical
desires that clearly constitute human experiences. Frankfurt’s conception of personhood
is an example of a theory from "within": his principles of personal identity are subjective
and can even be criticized as "solipsism." External influences, cultural or social, appear to
restrict rather than help strengthen individuals’ ability to form a self-concept. Summarizing,
Frankfurt’s second-order desires stress the need for justifying one’s self-concept, while the
identification with a second-order desire underscores that persons can control what principles
constitute their self-concept.

Charles Taylor’s weak and strong evaluator

The philosopher Charles Taylor deliberately tries to avoid "solipsistic tendencies" and points
to the importance of social interaction for the development of a self-concept. Taylor stresses
the significance others have for our capacity to evaluate what we desire [282]. Many of our
desires, wishes, hopes, attitudes, goals and so on develop only in dialogue with others. Taylor
places personal identity between private and public spheres: Privately, a human being is a
person because of their reflective self-evaluative capacities that require qualitative articulacy.
Publicly, a person necessarily adopts such qualitative articulacy by interaction with other
individuals.

Similar to Frankfurt’s first-order desires and second-order desires, Taylor distinguishes
between so-called "weak" and "strong evaluators"7. A weak evaluator simply deliberates
different options on the basis of their convenience: their goal is to get the most overall
satisfaction. Such an evaluator does not reflect on the qualitative aspects of their choices.
Non-qualitative evaluation leads to the selection of a desired object or action because "of
its contingent incompatibility with a more desired alternative" [283]. A weak evaluator chooses
something merely on circumstantial grounds. Their deliberation does not exceed a mere
desirability calculation for choices to provide some satisfaction. Taylor claims that persons
can evaluate what they are and shape whatever they wish to be on this basis. Different
from Frankfurt, however, the freedom to self-interpret takes place between private and social
spheres. This freedom (i.e., control) to self-define by evaluation (i.e, by justification) means
that persons can be made responsible for their self-concept [283].

7Arguably, a person that chooses merely on the basis of Frankfurt’s first-order desires corresponds to Taylor’s
weak evaluator.
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Maya Schechtman’s narrative self-constitution view

The philosopher Marya Schechtman asserts that an autonomous person has the capacity to
psychologically organize a stream of events into a culturally accepted form of a narrative "by
which we will come to think of ourselves as persisting individuals with a single life story" [278]. The
elements of a narrative that a person can articulate constitute the person to a higher degree
than those elements that a person cannot articulate.

An individual compares, organizes, and relates experiences by culturally-determined
standards. It follows that no time-slice—any momentary event that an individual experiences—
is in any way definitive for a person’s identity. Only when interpreted in the context of
the narrative is such a time-slice a meaningful element of a person.8 Telling a story is
only one element of a person’s narrative. Individuals form a narrative, but they also enact
it and subsequently criticize it: they are not only the authors of their narrative but their
protagonists and critics, too. As an author, a person tries to understand the meaning events
have by integrating them into their continuous narrative. A person is the critic of their
narrative when they come to reflect, evaluate, and criticize the actions they have carried out.
While the order in which these steps take place is certainly dynamic, it demonstrates that
a person plays different roles within their own narrative—they are not simply describing
what they have experienced as a commentator or storyteller in the literal meaning of the
term. For Schechtman, a person’s narrative is actively negotiated between subjective and
objective accounts. A person may have their own interpretation of a certain event; however,
their identity will be undermined if claims reach a level of incomprehensibility for other
people. A person’s choices and actions must "flow intelligibly from (their) intentions, motives,
passions, and purposes..." [278]. Without our narrative context, other individuals cannot make
sense of our choices and actions. The narrative view gives individuals freedom to shape (i.e.,
control) who they wish to be, re-interpret their past and anticipate their future self-concept
(i.e., justification). A person’s social environment holds a person accountable for the narrative
they articulate.

Summary of philosophical theories of personal identity: While differences exist between
the theories by Frankfurt, Taylor, and Schechtman, two meta-principles can be discerned: jus-
tification and control. First, a self-concept develops through reflective justification. Individuals
become persons when they justify their self-concept—through reflective capabilities and in a
narrative that is negotiated between subjective and objective accounts. Second, individuals
can exert some control over their self-concept. While the theories disagree over the degree
of control individuals have in forming an understanding of themselves, fundamentally, they
all suggest that personhood is grounded in an individual’s autonomy to determine essential
aspects of their hermeneutic identity. It is for this reason that persons can justifiably be held
responsible for their own identity.

8"Whether or not a particular action, experience, or characteristic counts as mine is a question of whether or not it is
included in my self-narrative" [287].
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4.1.4 Two normative trade-offs in user profiling for social media marketing

We argue that social media profiling generates digitally formalized identity claims of a person
by mechanisms that do not sufficiently allow for justification and control. In the following,
we discuss two normative trade-offs that result from the inherent normativity of social media
user profiling as discussed in Section 5.1.2.

4.1.5 Normative trade-off 1: The privacy versus model fit trade-off

Concept drift challenges

One normative judgment user profiling is necessarily required to make is to determine when
enough data (or evidence) has been collected and analyzed to justify the inference of a
person’s attribute (i.e., an identity declaration). It is a normative undertaking to decide when
the amount of personal data is sufficient to ensure proportionality between the user input
and the attribute inference. Is the inference proportional to a single activity or expression
of belief? Or is its proportionality dependent on multiple consecutive expressions of the
belief? Resolving such questions, user profiling necessarily excludes user input from being
considered for drawing user inferences. Schechtman asserts that individuals have the capacity
to attribute meaning to a selection of experiences that become part of their own unique
narrative. However, it is the narrative that is self-constituting, not the single experience. It
follows that no time-slice—any momentary event that an individual experiences—is in any
way definitive for a person’s identity. Such a time-slice is only a descriptive and meaningful
element of a person when interpreted in the context of the narrative.

Schechtman’s concept of a "time-slice" can be compared to the concept of "window sliding"
used in learning tasks with concept drift adaption [260, 261, 262, 263]. Concept drift techniques
are deployed to gain knowledge from data stream changes. Drifts or changes in a data stream
can be either sudden or gradual. The former could be a sudden new interest in a new
subject, while the latter could be a growing interest in moving to another country. In user
profiling, concept drift belongs to a class of challenges called dynamicity problems [288, 289].
Recommender systems apply dynamic user profiles to offer more value to the user, who sees
informational resources they have only recently become interested in, and to the advertiser
that can bid for audiences with the most up-to-date profile.

Machine learning (ML) classifiers are able to respond to concept drift—gradual, sudden,
or reoccurring changes often in multiple data streams—without "neglecting" the outdated
data [263]. For example, sliding windows of fixed and variable sizes of training data are
used to build an updated model [260]. Since both fixed and variable windows are definite
in their size, some old data will necessarily be "forgotten." What criteria determine which
data are to be forgotten and which ones are to be considered in creating an updated profile of
a person? The promise of targeted advertisement rests on the belief that more recent user
data corresponds to a more accurate profile of the user. However, model fit, a continuously
updated model of a user’s profile, requires a potentially uninterrupted flow of user data,
raising privacy concerns [290]. The more time-slices are created, the more accurate the
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representation of the user, but the more user data is needed.

Lookalikes through Neighborhood-Based Collaborative Filtering

Collaborative filtering (CF) is one of the most widely applied user modeling techniques in
many recommender systems. For example, as a user profiling technique, k-nearest neighbor
relies on the assumption of similarity between individuals [264]. Similar profiles presumably
react similarly to certain informational items. The advantage of CF is that one only requires a
model of one of the two—users or items—to model the other. Consequently, CF uses items to
model users and users to model items. The more users evaluate informational resources, the
more they help the system for its predictive analysis of other users. Social media (as well as
search engines) offer their customers so-called "Lookalike Audiences."9 With many marketers,
Lookalikes are popular since they can use their well-known customer base to target "similar"
but potentially new customers. Lookalikes are less privacy-invasive because they use data
that is already available to make inferences about a user. Taylor’s and Frankfurt’s concept of a
person, however, stresses the ability of persons to decide what is desirable for them. kNN-based
CF and Lookalikes work in the opposite way. They determine the desirability of one’s desires
as equal or at least similar to the desirability of other, already "known" individuals’ desires,
to use Frankfurt’s nomenclature.

4.1.6 Normative trade-off 2: The transparency versus autonomy trade-off

A key question is if people would actually care about model fit—an accurate representation
of their formalistic data narrative. Perhaps individuals do, after all, live in the best of all
possible worlds: they draw enormous benefits from using social media and do not worry
about how their data is mapped to a spectrum of attribute inferences. One way forward
would be to enable individuals to understand and correct inferences they do not agree with.
Here, another normative complication emerges. A person could gain autonomy from having
access to their social media’s identity declarations. However, these identity declarations could
in turn influence a person’s self-concept.

Should individuals get access in order to understand and contest their "data narrative"?
Providing explanations on "how the systems works" has shown to increase users’ trust in
many different recommender systems [291, 292, 293, 294]. Usable transparency allows users
to tell the system when an inference is presumptuous (or even wrong). For example, a
system could show users those identity declarations that have been sold to marketers or that
were based on implicit identity claims. However, simply revealing—at least in part—the
content behind user profiles could support internalization and conformation to the proposed
inferences. Perhaps individuals would welcome such a degree of transparency as a mechanism
to "offload" the psychological work necessary to attribute meaning to certain life events posted
online [278, 279, 280]. Making inferences transparent to the individual means recognizing
their semantic power in shaping who individuals are and who they can become. This second

9See, for example: https://www.facebook.com/business/help/164749007013531 accessed May 30, 2022.
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normative trade-off arises from the question of whether the autonomy gained from being
able to understand such recommended inferences outweighs a potential loss of autonomy
when they become part of a person’s self-concept. This could mean that, today, a person, their
social network (offline and online), and social media profiling identity declarations together
participate in creating a person’s self-concept.

The effect on individuals’ self-concept could be enhanced if social media user profiling gen-
erates specific identity declarations repeatedly or even permanently. According to Frankfurt’s
theory of personal identity, a person attempts to form a self-concept that stems from their
care for what they desire. Frankfurt recognizes that one can only care about something if it
is for extended periods of time. Desires typically last for moments only: if one cared about
something for only a moment one could not be distinguished from a person that acted out of
impulse. How would users perceive such recommended attribute inferences? Perhaps with
little skepticism, since they would acknowledge the algorithmic output as an objective and
truthful interpretation of their wishes, wants, and desires?

4.1.7 Methods and Experimental Procedure: Vignette Study

To address the key questions arising from both normative trade-offs, we conducted a vignette
study that asked respondents a) whether they believed social media profiling could accurately
infer elements of their self-concept, b) whether they considered accuracy of these identity
declarations to be desirable, c) whether they had motivation to view and correct identity
declarations, and d) whether they believed that social media identity declarations would
influence their self-concept if they were made transparent to them. The goal of the vignette
study was to take a tangible step towards understanding whether social media users preferred
accuracy of social media identity declarations over privacy (trade-off 1) and whether they
believed that social media identity declarations would influence their self-concept (trade-off
2). Vignette studies have been extensively used in human computer interaction, psychology,
and experimental philosophy to elicit participants’ explicit ethical judgments in various
hypothetical scenarios [106, 107, 108, 33, 295, 111, 296, 297, 298]. Moreover, with our vignette
survey study, we follow calls for more experimentally-informed AI ethics [299].

Our study was a within-subject design, we presented each respondent with the same
hypothetical vignette scenario. First, the vignette asked respondents to imagine that they are
active users on a social media platform (see the hypothetical vignette scenario in Appendix
4.1.10). As an active user, each respondent was told that they regularly engage in typical
actions on the social media platform. Participants read that they publish postings, share
postings by other users, and react to other users’ postings. Second, the vignette introduced ex-
amples of data types each respondent shares with the social media platform (gender, location,
relationship status, social contacts, content viewed, content clicked, etc.). Respondents were
told that the social media platform uses algorithms to draw conclusions about them based on
the data they share in order to show them more suitable content and advertisements. Third,
the vignette elaborated on the types of conclusions (i.e., identity declarations) that the social
media platforms draws about them. The vignette explained that the platform collects data
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that users actively share to draw conclusions about them. For example: "...when you provide
your real birthday, the platform uses this information to show you content that it takes to be suitable
for your age group." Respondents were also told that the platform draws conclusions about
users based on data that users may not be aware that they are sharing. For example, "...since
you share your location data, the platform tries to conclude where you work and live. As another
example, the platform also tries to conclude what hobbies you have based on your friends’ activities."
Respondents were further told that, using their data, the social media platform attempts
to conclude their interests, their political orientation, their religious beliefs, and aspects of
their personality (among others). Lastly, we asked respondents to imagine that the platform
"combines and stores" all conclusions about them in a so-called "user data profile" (UDP).
The vignette explained to users that the social media platform uses the content of their UDP
to recommend relevant information and advertisements. The hypothetical vignette scenario
ended by telling respondents that the social media platform generates all of its revenues
from personalized advertisement. We included two attention checks in the vignette. All
participants were active social media users.

After respondents had read the vignette and passed the attention checks, they rated ques-
tions using a 7-point Likert scale. Questions were divided into 5 categories and shown to
respondents in random order within these categories. The first two categories of questions
asked respondents whether they believed social media platforms could make accurate judg-
ments about them and whether the social media platform should make accurate judgments
about them. We defined accuracy as a) general judgments, b) specific judgments, and c)
temporal judgments. The third and fourth set of questions asked whether respondents desired
to view and understand social media judgments about them and whether they would change
incorrect judgments. Questions on respondents’ preference for transparency included a) data
collection & use, b) preference for understanding conclusions of the social media platform,
and c) preference for transparency of their UDP (i.e., all identity declarations). Finally, a fifth
set of questions asked respondents whether social media judgments would have an influence
on their self-concept given that respondents could view their UDP. We defined "influence" as
respondents’ willingness to a) compare elements of their UDP with their self-concept, b) their
willingness to reevaluate their self-concept in light of the identity declarations in their UDP,
and c) their willingness to integrate elements of their UDP into their self-concept that they
would not have associated with their self-concept. All questions are listed in Appendix 4.1.10.

We recruited participants with Prolific. Based on pretests, we set the expected completion
time at 20 minutes, with a payout of USD 3.75 (above US minimum wage of 2021). Data
collection started on July 26, 2021 and ended on August 8, 2021. We recruited 458 respondents
from the United States user base. 59 submissions were excluded for failing one of two
attention checks, 10 for duplicate submissions, 9 for an unusually short response time, and 11
for being invalid (e.g., no prolific ID). This resulted in a final sample of 368 respondents (see
demographics in the Appendix 4.1.10). The mean time of completion was 15.3 minutes.

Our home institution does not require an ethics approval for questionnaire-based online
studies. When conducting the study and analyzing the data, we followed standard practices
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for ethical research: presenting detailed study procedures, obtaining consent, not collecting
identifiable information or device data, and using a survey service10 that guaranteed com-
pliance with the European Union’s General Data Protection Regulation. The study did not
include any deceptive practices. Subjects could drop out of the study at any point. All data
were fully anonymized, and the privacy of all subjects was maintained at all times during the
study.

4.1.8 Results

Respondents’ beliefs on the ability of social media platforms to make accurate judgments
about them (Fig. 4.1a). A majority of respondents believed that social media algorithms
could make accurate and correct judgments about them in general (78.2%). While 66.2%
of respondents were convinced that social media algorithms could correctly judge "what
is valuable to them," just over half of respondents said that social media algorithms can
accurately reflect who they are (51.1%). Most respondents believed that their UDP was unique
in comparison to other social media users (72.6%). However, only a minority of respondents
said that family and close friends would be able to identify them by their UDP (45.5%).

Respondents’ beliefs on the ability of social media platforms to make accurate judgments
about them on specific attributes (Fig. 4.1b). Respondents believed that social media
algorithms can accurately infer their interests (89.9%), their past (81.3%) and future purchasing
behaviors (64.5%), as well as their location (77.4%). Just over half of those surveyed stated
that social media algorithms could accurately conclude who they meet (54.8%).

Respondents also said that social media algorithms are able to accurately conclude their
political stance (80.5%) and, albeit with less agreement, their religious beliefs (59.5%). Most
respondents agreed that social media algorithms can correctly infer their attitudes towards
the COVID-19 vaccine (77.9%), climate change (74.6%), and immigration (64.8%). However,
respondents did not think that social media profiling was able to differentiate between their
private and social self both online (35.5%) and offline (30.7%).

Respondents’ beliefs on the ability of social media platforms to make accurate temporal
judgments about them (Fig. 4.1c). Respondents believed that social media algorithms are able
to keep their UDP up to date (71.4%). Respondents stated that their UDP from a month ago
still included accurate conclusions (69.1%). However, just over half of respondents thought
that their UDP from a year ago was still accurate (51.4%). A majority of respondents said
that the social media platform would be able to conclude whether they had changed as a
person after several years of being a user (68.9%). In contrast, only a minority of respondents
believed that their entire UDP would tell an accurate story of their life since they started using
the platform (37.9%).

Respondents’ beliefs on the normativity of accurate social media judgments (Fig. 4.2).
Most respondents stated that they wanted social media platform operators to ensure that
their UDP was accurate (72.4%). Just more than half of respondents wanted social media
operators to invest extra resources to make sure their UDP was accurate (56.9%). However,

10SoSci Survey: https://www.soscisurvey.de/
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Figure 4.1: (a) Respondents believe social media platforms (SMP) can make accurate judgements about
them. UDP—user data profile. (b) Respondents believe social media (SM) algorithms are
able to accurately infer a variety of attributes including their interests, purchases, location,
political stance, or religious beliefs. Respondents do not believe SMP is able to distinguish
who they are in private vs. who they are in social contexts. (c) Respondents believe SMP is
able to keep their UDP up to date, but that their UDP does not tell an accurate story of
their life. Note for all figures: results for "strongly agree" and "agree" are shown as "agree,"
results for "strongly disagree" and "disagree" are shown as "disagree."
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Figure 4.2: Respondents prefer an accurate UDP but not at the expense of their privacy.

Figure 4.3: Respondents show great preference for transparency of (a) personal data collection & use,
(b) conclusions SMP has made about them, and (c) of their UDP.
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Figure 4.4: Respondents state that the SMP should allow them to correct errors in their UDP but
provide no clear preference on whether they would be willing to correct and maintain their
UDP.

Figure 4.5: Provided their UDP was transparent, respondents would compare elements of their UDP
with a range of personal attributes.

only a minority of 28.8% of respondents were in favor of trading their personal data for the
creation of their UDP. Importantly, respondents did not want to trade their personal data for
an accurate UDP: only 17.9% agreed that the social media platform should collect as much
personal data as possible to ensure that their UDP was as accurate as possible.

Respondents’ preference for transparency of data collection & use (Fig. 4.3a). Respon-
dents expressed their desire for transparency of personal data collection on social media,
transparency of conclusions the social media platform made about them based on their
data, and transparency of their UDP. Regarding data collection, most respondents stated that
procedures of data collection should be disclosed clearly and transparently to them (96.4%)
and that the social media platform should disclose how they collected and used their personal
data in general (96.1%) and for showing advertisements (91.1%).

Respondents’ preference for transparency of conclusions (Fig. 4.3b & c). Similarly,
respondents showed a strong preference to understand what the social media platform has
concluded about them (90.1%). Of the respondents, 87.7% stated that they were interested in
understanding all conclusions the social media platform had made about them and 83.2%
believed that such an understanding would be valuable to them. Only 24% of respondents
stated that they do not care about conclusions the social media platform draws about them.
Finally, similarly large majorities of respondents expressed their desire to understand how
their personal data was used to create their UDP (96.7%). Of the respondents, 96.6% said that
they wanted access to their UDP in general (Fig. 4.3c).
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Figure 4.6: Respondents strongly believe that viewing the content of their UDP would not cause them
to reevaluate elements of their self-concept.

Respondents’ preference for control over their UDP (Fig. 4.4). While respondents showed
a clear preference for transparency, their desire to control (i.e., change or otherwise influence)
their UDP was mixed. A majority stated that the social media platform should allow them
to correct errors in their UDP (90.2%). However, only a small majority said they would be
motivated to change wrong conclusions in their UDP (60.2%). When we asked whether
correcting and maintaining their UDP would be "too tedious," respondents showed no
clear preference (agree: 37.8% vs. disagree: 45.4%, neither: 16.8%). Approximately half of
respondents (57.3%) believed they would be upset if the social media platform concluded
something about them that they thought was incorrect.

Respondents’ beliefs on the influence of the UDP on their self-concept (comparison UDP
vs. self-concept, Fig. 4.5). Provided they had access to their UDP, the majority of respondents
maintained that they would compare elements of their UDP with the person they thought
they were (84.1%). Most respondents said they would compare interests in their UDP with
their real interests (89.7%). Respondents further stated they would compare past purchases
(79.9%), past locations (79.9%, "last week"), and past social meetings (77.9%, "last week") with
those in their UDP. Among the respondents, 82.7% would compare their political stance with
the one registered in their UDP and 74.3% of respondents would compare their religious
beliefs with those in their UDP.

Respondents’ beliefs on the influence of the UDP on their self-concept (reevaluation of
self-concept, Fig. 4.6). Only a minority of respondents believed that viewing their user data
profile would result in a reevaluation of their self-concept (agree: 21.5%). Few respondents
stated that they would reevaluate their interests (agree: 17.3%), their future purchases (agree:
26.8%), their political stance (agree: 11.5%) or their religious beliefs (agree: 9.22%) after
viewing their UDP.

Respondents’ beliefs on the influence of the UDP on their self-concept (meaning of
unaware identity declarations in the UDP, Appendix Fig. 4.7). Respondents were undecided
whether social media conclusions were meaningful to them (agree: 47.3% vs. disagree:
35.6%). A small majority of respondents disagreed that conclusions about them in their
UDP—that they did not know about—would be meaningful to them (disagree: 53.8%). A
small majority of respondents also objected to statements saying conclusions about their
political stance (disagree: 55.0%) or religious beliefs (disagree: 59.9%) in their UDP—that they
did not know about—would be meaningful to them. Finally, we asked respondents whether
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their UDP would be a source of inspiration when looking for a new interest. Only 41.1%
of respondents said that they would look into their UDP for suggestions on new interests.
Likewise, respondents believed that when they saw an interest in their UDP that they would
not have believed to be their interest, then this "recommended" interest would not become
a new interest for them (agree: 36.6%). An even smaller minority of respondents said that
predicted purchases in their UDP would influence actual future purchases (agree: 34.6%).

4.1.9 Discussion of results and concluding remarks

In this work, we argued that the computability of digital representations of personal identity
creates normative trade-offs when social media profiling generates identity claims that work
only under the constraints of computability and that people cannot understand, view, or
contest. Consequently, one of the key ethical challenges of social media profiling is that
it stands in contrast with people’s ability to self-determine freely and autonomously. To
illustrate the inherently procedural nature of autonomous self-determination, we revisited
theories of personal identity in philosophy that underline two constitutive meta-principles:
justification and control. That is, individuals have the ability to justify and control essential
elements of their self-concept. The return to the philosophical basis for the value of self-
determination serves as a reminder that social media profiling represents an inherently
normative formalization process of a person’s self-concept. Within the interpretative space
between data and declaration, social media platforms determine the meaning of views, clicks,
posts, and social relationships without offering usable means for understanding or correcting
essential parts of this process. As such, social media identity declarations are radically
different from the procedural criteria laid out by theories of personal identity in philosophy.

Taking a step toward understanding how "ordinary" social media users view social media
identity declarations, we conducted a vignette survey study. We found that people believe
that social media platforms can make a variety of accurate judgements about them but that
they cannot represent their entire self-concept. For example, respondents thought that social
media profiling is able to accurately infer whether they have changed as a person over time,
but that it cannot tell an accurate story of their life since signing up to the platform. Thus,
respondents defined limits for the ability of social media identity declarations to represent
certain aspects of their self-concept. Interestingly, respondents did claim that their own user
data profile (UDP) was unique and that other users had a different UDP.

Respondents showed a strong preference for more transparency and stated that they
would compare their own self-concept with a variety of social media identity declarations.
However, the respondents in our study did not believe that social media identity declarations
would be meaningful to them. Respondents also stated they would correct wrong identity
declarations but showed no clear motivation to manage them. Taken together, we believe that
it is reasonable to assume that social media users have at least some motivation to control
essential aspects of their social media identity declarations. Providing such identity controls
does present technological as well as design challenges for social media platform operators.
However, social media platforms go to great lengths to offer advertisers usable controls to
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specify which user attributes exactly they wish to include in their custom audiences. In
providing usable justification and control, social media platforms give priority to advertisers
determining detailed custom audiences for targeted advertisement over giving users the
possibility to understand, control, and rectify potential inaccuracies in their user profiles.

Finally, respondents did not believe that social media identity declarations would influence
their self-concept. Respondents stated that previously unknown identity declarations would
be unlikely to become part of their self-concept and they strongly objected that viewing
social media identity declarations would cause them to reevaluate their self-concept. Future
studies should try to understand whether people’s self-concept is resilient to social media
identity declarations as participants stated in our study. Perhaps people are overconfident
in the immunity of their self-concept against social media declarations? Also, a majority of
respondents expressed the desire to compare components of their UDP with their self-concept.
Considering our results, we take it that people are, at least, curious to understand how social
media platforms interpret them based on their personal information. They acknowledge the
narrative force of social media profiling but do not strongly believe in its capacity to shape
their self-concept. We encourage future studies to explore whether our findings extend to
social media users in other cultures.

To conclude, we have focused on the process by which social media generate identity
declarations based on personal information through user profiling. In comparison to the
large corpus of studies that have focused on the consequences of user profiling (e.g., filter
bubbles, misinformation), philosophical accounts on the procedural aspects of social media
user profiling remain scarce. While our vignette study produces an initial understanding of
the relationship between social media users and their identity declarations, we expect that this
account provides ample opportunity for follow-up studies on the ethical challenges of social
media profiling. Social media will continue to exercise its power to partake in the formation
and development of formalistic self-concepts. We provide evidence that social media users
think so, too.
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4.1.10 Appendix Study Materials

Hypothetical Vignette Scenario

Please read the following scenario carefully:

Imagine that you are an active member of a global social media platform. Think of a social media
platform that is similar to a handful of prominent examples such as Facebook, Twitter, or Instagram.
Imagine that, on this platform, you are an active member and regularly post content. For example, you
frequently upload images to the platform. When your friends publish similar posts, you commonly
"react" to their posts. Generally, you often consume the content that the platform presents to you in its
so-called "news feed".

More specifically, the data you share with the platform includes your real name, your age, and
gender. You also share your current location with the platform, your social contacts, your relationship
status, the type of device you use, and your activity data: what content you view and click on when
you use the platform and at what time you do so. You are aware that the social media platform has
developed algorithms that attempt to draw a variety of conclusions about you based on the types of
data you share. The social media platform states that it uses such "conclusions about you" in order to
show you more suitable content and product advertisement.

Some conclusions may be based on the data you share actively and consciously. For example, when
you provide your real birthday, the platform uses this information to show you content that it takes to
be suitable for your age group. Some conclusions about you are based on data that you share implicitly,
so you may not be aware that you have shared such data about you.

For example, since you share your location data, the platform tries to conclude where you work and
live. As another example, the platform also tries to conclude what hobbies you have based on your
friends’ activities. The platform attempts to conclude your interests (e.g., movies, music, or books you
might like) and your behaviors (e.g., what you buy, who you meet). It tries to conclude your religious
beliefs (e.g., whether you are part of a religion or an atheist) and your political stance (e.g., whether you
consider yourself liberal or a conservative). The social media platform also tries to draw conclusions
about who you are as a person more generally; for example, how you might react to certain content,
how introverted or extroverted you are, or how sociable you are.

Now, please imagine that the social media platform combines and stores all conclusions about you
in your user data profile. Again, the social media platform claims that it needs the content of your
user data profile to know what content and advertisement you find suitable. The social media platform
generates all of its revenues by showing you advertisements.

To recap, there are two different user profiles on social media: One profile that you use to share posts
or share messages, your profile on the social media platform. The other one is generated by the social
media platform about you, which will be referred to as your "user data profile" for the rest of the survey.
All survey questions relate to your user data profile, not your social media profile.

You were shown a description of a social media platform. You will now be asked questions regarding
your personal perception of social media platforms like the one described previously. All questions
relate to a social media platform that was introduced to you in the opening text.
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Please answer these questions from your own point of view.

Manipulation Checks (in-text)

1. Asked prior to vignette text: It is important that you pay attention to this study. Please
read the scenario described below carefully.

• Please confirm this by selecting "Strongly disagree."

2. Asked at the end of the vignette text: Please indicate which of the following is true.

My user data profile is:

• My social media profile that I use to socialize when I log on to the social media platform.

• My profile that the social media platform’s algorithms generate about me based on the data
I share explicitly and implicitly.

• I don’t know.

Survey Questions

7-point-scale, 1 = "Strongly disagree" to 7 = "Strongly Agree," and "I don’t want to answer."
Questions were divided into 5 categories and shown to respondents in random order within

these categories. Participants did not see headlines of question categories.

Accurate judgments (general)

• The social media platform is able to draw correct conclusions about me.

• I believe that the social media platform is able to know what is valuable to me.

• I believe that my user data profile is unique. Other users have a different user data profile.

• If close friends and family saw my user data profile, they would be able to identify that it’s me.

Accurate judgments (specifics)

• I believe that social media algorithms are able to accurately conclude what my interests are (e.g.,
movies, music, or books I like).

• I believe that social media algorithms are able to accurately conclude what I have bought in the
past.
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• I believe that social media algorithms are able to accurately conclude what I will buy in the
future.

• I believe that social media algorithms are able to accurately conclude where I go.

• I believe that social media algorithms are able to accurately conclude who I meet.

• I believe that social media algorithms are able to accurately conclude my political stance.

• I believe that social media algorithms are able to accurately conclude my religious beliefs.

• I believe that the social media platform is able to know where I stand on important issues such as
my acceptance of the Covid-19 vaccination.

• I believe that the social media platform is able to know where I stand on important issues such as
climate change.

• I believe that the social media platform is able to know where I stand on important issues such as
immigration.

• The social media platform is able to distinguish between who I am in private and who I am in
social contexts on the social media platform.

• The social media platform is able to distinguish between who I am in private and who I am in
social contexts when I am not online.

Accurate judgments (temporal)

• The social media platform is able to keep my user data profile up to date with my interests,
behaviors, and beliefs as they change over time.

• My user data profile from a month ago includes conclusions about me that are still accurate
today.

• My user data profile from a year ago includes conclusions about me that are still accurate today.

• After having been an active user on the social media platform for several years, the platform can
conclude whether I have changed as a person since I started using the platform.

• My entire user data profile tells an accurate story of the life that I have lived since I started using
the platform.

The normativity of an accurate UDP

• The social media platform should take precautions to make sure that my user data profile is
accurate.

• The social media platform should double-check my user data profile for accuracy, even if it takes
them time or possibly other resources (e.g., money or additional employees) to do so.
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• The social media platform should collect as much of my data as possible to ensure my user data
profile is as correct as possible.

• The social media platform should collect my data to generate my user data profile.

Transparency of data collection & use

• The collection of my data should be disclosed to me clearly and transparently.

• The social media platform should disclose the way they collect and use my data.

• I want to know what data the social media platform has used to show advertisements to me.

Transparency of SMP conclusions about me

• I want to know what the social media platform has concluded about me.

• I am interested in understanding all the conclusions the social media platform has made about
me.

• It is valuable to me to understand all the conclusions the social media platform has made about
me.

• I do not care about the conclusions that the social media platform makes about me.

Transparency of UDP

• It is important to me that I am aware and knowledgeable about how my personal data will be
used for my user data profile.

• The social media platform should allow me to access my user data profile.

Changing my UDP

• The social media platform should allow me to correct errors in my user data profile.

• I am motivated to change conclusions that I think are wrong in my user data profile.

• I am upset if the social media platform concludes something about me that I think is wrong.

• If my user data profile was made transparent to me, then correcting and maintaining my user
data profile would be too tedious for me.

If I could view my UDP

• If I had the ability to view my user data profile, I would compare elements of the user data profile
to the person that I think I am.
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• If I had the ability to view my interests (i.e., movies, music, or books that I like) in my user data
profile, I would compare them to my own real interests.

• If I had the ability to view what the social media platform claims I have bought in the past, I
would compare it to what I have actually bought.

• If I had the ability to view where the social media platform claims I went in the past week, I
would compare it to where I really went last week.

• If I had the ability to view who the social media platform claims I have met in the past week, I
would compare it to who I met in the past week.

• If I had the ability to view my political stance in my user data profile, I would compare it to my
own real political stance.

• If I had the ability to view my religious beliefs in my user data profile, I would compare them to
my own real religious beliefs.

If I was shown the content of my UDP

• If I was shown the content of my user data profile, it would cause me to reevaluate who I am.

• If I was shown the content of my user data profile, it would cause me to reevaluate my interests
(i.e., movies, music, or books that I like).

• If I was shown the content of my user data profile, it would cause me to reevaluate what I will
buy in the future.

• If I was shown the content of my user data profile, it would cause me to reevaluate my political
stance.

• If I was shown the content of my user data profile, it would cause me to reevaluate my religious
beliefs.

Influence of self-concept (unaware elements)

• If I could view the content of my user data profile, then the conclusions the social media platform
has made about me would have meaning to me.

• If my user data profile contains conclusions about who I am that I did not know about, then these
conclusions don’t have meaning to me.

• If my user data profile contains conclusions about my political stance that I did not know about,
then these conclusions don’t have meaning to me.

• If my user data profile contains conclusions about my religious beliefs that I did not know about,
then these conclusions don’t have meaning to me.

• If I was looking for a new interest, I would look into my user data profile for a suggestion.
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Figure 4.7: Respondents’ ratings were largely divided over the question whether UDP conclusions
would be meaningful to them and whether unknown identity declarations would carry
meaning for them.

• If my user data profile contains conclusions about my interests (e.g., movies, music, or books that
I like) that I do not know about, then these conclusions will likely become new interests of mine.

• If my user data profile contains conclusions about what I will likely buy in the future, that I
didn’t know about, then these conclusions will likely influence what I buy in the future.

Demographics

54.3% of participants were female, 43.8% male, and 1.9% defined themselves as other. 69%
of participants were between 18 and 35 years old. 56.8% of participants had some form of
university education, 33.4% had at least a high school diploma. 50.8% of participants were
employees, 18.2% were students. Finally, 92.9% of participants listed their current country of
residence as the United States.

Appendix Figure 7

Figure 4.7 shows respondents’ beliefs on the influence of the UDP on their self-concept. In
particular, we wanted to understand whether participants would attribute meaning to identity
declarations in their user data profile (UDP) that they were not aware of. Figure 4.7 is shown
on the following page.
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Please note that the published articles are slightly modified mainly to allow for unification
of format and reference style. References for each research paper appear in the overall
bibliography at the end of the doctoral dissertation. Published versions of the research articles
are appended to end of the doctoral dissertation in chapter 7.
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Abstract

User modeling has become an indispensable feature of a plethora of different digital services
such as search engines, social media or e-commerce. Indeed, decision procedures of online
algorithmic systems apply various methods including machine learning (ML) to generate
virtual models of billions of human beings based on large amounts of personal and other data.
Recently, there has been a call for a "Right to Reasonable Inferences" for Europe’s General
Data Protection Regulation (GDPR). Here, we explore a conceptualization of reasonable
inference in the context of image analytics that refers to the notion of evidence in theoretical
reasoning. The main goal of this paper is to start defining principles for reasonable image
inferences, in particular, portraits of individuals. Based on an image analytics case study,
we use the notions of first- and second-order inferences to determine the reasonableness of
predicted concepts. Finally, we highlight three key challenges for the future of this research
space: first, we argue for the potential value of hidden quasi-semantics. Second, we indicate
that automatic inferences can create a fundamental trade-off between privacy preservation
and "model fit" and, third, we end with the question whether human reasoning can serve as a
normative benchmark for reasonable automatic inferences.
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5.1.1 Introduction

Recently, user modeling techniques have been used to infer aesthetic (e.g., beauty), mental (e.g.,
beliefs, intentions), emotional (e.g., happiness, depression), and social (e.g., group affiliation)
features about individuals based on their personal data as well as their digital footprints. The
possibilities of user modeling techniques go far beyond the mere classification of individuals
into types of customers: they create virtual models of individuals at an industrial scale
based on personal and other data. This data is commonly associated with implicit mental
characteristics and social situational factors often unknown to the corresponding individual.
Thereby, many big data companies produce billions of virtual models of people to connect
a particular informational resource (e.g., an advertising material) to the individual with the
most "appropriate" model.

This signifies what we refer to as a hermeneutic shift: parts of the interpretative potential
of the person is realized not by the person itself but by the "quasi-semantic power"1 of textual
extraction, image understanding, emotion and speech analysis, location analysis or even
inaction interpretation (among others) [239, 240, 244, 245, 246]. Assigning quasi-semantic
values to implicit identity claims stands in contrast to The Enlightenment’s core idea that
humans have the ability to freely and autonomously assign meaning to what they have
experienced. From this perspective, user modeling techniques can create tensions with the
autonomy of individuals to form a hermeneutic self-concept. Moreover, the quasi-semantic
power of user modeling techniques can lead to consequential discriminatory biases, for
example, when credit decisions are based on the collection and analysis of digital footprints
unknown to the corresponding individual. The opacity of user modeling processes makes it
generally difficult to detect, understand and correct such biases.

Recently, there has been a call for a "Right to Reasonable Inferences" to set legally-binding
standards with the purpose to protect individuals against inferences that are privacy-invasive,
reputation-damaging, and difficult to verify [301]. Yet, the decisive question is what reasonable
ought to mean in the context of an automatic inference about a person based on some
published media content.

Here, we wish to set the stage for a productive discussion between the computer and social
sciences in determining standards for reasonable inferences in image analytics.2 Based on
an image analytics case study using the Clarifai concept prediction prototype3, we show
that inferences about human portraits can be unreasonable when they predict concepts with
underlying beliefs that cannot be revised in light of further evidence of the same type. Our
claims are based on an empiricist view of reasonableness4 that considers a knowledge-object’s
quality of evidence for a particular inference to qualify as reasonable or unreasonable.

We proceed as follows. In Section 5.1.2, we discuss why image analytics result in epistemic

1Since humans are the only semantic engines in nature, see, for example, [300].
2Specifically, images that depict human beings.
3Available at: https://www.clarifai.com/demo.
4The terms "reasonableness" and "rationality" are considered synonymous in this work.
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and ethical challenges and review related work in Section 5.1.3. In Section 5.1.4, we introduce
an empiricist conceptualization of reasonableness that demands that what one is justified in
believing is determined exclusively by evidence. We then upload two portraits to the Clarifai
web interface image prediction prototype and analyze the reasonableness of the concepts
the engine returns (see Section 5.1.7). Finally, in Section 5.1.8, we consider the potential
autonomy-enabling value of hidden quasi-semantics and discuss a fundamental trade-off
between privacy and model fit.

5.1.2 Background

Social media users engage in both explicit5 and implicit identity claims. Generally, images
are among the most prevalent forms of self-presentation techniques on social media. Given
their inherent semantic ambiguity, images are considered implicit identity claims. Implicit
identity claims are "given off" in various indirect manners. Typical examples of implicit
identity claims are showing one’s affiliation to certain individuals, social or institutional
groups, or expressing preferences and interests in an indirect manner [302, 303]. Indeed, there
is evidence that "showing rather than telling" has become the most common self-presentation
strategy on social media platforms [304, 270].

Consequently, marketers value images more than other media content. According to
Socialbakers, images posted on Instagram6 create four times more user engagement than
other user content on Facebook7. Another reason is that image understanding further closes
the gap between organic and commercial media content since objects in an image can be
classified as products. Overall, there have been significant efforts made in the advancement
of image-understanding technologies to model users based on pictorial identity claims in
both academia and industry.8

When modeling an individual, image-understanding technologies do not simply draw
semantics from the content of images but assign, add, and possibly produce their meaning
in the first place. Despite their quasiness, user modeling techniques model features of
individuals that are likely inaccessible for the individual herself. Thereby, user modeling
techniques presumably attempt to transfer what is radically subjective (and therefore difficult
if not impossible to falsify) into the realm of objective evaluation. They, therefore, try to
explain something that is essentially first-person in third-person terms.

The majority of contemporary philosophical theories on personal identity support the
idea that being free in interpreting one’s self is a constitutive element of the conceptual
boundaries of personal identity [281, 305, 278, 282]. Importantly, a moral status comprising

5For example, when individuals communicate specific self-relevant information in written form, they usually
engage in explicit identity claims: "I am 20 years of age and I like reading biographies of great scientists".

6Advertising campaigns on Instagram are run via the Facebook advertising platform including the choice of
custom audiences and lookalike audiences: see https://business.instagram.com/advertising/.

7https://www.socialbakers.com/blog/instagram-engagement
8For example, Amazon: https://aws.amazon.com/de/rekognition/, Microsoft: https://azure.microsoft.com/en-

us/services/cognitive-services/computer-vision/, Facebook: https://code.fb.com/ai-research/fair-fifth-
anniversary/, Google: https://cloud.google.com/vision/.
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moral rights and duties presupposes autonomy over one’s self-concept. In other words, it is
because individuals can evaluate what they are, shape whatever they wish to be on this basis,
that they can be made responsible for what they become [283]. Moral accountability would,
therefore, be impossible if individuals did not have the freedom and autonomy to form and
negotiate such a hermeneutic self-concept.

Furthermore, empirical studies in psychology have demonstrated that individuals have the
ability to attribute meaning to their experiences as a processes of hermeneutic identity forma-
tion [306, 307, 308]. Studies by [309] show that individuals interact with other individuals
strategically in order to verify their self-concept: self-concept negotiation denotes the verifica-
tion attempt of a person’s self-concept through the interaction with other individuals. Whether
individuals perceive user modeling outcomes as a means of technologically-mediated self-
verification or self-discontinuity remains to be studied. Yet, hiding a person’s quasi-semantic
self-concept, i.e. disallowing user modeling techniques to partake in a self-verification process,
could have some benefits (see Section 5.1.8).

Taken together, an autonomous self-concept emerges when an individual carries out the
psychological work required to attribute meaning to certain experiences. Image analytics signify a
hermeneutic shift because they transform implicit identity claims into explicit declarations
of identity. Image analytics are not solely epistemic tools but quasi-semantic engines that
potentially interfere with a person’s autonomy to freely form a self-concept.

5.1.3 Related Work

With the rise of search engines in the early 2000s, automatizing the attribution of semantics
to images returned high accuracy on object identification [310]. In the context of search
tasks, object identification proved to be an efficient strategy.9 In social media’s people-based
marketing mere object identification does not suffice for advertisement delivery based on
implicit identity claims. Today, learning from content and structure of social network sites
as well as correlating aspects about natural persons and groups to online content is a fast-
growing research field. In the following, we briefly discuss main trends as they pertain to
image data analyses.

Popularity prediction of image data: Several projects focus on determining the likelihood
that certain image postings will achieve high view counts and high positive approval. Using
a variety of machine learning approaches the context of a user and posting is taken into
consideration to predict the future attention given to a newly posted image (e.g., [311, 312,
313, 314]).

Self-presentation: Various papers explore how (and under what circumstances) individuals
strategically manage their social network accounts to aim for more favorable reception by the
intended audience (e.g., [315, 316]). In the context of image data, for example, researchers have

9Object inferences can be semantically ambiguous. For example, while distinct colors and shapes can be mapped
to mathematical vectors with relative ease, the same is more difficult with objects containing continuous
features [249].
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begun exploring users’ management of multiple accounts on Instagram to present themselves
to different audiences in strategically altered ways. On a "Rinsta" (Real Instagram) account, a
curated self is presented to a wider audience; whereas on a "Finsta" (Fake Instagram) account,
less perfect material is presented to a hand-selected group of individuals for feedback and
banter [304]. Interestingly, research has shown that users perceive their carefully styled
images on the Finsta accounts to capture their real self more accurately in comparison to their
Rinsta accounts with presumably more "genuine" material [304].

Inferring personality traits and user characteristics from image data: Partly triggered by
the Gaydar research study [317] in 2009, significant attention has been given by the research
community to finding associations between aspects of user profiles, user relationships, and
posts, on the one hand, and traits/characteristics of the user or groups of users, on the other
hand. In the context of image data, recent research suggests a relationship between personality
traits and style aspects of posted pictures (e.g., hue, brightness and saturation); likewise, the
content of pictures can be associated with personality characteristics [318, 319, 320]. Previous
work also aims to find image characteristics that match specific user groups [321]. Likewise,
analyses focus on automatically detecting gender and age from posted image content [322,
323]. Behavioral research has also explored how different personality characteristics (e.g.,
narcissistic tendencies [324]) impact the perception of image data.

Relationship of mental health and image data: Numerous research projects have focused
on uncovering correlations between the usage of social network sites and mental health
aspects such as addiction, anxiety, depression or body image (see, for example, a recent
review [325]). Similar work can be found that is focused on image data. For example, perusal
of attractive pictures of celebrities and peers has been found to be associated with a more
negative body image by women [326, 327]. Likewise, uploaded image data can also be
revealing of mental health indicators such as related to depression [328]. While there is a
plethora of technical research and behavioral studies to understand social network site usage
and its impact on users, also in the context of image data, we are unaware of any work that
explores principles to develop reasonable standards for image inferences made by automated
systems.

5.1.4 First Steps Towards Principles for Reasonable Image Inferences

5.1.5 An empiricist view of reasonable inferences

Fundamentally, there are two types of reasoning: practical and theoretical reasoning also
sometimes referred to as instrumental and epistemic reasoning, respectively (see for exam-
ple [329]). Practical reasoning is concerned with the question "What to do?". Theoretical
reasoning asks "What to believe?". Practical and theoretical reasoning are not mutually
exclusive. When choosing a reasonable action for a desirable outcome an individual relies on
a theoretically reasonable belief. Thus, practical or instrumental reasoning usually follows
theoretical reasoning.

In this work, we assume an empiricist view that considers a knowledge-object’s quality
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(a) Female portrait (b) Predicted concepts

Figure 5.1: Concept results using the Clarifai image prediction demo for a female portrait. The engine
returns predictions on gender "woman", ethnicity-related features "multicultural", cogni-
tive skills "intelligence", and presumably aesthetic features "pretty", "elegant", "friendly",
"charming" (among others). For copyright purposes, we artistically rendered the original
picture. Original picture ©https://thispersondoesnotexist.com/.
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(a) Male portrait (b) Predicted concepts

Figure 5.2: Concept results using the Clarifai image prediction demo for a male portrait. The engine
returns predictions on gender "man", age "young"/"boy", mental "crazy"/"funny", and
presumably aesthetic features "fine-looking", "serious" (among others). For copyright
purposes, we artistically rendered the original picture. Original picture ©Bruce Gilden.
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of evidence to decide whether a particular inference qualifies as reasonable or unreasonable.
The empiricist view of a reasonable inference considers whether the belief about a proposition
is proportional to the evidence available. Generally, the empiricist view on being reasonable
in the theoretical sense considers the "goodness" or "fitness" of reasons provided that favors
the truth of a proposition. While this conceptualization of reasonableness perhaps seems
simple or even trivial, empirical research has demonstrated that individuals exhibit many
information-processing biases pursuant to this empiricist account of reasonableness [330,
331].10

The goal of this work is to start developing principles for portrait image inferences that
are eligible to be called reasonable. To do this, we need an example output from an image
analytics engine. Here, we use the Clarifai web interface image prediction demo, which is
based on deep convolutional neural networks (CNNs). We upload two portraits (see Figure
5.1 and Figure 5.2) to this image prediction demo and analyze the reasonableness of the
concepts the engine returns. Corresponding to the literature reviewed in Section 5.1.3, we
view a single image as a stand-alone knowledge-object whereby a predicted concept (i.e., the
predicted outcome) is based only on the content of that single image.

5.1.6 Case study: Reasonableness and correctness of predicted concepts for two
portraits

Reasonable and correct inferences
Consider the two images in Figure 5.1 and Figure 5.2. Is the content of these two images

eligible to serve as evidence for the inferences made (see "predicted concepts" top right corner
on both images)?

Figure 5.1 displays the face of a woman. The first three predicted concepts "woman",
"portrait", and "facial expression" cannot be argued against, just like the first five predicted
concepts in Figure 5.2. Here, the given beliefs about these propositions are proportional to
the evidence available and therefore these inferences can be said to be reasonable. All of
these features can be reasonably inferred from the evidence given. Note that we do not
evaluate the potential discriminatory or unfair consequences of specific labels, rather we are
first and foremost interested in their epistemic justification. For example, returning the
label "gender" may lead to consequential discrimination independent from whether it is a
(epistemically) reasonable inference. Additionally, considering our two portraits, the features
"woman", "portrait" and "facial expression" (Figure 5.1) and "portrait", "eye", "face", "guy",
"man" (Figure 5.2) have been classified correctly.11 Overall, these inferences are – to a large
enough degree – reasonable and correct.

Reasonable inferences with incorrect predictions
Other predicted concepts can in principle be reasonable but seem to have been classified

incorrectly for the specific portraits given. In Figure 5.2, for example, the CNNs predict the
concept "smile", which is incorrect since the person depicted does not seem to smile. Note

10For example, category mistakes, anchoring, representative bias, ignoring the context, framing effects etc.
11For Figure 5.2, the predicted concepts "hair", "model", "skin" seem to be reasonable and correct as well.
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that this would not be an unreasonable inference since a face can potentially bear a smile.
Rather, the accuracy of the training set’s classification (i.e., the ground truth) is insufficient
in returning an otherwise reasonable inference correctly. In this specific case, the prediction
seems to be incorrect but only in relation to an otherwise reasonable assumption made when
annotating the training set.

Unreasonable inferences due to non-falsifiability There seem to be inferences that are
unreasonable due to their non-falsifiability. For example, both images contain predicted
concepts of aesthetic evaluations or judgments. For a judgment to be an aesthetic judgment
it necessarily needs to be subjective, making it the exact opposite of an empirical judgment.
More generally, judgments on beauty and ugliness are commonly taken to be core examples
of aesthetic judgments. In Figure 5.1, an example of an aesthetic judgment is "pretty" and
in Figure 5.2 "fine-looking". Other, perhaps more indirect, aesthetic evaluations seem to be
"elegant", "friendly", and "charming" (Figure 5.1) as well as "serious" (Figure 5.2). Overall,
such aesthetic judgments of taste are unreasonable since they cannot be falsified by additional
evidence of the same type. For such inferences, additional image evidence cannot in principle
verify or falsify, in other words, change the proposition.12

Similarly to aesthetic inferences, another class of inferences are unreasonable due to their
non-falsifiability. These inferences contain category mistakes because they take a physical or
anatomical property to be evidence for a mental feature. In Figure 5.1, the facial proportions
of the woman are taken to be evidence for her "intelligence" while the face in Figure 5.2 is
taken to be evidence for the person to be "crazy". Portraits seem to be inadequate evidence
for a person’s mental capabilities or, generally, their mental characteristics. This inference
cannot be made more reasonable by providing more portraits of the two people shown in
Figure 5.1 and Figure 5.2. In other words, the proposition that the person in Figure 5.2 is
actually crazy does not become more likely the more pictures of that person are analyzed.
Again, the prediction for such labels can be correct but only in relation to the unreasonable
assumptions made when annotating the training set.

5.1.7 Analysis of the Case Study

There is an epistemic difference between descriptively identifying the objects "basketball"
and "person" and conclusively inferring "Interest person x = basketball", merely because
these objects have been identified. In a similar vein, there is a difference between measuring
the physical property "wide space between eyes"and the object "glasses" and inferring some
measure of intelligence based on these features. In our case study, we generally judged
inferences that could be "directly" read off the portrait as reasonable. Such first-order
inferences, as one might want to call them, seem epistemically valid and are henceforth
difficult to object morally. They are reasonable independent of the predictive strength of the
model.

Unreasonable inferences, on the other hand, seem to be predominantly constructed infer-

12There are, however, reasonable physical or anatomical inferences, for example, "freckle" in Figure 5.2.
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ences. In our case study, they included claims about the person that could not be observed or
accessed through the evidence given. Such second-order inferences presuppose a selection
(and naturally a disregard) of specific first-order inferences that – combined – produce a new
proposition. Second-order inferences must not necessarily be unreasonable. Consider, for
example, the predicted concept "indoors" for the portrait in Figure 5.1. Predicting whether a
depicted scenery is indoors or outdoors is a second-order inference because a single object is
unlikely to produce a definite conclusion. The difference is that this second-order inference
is responsive to additional evidence of the same type resulting in belief revision. Thereby,
an inference is unreasonable in the case that novel or additional evidence becomes available
that defeats the previous justification to believe in a proposition. In case of better evidence
one ought to change the previously held belief in light of this new evidence. For example,
another image of this scenery could in principle provide what Pollock refers to as "rebutting
evidence" [332]. The new image is the same type or source of evidence. But because it is
a reasonable second-order inference it is responsive to belief revision, which in this case is
equivalent to the principles of Bayesian inference.

This claim does not hold for unreasonable second-order inferences. Bayesian inference
(or belief revision) cannot convert an unreasonable second-order inference into a reasonable
inference (e.g., predicted concept "intelligence" in Figure 5.1). Such category mistakes can
only be reverted by changing the underlying assumption or by gathering different types of
evidence but not by considering more evidence with the same category mistake.

5.1.8 Discussion & Concluding Remarks

In this discussion paper, we applied an empiricist account of reasoning to determine the
reasonableness of predicted concepts in the context of an image analytics case study. This
is only one of many possible accounts of reasoning each of which comes with specific
trade-offs. Arguably, an empiricist account is autonomy-preserving but limited to first-order
inferences about individuals. Regardless of the account of reasonableness, an inference may
be reasonable and correct but still be rejected by the individual. Here, one could argue that
an inference becomes reasonable only when the data subject agrees with its proposition.

The recent call for a "Right to Reasonable Inferences" proposes a "Right to know about
Inferences" and a "Right to rectify Inferences" (among others) [301]. However, hiding the
quasi-semantic power of user modeling techniques does have its benefits. By revealing the
logic involved in making hermeneutic inferences, the system directly recommends these
hermeneutics to the user. It remains to be explored how individuals would perceive infor-
mation on inferences as given in our two image examples. Revealing at least in part the
manner and content of user modeling processes and outcomes enables internalization and
conformation to the proposed inferences. Perhaps individuals would welcome such a degree
of transparency as a mechanism to "offload" the psychological work necessary to attribute
meaning to certain life events. Revealing such inferences to the individual means recognizing
their quasi-semantic power in shaping who we are and who we can become – we accept that
they have their own narrative capacity. Thus, transparency of user modeling inferences could
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even exacerbate the polarization effect observed in social media personalization.

Another key challenge is privacy. Image inferences tend to become more reasonable the
more personal data is collected and analyzed. This creates a privacy trade-off. The trade-off
consists in the observation that a representative model of an individual is possible only at
the expense of privacy. For example, ML classifiers must be able to respond to concept drift
without "neglecting" the outdated data when learning a model of personal identity [263]. For
example, sliding windows of fixed and variable sizes of training data are used to build an
updated model [260]. Since both fixed and variable windows are definite in their size, some
old data will necessarily be forgotten. What criteria determine which data are to be forgotten
and which ones are to be considered in creating an updated representative model of a person?
Model fit requires a potentially uninterrupted flow of data possibly resulting in significant
privacy challenges [290].

Finally, a key question is whether we should take human reasoning as a benchmark for
reasonable automatic inferences. In the empirical literature on human reasoning ..."the
ordinary person is claimed to be prone to serious and systematic error in deductive reasoning, in
judging probabilities, in correcting his biases, and in many other activities" [333]. For example,
humans make judgments about cognitive capabilities based on physical properties [334, 335].
Following our image analytics case study, we conclude that inferences about individuals’
cognitive and mental features are unreasonable since an image does not provide the kind of
evidence needed to justify such claims. This also counts for inferences made about individuals’
intentions or goals based on image evidence (see [336]).

Overall, it will remain a pressing ethical challenge to define normative standards of
reasonableness that automatic image inferences should comply with.
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Abstract

Faces play an indispensable role in human social life. At present, computer vision artificial
intelligence (AI) captures and interprets human faces for a variety of digital applications and
services. The ambiguity of facial information has recently led to a debate among scholars in
different fields about the types of inferences AI should make about people based on their facial
looks. AI research often justifies facial AI inference-making by referring to how people form
impressions in first-encounter scenarios. Critics raise concerns about bias and discrimination
and warn that facial analysis AI resembles an automated version of physiognomy. What
has been missing from this debate, however, is an understanding of how "non-experts" in
AI ethically evaluate facial AI inference-making. In a two-scenario vignette study with 24
treatment groups, we show that non-experts (N = 3745) reject facial AI inferences such as
trustworthiness and likability from portrait images in a low-stake advertising and a high-stake
hiring context. In contrast, non-experts agree with facial AI inferences such as skin color
or gender in the advertising but not the hiring decision context. For each AI inference, we
ask non-experts to justify their evaluation in a written response. Analyzing 29,760 written
justifications, we find that non-experts are either "evidentialists" or "pragmatists": they assess
the ethical status of a facial AI inference based on whether they think faces warrant sufficient
or insufficient evidence for an inference (evidentialist justification) or whether making the
inference results in beneficial or detrimental outcomes (pragmatist justification). Non-experts’
justifications underscore the normative complexity behind facial AI inference-making. AI
inferences with insufficient evidence can be rationalized by considerations of relevance while
irrelevant inferences can be justified by reference to sufficient evidence. We argue that
participatory approaches contribute valuable insights for the development of ethical AI in an
increasingly visual data culture.
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5.2.1 Introduction

Human faces and the information they convey are essential in human interaction. When
seeing a person for the first time, humans rapidly and automatically make a variety of
judgments, such as whether a person looks trustworthy or likable [44, 42, 337, 338]. People’s
faces can play a significant role in some of society’s most important decision-making scenarios:
first facial impressions can determine hiring choices [339, 42], election outcomes [43, 340,
341], or jail sentences [342, 343, 344]. Yet, we are often told not to judge a book by its cover,
an imperative that it is morally wrong to form beliefs about a person based on insufficient
evidence. Indeed, inferring inner character traits based on looks had been foundational for
once lauded physiognomic and phrenological practices in organizations and institutions [345,
346, 347, 255, 348].

Today, research in psychology and evolutionary anthropology shows that first facial im-
pressions have an "irresistible" force, but are nonetheless largely inaccurate [349, 44, 350, 337,
351]. This line of research provides ample evidence that there is no relationship between
how we look and how trustworthy or intelligent we actually are. Surprisingly, another
body of research studies continues to suggest that first facial impressions are accurate or, at
least, not completely invalid [45, 352, 353, 354, 355, 356]. Commonly recognizing this latter
body of literature, computer vision artificial intelligence (AI) – the computerization of visual
perception – has recently developed datasets, algorithms, and models to automate social
perception tasks in fields such as affective computing (e.g., [357]) and social robotics [358,
359]. Using computer vision AI, studies have claimed to successfully infer emotion expression
and intensity [360, 361], sexual [362, 363] and political orientation [364, 365], as well as a
variety of latent traits in personality assessments based on people’s faces in images [366, 367,
368, 369, 318, 319, 320, 370, 371]. AI research has established tools for feature extractions
from faces (e.g., Face++ 13, EmoVu14) as well as for open training datasets (ImageNet15, First
Impression V216, PsychoFlickr dataset17) and models [372, 373] for facial analysis AI.

Computer vision AI drives software that helps "make sense" of user images on social
media for advertising purposes, video interviews in hiring software, or mood detection in
car systems. The AI emotion recognition industry alone is said to be worth US37$ billion
by 2026 [374]. AI systems play an increasingly important role in the semantic interpretation
of our world, and because faces have an indispensable social signaling function, they are
taken to be particularly revealing of who we are. But how should AI interpret people’s
faces? All imagery is semantically ambiguous and computer vision AI inference-making
necessarily follows from the semantic annotation of visual data by humans, in most cases,
by crowd-sourced platform workers [375, 376, 377]. This complicated ethical question has
led to debates between policymakers, researchers in computational and social sciences, and

13https://www.faceplusplus.com/
14https://www.programmableweb.com/api/emovu
15https://www.image-net.org/
16http://chalearnlap.cvc.uab.es/dataset/24/description/
17https://figshare.com/articles/dataset/zahra_plos_data_zip/6469577
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companies that develop or use such AI. A number of research papers, including from the
FAccT research community, have pointed out ethical challenges with regard to computer
vision AI inferences [378, 345, 379, 380, 346, 237, 381, 382, 383, 255, 348, 347, 256]. However,
we believe that such an effort must at least be cognizant of how "ordinary" people, i.e.,
non-experts in AI, evaluate the normativity of computer vision inferences.

In this work, we follow calls for more empirically-informed AI ethics [299, 41] and in-
vestigate what non-experts (N = 3745) think AI should and should not infer from portrait
images – images that only show a person’s face. Using a two-scenario vignette study with 24
treatment groups, we show that non-experts find AI latent trait inferences (e.g., intelligence)
morally impermissible regardless of the decision context for which the inference is used for
(advertising & hiring). A majority of subjects evaluates inferences such as gender, skin color,
and emotion expression as morally permissible in the low-stake decision context (advertising)
but impermissible in the high-stake decision context (hiring). None of our framing effects
influenced subjects’ evaluations indicating a strong value disposition toward AI facial analy-
sis. We use the transformer-based model RoBERTa [78] to analyze subjects’ 29,760 written
justifications for each AI inference. We find that subjects raise ethical concerns about all AI
inferences in both contexts. When justifying the normativity of an AI inference, subjects use
one of two meta-principles: an AI facial inference is permissible when facial information
warrants sufficient evidence or when making the inference results in beneficial outcomes.
Our analysis illustrates the normative complexity behind facial AI inferences, and provides
guidance for forthcoming technology policy debates.

5.2.2 Related Work: The imposition of meaning in a visual data culture

5.2.3 Power dynamics between requesters and data annotators

Recently, several authors have raised ethical questions regarding the creation, management,
and application of computer vision datasets. Computer vision companies (also known as
"requesters") hire data processing companies, most often located in "less developed" countries,
to perform efficient and cost-effective dataset creation, including data annotation. The
emergence of a visual data culture – across Facebook’s services alone, 2 billion images are
shared every day18 – together with the need for manual, human semantic labeling has led to
the establishment of a data annotation industry19 [377, 376]. Critical data science (broadly
speaking) highlights challenges related to accountability and transparency gaps resulting
from the near-unbounded power of computer vision AI companies and AI research institutes
(i.e, requesters) to determine the interpretative potential of visual content [379, 380, 41, 382,
384, 385].

Studies find that requesters face little pressure to justify data labeling projects when hiring
data processing companies for dataset labeling [380, 379, 377, 41]. In a field study on two

18Using Artificial Intelligence to Help Blind People ‘See’ Facebook: https://about.fb.com/news/2016/04/
using-artificial-intelligence-to-help-blind-people-see-facebook/

19For a contribution by investigative journalists on the data annotation industry, see: A.I. Is Learning From Humans.
Many Humans. https://www.nytimes.com/2019/08/16/technology/ai-humans.html
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data processing companies, Miceli et al. concluded that the work of image annotators is
largely guided by the interests of the requester organization [379]. The authors report that
this power dynamic does not allow image annotators to voice ethical concerns during the
data labeling process. The hierarchical managerial structure at data processing companies
restricts the possibility for the deliberative input by annotators [380]. In [379], the authors
assert that "the one who is paying has the right to the imposition of meaning". To increase
transparency and accountability of dataset creation, researchers have developed proposals
to standardize documentation. For example, Gebru et al. suggest that each dataset should
have a corresponding datasheet, explaining, among others, the purpose for which the dataset
was created, the description of the images (or other data types), procedural aspects such as
data cleaning and labeling, as well as the tasks and their unique contexts that the dataset
is intended to be used for [384]. Holland et al. propose a "Dataset Nutrition Label" that
specifies different modules, including the data origin, dataset variables, and ground truth
correlations [386]. These and other standardized documentation practices [e.g., 385] can
help AI developers to select more suitable datasets for their model development. However,
such documentation practices are currently voluntary and rely entirely on the initiative and
implementation of dataset creators.

Faces as sources of meaning and means for classification?

Authors have raised critical questions regarding a second key ethical challenge that is the
subject of this work: What kind of inferences should a computer vision AI make about people
based on visual data? Moreover, how do we justify what differentiates permissible from
impermissible facial inferences when the context application changes? Given the inherently
semantic ambiguity of visual data, fixing the large space of interpretive possibilities to a
selection of target variables is an act of classification that inevitably demands an ethical
justification [345, 387, 388, 347, 347, 383, 382]. This particularly applies to inferences about
people based on their facial looks. Human faces are among the most frequently used "objects
of interpretation" in computer vision AI. A recent review of nearly 500 prominent computer
vision AI datasets found that 205 were "face-based": no other object was represented more
often in computer vision datasets than human faces [41]. Social psychologists assert that
humans are "obsessed" with faces and that they "cannot help but form impressions based
on facial appearances" [350, 389, 44]. On first encounter, faces influence first impressions
and shape whether we think someone appears trustworthy, intelligent, assertive, or attractive
(among other traits) [42, 389, 337]. In many ancient cultures, and still today, there are
persistent beliefs that faces are "a window to a person’s true nature" [389], the idea that
there is a reliable relationship between facial appearance and character20. The "irresistible
influence" of faces can be consequential: first impressions can determine to whom we speak
at a social gathering, whether we perceive a politician to be trustworthy, or whether we judge
a job applicant as intelligent [350, 389, 391].

20In evolutionary psychology, current research debates whether facial attributes (first impressions) are solely
innate, evolutionary adaptive heuristics [44] or whether they also have a learned, cultural dimension [337, 390].
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Recently, computer vision AI has purportedly inferred such first facial impressions for a va-
riety of different contexts, for example in social media and for automatic hiring software [366,
367, 392, 393, 394, 318, 319, 320, 373, 368]. In the United States alone, millions of job applicants
have participated in automatic hiring procedures that assess, among others, candidates’ faces
to produce an employability score [383, 256]. Sensitive categories such as gender and race are
often treated as "commonsense categories" in computer vision datasets [380, 345, 382, 383].
However, a recent comparison between computer vision datasets presents findings that some
racial categories show more variance than others across datasets despite nominally equivalent
categorization [387]. Buolamwini and Gebru show that facial analysis AI produces the highest
error rate for darker-skinned women and the lowest error rate for lighter-skinned males [53].
Critical perspectives warn that gender and skin color classification by facial analysis AI echoes
colonial acts of "reading race onto the body" [395]. Facial analysis AI tends to rely on binary,
cis-normative gender classifications [396, 395], thereby neglecting a trans-inclusive view of
gender. Emotion recognition and sentiment analysis based on facial expressions have been
the subject of multiple AI research projects and a plethora of digital companies – from large
corporations to startups – use AI to infer facial emotion expression for social media, hiring,
education, health, or security [347]. Other studies present facial analysis AI that is "better" at
inferring sexual and political orientation from facial features than people [364, 362]. Others
have organized yearly "first impression challenges" – competitions to create benchmark vision
models for automatic first impression inferences in job candidate screening21. Computer
vision AI studies often embrace research studies that underscore the apparent validity of first
impressions or that, at least, assert that the invalidity of first impressions is inconclusive [397,
45, 352, 353, 354, 355, 356]. However, there is strong evidence that first facial impressions do
not go beyond a "kernel of truth" [349, 350, 389, 44, 390, 337].

The conviction that facial configurations are indicative of a person’s character inevitably
rests on the pseudoscientific ideas of physiognomy and phrenology. Once celebrated scientific
theories, prominent figures in the field of physiognomy such as Caspar Lavatar, Ceseare
Lombroso, and Francis Galton developed entire taxonomies of facial configurations with
what they believed to be corresponding character interpretations (for a historic account on
physiognomy, see [44]). Critical data science research points to several ethical concerns
resulting from the AI classification of people based on their facial appearance. Hanley et al.
criticize that inferences about people based on visual data necessarily represent only those
factors of an inference concept that are visibly discernible [388]. Similarly, Stark & Hoey
underscore a "fixation on the visible" in their conceptual analysis on the ethics of emotion
recognition AI [347]. Computer vision AI inference-making can be presumptuous when
designed to predict aims or intentions of people in images [398]. Such systems are morally
objectionable because they treat individuals as objects of categorization [399, 388]. Studying
the influential ImageNet dataset, Crawford & Paglen find "highly questionable semiotic
assumptions [that] echoe(s) of nineteenth-century phrenology" [345]. Other authors call for a

21ChaLearn LAP 2016: First Round Challenge on First Impressions - Dataset and Results: https://
hal.archives-ouvertes.fr/hal-01381149, 2017 Looking at People CVPR/IJCNN Competition: https:
//chalearnlap.cvc.uab.cat/challenge/23/description/
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ban on "Physiognomic AI" altogether [256].

Research in fairness, accountability, and transparency has successfully produced different
formalizations of fairness metrics and approaches for de-biased datasets. However, when it
comes to fair visual data inferences it is the selection of target variables that requires careful
ethical consideration. If such ethical evaluations are "subjective" and "inescapably political",
then how can we make progress in justifying a line between permissible and impermissible
inferences? Contributing to this metaethical challenge, we analyze non-experts’ ethical
evaluations of specific computer vision AI inferences in a low-stake advertising and a high-
stake hiring context. We argue that the input of non-experts (i.e., their moral intuitions) can
help us critically advance the debate concerning fair computer vision inferences. We consider
a participatory approach to be at least complementary to conceptual ethical analyses. For
example, much of AI ethics in companies and research institutes is guided by "principlism":
efforts of expert groups defining often vague ethical principles for algorithmic systems such
as transparency, justice or responsibility [61]. Principlism has recently received criticism
(e.g., [59]) arguing that abstract ethical principles too often leave room for interpretation and
are therefore particularly susceptible to forms of "ethics washing" [62]. Relying on ethical
principles alone critically fails to account for the influence of unique contextual factors on the
ethical status of AI inference-making. Moreover, by democratic principle, whenever power
hierarchies lead to an accountability vacuum, non-expert "users" should have – minimally – a
voice in formulating values for the interpretative potential of visual data, including their own.
We see this as one element of a holistic approach to advance computer vision AI ethics. For
the purpose of the current study, we developed a factorial vignette study that we describe
in more detail in the next section. Experimental vignette studies have been extensively
used in different fields (including human computer interaction, psychology, experimental
philosophy, business ethics) to elicit participants’ explicit ethical judgments in a variety of
hypothetical scenarios [106, 107, 108, 33, 295, 111, 296, 297, 298]. Our study follows calls
for more survey-based AI computer vision ethics [41] and more experimentally-informed
AI ethics in general [299]. For a review on the value of studying the "moral intuitions" of
non-experts in ethics and philosophy more generally, see [108].

5.2.4 Methods and Experimental Procedure

Data Collection

3745 subjects (male = 50.7%, female = 48.9%, other = 0.4%) participated in our study. Subjects
were recruited via Amazon Mechanical Turk. Only "Turkers" with an approval rating above
95% were selected for the study. We deliberately chose to conduct our study via this platform
because Turkers have been indispensable for the labeling of some of the most important
datasets in computer vision [400, 401]. Besides the large subject pool required for our study,
we were interested to understand how a community involved in the labeling of computer
vision datasets would ethically evaluate AI facial inference-making.

Our home institution does not require an ethics approval for questionnaire-based online
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studies. When conducting the study and analyzing the data, we followed standard practices
for ethical research: presenting detailed study procedures, obtaining consent, not collecting
identifiable information or device data, and using a survey service22 that guaranteed com-
pliance with the European Union’s General Data Protection Regulation. The study did not
include any deceptive practices. Subjects could drop out of the study at any point. All data
were fully anonymized, the privacy of all subjects was maintained at all times during the
study. Following recommended principles of ethical crowdsourced research [402], we first
ran a pre-study with 120 Turkers to determine the average time it would take to complete
the survey and used this reference time to determine a payout above the US minimum wage
(mean= 8.03 min). In our study (N = 3745), the mean was 10.4 min (min = 3.35 min, max =
31.55 min).

Vignette Study

The experiment was a between-subject design; each participant was randomly assigned to
one of 24 groups. The 24 groups were composed of three experimentally altered variables:
two decision contexts (advertising vs. hiring), six evaluative adjective terms (reasonable,
fair, justifiable, acceptable, responsible, appropriate), and the presentation or absence of a
dictionary definition of the evaluative adjective term. The use of different evaluative adjective
terms with or without a dictionary definition accounted for framing effects and tested the
robustness of subjects’ conception of a normative AI inference [403, 108, 299].

First, subjects were randomly assigned to one of two hypothetical decision contexts:
either a low-stake advertisement scenario (n = 1869; mean per group = 155) or a high-
stake hiring scenario (n = 1876; mean per group = 156). In the hypothetical advertisement
scenario, participants were told that an advertising company deployed computer vision
AI to make a variety of judgments about social media users based on their portrait image.
Participants were told that the inferences were used to show users more suitable product
advertisements. We explicitly referred to product advertisements to avoid associations with
political advertisements that could have raised the stakes of the decision context. In the
hypothetical hiring scenario, a declared high-stake decision context by other studies on
algorithmic perception [404, 405], participants were told that a company used computer
vision AI to make a variety of judgments about applicants based on their application photo.
Subjects were told that portrait inferences were used, together with other assessment metrics,
to determine whether or not a candidate is suitable for a job. These scenarios presented
curated, hypothetical decision contexts typical in vignette research on moral phenomena [108,
297, 106] and fulfilled one of our study’s main purposes: to understand whether non-experts
evaluate the same set of AI facial inferences differently across low-stake and high-stake
contexts. The vignettes can be found in the Appendix in Figs. 1 and 2.

Second, past research has shown that vignettes can be prone to framing effects and that
such effects can indicate weak value dispositions in morally-laden scenarios [108, 406]. In our
vignettes, the evaluative adjective term that prompted subjects’ normative deliberation prior

22SoSci Survey: https://www.soscisurvey.de/
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to the primary rating task could have exerted a framing effect. To control for this potential
framing effect, each participant was assigned one of six evaluative adjective terms – reasonable,
fair, justifiable, acceptable, responsible, or appropriate – when performing the rating task: "Do
you agree or disagree that this sort of inference made by a software using artificial intelligence
is [evaluative adjective term]?". This increased the external validity of our vignette. Using
only the evaluative term "fair" could have biased subjects’ ratings and justifications. Some
people (and in fact cultures) associate the term "reasonable" more descriptively with logical
thinking and deliberation while other cultures associate it more prescriptively, such as being
honest and responsible [407]. The same was found for people’s intuitions about perceptions
of normality (also part descriptive, part prescriptive) [408].

Third, studies in experimental philosophy have used "definition vs. no definition" condi-
tions to understand whether subjects use their own intuitive concept when they evaluate
essentially contested concepts (such as: what is a reasonable inference?) [297, 403, 108, 299].
Accordingly, half of subjects were presented with a generic dictionary definition of the eval-
uative adjective term assigned to them, the other half was not. For example: "What do we
mean by fair? Something is fair if it’s based on equality without favoritism or discrimination."
All definitions were taken from the Cambridge Dictionary and were slightly adjusted for our
context (see Appendix Table 1). The "definition vs. no definition" treatment allowed us to
further test the robustness of subjects’ normative evaluations for specific AI inferences: If
non-experts’ normative judgments were arbitrary to the extent that they could be manipulated
by the presentation of a different evaluative adjective term (fair vs. reasonable, for example)
or absence of a generic definition of that term, then this would indicate subjects’ concept of a
normative AI inference to lack robustness. Subjects would then have a low value disposition
toward AI facial analysis inferences (studies in experimental philosophy typically use such
and similar framing conditions see, for example, [403, 108, 409, 406]).

Facial inferences

To allow for comparison across contexts, inferences needed to have an acceptable degree of
appropriateness for two very different decision contexts: advertising and hiring. To keep the
cognitive load of our subjects at an acceptable level, we restricted the number of inferences
rated and justified by each subject. We decided to present subjects with a total of eight
inferences, first asking them to rate their agreement/disagreement and then to provide a
short, written justification for each inference rating. We selected the inference "emotion
expression" due to its prevalence in emotion detection AI [347, 374]. Similarly, the two
inferences "skin color" and "gender" are common attributes in AI inference-making [53, 396].
Four inferences – "trustworthiness", "assertiveness", "intelligence", "likability" – were selected
for their importance in studies on human first impression-making [44, 337, 42, 390, 350, 389].
Finally, we wanted to understand how subjects would evaluate a facial accessory. We chose
"glasses" instead of piercings or tattoos, for example, because the latter two objects exist
in more diverse forms. We constructed an 8-item scale to measure agreement with these
eight facial inferences made by an AI on a 7-point Likert scale (1 = "strongly agree" to 7
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= "strongly disagree", "can’t answer"). We did not present subjects with sample portraits,
since the impression they would have formed based on the face in the portrait would have
likely influenced their normative judgments [350, 44]. The goal of the study was to explore
non-experts’ ethical evaluations of facial AI inferences in principle.

Classification of subjects’ justifications

After rating each inference, subjects were asked to justify their evaluation in a written
statement. This allowed us to understand the rationale behind subjects’ inference ratings
and increased data quality (e.g., understanding the plausibility and validity of evaluations,
see, [410, 411]). While there is an entire research field dedicated to studying first impressions
(e.g., [350, 389, 44]), we could not identify studies investigating people’s ethical evaluations of
such first impressions. This meant that we could not draw from an existing coding scheme
for the classification of the 29,760 written justifications. Therefore, we derived the codes
directly from the textual corpus. The manual coding process consisted of two iterative cycles.
First, one researcher labelled 500 comments to discover major recurring types of reasoning.
Another researcher labelled 250 of these comments with the same intent. The researchers then
met to discuss and refine the set of identified "justification labels". In a second coding cycle,
we randomly sampled 1,250 comments. Two researchers independently added a justification
label to each comment. The intercoder reliability was high (Krippendorff’s alpha = 0.953). In
case of disagreement between the two coders, the comment was discussed with and reviewed
by a third researcher. The final set of justification types consisted of the following: 1. "AI can
tell", 2. "AI cannot tell", 3. "Inference relevant for decision", 4. "Inference not relevant for
decision", 5. "Inference creates harm", 6. "AI has human biases", and 7. "Incomprehensible
responses".

Based on this developed coding scheme, we used the language model RoBERTa [78] to
analyze the remaining comments. RoBERTa is a more efficiently trained version of BERT [103],
an NLP architecture designed for general-purpose language understanding. This required
collecting 100 example comments for each justification type (i.e., code). One researcher
collected 100 example comments for each justification type. A second researcher then verified
classifications. Disagreement was resolved by a third researcher. We split our labeled dataset
in 1,001 training and 250 test samples, and performed over-sampling of the smaller classes to
create a balanced training dataset. The final optimized model had an overall accuracy on the
test set of 95% and each label’s F-1 score was higher than 0.94. For the optimization process,
we used a learning rate of 3e-5, a maximum sequence length of 32 tokens, and warm-up
initialization. We then predicted the labels of the remaining justifications based on the trained
model. For the class overview with F-1 scores, see Appendix Table 7.

Our analysis strategy comprised statistical testing of subjects’ inference ratings, an ex-
ploratory factor analysis, automated text classifications, and a multivariate analysis of variance
with follow-up tests. Given the large number of subjects in our sample, we calculated the
effect sizes for all significant (p<0.01) test results on subjects’ ratings.
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5.2.5 Results

The consequentiality of the scenario influences non-experts’ ethical evaluations of AI
facial inferences

We first compared mean aggregate ratings of all inferences between the advertisement and
the hiring scenario. A two-sided Welch two-sample t-test found subjects showed greater
preference for the same set of inferences in the advertisement scenario (mean=3.85; SE=1.06)
than in the hiring scenario (mean=4.41; SE=1.2). The difference was significant (t(3687.3)=-
15.30; P<0.001; 95% CI: (-0.64, -0.49)) and represented a small to medium effect (d=0.50) (Fig.
5.3a).

We then compared mean ratings for each inference in the advertisement and hiring scenarios
using a two-sided Welch two-sample t-test with Bonferroni corrections for eight tests (Fig.
5.3b). Subjects rated the inferences gender, emotion expression, wearing glasses, and skin
color (e.g., skin color, mean AD=2.88, mean HR=4.19; d=0.60; P<0.001; 95% CI: (-1.44, -1.17))
significantly more positively in the low-stake advertisement than in the high-stake hiring
scenario. In contrast, the inference ratings for intelligence, trustworthiness, and likability (e.g.,
likability, mean AD=5.04, mean HR=5.16; d=0.06; P=0.31; 95% CI: (-0.24, -0.006)) did not show
a significant difference between the two scenarios. Ratings for the assertiveness inference
were significantly different between the two scenarios, but the effect size was negligible (mean
AD=4.69, mean HR=4.89; d=0.10; P=0.01; 95% CI: (-0.32, -0.078)).

To summarize, comparing the inference ratings solely based on the grouping variable
context, the consequentiality of the decision context influenced subjects’ ratings: in the hiring
context, subjects showed significantly more disagreement with the AI inferences gender,
skin color, emotion expression, and glasses than in the advertising context. Cohen’s d was
particularly large for ratings on gender, skin color, and wearing glasses between the two
contexts. This difference did not replicate to ratings for the inferences trustworthiness,
intelligence, assertiveness, and likability (Fig. 5.3).

Subjects differentiate between "first-order" and "second-order" inferences

To explore underlying constructs in our set of eight inferences, we conducted an exploratory
factor analysis (EFA) (Appendix 6). Parallel analysis, scree plot, and the MAP criterion all
suggested two factors. One factor included the inferences gender, skin color, wearing glasses,
and emotion expression. To use this group of inferences for further statistical comparison,
we termed this construct first-order inferences. The other factor included the four latent trait
inferences intelligence, trustworthiness, assertiveness, and likability. We termed this construct
second-order inferences. We used these terms (first-order/second-order) as linguistic categories
to reflect the statistical reality of subjects’ ratings and less as an initial semantic interpretation
of subjects’ ethical evaluations. Both sub-scales had high reliability, the overall α was 0.89 for
the factor labeled second-order inferences and 0.77 for the factor labeled first-order inferences (Fig.
5.4; see Appendix 6.6 for distribution of EFA factor scores).
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Figure 5.3: (a) Mean aggregate ratings for inferences were more positive in the advertising context
than in the hiring context. (b) Participants rated the inferences gender, skin color, emotion
expression, and wearing glasses significantly more positively in the low-stake advertisement
than in the high-stake hiring scenario. Subjects rejected inferences intelligent, trustworthy,
assertive, and likable regardless of the decision context: The inference ratings for intelligent,
trustworthy, and likable did not show a significant difference between the two scenarios.
Only ratings for the inference assertive were significantly different between the two
scenarios, but the effect was negligible (see Appendix 5 for statistics). (c-j) Density plots of
inference ratings. 1 = strongly agree; 7 = strongly disagree; 4 = neutral.
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Figure 5.4: Exploratory factor analysis (EFA) resulted in two underlying constructs for subjects’ ratings.
One factor included the emotion expression, gender, wearing glasses, and skin color
inferences. We termed this set of inferences first-order inferences. The other factor included
the latent trait inferences assertive, likable, intelligent, and trustworthy. We termed this set
of inferences second-order inferences.
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Table 5.1: Follow-up ANOVAs for factor scores from exploratory factor analysis (EFA)

ANOVA for first-order ANOVA for second-order

SS df F Bonferroni part. η2 SS df F Bonferroni part. η2

(Intercept) 7.32 1 22.22 0.000 0.006 5.135 1 15.399 0.001 0.004

Justifications
first-order justifications 946.163 6 478.774 0.000 0.455 46.331 6 23.157 0.000 0.039
second-order justifications 18.785 6 9.506 0.000 0.016 844.717 6 422.212 0.000 0.424

Control Variables
AI knowledge 14.069 4 10.679 0.000 0.012 26.058 4 19.537 0.000 0.022
age 9.939 5 6.035 0.000 0.009 5.648 5 3.387 0.052 0.005
gender 0.272 2 0.414 1.000 0.000 2.463 2 3.693 0.275 0.002
occupation 7.834 8 2.973 0.028 0.007 5.720 8 2.144 0.317 0.005
education 1.553 7 0.674 1.000 0.001 2.749 7 1.178 1.000 0.002

Experimental Variables
context 48.115 1 146.081 0.000 0.041 2.325 1 6.972 0.092 0.002
terms 6.502 5 3.948 0.016 0.006 5.140 5 3.083 0.097 0.004
definition 0.161 1 0.487 1.000 0.000 0.293 1 0.880 1.000 0.000

Residuals 1135.010 3446 1149.065 3446

Note:
All Bonferroni-corrected P-values are compared to a Bonferroni-corrected α = 0.005 for the computation of two ANOVAs.
Significant P-values and partial η2 values of relevant size are marked in bold.
Partial η2 = 0.01 small effect; partial η2 = 0.06 medium effect; partial η2 = 0.14 large effect.

Decision context only influences agreement with first-order inferences

We then extended our analysis to the entire set of treatment conditions. To test signifi-
cant group differences among the 24 treatment groups on a combination of first-order and
second-order factor scores from the EFA as a dependent variable, we computed a 2 (context: ad-
vertisement, hiring) x 6 (evaluative adjective terms) x 2 (definition, no definition) multivariate
analysis of variance (MANOVA; Appendix 7). We controlled for main first-order justification
theme, main second-order justification theme, AI knowledge, age, gender, occupation and
education. Using Pillai’s trace, there were significant main effects at an α-level of 0.01 for
first-order justification (V=0.50, F(12, 6892)=190.76, P <.001, partial η2 = 0.249), second-order
justification (V=0.45, F(12, 6892)=164.60, P <.001, partial η2 = 0.223), AI knowledge (V=0.03,
F(8, 6892)=13.43, P <.001, partial η2 = 0.015), and context (V=0.04, F(2, 3445)=73.68, P <.001,
partial η2 = 0.041) (Appendix Table 5).

Finally, univariate analysis with two separate ANOVAs on the first-order factor scores and
on the second-order factor scores from the EFA revealed varying effect structures (Table 5.1;
Appendix 7.2). With respect to the experimentally altered variables, context was the only
significant treatment effect found, but only had an effect on ratings of first-order inferences
(F(1, 3446) = 146.08, P <0.001, partial η2 = 0.04). This finding supported the results from
the two-sided Welch two-sample t-test. The experimental treatments evaluative terms and
definition vs. no definition had no significant effect on subjects’ ratings. This indicated that
the subjects in our sample had a robust concept of a normative facial AI inference. AI
knowledge had a small but significant effect on both inference ratings, whereas age had
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only a small effect on first-order ratings. Gender, occupation, and education did not have a
statistically significant effect on subjects’ ratings. Pairwise comparisons confirmed the results
by identifying significant group differences between the advertisement and hiring context
(Appendix 7.3).

Subjects find AI cannot tell second-order inferences in both contexts. Gender, skin color,
and emotion expression produce more complex justifications.

Subjects evaluate the normativity of an AI inference according to two meta-principles

In their written evaluations, subjects considered whether or not an inference was proportional
to the evidence (i.e., an epistemic justification) or whether making the inference resulted
in positive or negative outcomes (i.e., a pragmatic justification). Representing epistemic
principles, we introduced two codes: "AI can tell" and its opposite "AI cannot tell". For
example, the comment "I believe that someone’s facial expressions can easily tell if they are assertive.
I feel like facial expressions are easy to read and a computer could do that even better." (assertiveness,
HR) was classified as "AI can tell". The comment "A person’s intelligence is internal and based on
learning, education, and other experiences. This can’t be reflected in someone’s looks." was classified
as "AI cannot tell" (intelligence, HR).

With the second meta-principle, subjects considered pragmatic reasons: we identified
two contrary justification types "Inference relevant for decision" and "Inference not relevant
for decision". The justification "The reason I believe it is appropriate...is because this will help
to select the potential candidate that possesses the assertiveness that could be useful for the job."
was classified as "Inference relevant for decision". The comment "I don’t think assertiveness
makes or breaks a job applicant" was classified as "Inference not relevant for decision" (both
assertiveness, HR). A third justification type "Inference creates harm" classified comments
stating AI inference-making could be harmful if used as part of the decision-making process
(e.g., discrimination due to racism or sexism). For example, the justifications "Seems like
phrenology where intelligence and other traits were determined by the shape of someones head."
(intelligence, AD) or "Color should not matter in job hiring. This would be discrimination." (skin
color, HR) were classified as "Inference creates harm". Finally, a justification type that we
called "AI has human biases" classified comments stating AI inference-making was flawed by
biased human inference-making. Justifications in "AI has human biases" contained epistemic
reasons (e.g., "The software could be implanted with the bias of its creator"; trustworthy, HR) or
pragmatic reasons (e.g., "The inference is unfair as the AI may be programmed to favor one sex over
the other without context."; gender, HR).

The classification results of subjects’ written responses underline the semantic ambiguity
of facial portraits: for each inference, we found a corpus of diverse explanations that fell
back on epistemic and pragmatic accounts (the two meta-principles). We show the general
line of subjects’ justifications in Fig.5.5, where we map ratings (agreement/disagreement)
to justification types. We complement subjects’ general line of justifications with example
comments. More example comments can be found in our "code book" in Appendix Table 8.
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Figure 5.5: Distribution of justification types. Plots a) to o) present the proportions of the justification
types used per context. E.g., for first-order ratings, 62.6% of participants in the AD context
justified their agreement with an explanation allocated to the justification type "AI can
tell" and 50.71% of respondents in the HR context justified their disagreement with an
explanation related to the justification type "not relevant". The sum of N for AD and HR for
an inference does not amount to the total N because the plot does not include individuals
who neither agreed or disagreed. Percentages by context and agreement/disagreement
do not sum up to 100%, since the visualization does not include a minority of individuals
who provided a counter-intuitive justification based on their score.
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Subjects believe AI second-order inferences are invalid inferences regardless of the
decision-making context

The majority of subjects believed that faces do not provide sufficient evidence ("AI cannot tell")
for inferences intelligence, trustworthiness, likability, and assertiveness (i.e., all second-order
inferences) – regardless of the decision context. "If you’re just looking at a person and trying to
determine if they’re assertive, you’re going to score no better than a random guess, I don’t care how
sophisticated this AI is." (assertiveness, HR). Some subjects believed second-order inferences
to be epistemically valid. "Assertive people tend to have a set in their jaw, and eyes that is a bit
more severe in the angles at the corners than those who are more passive...It might be possible to
quantify those angles and measurements to have an AI program analyze the likelihood that they match
those of assertive people...If you can come up with a mathematical formula to determine this, then
the AI would be capable of measuring it." (assertiveness, HR). The largest group of subjects
agreeing with second-order inferences argued for their relevance in the hiring context (54.8%,
"Inference relevant for decision"). Here, subjects did not express any epistemic reasoning, but
asserted that such inferences were desirable qualities for employers. "Almost always when you
are working, you will work in teams and have to get along with others. You have to be likable to be
successful on these teams - I would want the AI to try and assess this as best they could." (likability,
HR).

Subjects believe first-order inferences are epistemically valid, but irrelevant and harmful
in hiring

For the inferences emotion expression, wearing glasses, skin color, and gender, subjects’
justification profile was more complex (Fig.5.5 e-j). The majority of subjects that agreed with
these inferences believed in their epistemic validity in both contexts ("AI can tell"; AD: 62.6%,
HR: 68.1%). However, in comparison to second-order inferences, the justification patterns
differed between the advertising and hiring context: in the hiring context, considerations
of relevance became more important reasons to reject an inference in comparison to the
advertising context (Fig.5.5 c). The majority of subjects agreeing with skin color and gender
in both contexts believed an "AI can tell" such inferences from facial information (Fig.5.5 e-h):
"Photos reveal this pretty easily assuming the photo is reasonably high rez. I would probably trust
a computer to get this right more than some people." (skin color, HR) or "This is something that
we, as humans can perceive with our sights, so an AI is definitely capable of inferring this." (gender,
AD). However, subjects that believed "AI can tell" skin color and gender still raised concerns
in their written responses even when agreeing with these inferences. For example, subjects
noted that accurately inferring skin color may be constrained by photo quality and lighting
and may not be an indication of race or ethnicity as the following two comments illustrate: "I
believe a properly calibrated AI could estimate a person’s skin color, but lighting, photo quality etc.,
would have to be accounted for. Also, skin color doesn’t necessarily inform us about race." (skin color,
HR). "Mixed feelings about this one – although skin color is something that can be visually seen in a
photo, there is lots of room for error here depending on lighting in photo. Also, whether it’s morally
right is a whole different subject." (skin color, AD). Likewise, for gender, subjects pointed to
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classification problems of non-binary gender identities: "For the most part, male/female is an
easy question, but there are many people that defy these binary categories that would be excluded."
(gender, HR).

Among the subjects rejecting skin color and gender in hiring, the most common justifications
were "Inference not relevant for decision" (skin color: 48.48%; gender: 44.23%) and "Inference
creates harm" (skin color: 35.86%; gender: 24.23%). With regard to skin color, most comments
stated that skin color does not matter in hiring, while a few added that the inference was
justifiable if it resulted in a more diverse workplace: "This does not matter unless this information
is being used to ensure a diverse workplace." (skin color, HR). Subjects generally agreed that
gender does not matter in hiring, however, some subjects asserted that some jobs may be
more suitable for certain genders: "Gender has nothing to do with how capable a person is to do a
job unless the job itself requires a specific gender (which is very rare)." (gender, HR). In contrast,
subjects believed that both skin color (21%) and gender (28.9%) are a relevant AI inference in
advertising: "People with different skin colors need different products, and tend to shop for different
styles, colors, and patterns." (skin color, AD) or "I think this is a 50/50 subject, but I believe
personally that this is fair...Perhaps men wouldn’t like to see advertisements for bras which would be
avoided with this scan." (gender, AD).

A majority of subjects believe emotion expression indicates emotion sensation

For emotion expression (Fig.5.5 i-j), subjects’ agreement or disagreement mainly depended on
whether or not they believed facial expressions to be a valid indicator for emotion sensation.
Comments classified as "AI can tell" (agreement, AD: 68.74%, HR: 66.74%) claimed internal
emotional states could be expressed via the face: "It is reasonable to judge emotions by looking at
a person’s face, humans do it all the time. Though some faces can be more expressive than others."
(emotion expression, HR). Given that many Turkers have engaged in portrait image labelling
tasks, we also found comments that highlighted the possibility of AI emotion expression
inference based on previously conducted labelling tasks: "A person’s emotion can be seen
pretty well by looking at a picture as I have done surveys in the past deciding emotion through facial
expressions" (emotion expression, AD). Comments classified as "AI cannot tell" (disagreement,
HR: 38.6%, AD: 36.6%) stated the opposite. "An emotion could be expressed, but the person may not
actually be expressing it. In other words, the emotion viewed externally could be one of joy, but, inside
the actual person, they may have a different emotion from what is outwardly being expressed." (emotion
expression, HR). The difficult relationship between emotion expression and emotion inference
was also evident in comments with the justification types "Inference relevant for decision"
(agreement, AD: 15.9%, HR: 16.01%) and "Inference not relevant for decision" (disagreement,
AD: 31.9%, HR: 41.3%). To give one example, in comments classified as "Inference relevant
for decision" in hiring, subjects claimed that employers may seek employees that need to be
friendly, particularly in jobs involving customer interaction: "Depending on the job emotional
expressiveness may be a requirement, you don’t want a person in a customer service position who’s
monotonous and robotic." (emotion expression, HR).
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5.2.6 Key observations & final discussion

The vast abundance of digital imagery together with recent advances in computer vision
analysis have raised concerns about the kinds of conclusions AI should make about people
based on their face. How do we design computer vision AI in such a way that it will
incorporate those preferences and values that are ethically desirable? We explored non-
experts’ normative preferences of AI portrait inferences in a two-scenario vignette study with
24 treatment groups. One MANOVA and two ANOVAs found that none of our framing
effects influenced subjects’ ratings, indicating that subjects have a robust, intuitive concept
of a normative AI inference for both contexts. Future studies need to further explore how
strong this normative concept is in light of other trade-offs such as cost-efficiency, narratives
of bias-free technology, or success of the decision outcome, for example.

Conducting an exploratory factor analysis on subjects’ evaluations of eight AI facial
inferences, two inference categories emerge: we term one category of inferences first-order
inferences and the other second-order inferences. Factor loadings of emotion expression
as a first-order inference together with subjects’ justifications suggest that a majority of
the subjects in our sample subscribe to the so-called "Basic View" of emotions [412], which
proposes that facial expressions (or "facial action units") are reliable indicators of emotion.
Note that this perspective has recently been challenged by emotion researchers arguing that
contextual and social factors lead to variability in facial emotion expression that make such
inferences unreliable and unspecific [31, 347]. Nonetheless, subjects are aware of the volatility
of AI emotion inference from facial expression. They assert that emotion expression as social
signaling can be different from the internal phenomenological experience.

Finally, independent of the decision context, subjects believe AI should not draw inferences
common in human first facial impression-making due to their epistemic invalidity, i.e.,
intelligence, likability, assertiveness, and trustworthiness [350, 389, 44]. Subjects raised
concerns about all AI inferences in both contexts, even for the – perhaps intuitively – non-
problematic "glasses" inference in the low-stake advertising context (Appendix Fig. 7). This
leads us to assume that other facial AI inferences, such as beauty, sexual orientation, or
political stance, that all have been inferred from faces using AI will likely draw their own
justification profiles.

Our analysis highlights the normative complexity behind facial AI inferences. We find that
some subjects use a pragmatic rationalization of AI facial inferences when they believe that an
AI inference is relevant for (i.e., has a supposedly positive effect on) a decision’s outcome.
However, why should the normativity of a vision-based inference be evaluated by criteria
other than evidence? The decision context does not have any bearing on the relationship
between evidence and inference and therefore should not lead to a different normative
evaluation. Thus, our results show that epistemically invalid AI vision inferences can be
rationalized by considerations of relevance. The fact that AI research organizations, academic
and commercial, commission data annotation companies to label visual data relevant for a
specific application purpose necessarily creates a conflicting negotiation between epistemic
and pragmatic considerations. Taken together, over-reliance on AI capabilities, narratives
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of bias-free technological decision-making, and beliefs in the relevance of an inference for
the decision context may form a line of reasoning that supports justification of epistemically
invalid AI inference-making. The ongoing publication of research studies that purportedly
find a significant correlation between second-order inferences and facial information produces
a quasi-epistemic legitimization of first-impression AI. Our study provides evidence that a
vast majority of non-expert subjects do not form a justification of AI inference-making along
these lines of reasoning.

Finally, how would experts differ in their justification of AI inference-making in comparison
to non-experts? Indeed, critical data scientists argue that facial inferences are not reasonable
because of their lack of scientific validity (evidentialists) [374, 255], while some AI experts
deploying computer vision AI point to positive outcomes in terms of efficiency, cost-reduction,
and flexibility that AI inference-making will facilitate [413, 414, 415, 416, 417]. Future studies
will need to provide evidence for a unique ethical justification profile of AI vision inferences
among AI expert groups. Other future studies should explore to what extent cultural factors
play a role in evaluating the normativity of AI inferences based on visual data. We also believe
it would be valuable to understand whether subjects evaluate AI video analysis inferences
differently than AI image inferences. In fact, AI video analysis interprets visual content at the
level of individual frames (i.e., decomposed as a collection of single images) [418].

We hope that the present study underlines the importance of including non-experts in the
process of arguing for and against ethically permissible and non-permissible computer vision
inferences. We expect norms regarding AI inference-making to shift over time. Allowing
non-experts to engage in the formulation of goals and values for AI helps identify such
shifts in sociocultural norms. Our study lays an important foundation for determining what
types of inferences machines should and should not make about one of the most significant
characteristics of us and our place in the social world: our faces.
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5.2.7 Appendix

Vignette scenarios

a) Advertisement Scenario

b) Hiring Scenario

Figure 5.6: Vignette description of the hypothetical advertising scenario a) and hiring scenario b).
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Primary task

Figure 5.7: Example interface of the primary rating task and the prompt to provide a written response.
Example does not show treatment with the presentation of a definition of the evaluative
term.
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Generic definitions of evaluative terms

Table 5.2: Generic definitions of the six evaluative adjectives presented to half of the participants.
All definitions were based on the Cambridge Dictionary, some formulations were slightly
adapted to fit our context.

inference definition

reasonable
What do we mean by reasonable?

Something is reasonable if it’s based on good sense and/or in accordance with reason.

fair
What do we mean by fair?

Something is fair if it’s based on equality without favoritism or discrimination.

justifiable
What do we mean by justifiable?

Something is justifiable if it can be marked by a good or legitimate reason.

responsible
What do we mean by responsible?

Something is responsible if it can answer for its conduct and obligations.

appropriate
What do we mean by appropriate?

Something is appropriate if it’s suitable or compatible in the circumstances.

acceptable
What do we mean by acceptable?

Something is acceptable if it can be agreed on and is worthy of being accepted.

Data Cleaning

The data was cleaned based on the criteria presented in Table 5.3, which gives an overview
on the measures taken and a count of identified cases per measure. The SoSci Survey online
survey tool provides a relative speed index (RSI) that identifies fast responding participants.
This index indicates how much faster a participant has completed the experiment than the
typical participant (median). As recommended by SoSci, all respondents with an RSI >= 2 (n
= 418) are removed. All samples with duration time between 2 minutes and 4 minutes, cases
that rated all inferences with the same rating, and cases with a RSI value above 1.75 were
manually checked. Cases identified as problematical were discussed with a second researcher
and removed in case of agreement.

Two-sided Welch two-sample t-test

Participants rated the inferences gender (mean AD=2.66, mean HR=3.82; t(3513.1)=-18.536;
P<0.001; 95% CI: (-1.28, -1.04); d=0.62), skin color (mean AD=2.88, mean HR=4.19; t(3513.1)=-
18.536; P<0.001; 95% CI: (-1.44, -1.17); d=0.61), emotion expression (mean AD=2.97, mean
HR=3.62; t(3654.7)=-11.079; P<0.001; 95% CI: (-0.75, -0.52); d=0.36), and wearing glasses (mean
AD=2.03, mean HR=3.16; t(3147.2)=-18.082; P<0.001; 95% CI: (-1.26, -1.01); d=0.59) significantly
more positively in the low-stake advertisement than in the high-stake hiring scenario.

Subjects rejected inferences intelligent, trustworthy, assertive, and likable regardless of
the decision context: The inference ratings for intelligent (mean AD=5.25, mean HR=5.34;
t(3662.2)=-1.425; P=1; 95% CI: (-0.21, 0.03); d=0.05), trustworthy (mean AD=5.29, mean HR=5.18;
t(3637.5) = 1.685; P=0.74; 95% CI: (-0.02, 0.23); d=0.06), and likable (mean AD=5.04, mean
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Table 5.3: Summary of measures to clean data and number of removed cases

description removed cases N

Original N 4752
Time_RSI > 2 418 4334
< 18 years old 1 4333
Attention Check AD 245 4088
Attention Check HR 208 3880
Duration < 120 0 3880
Duration > 120 & < 240 9 3871
Straightliners 52 3819
TIME_RSI > 1.75 & < 2 67 3752
Double Turkers 4 3748
Nonsense Samples 3 3745

HR=5.16; t(3695.7)=-2.059; P=0.32; 95% CI: (-0.24, -0.006); d=0.06) did not show a significant
difference between the two scenarios. Only ratings for the inference assertive (mean AD=4.69,
mean HR=4.89; t(3668.3) = -3.219; P=0.01; 95% CI: (-0.32, -0.078); d=0.11) were significantly
different between the two scenarios, but the effect was negligible.
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Exploratory Factor Analysis (EFA)

Prior to the computation of the exploratory factor analysis (EFA), several assumptions were
tested.

Assumptions

Missing Data for Inference Ratings. Missing values appeared to be random and were less
than 2% per variable (max. n=71 for the variable assertive, accounting for 1.9%; min n=31 for
the variable wearing glasses, accounting for 0.83%). For EFA, all samples with missing values
for the inference ratings were removed (in total 208). The sample size was reduced to 3537.

Normality and Linearity. Table 5.4 lists statistics for each of the dependent inference
variables, including skewness and kurtosis. The deviations from normal skewness and
kurtosis are within an acceptable range. Additionally, given the large sample size, the impact
of departures from normal skewness and kurtosis is negligible.

Table 5.4: Statistics for each dependent variable

mean sd median trimmed skew kurtosis se

gender 3.26 1.96 3.00 3.07 0.68 -0.80 0.03
emotion expression 3.30 1.80 3.00 3.16 0.67 -0.64 0.03

wearing glasses 2.59 2.00 2.00 2.26 1.13 -0.12 0.03
skin color 3.53 2.25 3.00 3.41 0.46 -1.36 0.04
intelligent 5.32 1.92 6.00 5.58 -0.95 -0.46 0.03

trustworthy 5.25 1.93 6.00 5.52 -0.95 -0.44 0.03
assertive 4.80 1.88 5.00 4.94 -0.46 -1.06 0.03

likable 5.12 1.85 6.00 5.33 -0.73 -0.72 0.03

Absence of Multicollinearity and Singularity. None of the correlation coefficients dis-
played in Fig. 2 of the main article are greater than .8. This suggested there is no multi-
collinearity or singularity. Additionally, the determinant of the R-matrix was 0.031 and greater
than the heuristic of 0.00001. [69, p. 771]

Factorability of the Correlation Matrix. The correlation coefficient matrix in Fig. 2 of the
main article displayed several correlations above .3. An alternative measure is the Kaiser-
Mayer-Olkin (KMO) measure of sampling adequacy [419]. A factor analysis is said to yield
reliable and distinct factors, if values are close to 1, which suggests that correlation patterns
are relatively compact [69, p. 769]. We used the KMO criteria based on [420]. The KMO
values for all inference ratings were above .71 and fell within the range of middling values.
The overall MSA value was .82, falling in the range of meritorious values [421, 419].
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Number of Factors

Figure 5.8: Graphical analysis for the number of factors using parallel analysis scree plot.

Given the result from the parallel analysis and scree plot in Fig. 5.8 and other criteria such
as the Velicer’s MAP test, Very Simple Structure test of complexity 1, and Kaiser’s criterion,
first a two-factor solution was computed and compared to the results of a three-factor solution
and a four-factor solution.

Test Specifications

It was reasonable to assume that the constructs underlying the measured dependent variables
correlated, because we measured the agreement to inferences made from the facial region.
Therefore, we first applied oblimin as oblique rotation and estimated factor scores using
tenBerge for preserving correlations. Supporting this decision, [422, 69] points out that in
practice there are many reasons to believe that orthogonal rotation is not appropriate for data
involving people, because any construct of psychological nature is correlated in some way
with another psychological construct. However, for two factors, oblique rotation resulted in
two factors with no correlation. This indicates that the two factors were independent. For
correlations of factors below 0.32, [423] suggest orthogonal rotation. Therefore, we applied
varimax for orthogonal rotation. Minimum residual (minres) was retained as factoring
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a) Factor Analysis Diagram b) Factor Analysis Plot

Figure 5.9: Summary of two-factor solution with factor diagram and factor plots.

method, because multivariate normality does not have to be assumed [424]. Factor scores
were estimated using regression. To compute the exploratory factor analysis, the R psych
package and the GPArotation package were used.

Factor analysis model with 2 factors

Fig. 5.9 a) displays the structure of the factor analysis with two factors and indicates the
rounded loadings. MR1 represents the first factor labeled second-order inferences and MR2 the
second factor labeled first-order inferences. Fig. 5.9 b) is a graphical representation of the item’s
grouping based on their loadings on both of the factors.

There were no residuals > 0.05. The root-mean-square residual was 0.014. The residuals
appeared to be approximately normally distributed. Regarding the factor scores, no outliers
were identified.

We validated the results by randomly splitting the data in half and running the factor
analysis on both subsets. This procedure was repeated three times. For each validation
procedure, both factor analyses on the two subsets of the data set resulted in the variables
having the same patterns of the factor loadings as with the complete sample. Additionally,
the communalities were similar. This validated the factor solution previously obtained on the
full dataset.

Both sub-scales had high reliability, the overall α is 0.89 for the factor labeled second-order
inferences and 0.77 for the factor labeled first-order inferences.

Table 5.5 displays all solutions with two, three and four factors.
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Table 5.5: Overview of Exploratory Factor Analysis Solutions with 2, 3 and 4 Factors.

Two Factors Three Factors Four Factors
MR1 MR2 MR1 MR2 MR3 MR1 MR2 MR3 MR4

gender 0.11 0.65 0.14 0.65 0.01 0.07 0.66 -0.01 0.09
emotion expression 0.20 0.53 0.08 0.09 0.62 0.01 -0.00 1.00 -0.00
wearing glasses -0.19 0.74 -0.21 0.60 0.17 -0.19 0.67 0.07 0.01
skin color -0.03 0.78 0.01 0.83 -0.03 0.06 0.82 -0.01 -0.05
intelligent 0.85 -0.00 0.87 0.05 -0.08 0.86 0.01 -0.02 0.00
trustworthy 0.86 -0.05 0.87 -0.04 -0.03 0.87 -0.05 0.00 -0.00
assertive 0.78 0.08 0.75 -0.04 0.14 0.01 -0.00 -0.00 0.99
likable 0.79 0.10 0.77 0.03 0.08 0.73 0.06 0.05 0.06

eigenvalues 2.78 1.89 2.73 1.48 0.45 2.07 1.57 1.00 1.00
proportion variance 0.35 0.24 0.34 0.17 0.06 0.26 0.20 0.13 0.13
cumulative variance 0.35 0.58 0.34 0.53 0.58 0.26 0.46 0.58 0.71
α 0.89 0.77 0.89 − 0.76 0.87 0.76 − −

Factor analysis for 3 and 4 factor solutions

The factor analyses with three and four factors resulted in one and two factors with only one
indicator variable respectively (see Table 5.5). This is opposed to the general idea of a factor
analysis identifying latent constructs by forming factors out of a combination of at least two
variables [425]. Additionally, for the three-factor solution, the cumulative variance was equal
to the cumulative variance for a two-factor solution. The third factor had an eigenvalue of <
1. The composition of the three factors was not robust when computing the factor analysis on
randomly sampled subsets of the complete data. While the cumulative variance explained by
a factor analysis for four factors was the greatest among all tested factor analysis models, this
solution was also not robust. Running the factor analysis on two randomly sampled subsets
resulted in different patterns of the loadings on the factors. Altering the random sampling
produced different patterns of loadings once again.

Although the fit based upon off diagonal values equaled 1 in each of the models, the
solutions with three and four factors were neither appropriate in terms of variables per factor
nor robust across subsets of the data. Hence, exploratory factor analysis of the eight items
measured in this study revealed that two factors were sufficient to explain the underlying
structure of common inferences from faces.

Distribution of EFA factor scores and original ratings

The global means for all variables that load on the first factor and all variables that load on
the second factor are highlighted by the horizontal lines in Fig. 5.10 a) and b). The bold lines
in panels a) and b) indicate the means for the individual groups. By using the factor scores
as dependent variables for further analysis, the interpretation of the dependent variables
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depicted in panels c) and d) changes compared to the original inference ratings. A factor
score of approximately 0 indicates that a participant’s mean rating of all variables that load
on this factor is close to the global mean of these variables (horizontal lines in panels a) and
b)). A negative factor score indicates this subject gave lower than average ratings. A factor
score close to 1 indicates that the subject’s ratings for the variables loading on this specific
factor are about one standard deviation above the average rating.

Figure 5.10: Distribution of participants’ ratings and distribution of the factor scores extracted from
the exploratory factor analysis.
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MANOVA

We performed a multi-factorial MANOVA to statistically test the differences in group means.
The two factors identified by performing exploratory factor analysis served as dependent
variables. We included three experimentally altered independent variables (context, adjective
terms, definition), all measured control variables (AI knowledge, gender, age, education and
occupation) and the main justification types for first-order and second-order inferences from
the classification. All predictors were included as categorical variables. For the MANOVA
and ANOVA analysis, the R car package was used.

Assumption tests and fitting the model

Assumption tests prior to fitting the model

Although the exploratory factor analysis produced uncorrelated factor scores, we first com-
puted a MANOVA to obtain an overview of patterns between first-order ratings and second-
order ratings as dependent variables. Given the lack of correlation and thus no further
information from the correlation structure of the dependent variables, we expected a diffused
structure of results. Running the MANOVA based on factor scores from the factor analysis
with oblique rotation did not change the results. Nine further cases with missing data, i.e., no
justification provided for their ratings, were additionally removed.

The following assumptions were tested prior to computing the MANOVA. Adequate
Sample Size. We applied the one-in-ten-rule for adequate sample size. Our sample size of
3,528 with at least 133 subjects per group based on the experimentally altered independent
variables exceeded the threshold of 100 subjects (ten times the number of independent
variables: Context, Adjective Terms, Definition, AI Knowledge, Age, Gender, Education,
Occupation, Main Justification First-Order, Main Justification Second-Order).

Independent Observations. Given the randomization, all observations were independent.
Outliers Based on Raw Data. Neither univariate extreme outliers based on the boxplot
method with observations being three interquartile ranges far from the first or third quartile
nor multivariate outliers based on Mahalanobis distance were identified. No Multicollinearity.
There was no multicollinearity.

Model Fitting 1: Testing for Interaction Effects

To test the other assumptions based on residual analysis, we fitted a model with interaction
terms first. There were no significant interaction effects. All partial η2 were calculated using
the etasq function from the R heplots package.

Model Fitting 2: Residual Analyses

Because none of the interaction effects were significant at α =0.01, they were removed and a
new model without interaction effects was fitted. Residual analyses were conducted on the
linear model of this MANOVA.
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The following assumptions were tested after fitting the MANOVA. Linearity of Data. The
residuals vs. fitted values plot indicates that the linearity assumption is met. The line is
approximately horizontal at zero. Homogeneity of Variances of Residuals. The spread-
location plot shows that the residuals have an equal variance above and below the line, which
is approximately horizontal across the plot. This indicates that the spread of the residuals
is approximately equal at all fitted values and that the assumption of homoscedasticity is
satisfied.

Normality of Residuals. The histogram of residuals indicates that the residuals are
approximately normally distributed. However, in the Q-Q plot of residuals, the points in the
lower left and upper right corner of the plot deviate somewhat from the reference line. A
further analysis of outliers and influential cases could help identify cases that might cause
the deviations.

Observations having extreme residuals (> 3.5, < -3.5), extreme Cook’s Distance values
(> 0.0056), extreme hat values (> 0.062, < -0.062), or extreme dffits values (> 0.5, < -0.5)
were identified and inspected. These thresholds are based on graphical analysis and are all
less strict than common thresholds such as the > 2(p+1)/n for hat values (with p being the
number of predictors and n the sample size). Model results for the removal of varying sets of
outliers and influential cases were compared. Finally, 36 cases having either extreme residuals
(> 3.5, < -3.5) or extreme Cook’s Distance values (> 0.0057) were removed. Removing more
of the previously identified cases did not improve the results.

Model Fitting 3: Final Multivariate Assumption Check

Table 5.6 presents the output for the model after removing the identified 36 cases. Significant
effects are highlighted in bold. The panels in Fig. 5.11 indicate that linearity of data,
homogeneity of variances of residuals as well as normality of residuals are now met.

Table 5.6: Final MANOVA without interaction effects and with outliers and influential cases removed

Df test stat approx F num Df den Df Pr(>F) Bonferroni partial η2

(Intercept) 1 0.01 21.43 2 3445 0.000 0.000 0.012
first-order justification 6 0.50 190.76 12 6892 0.000 0.000 0.249
second-order justification 6 0.45 164.60 12 6892 0.000 0.000 0.223
AI knowledge 4 0.03 13.43 8 6892 0.000 0.000 0.015
age 5 0.01 4.50 10 6892 0.000 0.000 0.006
gender 2 0.00 1.97 4 6892 0.097 1.000 0.001
occupation 8 0.01 2.38 16 6892 0.001 0.016 0.006
education 7 0.00 0.94 14 6892 0.519 1.000 0.002
context 1 0.04 73.68 2 3445 0.000 0.000 0.041
terms 5 0.01 3.58 10 6892 0.000 0.001 0.005
definition 1 0.00 0.61 2 3445 0.543 1.000 0.000
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Figure 5.11: Graphical analysis of MANOVA test assumptions after removing 36 identified cases.
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Comparison of final model with model based on an equalized dataset

The results of the final model from Table 5.6 were compared to the results of a model
for an equalized dataset based on the three experimentally altered independent variables
(context, adjective terms, definition). The same outliers and influential cases as in the previous
model were removed. After equalization, this dataset contained 3,168 subjects. Because the
assumptions based on the graphical analysis did not differ and the results were similar to the
previous results of Table 5.6, this model was discarded in favor of retaining more observations
in a sample without equalized groups.

Follow-up analysis

To identify which individual predictors had a significant effect on which dependent variable,
we conducted univariate analyses.

Univariate Analysis: ANOVA for First-Order Dependent Variable

Graphical analysis served to test the model assumptions. While the assumptions of normality
and linearity seemed to be approximately met, heterogeneity of variances was questionable.
However, the removal of 13 identified extreme outliers and influential cases did not improve
the homogeneity of variances. To control for the family-wise error rate, we applied a
Bonferroni correction to adjust the P values for multiple comparisons of a multiway ANOVA.
Additionally, the P values were compared to a Bonferroni-corrected α-level = 0.005 (= 0.01/2)
for two ANOVAs.

Univariate Analysis: ANOVA for Second-Order Dependent Variable

Graphical analysis served to test the model assumptions. While the assumptions of normality
and linearity seemed to be approximately met, heterogeneity of variances was questionable.
However, the removal of twelve extreme outliers and influential cases did not improve
homogeneity of variances. As we did for the ANOVA for the first-order dependent variable,
we applied a Bonferroni correction to adjust the P values for multiple comparisons of a
multiway ANOVA. In addition, the P values were compared to a Bonferroni-corrected α-level
= 0.005 (= 0.01/2) for two ANOVAs.

Pairwise comparisons

For first-order inferences, pairwise comparisons for the variable adjective terms and the signifi-
cant experimental variable context based on estimated marginal means revealed significant
group differences between the advertisement and the hiring context at each level of the
variable adjective terms (see Table 5.7, rows 1-6). These differences could not be observed for
second-order inferences. All groups differed significantly between first-order and second-
order inferences (see Table 5.7, rows 7-18). These results are in line with the rating behavior
depicted in Fig. 5.10 and the ANOVA results (see Appendix 5.2.7 and for ANOVA outputs
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Table 1 of the main text), i.e., the assignment to a context, either advertisement or hiring, had
a significant effect on the rating behaviors of participants for first-order inferences. Also, the
rating behaviors on first- and second-order inferences within one context differed significantly.

Table 5.7: All significant pairwise tests for context and adjective terms based on estimated marginal
means for the complete model

terms variety context contrast estimate SE df t.ratio p.value

acceptable factor1st . HR - AD 0.26 0.02 3454.00 12.11 0.00
appropriate factor1st . HR - AD 0.26 0.02 3454.00 12.11 0.00
fair factor1st . HR - AD 0.26 0.02 3454.00 12.11 0.00
justifiable factor1st . HR - AD 0.26 0.02 3454.00 12.11 0.00
reasonable factor1st . HR - AD 0.26 0.02 3454.00 12.11 0.00
responsible factor1st . HR - AD 0.26 0.02 3454.00 12.11 0.00
acceptable . AD factor2nd - factor1st -0.55 0.11 3454.00 -5.08 0.00
acceptable . HR factor2nd - factor1st -0.75 0.11 3454.00 -6.89 0.00
appropriate . AD factor2nd - factor1st -0.54 0.11 3454.00 -5.06 0.00
appropriate . HR factor2nd - factor1st -0.74 0.11 3454.00 -6.88 0.00
fair . AD factor2nd - factor1st -0.64 0.11 3454.00 -5.87 0.00
fair . HR factor2nd - factor1st -0.84 0.11 3454.00 -7.67 0.00
justifiable . AD factor2nd - factor1st -0.55 0.11 3454.00 -5.01 0.00
justifiable . HR factor2nd - factor1st -0.75 0.11 3454.00 -6.81 0.00
reasonable . AD factor2nd - factor1st -0.58 0.11 3454.00 -5.30 0.00
reasonable . HR factor2nd - factor1st -0.78 0.11 3454.00 -7.12 0.00
responsible . AD factor2nd - factor1st -0.71 0.11 3454.00 -6.55 0.00
responsible . HR factor2nd - factor1st -0.91 0.11 3454.00 -8.36 0.00

The influence of the justification variables becomes apparent when computing estimated
marginal means for a model without the justification variables. When controlling for the
justifications, the effect of the variable context decreases. Nevertheless, the same significant
differences of main interest are identified between the AD and HR context.
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Subjects’ justifications

Documentation of category classes and F1 scores

Table 5.8: Generated category classes for participants’ justifications, together with example comments
of classified observations per class and test set F-1 score for each class.

Category classes Examples F1 score

1 AI can tell "You should be able to determine the race of a
person with a picture of their face."

0.94

2 AI cannot tell "You can not tell if a person is likable or not in a
photo."

0.96

3 Inference is relevant for
the decision making

"Some positions require emotion, or at least sympa-
thy or empathy."

0.96

4 Inference is not rele-
vant for the decision
making

"it does not matter if a person is black or white
when the AI is recommending products and ser-
vices"

0.95

5 Inference creates harm
(e.g., illegal, discrimina-
tion).

"This is unacceptable, as it may be discriminatory
against the transgender population."

0.97

6 AI has human biases "Artificial intelligence is no less susceptible to bias
than humans are. Especially considering that hu-
mans pick the training data and that affects how AI
forms it’s models.."

0.97

7 Incomprehensible &
nonsensical responses

"this person is not fully trustworthy", "Not very
like"

0.95
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Categories

Table 5.9 defines all categories, provides application descriptions, and differentiates the
category to related ones. More examples comments are provided.

Table 5.9: Definition of categories and examples (Code book).

Category Description Example

AI can
tell
(e.g. "easy
to tell")

Definition: The AI/software is able to/can make an
inference because the portrait image provides suffi-
cient evidence for the inference. Alternatively, the
data basis on which the AI was trained and/or the
data used for the analysis in the given context and/or
the physical nature of the trait to be inferred are suit-
able/good/sufficient for the AI to make the inference.
Application: The category is assigned when someone
agrees that an AI is able to make the inference based
on sufficient evidence. Sometimes a specific reference
to the photograph, portrait, image, picture, or visual
data type is made. The word "obvious" can be an
indicator to use this category.

Very easy to tell. All you need is a
picture and a database. (P635/2575)

Can always tell this from a
color pic. (P1329/4565)

AI can determine this eas-
ily. It can see if you wear glasses
or not. (P557/2327)

Also extremely obvious and
superficial. (P1257/4338)

AI cannot
tell
(e.g. "not
easy to
tell")

Definition: The AI/software is not able to/cannot
make an inference because the evidence in the por-
trait image is insufficient for the inference. Alterna-
tively, the data basis on which the AI was trained
and/or the data used for the analysis in the given
context and/or the physical nature of the trait to be
inferred are not suitable/good/sufficient for the AI
to make the inference.
Application: The category is assigned when someone
disagrees that an AI is able to make the inference. In
some cases, it is specifically highlighted that a facial
image or visual data type is not correct/insufficient
to make a certain inference.

AI cannot determine whether
a person is trustworthy or not.
(P333/1605)

Intelligence is not a physical trait
and cannot be determined from
a photograph by an AI. (P220/1207)

You cannot determine whether
someone is intelligent based
on the way that they look.
(P1362/4610)

Inference
is rel-
evant
for the
decision
making

Definition: The inference is relevant/important
and/or useful for the purpose of application.
Application: This category is assigned if someone
explains why/that a certain inference is relevant for
making a decision for a specific application.

[...] this piece of information
is needed for better predictions.
(P260/1339)

[...] I think having emotions is
a crucial part of an interview.
(P3515/5661)
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Inference
is not
relevant
for the
decision
making

Definition: The inference is not relevant/importan-
t/appropriate and/or not useful for the purpose of
the application.
Application: This category is assigned if someone
explains why/that a certain inference is not relevant
for making a decision for a specific application.

It does not matter whether a per-
son is assertive or not. (P46/550)

A sex does not define a per-
son. (P1109/3856)

Inference
creates
harm
(e.g. il-
legal,
discrimi-
nation)

Definition: An AI inference is considered discrimina-
tory and/or violates personal rights.
Application: This category is assigned when drawing
an inference would lead to a discriminatory outcome
or harm a person in any other way.

this form of racism should be
unacceptable. you cannot infer
such a thing on skin color alone.
(610/2491)

Trying to determine a user’s
personality and trustworthiness
is a pretty massive breach of
privacy. (P133/894)

AI has hu-
man bias

Definition: Inference is affected by human bias; the
inference cannot be made without human bias.
Application: This category is assigned if someone
highlights the dependency of AI on humans and
hence the implicit integration of human bias, for ex-
ample, into the data and ultimately into the decision
made by an AI.

I do not see how an AI could
make such a determination
without relying on human biases
to be programmed into it. [...]
(P1862/1966)

Artificial intelligence is no
less susceptible to bias than hu-
mans are. Especially considering
that humans pick the training
data and that affects how AI
forms it’s models. (P1708/1272)

Incompre-

hensible
responses

Definition: The comment is unrelated to the task
and/or contains text copied from the instructions or
nonsensical text.
Application: This category is assigned if the com-
ment is not a justification for the rating. Additionally,
this category is applied if it becomes apparent from
the comments that a participant did not understand
the task. If one comment of a respondent can clearly
be assigned to this category, all comments by this
same respondent have to be assigned to this cate-
gory, because it cannot be assumed that the person
trustfully filled out the questionnaire.

ok a so like in (P1419/4830)

they are intelligent (P607/2486)

I agree that person is or is
not wearing glasses. because it
is useful to portrait a person.
(P928/3352)
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Justifications results for the "Glasses" inference
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Figure 5.12: Justifications results for the "Glasses" inference.
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Abstract

Recent advances in computer vision analysis have led to a debate about the kinds of conclu-
sions artificial intelligence (AI) should make about people based on their faces. Some scholars
have argued for supposedly "common sense" facial inferences that can be reliably drawn
from faces using AI. Other scholars have raised concerns about an automated version of
"physiognomic practices" that facial analysis AI could entail. We contribute to this multidisci-
plinary discussion by exploring how individuals with AI competence and laypeople evaluate
facial analysis AI inference-making. Ethical considerations of both groups should inform the
design of ethical computer vision AI. In a two-scenario vignette study, we explore how ethical
evaluations of both groups differ across a low-stake advertisement and a high-stake hiring
context. Next to a statistical analysis of AI inference ratings, we apply a mixed methods
approach to evaluate the justification themes identified by a qualitative content analysis of
participants’ 2768 justifications. We find that people with AI competence (N=122) and laypeo-
ple (N=122; validation N=102) share many ethical perceptions about facial analysis AI. The
application context has an effect on how AI inference-making from faces is perceived. While
differences in AI competence did not have an effect on inference ratings, specific differences
were observable for the ethical justifications. A validation laypeople dataset confirms these
results. Our work offers a participatory AI ethics approach to the ongoing policy discussions
on the normative dimensions and implications of computer vision AI. Our research seeks
to inform, challenge, and complement conceptual and theoretical perspectives on computer
vision AI ethics.
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5.3.1 Introduction

Companies and research institutes increasingly produce and release artificial intelligence (AI)
applications that draw conclusions about individuals from human faces [426, 427, 428]. One
task of such facial processing technologies is facial analysis (hereafter called facial analysis
AI), which classifies facial characteristics as demographic or physical traits [346] and even
personality traits from portrait images. Driven by scientific advances in the areas of face-based
inferences on intelligence, trustworthiness, likability and other personality traits [429, 430,
371], as well as sexual orientation [363, 362], such AI products find application in various
domains including human resources and advertising. In response, a community of critical
data scientists has raised ethical concerns regarding the development of such facial analysis
AI [378, 379, 380, 431, 382].

In policy-making, researchers from various disciplines have argued that the veracity of
inferences from faces is not significant enough to counterbalance negative consequences [349],
and have pointed out the unreliability of human inferences from faces, such as trustworthiness
or intelligence [432, 389]. Others have highlighted the variability and context-dependency
of emotions depicted in pictures and videos showing faces [31]. Members of the European
Parliament recently called "for a ban on the use of private facial recognition databases" [433].
Moreover, serious misclassifications have been uncovered in commercial gender detection
tools [53] and job candidate selection software [383, 256]. Nonetheless, many industry actors
see an enormous market potential – the AI emotion recognition industry alone is predicted to
become worth multiple billion dollars in the coming years [374].

Fundamental questions are how to draw a line between ethically permissible and impermis-
sible AI facial inferences as well as who should be involved in making these decisions. These
two questions are central to understand how AI systems and their regulatory frameworks
can be developed in a socially-sustainable manner. We contribute to this research debate by
exploring how laypeople and individuals with AI competence evaluate facial analysis AI
inference-making. We believe that both groups, potential future designers of AI systems and
subjects of facial analysis AI, should play a more critical role in the development of ethical
computer vision AI.

Prior work has illustrated that the general population (i.e., laypeople) may be aware that
facial analysis AI applications exist but that it has little knowledge of their technological
characteristics [434]. Mainstream media and science fiction contribute to the propagation of
AI narratives that create unrealistic expectations of AI capabilities [435, 434, 436, 437, 438,
439, 440], and pay little attention to their feasibility [441]. Hopes and fears are part of AI
narratives [436] and although some argue that current perceptions are skewed or extreme [437]
such perceptions can influence the acceptance and adoption of AI systems by the general
public [435, 436, 437, 439, 440, 441]. How popular narratives on technology, including the role
of AI, can influence the imagination of future societies has, for instance, been explored using
research through design and narrative analysis [e.g., 442, 443].

It has become increasingly clear that challenges arising from AI systems do not have purely
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technical solutions. For example, the decision to use one fairness metric over another requires
value judgments that cannot be solved by formalistic approaches. Normative decisions always
attract support, skepticism or rejection by different groups in society. Achieving consensus
on topics such as "algorithmic fairness will be difficult unless we understand why people
disagree in the first place" [444, p.1]. In the context of facial analysis AI, we believe it is
important to understand how individuals with AI competence perceive AI inference-making
and how their perception differs from the perception of AI inference-making by laypeople.
Overall, we ask the following research question:

How do ethical justifications of AI inference-making from faces differ between individuals with AI
competence and laypeople?

We build this research on our prior work in which we explored a conceptualization of
reasonable inference [237] and asked laypeople how they evaluate such inferences [445].
In this study, we extend this work and compare evaluations of AI inference-making of
laypeople with those of individuals with AI competence. We first survey researchers and
students studying AI or computer vision AI (N=122) for our sample of "individuals with
AI competence". We then compare their ratings and open-text justifications to a laypeople
dataset (N=122). Furthermore, we analyze whether a range of demographic factors correlates
with differences in the ethical evaluation of AI inference-making from portrait pictures. We
confirm the results using a validation laypeople dataset.

5.3.2 Related work

Research on AI inferences of social constructs and character traits from faces

Many companies have developed facial analysis products used for market research, customer
targeting, health care or education. For instance, Face++ sells services that infer "face related
attributes including age, gender, smile intensity, [...] emotion, beauty" [428]. EmoVu [446]
and FaceReader by Noldus perform facial expression analysis and infer, amongst others,
personal characteristics and the six basic emotions [447] "happy, sad, angry, surprised, scared,
and disgusted" [448]. Betaface and SkyBiometry classify glasses, beard, mustache, mood, or
ethnicity [449, 450]. Faception claims to be able to identify people with high IQ [426].

The foundation for these analyses stems from research on inferences from human faces
by humans. Research in evolutionary anthropology and psychology presents findings that
humans "cannot help" but form first facial impressions despite their proven inaccuracy [349,
44, 350, 337, 351]. In the past, organizational and institutional physiognomic practices relied
on making inferences about character traits from visual appearance [345, 346, 347, 256,
348]. Well-known for their contributions to physiognomy, Francis Galton, Caspar Lavatar or
Cesare Lombroso, amongst others, developed taxonomies of character interpretations and
corresponding facial configurations (see [44] for physiognomy’s history). Today, a line of
research persists that advocates the accuracy of first facial impressions [45, 353, 354, 355].
Research in computer vision datasets, algorithms, and models is clearly aware of this line of
research. Projects in computer vision AI have asserted to successfully infer sexual [362, 363]
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and political orientation [364, 365] or emotion intensity and emotion expression [360, 361]
based on people’s faces in images. Others claim to be able to infer a variety of latent traits in
personality assessment, such as trustworthiness [429] or the big 5 personality traits [369, 366,
367, 370, 451, 318, 319, 320] from profile images. However, considerable evidence suggests
that first facial impressions do not surpass a "kernel of truth" [349, 350, 389, 44, 390, 337].

Researchers in the field of critical data science highlight ethical concerns arising from
classifying individuals with AI on the basis of their facial appearance. Image-based inferences
about people can only represent visibly apparent factors of an inferred concept [388]. However,
as such inferences are used today, they may be based on bold or questionable semiotic
assumptions when predicting intentions, aims, and capabilities or characters of individuals
based on their facial characteristics found in portrait images [398, 345]. Judgments of this
kind are epistemologically unreliable [256, 237]. Some researchers have argued that such
systems are morally objectionable because they treat individuals as categorized objects [399,
388], and others have proposed to abolish physiognomic AI [256].

Does knowledge of AI correlate with ethical perceptions of AI?

While prior research has investigated users’ perceptions of AI-based systems, only a handful of
research studies exist that investigate experts’ ethical perceptions of AI systems [452, 444, 453].
Here, measuring AI knowledge has proven to be difficult. Approaches vary from attempts
to identify actual AI knowledge over the recruitment of specific subject pools to measures
involving programming and numeracy skills (see Appendix A.1 for an overview). Another
difficulty in comparing the studies arises from the diversity of application contexts and the
diversity of AI systems, e.g., "automated decision-making by AI" [454], "expert systems" [455],
"algorithms" [456], "artificial intelligence" [457] , or "algorithmic decision-making" [452].

Some positive associations were observed: [454] found that both higher levels of educa-
tion and technical knowledge, including AI knowledge, have a positive association with
perceived usefulness, but no significant association with perceived risk of AI decision-making.
Higher technical knowledge levels show a positive association with AI fairness perceptions.
Similarly, [455] reported that teachers with knowledge on expert systems perceive higher
utility of advice from these systems compared to teachers lacking such knowledge; there was
no relation between numeracy and acceptance of algorithmic advice. [456] found that less
numerate people appreciate advice from algorithms less in the context of forecasting and
estimation tasks.

In contrast, [457] found that AI expertise and perceptions on AI adoption were not
related. [458] found that greater levels of computer programming knowledge decreased the
perceived fairness of algorithmic decisions in the context of dividing household chores. The
authors assumed that participants with higher levels of knowledge were either confronted
with unexpected algorithmic decision-making results and/or had greater knowledge about
the limitations of such systems. Generally, discussion-based decision outcomes were perceived
as fairer than outcomes produced by algorithms. Audio-recorded interviews highlighted the
importance of participation in decision-making – i.e., the ability to choose and to agree or
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disagree – as well as enhanced social transparency of decision outcomes via discussion of the
perceptions of whether an outcome was fair or not. [456] observed that greater familiarity
with algorithms led to less acceptance of advice from automated forecasting tasks.

[453] found AI researchers to favor a prioritization of research on AI safety, to support pre-
publication reviews to evaluate potential harms, to strongly disagree with AI research on lethal
autonomous weapons, and, finally, to highly trust scientific and international organizations
in shaping the development of AI applications for the public interest. Across three different
scenarios (dynamically-priced premium of car insurance, re-routing of flight passengers,
automatic loan allocation), [452] did not find students’ AI knowledge to influence ethical
perceptions of AI. Instead, individual differences were observed between undergraduate
and postgraduate participants. For the context of criminal justice, undergraduate computer
science students changed their perceptions of algorithmic fairness after one discussion-
intensive class [444]: After the intervention, students preferred adding the gender feature
to the algorithms, which may be explained by weaknesses of the concept "fairness through
blindness". They also preferred algorithms, as opposed to human judges, and favored
algorithmic transparency as a general principle. However, consensus did not increase. Rather,
opinions were more varied regarding some topics.

The literature reviewed above reveals mixed results regarding the influence of AI knowl-
edge on AI perception. The present study contributes to this line of research by comparing
how ethical perceptions of facial analysis in two different contexts vary between laypeople
and individuals with AI competence.

5.3.3 Study procedure and methods

Recruitment process and participants

We recruited 346 survey participants across three samples, one of which served validation
purposes. We sampled AI-competent individuals at the end of 2021 and beginning of 2022
(N=122, female=27.05%, male=69.67%, other=3.28%). We targeted graduate and PhD students
focusing on AI at two large European universities and one large European research institute
via social media and news channels of computer science and data science study programs. We
describe the exact filtering criteria to determine AI competence in Section 5.3.4 (and provide
further data such as course experience in Appendix A.3.4). Each participant was compensated
with a fixed payment of 5€. The mean duration was 16.31 minutes (min: 6.50, max: 32.25).
The age distribution was: 46.72% with age 18-24, 49.18% with age 25-34, 2.46% with age 35-44,
0.82% with age 45-54, and 0.82% with age 55 or above (see Appendix A.4 for data cleaning).

We collected a laypeople sample at the end of 2019 and at the beginning of 2020 via Amazon
Mechanical Turk (MT) in the course of another study [445]. Participation was limited to those
regisered in the United States. We produced a final sample of 3102 participants. For the
present study, we randomly selected 122 laypeople (female=46.09%, male=48.36%, other=0%)
from all participants who indicated to have either very little or novice AI knowledge (46.09%
of the entire dataset). The mean duration was 9.98 minutes (min: 3.87, max: 25.08). The age
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distribution was: 8.20% with age 18-24, 36.07% with age 25-34, 23.77% with age 35-44, 13.93%
with age 45-54, 9.02% with age 55-65, and 9.02% with age 65 or above.

We collected a validation laypeople sample in June of 2022 in a second semester undergrad-
uate lecture at a large European university (N=102, female=18.63%, male=81.37%, other=0%).
We excluded respondents with high AI competence from the sample. The mean duration was
21.88 minutes (min: 5.16, max: 37.4). We assume that the higher average duration was due to
the perceived complexity of the AI knowledge quiz by participants who were not competent
in AI. 99.02% were aged between 18-24, 0.98% were aged between 25-34. Survey completion
was incentivized by being part of a number of voluntary tasks to become eligible for a grade
bonus on the final exam. The validation dataset also allowed for a useful complementary
comparison with the sample of AI-competent individuals due to their shared similarities in
demographic features (gender balance, age and country of origin).

Our home institution does not require an ethics approval for questionnaire-based online
studies. All participants in the dataset were informed about the procedure, the length and
the basic premise of the study, and gave consent to the use of the data for research purposes.
Participants could drop out at any point in the survey, or could exit the survey if they did not
agree with the use of their data for research purposes. All analysis data was fully de-identified
and the privacy of all subjects was preserved at all times during the study. The service used
to collect the data guaranteed compliance with the European Union’s General Data Protection
Regulation (GDPR). The compensation offered in the two paid studies was above minimum
wage.

Vignette study

Experimental vignette studies are a common instrument to study people’s perceptions and
judgments in a variety of hypothetical scenarios [106, 107, 108, 33, 295, 111, 296, 297, 298].
The design of our factorial vignette study is based on our prior work [445]. It consists of two
hypothetical decision scenarios: participants were either drawn into a low-stake advertisement
(AD) or a high-stake hiring (HR) scenario. In both scenarios an AI system scans a portrait
picture and makes a variety of inferences about an individual. Based on these and other
inferences, in the AD context, a social media user will be shown a particular advertisement.
In the HR context, an applicant will either be selected or rejected for a job position (see Figure
1 in Appendix A.2). Participants then rated on a 7-point Likert scale their level of agreement
or disagreement (1 = "strongly agree", 7 = "strongly disagree") with eight distinct AI-made
inferences from a portrait picture, drawn for the above described purpose of the application
context: gender, emotion expression, wearing glasses and skin color, intelligent, trustworthy, assertive,
and likable. These ratings are hereafter called inference ratings. After each inference rating and
before proceeding to the next inference, participants were asked to justify their rating in one
to two sentences.
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5.3.4 Measuring AI competence

We developed an AI knowledge test with a total of nine questions. Four of them were
directed at computer vision, out of which three were based on the computer vision textbook
by [459]. The other six questions were based on an instrument designed to assess student’s
AI and machine learning knowledge by [460]. Here, we adjusted questions for the purpose
of this study and removed some items (see Appendix A.3). The AI knowledge test was first
discussed with three researchers and the resulting feedback was implemented. The scale was
evaluated via a pre-study with three participants, who had varying AI knowledge levels. The
pre-study additionally included one question on the difficulty of each item. The pre-study
illustrated that the AI knowledge test has easy, moderate and difficult questions, and was
able to map out a variety of AI knowledge levels.

Mixed method analysis strategy

All analyses were performed in R and Python.

Content-structuring qualitative content analysis

The design of our research study followed an embedded design, which we analyzed using
mixed methods by integrating qualitative and quantitative data [461, 462]. To analyze the
application of justification themes, we applied content-structuring qualitative content analysis
and developed a detailed category scheme to map justification patterns within the responses
by participants [463, 74, 461, 462, 464]. First, one researcher labeled 15% of the two main
datasets and formulated 57 detailed categories, which were discussed with a second researcher
and grouped into 21 super-ordinate categories. Second, both researchers independently
applied this category scheme to 10% [461] of both datasets using the instructions documented
in the code book in Appendix C. The inter-coder reliability was above Krippendorff’s α ≥ 0.8
for each of the inferences [465]. Differences were discussed with a third researcher. No further
categories were included. Finally, one researcher labeled the entire dataset using the final
category scheme. The coding occurred at the word level. This meant that as little as one word
up to the entire answer could be assigned a code. Three researchers labeled the validation
dataset applying the previously developed category scheme. They achieved Krippendorff’s α

≥ 0.7 for each of the inferences. Differences were discussed and resolved among the three
researchers.

Frequency and co-occurrence analysis of justification themes

We analyzed the justification themes using co-occurrence and frequency analysis. We com-
pared the results for subgroups of the sample, e.g., AI-competent vs. laypeople, AD vs. HR
context. First, the frequencies of the individual themes were analyzed independently of the
co-occurrence with other themes. Second, the frequencies of all unique theme pairs, e.g., the
likelihood of two themes being mentioned in combination with each other, were explored.
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Figure 5.13: Mean inference ratings in AD vs. HR context by sample. Means of inference ratings for
each inference by context and sample show that the AI-competent and laypeople (MT)
largely agree in their ratings of facial AI inferences. Rating score 1: "strongly agree",
rating score 7: "strongly disagree".

Factor analysis, Welch two-sample t-test and analysis of variances

To analyze subjects’ ratings, we performed an exploratory factor analysis with orthogonal
rotation (varimax), minres factor extraction and regression factor estimation for all three
samples. The Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin measure verified the sampling adequacy for the analy-
sis [420, 466] and Barlett’s test of sphericity indicated that the correlations between items
were sufficiently large. For all samples, parallel analysis, BIC, the Velicer MAP and the Kaiser
criterion, amongst other tests, suggested retaining two factors (see Appendix B.2 for details).
Furthermore, Welch two-sample t-tests and analysis of variances (ANOVA) were computed
to directly compare the inference ratings.

5.3.5 Results

Inference ratings show no significant differences between AI-competent and laypeople.

Welch two-sample t-test results

Comparing the inference ratings of the two main samples, none of the Bonferroni-corrected
Welch two-sample t-tests shows significant group differences (see Figure 5.13 and Appendix
B.1). A robustness check of the results using Yuen’s test for trimmed means confirms that
there are no significant group differences. The validation laypeople dataset validates the
absence of group differences for all inference ratings except for the inference wearing glasses
(pBonf.=.04) in the AD context.
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Exploratory factor analyses suggest all samples perceive the same two constructs
underlying the eight inferences.

Exploratory factor analyses produced the same structure of factor loadings, i.e. two factors,
for all three samples. The first factor included the inferences intelligent, trustworthy, assertive
and likable, which will be referred to as character and personality traits in the following. The
second factor included the inferences gender, emotion expression, wearing glasses and skin color,
which will be referred to as social constructs and features. Although prior tests (see Appendix
B.2) proved the data to be appropriate, some factor loadings did not exceed 0.6 [467], and
some of the items (e.g., gender) loaded on two factors [468]. We assume that this is due to
our rather small sample sizes [467]. Next, we performed robustness checks by repeating the
analysis on random sub-samples of 85% of the datasets. The robustness checks validated the
findings. These results replicated findings with a large sample in [445]. The observations also
confirmed the results from the Welch two-sample t-test: participants in both samples gave
similar agreement-disagreement ratings to each of the inferences.

AI-competent and laypeople apply similar levels of complexity to their justifications.

To understand how AI-competent and laypeople justified their inference ratings, we first
performed a complexity analysis of the open-text justifications. The analyzed justifications
consisted of as little as one word up to a few sentences. Depending on the number of
arguments embedded in the justification, we assigned a varying amount of themes during the
labeling process. For instance, one participant gave the inference likable the rating "strongly
disagree" and explained that one "absolutely can’t tell if someone is likable because of the
way they look. It’s actually insulting and misleading and unfair to do that." This justification
was labeled with the two themes "not sufficient/ good evidence (data) for task", and "bias/
stereotypes/ discrimination". We refer to justifications of this type as two-theme justifications.
The use of fewer arguments could indicate that participants have a clear opinion regarding
an inference. The use of more themes could indicate a more diverse and complex spectrum
of viewpoints regarding an inference.

The analysis (Table 5.10) shows slight differences in the complexity of justifications by
context and inference type. Subjects in the HR context and additionally laypeople in the
AD context, provided somewhat more one-theme and less two-theme justifications when
justifying their ratings on character and personality trait inferences than when justifying their
ratings on construct and feature inferences. This suggests that evaluations were somewhat
clearer for inferences on character or personality traits. In contrast, participants discussed
inferences on constructs and features more diversely.

Context matters: People agree more with AI inferences in the AD than in the HR context.

We then turned our attention to the experimental variable context (AD context vs. HR context)
to understand whether and how it influences ratings and justifications of participants.
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Table 5.10: Complexity of subject’s justifications (in %)

AI-competent laypeople validation+

Type AD HR AD HR AD HR

Inferences on constructs and features
One theme 66.7 64.3 70.9 74.6 62.3 56.4
Two themes 29.2 31.2 27 23.8 30.9 29.4
Three themes 3.8 4.5 2 1.6 6.9 14.2
Four themes 0.4 - - - - -
# open text answers *264 224 244 244 204 204

Inferences on character and personality traits
One theme 66.3 76.8 79.5 80.7 58.8 64.7
Two themes 28.8 19.2 19.3 18.4 32.4 25
Three themes 4.9 2.7 0.8 0.8 8.8 10.3
Four themes - - - - - -
# open text answers *264 224 244 244 204 204

* After cleaning of the data, more participants from the AI
competent sample happened to be in the AD than HR context.
+ More multi-theme justifications by the validation sample may
be explained by the longer survey duration.

People agree more with AI inference-making in the low-stake AD context and less in the
high-stake HR context.

In all three samples, subjects in the HR context showed significantly less agreement with AI
facial inferences than subjects in the AD context (AI-competent (meanAD =3.90, meanHR =4.54):
tWelch(99.08) =-3.35, p<.01, ĝHedges =-0.62, CI95% [-0.99,-0.25]; laypeople (meanAD =3.88, meanHR

=4.54): tWelch (118.09) =-3.91, p<.01, ĝHedges =-0.71, CI95% [-1.07,-0.34]; validation (meanAD =4.06,
meanHR =4.71): tWelch (98.86) =-3.35, p<.01, ĝHedges =-0.66, CI95% [-1.06,-0.26]). These results
indicate that the application context has an impact on participants’ evaluations.

The decision context is the most influential factor in participants’ ratings.

We performed one six-way ANOVA for each of the eight inferences to analyze the effect of
context on the inference rating while controlling for gender, age, education, country, and
sample. The variable sample included the AI-competent and laypeople (MT) sample. Using
Pillai’s trace, ANOVAs with Bonferroni corrections for the eight tests showed that only the
variable context had a statistically significant effect on inference ratings of gender (p<.001),
emotion expression (p=.015), wearing glasses (p<.001) and skin color (p=.001). Bonferroni-corrected
ANOVAs including the AI-competent and validation laypeople dataset confirmed these
results, except for the inference emotion expression. We found no other significant effect for
any other variable (see Appendix B.3).
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Perceptions on the relevance of ‘construct and feature’ inferences are mixed; in the HR
context, laypeople perceive inferences on ‘character and personality traits’ as relevant.

The influence of the decision context was particularly evident when participants emphasized
the "irrelevance" or "relevance" of construct and feature inferences (see Figure 5.14, light and
dark orange). Participants evaluated these inferences as more "relevant" in the AD context
and more "irrelevant" in the HR context. Similarly, participants used the theme "inference
(only) sometimes relevant" more frequently in the HR context. This tendency was observed
in all samples.

Both laypeople samples applied themes of "(ir)relevance" more frequently than participants
with AI competence. Surprisingly, this was particularly the case for MTurk laypeople in the
HR context for inferences on character and personality traits ("relevant": 15.7%, see Figure 5.14
light orange). For instance, participants from this sample justified that inferring intelligence
"would give a hint as to how [...] [applicants] would perform on the job" or that inferring
trustworthiness "in the workplace can be important and it’s not wise to have a dishonest person
around". For inferences on constructs and features, laypeople underlined the "irrelevance" of
the inferences wearing glasses (26.2% of laypeople; 29.4% of validation laypeople) and skin color
(27.9%; 39.2%) in the HR context and the "relevance" of the inferences wearing glasses (26.2%;
33.3%) and gender (26.2%; 29.4%) in the AD context. Some AI-competent subjects drawn
into the AD context agreed that the inferences wearing glasses (21.2%) and gender (18.2%) are
relevant to be inferred (see Appendix D.1).

Participants justify ratings on construct and feature inferences with a wide variety of
themes; ratings on character and personality inferences with "insufficient data" themes.

Next, we analyzed whether specific themes were of special importance when justifying
inference ratings on constructs and features or character and personality traits.

Ratings on ‘construct and feature’ inferences are explained by a variety of justification
themes.

As depicted in Figure 5.14, all subjects frequently applied themes highlighting "AI ability",
"sufficiency" of the data, and – depending on the AD or HR context – the "relevance" or
"irrelevance" of an inference. AI-competent participants raised somewhat more "ethical and
discriminatory concerns". Overall, justifications included a substantial variety of justification
themes.

Ratings on ‘character and personality trait’ inferences are predominately explained by the
"insufficiency" of a profile picture as evidence.

The use of the "insufficiency" theme was particularly prevalent for laypeople in the HR
context (AI-competent: 37.5%, laypeople: 56.7%; validation: 39.3%). Again, individuals with
AI competence raised "ethical and discriminatory concerns" more often than participants in
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Figure 5.14: Percentages of individual themes grouped by super-ordinate topic, by context, and by
sample. Stacked bars add up to 100% and represent the total of individual themes used
by the specific sample. Only percentages > 1% are labeled on the graph.

Percentage of individual themes used.
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both laypeople samples. Furthermore, participants made references to the "subjectivity" of
the inference task.

Participants believe "AI can infer" whether a person is wearing glasses on a portrait
picture; they are skeptical about AI’s ability to infer emotional expression.

All three samples used the themes "technical ability of AI", "accurate and well working"
models, and "easy to infer" most frequently to justify ratings on the inference wearing glasses.
They applied the theme "can infer sometimes/ difficult in some situation" most often to justify
ratings on emotion expression and gender. For instance, one participant explained that while
"the majority of people can have a gender revealed through just a picture, not everyone fits
that mold."

Some participants from both main samples believed that a "profile picture is good evidence"
for the inferences wearing glasses and emotion expression. At the same time, there were critical
voices stating that a profile picture is not sufficient evidence to infer emotion expression, e.g.,
"Emotion changes by the hour or minute. Can’t make an inference based on that." The
validation dataset supported these latter results.

Co-occurrence analysis: "AI (in)ability" and data-related themes co-occur most often with
other themes.

We then analyzed the co-occurrence of themes with each other to identify patterns in the
use of multiple justification themes (see Appendix D.2). We found that for inferences on
constructs and features, the AI-competent raised concerns but acknowledged AI to be able
to make certain inferences. Referring to inferences on constructs and features, people with
AI competence raised "ethical and discriminatory concerns" in combination with almost all
other justification themes, however, most frequently in combinations with themes on "AI
ability" or the "sufficiency" of the profile picture as evidence (see Figure 5a and 5b-1 in the
Appendix). This relationship reversed for justifications of ratings on character and personality
trait inferences. Here, "ethical and discriminatory concerns" were most frequently brought
forward in combination with themes on the "insufficiency" of a profile picture as evidence
(see Figure 5a and 5b-3 in the Appendix).

For inferences on character and personality traits, laypeople often paired comments on the
"(in)sufficiency" or "(in)adequacy" of the data with another theme. For constructs and features,
a greater variety of theme combinations was observed.

Many inferences are based on questionable norms or resemble social constructs and
societal stereotypes.

To understand participants’ most critical concerns, we finally focused on themes related to
"ethical and discriminatory concerns" and "AI inability" (see Figure 4 in the Appendix).
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Individuals with AI competence perceive the inference likable as subjective.

More than laypeople, individuals with AI competence and subjects from the validation
sample described the inference likable as "relative", "based on sympathy", and "subjective",
e.g., "Likability is a matter of perspective" and "depends on the observer." Comments also
referred to other justification themes such as ethical concerns, e.g., "Likability is a highly
subjective measure and inherently biased. In addition, it is highly unethical to have such
type of decisions made by systems that are not capable of understanding the impact of this
decisions" [sic] or "Likeability itself is an ill defined thing, predicting it from just portraits is
wrong". Participants did not consider any other inference as equally subjective as likable.

Some subjects state that inferences on ‘character and personality traits’ cannot be inferred.
However, approximately half of subjects highlight that the data is simply insufficient or
inadequate.

A considerable amount of subjects from all samples stated that a profile picture is "insufficient"
data (26%-79% depending on inference, context, and sample) to infer character and personality
traits. For instance, subjects commented that "[n]o facial features indicate trust", or that
intelligence "is not quantifiable through visual data". At the same time, a minority (~15%) of
the AI-competent, a small percentage of laypeople, and many participants from the validation
dataset argued that AI cannot infer specific character or personality traits. An AI-competent
participant explained that the "problem here is ill-posed", there "is no general understanding",
and "no clear" or "objective definition of intelligence that everyone agrees with!" Given the
lack of shared definitions, some asked "how is this measured? How is it implemented during
training?", and "What are the parameters for identifying someone as intelligent?" These
findings suggest that some participants evaluated inferences such as intelligent and trustworthy
as social conceptualizations that require a common understanding before being used as
inference in facial analysis AI.

Participants with AI competence believe that stereotypical judgments enable AI to draw
’character and personality traits’.

Other people with AI competence worried about "stereotypes" embedded in the training
data. They elaborated that, e.g., "a categorization of intelligence based on looks seems to
correlate features that are not correlated" or that "the training data for trustworthiness depends
on societal stereotypes and not actual trustworthyness" [sic]. Conversely, the existence of
"stereotypes" was also used to argue in favor of AI being able to make an inference. For
instance, a participant explained that the inference likable "makes sense because some people’s
appearance is appealing to more people. But, this inference can only be made on a statistical
basis: Person is or is not likable on average." AI-competent participants stated justifications
in relation to "bias, stereotypes and discrimination" most frequently when referring to the
inferences trustworthy, assertive, and likable, e.g., one participant commented that "it’s an
unethical idea to give ai systems the ability to inference something so loosely defined and
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this will lead to biased choices made in the name of "science"." Laypeople did not show these
levels of concern for any of these inferences.

A minority of participants raises concerns regarding the inference skin color.

In the HR context, 23% of subjects from all samples raised "ethical concerns" regarding the
inference skin color. One subject commented that skin color "should not be a criterion for job
applications. Furthermore, being of a certain skin color should be a matter of self-description
and not be determined by a computer program". Some participants also perceived the
inference skin color to be based on biased data or to lead to discrimination: "Users will get
predictions based on race and race-based stereotypes" or "if the model is biased towards skin
color, it may not encourage a fair AI agent." Some subjects highlighted that skin color can be
inferred but should not be done or used: "Color can be detected easily by computer vision
frameworks (though this inference imposes certain ethical questions)" or "While it is possible
to determine the skin color of a person from a portrait [...], it is ethically incorrect to base
any decisions on skin color" or "Detecting skin colour should be trivial for the software, so
it is reasonable to expect that inference. It is NOT reasonable that this information should
be used to indicate whether someone is suitable for the job." These comments exemplify the
diversity of normative evaluation of the inference skin color. Although suggesting that AI can
infer skin color, this inference – which some specifically relate to "race" or "ethnicity" – was
perceived as an impermissible inference by a considerable number of subjects.

A minority of participants highlights that binary gender norms are not appropriate and
ethically questionable.

Referring to the inference gender, some participants raised "ethical concerns" in the HR
context (AI-competent: 16.1%; laypeople: 11.5%). In both contexts, 9% of participants with AI
competence believed that inferences on gender are based on biased data: "The AI might learn
to assign gender identity based on a heavily biased training data which are influenced by
conventional gender identity norms hence making fateful inferences in the real world. Such
inferences are unreasonable". Some subjects across all samples specifically highlighted that
"gender norms are not appropriate" anymore: "This used to be a more ‘objective’ decision,
however society has changed and persons can decide by themselves their gender, without
being guided by their appearance. The most important part is, again, the inability of an AI
system to understand the consequences of deciding something like this". Others commented
that gender can be inferred but is not appropriate: "this is very apparent and thus somewhat
alright, but then again, gender is a fluid concept". Some participants believed gender to be a
social construct that is not binary as is often presupposed by facial analysis AI.

5.3.6 Key Observations and Discussion

Overall, our study on the ethical perceptions of facial analysis AI suggests that there are no
"common sense" facial analysis inferences. In all samples, there are participants who raise
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concerns, in particular, ethical concerns that inferences lack epistemic validity, should not
matter or should not be used for the purpose of an application. In addition, we find that
both AI-competent and laypeople express a variety of normative concerns regarding AI facial
inferences. At the same time, only a minority of participants concluded that AI cannot, under
any circumstance, make an inference from faces.

Regarding the facial inference emotion expression, participants note that a profile picture is
only a snapshot and thus, "temporary and short-lived". Recently, emotion researchers have
argued that emotion expression is more context-dependent and variable than commonly
assumed. The emotional state of a person cannot be readily inferred from a person’s facial
expression [31]. Participants in both samples raised similar concerns. For example, one
participant stated that there "are numerous people that tend to hide their emotions through
pictures [...]".

Our analysis of justifications clearly shows that participants voice concerns regarding the
classification of latent traits by facial analysis. Participants pointed out that the inference
of attributes such as intelligence from facial information presupposed a highly simplified
definition of a multidimensional concept. Similarly, participants mentioned potential problems
related to the subjectivity associated with inferring attributes such as likability from faces.

We found that participants criticized the ethically problematic application of a binary
conceptualization of gender. This finding aligns with recent critical data science research on
computer vision. Here, authors, too, point to the fact that sensitive categories, such as gender
and race, are often treated as "common sense categories" in computer vision datasets [380,
345, 382, 383].

On the other hand, a justification theme among both laypeople and people with AI
competence pertains to the possibility of an AI inference provided that the "data is correct".
This line of reasoning resembles narratives behind facial analysis AI research and commercial
tools that try to solve issues with predictive power at the level of data rather than question their
epistemic foundations. Some of the AI-competent and laypeople used entrenched stereotypical
heuristics to evaluate AI facial inferences. While heuristics and stereotypes may initially help
humans navigate through complex social interactions, research on the validity of human
inferences from faces demonstrates that faces are no "strong and reliable indicator of people’s
underlying traits" [389, p.569].

Some specific differences between the two main samples could be observed. Both laypeople
samples applied more pragmatic justifications referring to the "(ir)relevance" of the visual data
for a decision-making procedure. For inferences on character and personality traits, more than
half of laypeople (MT) described the data as "insufficient" for the inference task. People with
AI competence mentioned themes related to "(ir)relevance" and "insufficiency" less frequently
than laypeople, but raised "ethical concerns" more frequently than laypeople.

The complexities behind participants’ justifications indicate a "struggle" for the power over
the creation and attribution of meaning for visual data. Our study asks who can and should
participate in this discourse. AI experts currently have free rein over the meaning that their
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datasets should be attributed with. However, politicians are aware of the complexities behind
the meaning of visual data [e.g., 433] and we highlight again that more and more critics
are voicing ethical concerns [e.g., 345, 387, 388, 347, 383, 382]. One of our main concerns
is that the inference of perceived traits or features, e.g., "perceived trustworthiness" [e.g.,
469] as opposed to "actual trustworthiness" by an AI system ultimately contributes to society
remaining trapped in a cycle of stereotypes.

Taken together, we note that participants in all samples showed a tendency to oppose facial
AI inference-making. Participants’ evaluations underline many of the ethical complications of
facial analysis AI that have recently been raised by critical data scientists and other scholars.
Moreover, we see that people do not apply a consistent and universal justification profile for
each of the facial inferences. Facial inferences are not simple constructs but overloaded with
epistemic and pragmatic intuitions that are likely influenced by factors including cultural
background.

We end by wondering how a justifiable ethical framework for facial AI inference-making
could look like. What "standards" would a satisfactory justification fulfill? Given that we deal
with visual inferences, we believe that they should first achieve reasonable epistemic validity
and that this validity should be supported by scientific agreement over the quality of the
evidence. The question then is what a reasonable level of scientific agreement should look
like. We have pointed out that while a large majority of researchers underline the invalidity
of first facial impressions, there is an ongoing stream of research publications that claim to
present evidence on the validity of first impressions.

Participants in our samples disagreed with inferences common in human first impression-
making (e.g., trustworthiness, likability etc.) by algorithmic systems. Indeed, one of the core
findings of this work is that neither individuals with AI competence nor laypeople trust
many of the inferences of facial analysis technology. With legislative attempts seeking to ban
certain facial processing technologies, with a plethora of scholars pointing to the dangers
of an automated version of physiognomy, and the different sample populations expressing
their lack of trust toward such AI inference-making, we ask in what context and under what
circumstances such facial analysis AI can be justified at all. It appears that, more often than
not, there are better reasons not to develop and deploy AI that analyzes human faces to draw a
variety of inferences that are then used for a particular decision-making context. Weaving
together the argumentation threads from our previous results [445], critical remarks of data
scientists and policy-makers, we take it that there is a strong case to be made that such AI
inference-making is epistemically invalid, pragmatically of little use, and, overall, contributes
and perpetuates stereotypes that stand in conflict with a society’s welfare.

Limitations and Future Direction

Our samples were composed of comparatively young people with AI competence that are
not representative of all AI researchers. This may have introduced a bias in terms of the
participants’ understanding of and critiques on social constructs such as gender identities.
In addition, this study does not include voices from industry. Future research should also
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survey corporate AI developers.

This research makes a methodological contribution by providing an AI knowledge instru-
ment as an alternative to self-reported AI knowledge measures. We hope that the results from
the application of the AI knowledge test will act as a starting point for the utilization of a
more objective and reliable measure of knowledge on AI. It should be noted that given rapid
advances in AI, the questions contained in the AI quiz should be regularly updated.

Our sample included participants from the United States (laypeople sample) and Europe
(AI-competent and validation laypeople sample). We addressed the limitation of comparability
of the two main samples by creating a validation dataset that shows substantial similarity in
terms of demographics with the AI-competent sample. Given the international application of
AI systems, diverse study participants are vital. Hence, future studies should explore whether
cultural differences influence ethical concerns of facial processing technologies such as facial
analysis AI. If there are no such cross-cultural differences then this could serve as evidence
for the existence of culturally-universal ethical perceptions of facial inferences.

Whereas we evaluated the perception of AI inferences from profile pictures, future research
should also evaluate perceptions of AI inferences from videos. Given that videos are used for
a variety of inference tasks [470], the perception of somewhat more accurate results can be
expected. However, it remains to be seen whether video data will influence whether such
traits should be inferred.

5.3.7 Conclusion

As the use of AI grows in popularity and as the impact of AI inference-making on societies
increases, so does the responsibility of those who develop such AI systems. A special focus
must be placed on exploring the perspectives of a diverse group of people both who are
potentially driving the implementation of computer vision and AI and those that are subjected
to its inference-making.

This work provides insights into perceptions of AI inference-making by the general public
compared to perceptions of individuals with high knowledge of AI. It suggests that, by and
large, people with AI competence and the general public share many perceptions about AI
inference-making and have distinct context- and task-dependent perceptual differences. Being
aware of the perceptions and judgments of people with AI competence, on the one side, and
users, on the other side, is essential to develop AI systems that are based on democratic
discourse, accepted by society, and sustainable.

Concluding this research, we summarize that the application context does have an effect
on how people perceive AI inference-making from faces. While differences in AI competence
did not have an effect on the inference ratings, specific differences were observable for the
ethical justifications. We found that both laypeople and people with AI knowledge showed
more agreement with AI inference-making in the low-stake AD context than in the high-stake
HR context. In both contexts, people with AI competence – although only a small minority
– raised ethical and discriminatory concerns more frequently than laypeople. Laypeople
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made more references to themes related to the (ir)relevance of the inference for the context of
application.

Having explored the question whether differences in AI knowledge account for changes
in the perceptions of AI inference-making across two contexts, this work extends research
in the field of perceptions of algorithmic systems and contributes to the nascent literature
on AI experts’ perceptions on AI inference-making. The results invite a deeper reflection
on the similarities and differences in the perceptions of AI among different people within
the general population. With this work, we aim to ultimately contribute to the development
of sustainable AI systems that are supported, not only by their developers, but also by the
general public.
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5.3.8 Appendix

Research Design and Methods

Overview of Methods Applied in Studies to Measure AI Knowledge

[457] measured Artificial Intelligence (AI) expertise of practitioners in the communications
professions using an 8-item quiz, and AI adoption by asking whether participants were using
specific AI applications (e.g., Siri) on their phones or AI devices (e.g., Alexa) in their homes
or offices. Knowledge on expert models was measured based on the quality of a definition
participants were asked to provide in response to an open-end question [455]. Technical
knowledge was measured by means of three questions about self-reported knowledge on
computer programming, algorithms and AI [454].

Instead of measuring AI knowledge, [453] surveyed researchers who published in leading
AI/ML conferences and assumed them to have high AI knowledge. Others surveyed students
studying AI [452, 444]. [452] additionally measured their level of knowledge on fairness in
algorithmic decision-making or prior training on topics such as algorithm accountability,
transparency and fairness through a self-reported 5-point Likert scale.

Again other studies used knowledge in computer programming and numeracy, as mea-
sured by [456] using a 11-item numeracy scale by [471] as a proxy. [456] measured familiarity
with algorithms by asking participants how certain they were to know what an algorithm is.

Survey Vignette

Figure 5.15 shows the vignette presented to the participants of the AI-competent and vali-
dation laypeople samples, which was based on a the vignette presented in [445]. The same
wording and order of text passages were used.

AI Knowledge Measure

Construction

In order to better assess respondent’s AI knowledge, we complemented a self-rated AI
knowledge level instrument (one item 5-point Likert scale) by an AI knowledge measure
(see Table 5.11). This measure is based on an instrument used to asses students’ AI and
Machine Learning (ML) knowledge by [460]. The developed AI knowledge measure contains
single-choice questions on ML of varying degrees of difficulty. The measure by [460] was
adapted to the purposes of this study as follows: Four questions that originated from [472]
were excluded. Those four questions were originally intended to measure the change in
knowledge of AI after a workshop-based intervention. Additionally, four questions were
removed that did not seem to be fitting for the purpose of this research study. One item
in P4 was replaced by an item that is less philosophically disputable. The wording of P5
was changed slightly to make the items shorter. Furthermore, three questions that were not
perceived to be fitting for the purposes of this study were removed. Finally, for all four-item
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Figure 5.15: Scenario presented to study participants in a) the advertisement context or b) the hiring
context.
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questions, one wrong item was exchanged with the answer "I don’t know". For the question
with two items, an "I don’t know" option was added. Without the option "I don’t know",
respondents would have had either to guess or to choose one answer at random, which
would have introduced a bias. Given that this research focuses on computer vision, three
self-constructed computer vision specific questions (Q7 - Q9) were added, based on [459].
In summary, Q1 through Q5 reflect general questions on ML whereas Q6 through Q9 focus
specifically on computer vision and are expected to be answerable by less respondents. In
Table 5.11, correct items are marked with an "(X)".

Additional survey questions related to AI knowledge

Besides the questions related to the AI knowledge test, we included a number of additional
questions to the survey that allowed us to verify the results from the AI knowledge test.
We added two questions on the number of AI courses that the participant took part in
(with a technical and with a socio-political or ethical focus). Furthermore, we included
three questions to control for the knowledge on the presented AI scenarios, the science of
first impression-making, and potential external assistance. To control whether specific AI
knowledge might have come from their corporate experiences, we asked participants whether
they have an (AI-related) job. We also asked participants how they learned about the survey
and what research field best described their research (see Table 5.12).

Validation

Before running our main study, we tested the AI knowledge measure by running a pre-study
with three participants. Participants received a survey with the AI knowledge test questions
and an additional question designed to indicate the perceived difficulty of each question in
the test. Furthermore, the survey asked for an indication of the number of courses with a
focus on technical AI, as well as the number of courses with a social-political and/or ethical
AI focus. Additionally, participants were asked to indicate their level of AI knowledge on a
5-point Likert-style scale.

Participants were briefed that they were part of a pre-study that helped evaluate the AI
knowledge test. Each participant provided feedback on how long it took to complete the
survey and whether any questions were misleading. This feedback was gathered and first
discussed with the research team. Then, any remaining issues were discussed with an AI
expert not part of the research team.

Based on the feedback from the pre-study, the number of mixed examples in P11 for the
correct item was increased (from 10 to 1000) to ensure that the strategy described in this item
would more clearly result in a the better system. Furthermore, one item was removed from
the AI knowledge quiz, because – based on assumptions made by the participant – all of the
items might arguably have been correct.

One participant in the pre-study had taken no AI courses and described him-/herself as
a novice with regards to AI knowledge. Another person had taken three technical courses
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Table 5.11: AI knowledge test: Questions. Changes to original items are indicated.

Name Orig. Item and Anchors

Q1 P4 When an artificial intelligence (AI) system offers results that discriminate in terms, for example,
of sex, this is usually due to:

• (X) That the data that was used to train the system was not balanced, that is, that much
more data was used for men than women, or vice versa.

• That the system is designed to be used by men to a greater extent than by women, or vice
versa.

• That the system itself tried to be sexist. (new item)

• I don’t know. (originally: That the developers of the system had sexist biases.)

• (deleted item: That the system reflects the sexist reality of human nature.)

Q2 P9 In which of the following tasks, to be performed by a computer, would it be appropriate to
apply machine learning (ML) techniques?

• (X) Recognize if an email is spam (junk mail).

• Count the number of times a key is pressed.

• Inform about the hours of a certain business based on the day of the week.

• I don’t know. (originally: Add large numbers.)

Q3 P11 Both Alicia and Robert want to train a machine learning (ML) system that serves to recognize
whether a certain text is "happy / positive" or "sad / negative". Alicia and Robert follow two
different training strategies. Who of the two will get the better system?

• (X) Alicia. She has compiled 1000 mixed examples of happy / positive texts and another
1000 mixed examples of sad / negative texts.

• Robert. He has collected 1000 examples of happy / positive texts and another 10 examples
of sad / negative texts.

• I don’t know.

Q4 P5 Imagine we implement machine learning (ML) techniques in a text recognition system. We
present the computer with a set of sample texts and the computer, after processing, is able to
recognize ...

• only the texts that exactly match those examples.

• (X) texts similar to those examples (that is, to recognize new texts that it has not seen before).

• any text, image or sound that we present to it.

• I don’t know. (originally: any text we present to it.)

Q5 P6 Which of the following statements is true about machine learning (ML)?

• (X) Training data is essential for machine learning, without data it is not possible to do
machine learning.

• The more data we use to train a system that incorporates machine learning, the worse (more
inaccurate) are the results offered by that system.

• Machine learning does not need data to function, precisely because it is automatic and does
not depend on being fed data of any kind.

• I don’t know. (originally: With automatic learning, computers learn to think and can recognize
any type of data (text, image, sound ...), in the same way that a human being does.)
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Name Orig. Item and Anchors

Q6 P7 Which of the following strategies would be more appropriate to teach a computer to recognize
the photo of any apple?

• (X) Train the computer with several photos of different apples, taken in different places and
contexts.

• Train the computer with several similar photos of the same apple, taken in the same place.

• Train the computer with several identical copies of the same photo of an apple.

• I don’t know. (originally: Train the computer with photos of dogs.)

Q7 – Which of the following datasets is a classic in the machine-learning community and classifying
its content correctly can be considered the “Hello World” of deep learning:

• ImageNet

• (X) MNIST

• Open Images Dataset

• I don’t know.

Q8 – The best tool for attacking visual-classification problems are ...

• (X) convnets, because they work by learning a hierarchy of modular patterns and concepts
to represent the visual world, and the representations they learn are easy to inspect.

• densely connected layers, because they learn global patterns in their input feature space,
which makes them data efficient when processing images.

• basic neural networks, because they learn to associate images and labels, and are energy
efficient due to their simplistic computational structure.

• I don’t know.

Q9 – For a multilabel classification, the typical choice for a loss function is ...

• MSE

• categorical cross entropy.

• (X) binary cross entropy.

• I don’t know.
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Table 5.12: Additional validation questions

Question Scale

How many courses with a focus on technical AI did you take? 6-point (0 to
5+)

How many courses with a focus on socio-political and/or ethical AI did
you take?

6-point (0 to
5+)

In your opinion, how realistic was the scenario? 5-point
How much do you know about the scientific validity of first impressions
(based on faces)?

4-point

Did you receive any support for the previous AI quiz? For example, did
you consult a search engine (e.g. Google, Bing) or were you helped by
nearby friends, colleagues or relatives?

yes/no

Are you currently employed?
exact wording: yes (IT-related job/company)/ yes (non IT-related job/com-
pany)

yes (IT)/
yes (not IT)/
no

How did you learn about this survey? (e.g. which course/ social media/
messaging system)

open

Please indicate research field/ study program? open

on AI and two socio-political and/or ethical AI courses and rated his/her AI knowledge
as intermediate. Another person had attended five technical courses on AI and three socio-
political and/or ethical AI courses and rated his/her AI knowledge as advanced. All
respondents had a Master’s degree. The reported time needed to complete the quiz was 5, 8
and 10 minutes (order unrelated to presented subjects).

Based on respondents’ answers on the perceived difficulty of a question (easy, medium,
difficult), a difficulty score was calculated. A question received zero difficulty points when
being rated as easy, one difficulty point when being rated as medium and two difficulty
points when being rated as difficult. The sum total of the scores collected was then divided by
the number of participants. Thus, the difficulty score ranges from 0 to 2. Figure 5.16 displays
the questions ordered by their difficulty score.

Di f f icultyScore = ∑(di f f icultyPoints)
Nrespondents

People with less knowledge on AI perceived more questions as difficult than people with
more knowledge on AI. More specifically, a question that has been perceived as difficult
by a respondent with little AI knowledge, was considered as medium by the other two
respondents with more AI knowledge. Two questions were rated as easy by all participants:
statement about machine learning (training data is essential) and strategy to train an image
recognition system (several photos of different apples taken in different places and contexts).

Furthermore, the results from the pre-study hint at a difference in answering behavior, i.e.,
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Figure 5.16: Perceived difficulty of AI knowledge test question by participants of the pre-study.

respondents with a higher self-identified AI knowledge tended to avoid choosing the option
“I don’t know”, and rather risked to select a wrong answer. Instead, the respondent with little
AI knowledge tended to select the option “I don’t know” more frequently, and in contrast to
the other two participants, did not select any incorrect answer.

We observed a positive association between the self-rated AI knowledge and the AI
knowledge test. This association is also in line with the number of courses taken, i.e.,
respondents who took fewer AI courses had fewer correct answers than respondents who
took more AI courses.

Overall, the test seems to reflect knowledge on AI. Compared to the self-rated AI knowl-
edge, the AI knowledge test seems to be more objective and less influenced by personal
reflections on knowledge or personal characteristics such as diffidence (e.g., one subject had
90% correct answers but indicated to only have intermediate AI knowledge).

AI-competent Dataset

The AI knowledge test was included in the questionnaire when surveying the AI-competent
sample. Figure 5.17 presents the relationships between self-rated AI knowledge, the number
of questions in the AI knowledge test answered correctly, and the number of technical
courses on AI taken. Figure 5.17 illustrates that the number of courses taken also influenced
self-perception. Participants who attended many courses rated their level of knowledge on
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Figure 5.17: Knowledge representation based on different measures. The ‘number of correct answers’
is based on the AI knowledge quiz included in the survey. Participants who did not
answer the manipulation check correctly and who consulted external help are not included
in the plot. N = 122.

Relationship between self-rated, identified AI knowledge and number of technical AI courses
taken.

average higher than participants who attended fewer courses focusing on technical AI.

Correlations found supported these observations: In order to assess the relationship
between the above described AI Knowledge variables, we computed Spearman’s rank cor-
relation23 (not all of the variables were normally distributed). There was a weak positive
correlation between the number of correct answers in the AI knowledge test and the self-rated
AI knowledge level, rS=.37, p<.001. There was a moderate positive correlation between the
number of correct answers and the number of courses taken on technical AI, rS=.57, p<.001.
There was a strong positive correlation between the self-rated AI knowledge level and the
number of courses taken, rS=.72, p<.001. For this subject pool, we defined participants to be
AI-competent when they had correctly answered at least six out of nine questions.

Data Cleaning
The AI-competent data sample was cleaned based on the criteria listed in Table 5.13.

Participants who had indicated to have consulted external help for the AI knowledge test
were removed from the dataset.

23Spearman’s rank correlation rho (absolute correlation values): 0-.19: very weak, 20-.39: weak, .40-.59: moderate,
.60-.79: strong, .80-1.0: very strong
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Table 5.13: Data Cleaning Criteria

removed cases N

Original N 160
< 18 years 0 160
Attention check AD 7 153
Attention check HR 14 139
Duration < 120 seconds 0 139
External help 7 132
Low knowledge quiz score 10 122
Final N 122

Analysis of Inference Ratings

Welch Two Sample t-test

The Welch two-sample t-tests produced the following results for the AD context. Gender
(meanAI-competent =2.92, meanlaypeople =2.43): tWelch (122.85) =1.72, p>.05, pBonf. =0.70, ĝHedges
=0.30, CI95% [-0.05,0.65]; Emotion expression (meanAI-competent =2.75, meanlaypeople =3.13):
tWelch (120.99) =-1.28, p>.05, pBonf. =1, ĝHedges =-0.23, CI95% [-0.58,0.12]; Wearing glasses
(meanAI-competent =1.67, meanlaypeople =1.57): tWelch (119.85) =0.50, p>.05, pBonf. =1, ĝHedges
=0.09, CI95% [-0.26,0.44]; Skin color (meanAI-competent =3.22, meanlaypeople =2.65): tWelch (122.67)
=1.64, p>.05, pBonf. =0.83, ĝHedges =0.29, CI95% [-0.06,0.64]; Intelligent (meanAI-competent =5.60,
meanlaypeople =5.58): tWelch (122.38) =0.06, p>.05, pBonf. =1, ĝHedges =0.01, CI95% [-0.34,0.36];
Trustworthy (meanAI-competent =5.88, mean laypeople =5.68): tWelch (121.95) =0.82, p>.05, pBonf. =1,
ĝHedges =0.15, CI95% [-0.21,0.50]; Assertive (meanAI-competent =4.53, meanlaypeople =5.08): tWelch
(120.23) =-1.79, p>.05, pBonf. =0.61, ĝHedges =-0.32, CI95% [-0.68,0.04]; Likable (meanAI-competent

=4.73, meanlaypeople =5.20): tWelch (120.99) =-1.45, p>.05, pBonf. =1, ĝHedges =-0.26, CI95% [-
0.62,0.10].

The Welch two-sample t-tests produced the following results for the HR context. Gender
(meanAI-competent =3.93, meanlaypeople =3.93): tWelch (107.18) =-0.02, p>.05, pBonf. =1, ĝHedges
=-0.00, CI95% [-0.37,0.37]; Emotion expression (meanAI-competent =3.35, meanlaypeople =3.85):
tWelch (113.74) =-1.47, p>.05, pBonf. =1, ĝHedges =-0.27, CI95% [-0.64,0.01]; Wearing glasses
(meanAI-competent =2.53, meanlaypeople =3.31): tWelch (112.77) =-1.84, p>.05, pBonf. =0.55, ĝHedges
=-0.34, CI95% [-0.70,0.03]; Skin color (meanAI-competent =3.98, meanlaypeople =4.10): tWelch (108.79)
=-0.27, p>.05, pBonf. =1, ĝHedges =-0.05, CI95% [-0.42,0.32]; Intelligent (mean AI-competent =6.09,
meanlaypeople =5.61): tWelch (111.91) =1.63, p>.05, pBonf. =0.85, ĝHedges =0.30, CI95% [-0.07,0.66];
Trustworthy (meanAI-competent =5.93, meanlaypeople =5.20): tWelch (103.70) =2.30, p=.02, pBonf.
=0.18, ĝHedges =0.42, CI95% [0.05,0.79]; Assertive (meanAI-competent =5.20, meanlaypeople =5.00):
tWelch (112.37) =0.63, p>.05, pBonf. =1, ĝHedges =0.12, CI95% [-0.25,0.48]; Likable (meanAI-competent

=5.40, meanlaypeople =5.26): tWelch (112.72) =0.44, p>.05, pBonf. =1, ĝHedges =0.08, CI95% [-0.29,0.45].
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Exploratory Factor Analysis

We conducted an exploratory factor analysis on the eight inferences (items) with orthogonal
rotation (varimax) for each of the three samples. For the analysis, cases with missing values,
i.e., “Can’t Answer” responses, were removed from all three samples, which reduced the
sample size for the laypeople sample N=118, for the AI-competent sample to N=112, and for
laypeople validation sample to N=91. The Kaiser–Meyer–Olkin measure verified the sampling
adequacy for the analysis for the laypeople (MT) sample KMO = 0.76, for the AI-competent
sample KMO = 0.75, and for the laypeople validation sample KMO = 0.68. All KMO values
for individual inferences were ≥ 0.70 for laypeople (MT) sample, ≥ 0.68 for the AI-competent
sample, and ≥ 0.64 for the laypeople validation sample. Hence, all values were above the
acceptable limit of 0.5 [69, 466, 420]. Bartlett’s test of sphericity indicated that correlations
between inferences were sufficiently large for the laypeople (MT) sample χ2(28) = 283.9352,
p < .001, the AI-competent sample χ2(28) = 227.8268, p < .001, and the laypeople validation
sample χ2(28) = 192.1025, p < .001 [69].

Multiple criteria for the identification of the number of factors to extract suggested two
factors. For examples, for all three samples two factors had eigenvalues over Kaiser’s criterion
of 1. The scree plot, very simple structure of complexity 1, as well as the Velicer MAP all
suggested two factors for all of the three samples. Given these analysis, we extracted two
factors in the final analysis. For all three samples, oblique rotation resulted in factors with
correlations <.32 [423], yet the same pattern structure. Hence, orthogonal rotation was chosen.
Table 20 shows the factor loadings after rotation for all of the three samples separately. It
should be noted that some factor loadings do not exceed .6 and our sample size is rather
small [467].

We performed robustness checks with sub-samples of 85% of the data. The results from
the robustness checks validate the findings from the main analysis. However, the solutions
were not always stable. Some items loaded on two factors, and hence, did not achieve simple
structure. This is because there are variables with loadings >.3 on more than one factor [468],
e.g., gender or wearing glasses.

While small factor loadings and unstable factor solutions during the robustness check
suggest that the interpretation of the factor analyses should be considered with caution, the
structure of the factor loadings replicates findings from [445]. We assume that both, small
factor loadings and the lack of simple structure, emerge from the small sample size.

ANOVAs for each of the inferences

AI-competent vs. MTurk Laypeople Sample

Table 5.15 to Table 5.22 present the results from the Bonferroni corrected ANOVAs for each of
the eight inferences.24

24Signif. codes: 0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1
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Table 5.14: Exploratory factor analysis for all three samples: Varimax rotated factor loadings

Laypeople (MT) AI-competent Laypeople (Validation)

Character Social Character Social Character Social
and constructs and constructs and constructs

personality and features personality and features personality and features

gender -0.01 0.53 0.36 0.67 0.07 0.53
emotion expression 0.15 0.53 0.18 0.49 0.24 0.42
wearing glasses -0.29 0.75 -0.09 0.64 0 0.76
skin color -0.13 0.8 0.02 0.68 -0.05 0.83
intelligent 0.69 -0.07 0.6 0.05 0.7 -0.1
trustworthy 0.74 -0.15 0.8 -0.14 0.8 -0.02
assertive 0.72 0.08 0.7 0.2 0.64 0.16
likable 0.69 -0.05 0.56 0.22 0.53 0.22

Eigenvalues 2.17 1.81 1.98 1.67 1.88 1.82
% of variance 0.27 0.23 0.25 0.21 0.23 0.23
α 0.81 0.75 0.75 0.71 0.75 0.73

Table 5.15: ANOVA for inference: gender

Sum Sq Df F Pr(>F) Bonf.

context 82.63 1 23.60 0.000 0.000 ***
gender 6.57 2 0.94 0.393 1.000
age 16.28 5 0.93 0.463 1.000
education 15.27 7 0.62 0.736 1.000
country 105.05 27 1.11 0.330 1.000
sample 0.43 1 0.12 0.725 1.000
Residuals 689.67 197

Using Pillai’s trace, there were significant main effects at an α-level of 0.05 for context on
the inference ratings for gender, emotion expression, wearing glasses and skin color. There
were no other significant effects.

AI-competent vs. Validation Laypeople Sample

Table 5.23 to Table 5.30 present the results from the Bonferroni corrected validation ANOVAs
for each of the eight inferences. For this comparison, we were able to include participant’s
information on whether they have a job (no; yes, IT-related; yes, not IT related).

Using Pillai’s trace, there were significant main effects at an α-level of 0.05 for context on the
inference ratings for gender, wearing glasses and skin color, but not for emotion expression.
There were no other significant effects.
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Table 5.16: ANOVA for inference: emotion expression

Sum Sq Df F Pr(>F) Bonf.

context 28.22 1 9.34 0.003 0.015 *
gender 2.25 2 0.37 0.689 1.000
age 15.40 5 1.02 0.407 1.000
education 47.21 7 2.23 0.033 0.199
country 70.14 27 0.86 0.669 1.000
sample 1.24 1 0.41 0.523 1.000
Residuals 598.40 198

Table 5.17: ANOVA for inference: wearing glasses

Sum Sq Df F Pr(>F) Bonf.

context 85.37 1 26.31 0.000 0.000 ***
gender 1.43 2 0.22 0.803 1.000
age 5.65 5 0.35 0.883 1.000
education 5.64 7 0.25 0.972 1.000
country 99.93 27 1.14 0.297 1.000
sample 0.74 1 0.23 0.633 1.000
Residuals 645.73 199

Table 5.18: ANOVA for inference: skin color

Sum Sq Df F Pr(>F) Bonf.

context 68.18 1 14.17 0.000 0.001 **
gender 4.36 2 0.45 0.637 1.000
age 16.34 5 0.68 0.640 1.000
education 17.33 7 0.51 0.823 1.000
country 112.15 27 0.86 0.664 1.000
sample 0.00 1 0.00 0.984 1.000
Residuals 933.58 194
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Table 5.19: ANOVA for inference: intelligent

Sum Sq Df F Pr(>F) Bonf.

context 5.41 1 2.11 0.148 0.889
gender 0.01 2 0.00 0.999 1.000
age 28.72 5 2.24 0.052 0.311
education 9.67 7 0.54 0.805 1.000
country 94.04 26 1.41 0.099 0.593
sample 4.11 1 1.60 0.207 1.000
Residuals 507.89 198

Table 5.20: ANOVA for inference: trustworthy

Sum Sq Df F Pr(>F) Bonf.

context 2.07 1 0.86 0.356 1.000
gender 4.23 2 0.87 0.419 1.000
age 15.44 5 1.28 0.275 1.000
education 5.93 7 0.35 0.929 1.000
country 56.01 25 0.93 0.568 1.000
sample 0.61 1 0.25 0.616 1.000
Residuals 478.66 198

Table 5.21: ANOVA for inference: assertive

Sum Sq Df F Pr(>F) Bonf.

context 3.76 1 1.24 0.266 1.000
gender 6.14 2 1.01 0.364 1.000
age 9.43 5 0.62 0.682 1.000
education 14.97 7 0.71 0.666 1.000
country 77.99 25 1.03 0.429 1.000
sample 14.54 1 4.80 0.030 0.177
Residuals 593.24 196
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Table 5.22: ANOVA for inference: likable

Sum Sq Df F Pr(>F) Bonf.

context 7.75 1 2.42 0.121 0.728
gender 3.75 2 0.59 0.558 1.000
age 17.35 5 1.08 0.371 1.000
education 20.61 7 0.92 0.492 1.000
country 48.06 26 0.58 0.951 1.000
sample 4.33 1 1.35 0.246 1.000
Residuals 627.60 196

Table 5.23: Validation ANOVA for inference: gender

Sum Sq Df F Pr(>F) Bonf.

context 70.24 1 19.43 0.000 0.000 ***
gender 1.61 2 0.22 0.800 1.000
age 11.78 4 0.81 0.518 1.000
education 11.27 6 0.52 0.793 1.000
country 158.26 35 1.25 0.177 1.000
student job 7.36 2 1.02 0.364 1.000
sample 0.25 1 0.07 0.794 1.000
Residuals 611.07 169

Table 5.24: Validation ANOVA for inference: emotion expression

Sum Sq Df F Pr(>F) Bonf.

context 3.70 1 1.37 0.244 1.000
gender 0.87 2 0.16 0.851 1.000
age 20.24 4 1.87 0.118 0.824
education 34.05 6 2.10 0.056 0.390
country 127.58 35 1.35 0.110 0.767
student job 1.63 2 0.30 0.740 1.000
sample 0.01 1 0.00 0.959 1.000
Residuals 454.11 168
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Table 5.25: Validation ANOVA for inference: wearing glasses

Sum Sq Df F Pr(>F) Bonf.

context 30.60 1 8.59 0.004 0.027 *
gender 2.16 2 0.30 0.738 1.000
age 14.38 4 1.01 0.404 1.000
education 3.84 6 0.18 0.982 1.000
country 93.19 35 0.75 0.844 1.000
student job 0.89 2 0.13 0.882 1.000
sample 4.58 1 1.29 0.258 1.000
Residuals 601.86 169

Table 5.26: Validation ANOVA for inference: skin color

Sum Sq Df F Pr(>F) Bonf.

context 38.58 1 7.80 0.006 0.041 *
gender 13.63 2 1.38 0.255 1.000
age 11.97 4 0.61 0.659 1.000
education 13.69 6 0.46 0.836 1.000
country 178.70 34 1.06 0.386 1.000
student job 1.61 2 0.16 0.850 1.000
sample 0.01 1 0.00 0.971 1.000
Residuals 825.81 167

Table 5.27: Validation ANOVA for inference: intelligent

Sum Sq Df F Pr(>F) Bonf.

context 14.11 1 5.86 0.017 0.116
gender 0.36 2 0.07 0.928 1.000
age 9.09 4 0.94 0.441 1.000
education 3.78 6 0.26 0.954 1.000
country 90.77 34 1.11 0.327 1.000
student job 6.16 2 1.28 0.281 1.000
sample 5.18 1 2.15 0.144 1.000
Residuals 409.63 170
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Table 5.28: Validation ANOVA for inference: trustworthy

Sum Sq Df F Pr(>F) Bonf.

context 0.00 1 0.00 0.962 1.000
gender 4.00 2 1.02 0.362 1.000
age 2.36 4 0.30 0.877 1.000
education 18.30 6 1.56 0.162 1.000
country 60.96 33 0.94 0.560 1.000
student job 9.12 2 2.33 0.100 0.703
sample 0.85 1 0.43 0.511 1.000
Residuals 330.78 169

Table 5.29: Validation ANOVA for inference: assertive

Sum Sq Df F Pr(>F) Bonf.

context 9.05 1 3.31 0.071 0.496
gender 5.93 2 1.08 0.341 1.000
age 2.87 4 0.26 0.902 1.000
education 17.37 6 1.06 0.390 1.000
country 104.36 33 1.16 0.273 1.000
student job 17.97 2 3.28 0.040 0.280
sample 8.13 1 2.97 0.087 0.607
Residuals 459.79 168

Table 5.30: Validation ANOVA for inference: likable

Sum Sq Df F Pr(>F) Bonf.

context 11.75 1 3.50 0.063 0.443
gender 2.54 2 0.38 0.686 1.000
age 5.22 4 0.39 0.817 1.000
education 43.68 6 2.17 0.049 0.341
country 63.58 34 0.56 0.977 1.000
student job 5.70 2 0.85 0.430 1.000
sample 4.93 1 1.46 0.228 1.000
Residuals 571.63 170
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Code Book

This code book was provided to all researchers who were involved in the process of labeling
the datasets. It provides information on the context of the data and guidelines on how to
label the data. Figure 5.15 was added for better understanding of the survey scenarios.

General Notes and Background Information on the Study

Study Description

The comments to be categorized originate from surveys on the perception of AI inference-
making in the context of advertisement and in the context of hiring. After rating how much a
participant agrees or disagrees with a certain inference made by a software application using
AI, the participant was asked to justify his/her rating in one to two sentences. In total, the
participant was asked to repeat this process for eight different inferences: gender, skin color,
wearing glasses, emotion expression, intelligent, trustworthy, assertive, likable.

Experimental Set-up

One participant was either drawn into the context of advertisement (AD) or into the context
of hiring (HR). Figure 5.15 contains examples of two scenarios shown to two different
participants (one drawn into the AD context and the other drawn into the HR context).

Coding Instructions

Case-wise analysis

The answers to the open questions are analyzed case-wise, i.e., one respondent at a time.
Given partially very little text per answer and occasional references to previous answers, a
case-wise coding of all answers per participant ensures the preservation of participant-based
contextual information.

Scope of material

The unit of evaluation corresponds to all justification texts by respondents in the samples.
The justification texts are answers to eight brief open questions in the survey.

The unit of context determines the material that can be consulted for coding. In this study
a participant may reference a previous answer; hence, the context unit equals all responses
from one participant.

The unit of coding resembles the minimal textual element that can be assigned to one
category; here, parts of one sentence of a response from one study participant.

Repeated information and multiple codes per justification

Multiple codes can be assigned to one justification of a participant. This approach allows
accounting for complex justification patterns, where participants discuss different topics
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within one comment. The rating is to be considered when assigning a code, because it usually
helps understanding the justification better.

Missing responses

Some respondents did not justify their rating (“NA”) or wrote, e.g., “None”. In these cases,
the theme “no justification” is assigned.

Categories

The following Table 5.31 summarizes all categories, gives definitions as well as application
descriptions and differentiates the categories from related ones. Examples are provided.
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Table 5.31: Code Book: Definition of categories and examples.

Category Description Example

AI (in)ability

technical
ability of AI

Definition: The AI has the technical ability to draw an
inference.
Application: This code is applied when a participant gives
a specific explanation to why s/he believes the AI to be
able to draw the inference.

Obviously an AI can identify the
shade of skin | Machine learning can
be used to determine whether or not
the person is expressing an emotion.

works well/
accurately

Definition: The AI accurately draws a certain inference.
This task is known to work well.
Application: This code is used when a participant high-
lights high accuracy scores for a specific task or mentions
that a specific task is regularly and successfully solved by
the AI system.

Yes, would work, as it’s already be-
ing done | emotion regonition based
on facial expression is a very popular
AI Task [sic] | solid results can be
achieved by an AI

easy to infer Definition: The inference task is easy to solve for an AI
system.
Application: This code is used when a participant high-
lights that a certain inference can easily be drawn by an
AI system.

This is something that should be easy
for an AI to determine. | the gender
of a person based on a picture is in
itself a relative easy classification task

can infer
most/some-
times/
difficult
in some
situations

Definition: The AI systems can most times or sometimes
draw the inference. However, for specific cases, such
as the gender "other", a correct inference is difficult or
accompanied by (many) mistakes.
Application: This code is assigned when a participants
highlights that the system will make mistakes for some
cases, e.g, for “other”.

except for very small amount of situ-
ations like trans, gender can be anal-
ysed easily by ai | The vast majority
of men and women have features that
make their gender clearly identifiable.
However, gender-neutral persons or
people who simply don’t look like or
conform to a gender would be difficult
| it won’t be perfect as people express
emotions differently

difficult/
not possible
to infer

Definition: The inference task is difficult or impossible to
be solved for an AI system.
Application: This code is used when a participant high-
lights that a certain inference is impossible or difficult for
an AI system.

Impossible to infer | Too complex a
notion to quantify, even for humans
| Hard for AI to decide.

Inference task

inference is
objective

Definition: The inference task is objective.
Application: This code is used when a participant high-
lights that the evaluation of the inference is not dependent
on the observer or specifically uses the word “objective”.

This can also be easily and objectively
answered by an ML algorithm. | can
be determined objectively

inference is
subjective

Definition: The inference task is subjective.
Application: This code is used when a participant high-
lights that the evaluation of the inference is dependent on
the observer or specifically uses the word “subjective”.

trustworthy is a subjective trait | An
image can not show whether a person
is likeable or not. Likeability is largely
subjective and can not be judged in
objective terms.
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Category Description Example

Reference to data

indicative dis-
tinct
facial/visual
features

Definition: Distinct facial tendencies or features indicate
a certain inference.
Application: The code is used when a participant high-
lights certain facial properties as key for drawing a correct
inference.

Learning to recognize the traits that
show specific emotions is possible |
I supposed a computer can be pro-
grammed to detect certain facial ten-
dencies that express emotions

profile pic-
ture
good evi-
dence
(data)

Definition: The profile picture provides good evidence
for an AI system to draw a certain inference.
Application: The code is used when a participant high-
lights that the inference can be drawn based on the pro-
vided data, here, the profile picture, or comments that a
certain inference can be “seen”.

for the most part it’s fairly obvious
to see if someone is expressing anger,
hate, love, etc. | visually can be deter-
mined by the AI | It seems reasonable
that an AI could figure out whether
someone is wearing glasses by their
picture.

data quality/
variety of
high
relevance

Definition: Data quality, including a varied dataset, is of
high importance to train an AI system to draw specific
inferences.
Application: The code is used when a participant high-
lights that the success of the AI system is based on the
quality of the data. This code is also used when a partici-
pant mentions that the data can be manipulated in such a
way that it is difficult to draw correct inferences.

diversity on the dataset would be re-
quired to make sure no skin tone un-
der different lighting is left out | If
there’s valid, reliable data to support
it, it’s reasonable | If the data is valid
and reliable, it’s reasonable.

not suffi-
cient/
good evi-
dence
(data) for
task

Definition: The profile picture does not provide sufficient
or good evidence for an AI system to draw a certain infer-
ence.
Application: The code is used when a participant high-
lights that further data or different data would be required
to properly draw the inference, e.g., because the image
only captures a single moment. This code is also used
when it is mentioned that facial expressions do not re-
semble how a person actually feels or what they identify
with.

A personality cannot be inferred from
facial traits. It is inferred by actions,
which cannot be shown in a profile pic
| There are numerous of people that
tend to hid their emotions through pic-
tures and everyday lifestyle but end
up taking their own lives. Nothing
looks like it seems. [sic] | [it’s no]
real indicator whether they are nice.

Reference to (ir)relevance of inference for purpose of AI system

inference
relevant

Definition: The inference is relevant to the decision of the
AI, e.g., advertisement choice or applicant selection.
Application: The code is used when a participant high-
lights that drawing an inference is useful/helpful/relevant
to the purpose of the AI system.

I agree that different genders need
different products and services, so
this would be reasonable | There are
products that target just men or just
women so i can see this being helpful

inference
sometimes
relevant

Definition: The inference is (only) sometimes relevant
to the decision of the AI, e.g. advertisement choice or
applicant selection.
Application: The code is used when a participant high-
lights that drawing an inference is not always, but only
sometimes, useful/helpful/relevant to the purpose of the
AI system.

There are cases where a certain gender
could be preferable to another (babysit-
ters, private tutors), but there are also
cases where this distinction does not
matter (corporate jobs, waiters, sell-
ers).

inference
not relevant

Definition: The inference is not relevant to the decision of
the AI, e.g., advertisement choice or applicant selection.
Application: The code is used when a subject highlights
that drawing the inference is not useful/helpful/relevant
or does not have anything to do with the purpose of the
AI system.

does not seem like a valueable infor-
mation. | skin color doesn’t influence
a persons consumer behavior [sic]
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Category Description Example

Ethics and Norms

ethically
questionable/
should not
matter/
should not
be used

Definition: Drawing the inference is ethically question-
able or should not matter. An inference should not be
used to make subsequent decisions.
Application: The code is used when a participant high-
lights or critiques drawing a specific inference. Some
participants stress that an inference should not matter
for a decision made by an AI or that an inference, even
when drawn, should not further be used in subsequent AI
decision-making.

It should not matter for the job | I
don’t think that the AI should con-
sider race or skin color when deciding
what advertisements to show people
| I think this is a bit too touchy of
a subject due to being politically cor-
rect is very important at this time on
history

bias/
stereotypes/
discrimination

Definition: Drawing the specific inference leads to bias or
discrimination. Making decisions based on the inference
is based on stereotypes.
Application: The code is used when a participant high-
lights or critiques drawing specific inferences because the
resulting AI decision-making would be biased, be based
on stereotypes or discriminate.

I think this can be racist. | This will
end badly, if white people are more
likable than black people. Won’t to
that. [sic]

binary gen-
der
system not
appropriate

Definition: A binary concept of the inference gender is
not appropriate and does not reflect today’s society.
Application: The code is used when a participant high-
lights or critiques drawing the inference gender based
only on two categories, females and males.

Gender norms are a thing of past! |
gender is a fluid concept | many peo-
ple do not identify with their sex and
birth or with a binary gender system
which may lead to incorrect classifica-
tion

Comparison to human

easy for
human to
identify

Definition: The inference task is easy to solve for a human.
Application: This code is used when a participant makes
a comparison to a human being and highlights that a
certain inference can easily be drawn by a human.

This is an easy task even for a human

difficult for
human to
identify

Definition: The inference task is difficult to solve for a
human.
Application: This code is used when a participant makes
a comparison to a human being and highlights that a
certain inference is difficult to be drawn by a human.

Disagree, because its also hard for hu-
mans to guess that from experience |
there are some difficulties (androgy-
nous), which even humans have prob-
lems with

Miscellaneous

person not
sure/
indecisive

Definition: A respondent is indecisive whether to agree
or disagree and/or does not have any opinion.
Application: This category is assigned if a respondent is
unsure. In such cases the respondent gave a rating “4”, i.e.
neither agree nor disagree. Occasionally, the text-field is
left empty.

What is skin color? Do you mean
race? What are the categories? | Not
sure if a single picture can determine
the assertiveness of a person. People
generally put a brave face on social
media.

no
justification

Definition: A respondent did not provide an open-text
response.

NA | none
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Figure 5.18: Percentages of justification themes used by participants for each inference (number of
participants per context and inference as baseline). Each column adds up to more than
100%, because participants used up to four themes in one justification.

Analysis of Justification Themes

Comparison of Usage of Justification Themes
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Co-occurrence Analysis: AI (in)ability and data-related themes are the themes most
frequently used in combination with other themes.

We analyzed the co-occurrence of themes with each other to identify patterns in the use of
multiple justification themes. Figure 5.19a) depicts the frequencies of two themes used in
combination. Please note that this analysis includes only the AI-competent and laypeople
(MT) sample, and refers to all justifications containing two or more themes, i.e. 20% to
35% of justifications (see Table 1 in main article). Figure 5.19b) illustrates networks of the
co-occurrences of themes by sample and by inference type.

For inferences on ’constructs and features’, the AI-competent raise concerns but recognize
AI to be able to make certain inferences.

Referring to inferences on constructs and features, people with AI-competence raise “ethical and
discriminatory concerns” in combination with almost all other justification themes, however,
most frequently in combinations with themes on “AI ability” (11.5%) or the “sufficiency” of
the profile picture as evidence (10%; Figure 5.19a) and 5.19b-1)). The “sufficiency” of the
profile picture as evidence is also often mentioned in combinations with themes on AI ability
(10%).

This relationship changes for justifications on the inferences on character and personality traits.
“Ethical and discriminatory concerns” are most frequently brought forward in combination
with themes on the “insufficiency” of a profile picture as evidence (11.4%; Figure 5.19a) and
5.19b-3)).

For inferences on ’character and personality traits’, laypeople often pair comments on the
(in)sufficiency or (in)adequacy of the data with another theme.

Referring to inferences on constructs and features, laypeople highlight the “sufficiency” of the
data in combination with comments on the “ability” (17.2%) and “inability” of AI (15.2%)
(Figure 5.19a) and 5.19b-2)). With reference to the inferences on character and personality traits,
laypeople frequently mention themes related to “insufficiency” of the data in combination
with “inability” of AI to make such an inference (12.5%), “ethical and discriminatory concerns”
(15.5%), and “comparison(s) to human” abilities (12.5%). For instance, a comment on the
inference assertive states: “I can’t see how even a person could determine this from a picture.”
However, the “insufficiency” of the data is also frequently mentioned in combination with
the “relevance” of the inference (10.6%), e.g., a comment on the inference intelligent states:
“You want to hire smart people but i dont think that can be analyzed from a photo” [sic]
(Figure 5.19a) and b-4)).

More theme combinations are used to explain ratings on inferences referring to ‘constructs
and features’ and by individuals with AI-competence.

Generally, a greater variety of combinations are used to justify ratings on inference ratings
referring to constructs and features. This applies to both main samples (see Figure 5.19a), 5.19b-
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Figure 5.19: Combination of justification themes by inference type and sample. a) Unique combinations
of two themes (i.e. super-ordinate theme topic) by inference type and sample. Analysis
refers to justifications containing more than one theme. b) Network analysis of co-
occurrences of themes. We calculated undirected weighted one-mode networks.
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1) and b-2)). Figure 5.19a), 5.19b-3) and b-4) show a smaller variety of theme combinations
for justifications on inference ratings referring to character and personality traits. This implies
that opinions on inferences referring to character and personality traits are clearer. In contrast,
opinions on inferences referring to constructs and features are more varied. People with AI
competence use a greater variety of theme combinations than laypeople (MT) for both types
of combinations (Figure 5.19a), 5.19b-1) and 5.19b-3)).
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6.1 Discussion

Our research on the Chinese SCS, on the procedural dimensions of social media classification,
as well as on facial analysis AI demonstrates the multidimensional nature of digital classifica-
tion systems. In the case of the Chinese SCS, a techno-autocratic government motivates and
realizes a nationwide digital classification system with the promise to solve society’s moral,
social, and legal challenges. Social media classifications promise marketers a classification
market that facilitates the delivery of advertisement to fine-grained audiences consisting of
billions of users. Facial analysis AI has been translated into numerous commercial applica-
tions. However, it is largely driven by reference to a body of research that assumes facial
impressions to be epistemically valid despite overwhelming evidence that has falsified such a
view.

The purpose of this research has been to advance our understanding on the legitimacy of
different digital socio-technical classification systems. I have approached this sizable territory
from three perspectives. The prime motivation to conduct research on the Chinese SCS was
the fact that very little was known about its actual implementation. In light of contradictory
media reports and a body of theoretical accounts on the Chinese SCS, we observed that the
technological realization of the listing infrastructure remained poorly understood. Decisive
for our research on social media classifications was the fact that most studies had paid
attention to the consequences of social media classifications largely neglecting the procedural
legitimacy of such classifications. Finally, in an increasingly visual data culture, we hoped
to contribute to discussions around ethical computer vision AI by conducting participatory
studies with non-experts and people with AI-competence.

In the following section, I will summarize what I believe are the most important takeaways
from these three research perspectives and offer final remarks.

6.2 Understanding the legitimacy of the Chinese SCS

Summary of key takeaways

China’s unique policy-making procedures: Central planning, de-centralized implemen-
tation. It is important to understand how techno-autocracies, in comparison to techno-
democracies, use digital socio-technical classification systems to accomplish long-term policy
goals. This is particularly important for the Chinese SCS given China’s geopolitical power
and the fact that the SCS shapes the behavior of about 1.4 billion Chinese citizens and all
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companies doing business in China. There are multiple different SCSs in China. Apart from
commercial SCSs and SCS experiments in cities, the government-led SCS reputational blacklist
and redlist infrastructure operates across all provinces, municipalities, and administrative
divisions.

The SCS is planned by the Chinese Communist Party’s (CCP) top officials while provincial
and municipal governments are in charge of implementation. This necessarily results in a
diverse realization of the central government’s policy-plans that are kept deliberately vague.
Each SCS platform operates a different web server with its own front-end, back-end and
database design. Moreover, the de-centralized implementation of the SCS leads regional
governments to focus on those sanctions and norms that are most relevant to their region.
Understanding the impact that the Chinese SCS exerts on Chinese society, now and in the
future, means taking into account its unique policy-making cycles as well as a comprehensive
analysis of the different SCS implementations across the entire country.

Current focus: economic sanctions and rewards. But new list types can be set up quickly.
The blacklist and redlist infrastructure represents the government’s efforts to govern society
through mechanisms that go beyond common legal and regulatory practices. Being listed
sends a strong reputational signal, a verification of "goodness" or "badness" by the government
itself in a one-party, authoritarian state. Moreover, redlisted and blacklisted entities receive
a variety of material rewards or punishments realized through the "joint punishment and
reward mechanism". Citizens on blacklists are excluded from a variety of services and goods,
for example, they cannot purchase train or plane tickets. Redlisted entities receive a variety
of rewards such as fast tracks for visa applications or free entrance to museums.

The current SCS implementation focuses on entities that fail to fulfil a court order issued
due to a variety of economic transgressions. In our exploratory study, all administrative
divisions had implemented a so-called "List of Dishonest Persons subject to Enforcement"
also called the "Lao Lai" blacklist. However, we also identified lists that rewarded moral
behaviors whereby morally virtuous behaviors always meant working towards the Party’s
social and political goals. When we conducted the Coronavirus case study in February 2020,
we found that the listing infrastructure is dynamic and flexible, which makes the Chinese SCS
a powerful regulator of novel transgressions: lists can be set up whenever central or regional
governments see the need to sanction or reward novel behaviors.

Virtue ethics principles support the legitimization of the Chinese SCS. We found that the
Chinese government publishes narratives on "blameworthy" and "praiseworthy" role model
citizens on its central SCS platform creditchina.gov.cn. In Chinese ethics, the narrative format
plays an important role in propagating ethical principles represented by the thoughts, emotions,
and behaviors of individuals in ethically-charged scenarios. Revealing the "goodness" or
"badness" of characters through narratives is a virtue ethics approach particularly prevalent
in China. Besides deontology and consequentialism, virtue ethics is the third major branch of
normative ethics [473]. It is concerned with the development of a moral character that acts
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virtuous emphasizing the importance of practical morality in virtue ethics. "Blameworthy"
and "praiseworthy" SCS role model narratives showcase how individuals act morally wrong
or morally right with respect to the overall economic goals of the SCS. Given China’s one-
party authoritarian government and unique economic system means that the SCS cannot be
legitimized by the promises of economic growth and development attributable to a liberal
market economy. Instead, its legitimization is supported by the mapping of economically
desirable behaviors to the virtue ethical principles of honesty and harmony that play an
important role in Confucianism.

Discussing the legitimacy of the Chinese SCS

We know that regional governments implement the SCS listing infrastructure according to
the types of transgressions that are most prevalent in their respective areas of governance.
The goal of the regional implementation, besides the fact that it follows Chinese policy-
making more generally, is to strengthen the administrative and legal enforcement of economic
sanctions. But, at the same time, it increases the oversight and control of the CCP’s Central
Committee over regional governments. First, the development of the listing infrastructure
itself indicates how quickly and efficiently regional governments manage to establish the SCS
in their province or municipality. Regional governments stand in competition to implement
the CCP’s policy plans. This requires not just the technical means to display credit records
publicly but a technological infrastructure of data sharing between different administrative
and governmental offices. Second, the amount of blacklist records necessarily indicates the
prevalence of transgressions within an administrative region. A region with a lot of blacklist
records on display signals efficient enforcement. On the other hand, there may be a point
at which a regional government showcases "too many records" raising questions about
the level of transgressions in that region. Thus, the listing infrastructure also serves as a
reputation signal of regional governments’ abilities to enforce social order. However, this
positive reputational signal can flip around when regional governments list significantly more
transgressions than SCS listings in other administrative regions.

I believe that it is important to reflect on the Chinese government’s use of virtue ethics
principles in the narratives on role model citizens. The Chinese SCS represents a technolog-
ical surveillance infrastructure that enables the government to enforce social control more
effectively. One the one hand, we see a technological project of digital reputation lists and, on
the other hand, a folklore-like use of the narrative format to communicate what constitutes
"good" and "bad" citizenship. Narratives describe the ideal of a harmonious society where
citizens work for the collective good while economic dishonesty is rigorously punished thanks
to the technological surveillance apparatus of the SCS. There’s an SCS label for "bad" citizen
"Lao Lai" that corresponds to the morally reprehensible "Xiaoren" in Confucianism (literally
translated as "small man" [228]). My assertions is that one core weakness of virtue ethical
principles is that they are empty concepts until an entity defines what it means to be virtuous
and in relation to what activity or object. Virtue ethical principles are ethically weak when
they are not embedded in a society that can engage with the semantic plurality of virtues
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and vices. This weakness of virtue ethics supports the CCP’s legitimization of a nationwide
reputation system as there is no entity that can contest the CCP’s definition of what should
essentially reflect a virtuous trait or person.

6.3 Understanding the procedural legitimacy of social media
classifications

Summary of key takeaways

Defining challenges of procedural legitimacy in social media classification. Our work
on social media classification addresses procedural challenges inherent to user profiling.
Platforms determine in a largely arbitrary manner the quantity and quality of evidence
that enables the classification of user attributes for billions of social media users worldwide.
Analyzing a theoretical framework of personal identity in philosophy, we argued that social
media user profiling generates formalistic self-concepts when it assigns meaning to views,
clicks, posts, relationships, or location data of social media users. We noted that philosophers
generally agree that individuals have the capacity to justify and control essential elements of
their self-concept. For example, to the philosopher Harry Frankfurt, a person is able to justify
and control what motives they wish to be moved by. The philosopher Marya Schechtman
believes that a person has the capacity to psychologically compare, organize, and relate
experiences into a culturally-accepted narrative. The ability to create formalistic self-concepts
makes social media platforms powerful classification systems, in part, because they do not
offer any means for justification and control over formalistic self-concepts as philosophical
theories of personal identity suggest.

Defining normative trade-offs in social media classification. As a consequence of our
theoretical engagement, we formulated two normative trade-offs inherent to social media
classification. First, should a person’s formalistic self-concept accurately represent their actual
self-concept at the expense of significant data collection, data processing, and data analysis
of users? Second, should a person’s formalistic self-concept be made transparent to users if
such identity claims then influence a person’s self-concept? In other words, the transparency
of their formalistic self-concept could exert influence on individuals’ actual self-concept
thereby undermining individuals’ autonomy to self-determine when they internalize "how
the machine classifies" them.

Understanding how social media users evaluate normative trade-offs in social media
classification. We then asked social media users how they evaluate these normative trade-
offs in an empirical vignette study. We found that social media users place more value on
their privacy, conceptualized as minimizing data collection and analysis, than an accurate
formalistic self-concept. Moreover, social media users strongly desire to view their formalistic
self-concept. Participants in our study claimed that viewing their formalistic self-concept
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would not influence their actual self-concept. They stated that they would be "immune"
against social media identity declarations.

Moreover, our vignette study explored how social media users relate to social media
classifications more generally. We found that users believed that social media platforms can
accurately infer their interests, values, and even whether they have changed as a person since
using the platform. They also stated that their formalistic self-concept is unique and that
others have a different formalistic self-concept. However, they claimed that their formalistic
self-concept accurately represents only part of their actual self-concept. Users expressed the
desire to compare their own self-concept with the social media identity declarations of their
formalistic self-concept. Finally, if made transparent, subjects would correct wrong identity
declarations but our data show no clear motivation whether they would manage them over
time.

Discussing the procedural legitimacy of social media classifications

Overall, our study presents a novel normative framework that gives ethical shape to the
normative tensions of social media user profiling. Theories of personal identity in philosophy
argue that the justification of and control over one’s own hermeneutic self-concept is an
essential process for the development of an autonomous self-concept. To philosophers, this
process constitutes the freedom to self-determine, on the one hand, and with it the obligation
to take responsibility over our self-concept, on the other hand. In philosophical scholarship,
justifying and controlling essential aspects of our self-concept is intimately tied to intrinsic
values such as autonomy, freedom, and responsibility.

Our empirical work indicates that people attribute some narrative capacity to social media
classifications. Our study suggests that users believe their formalistic self-concept to be
unique, other users have a different formalistic self-concept. I wonder whether perceiving
one’s formalistic self-concept to be "unique" results from a psychological disposition to believe
in the uniqueness of one’s self-concept in general or whether it rests on the belief in the
technological capacity to produce a "unique" formalistic self-concept. Future studies could look
into this question in more detail.

In our study, participants claimed that their self-concept would not be influenced by social
media classifications if they were made transparent to them. Here, too, future studies could
further investigate whether the claim of "self-concept immunity" truly holds or whether
people overestimate the robustness of their self-concept. To me, it seems hard to believe that
being confronted with the identity declarations of one’s own formalistic self-concept would
not exert any influence on one’s actual self-concept, particularly, if specific classifications
appear repeatedly in the formalistic self-concept. Our study did not delve deeper into the
mental models that people create of their own formalistic self-concept or individual social
media classifications. Our account provides an initial understanding on how individuals
perceive social media identity declarations leaving ample opportunity for follow-up studies.

What I see as a key takeaway from the engagement with the procedural normativity
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of digital classification as well as the normativity of specific classifications (i.e., our work
on facial analysis AI) is the importance of understanding the epistemic validity of digital
classifications in general. Concisely defined, I mean the legitimacy of classifications that is
constituted by the epistemic proportionality governing the relationship between data and
inference. I will reflect on this point in more detail when discussing our findings on facial
analysis AI classifications as well as in the final conclusion of this thesis.

6.4 Understanding the legitimacy of facial analysis AI

Summary of key takeaways

Visual classifications: tensions between epistemic and pragmatic legitimization. Given
the semantic ambiguity of visual data, fixing the large space of interpretive possibilities
to a selection of target variables is an act of classification. And this act of classification
necessarily demands an ethical justification. We believed that this discussion must take
note of non-experts’ ethical evaluations and that these evaluations must at least complement
conceptual critical analyses. In our conceptual work, we argued that classifications such
as sexual orientation, mental inferences such as trustworthiness or intelligence as well as
aesthetic inferences are unreasonable due to their non-falsifiability by more evidence of
the same type. Confirming our conceptual proposition, in our first empirical study with
non-experts only, we found that subjects believe AI should not draw inferences such as
intelligence or assertiveness because of their epistemic invalidity. However, some subjects
used pragmatic considerations to legitimize AI facial inferences when they believed that an
AI inference is relevant for a decision’s outcome. We argued that the legitimization of an
inference by considering positive outcomes does not rationalize the underlying epistemic belief
of the inference. This type of false legitimization may be applied in other computer vision
systems from social robots interacting with people to mood detection systems in cars or
visually-based hiring procedures.

Both non-experts and people with AI-competence tend to oppose facial analysis AI. Our
research with both sample groups highlights the normative complexity behind facial AI
inferences. Indeed, based on our findings, there are no "common sense" facial analysis
classifications. This is particularly true for classifying gender or skin color from facial
features. Here, participants in both samples voiced concerns about the ethically problematic
application of a binary conceptualization of gender as well as the conflation of skin color with
race. Participants also observed the problematic confusion between a person appearing to have
a certain trait (e.g., trustworthiness, assertiveness etc.) and whether they actual have that trait.
It seems to me to be a slippery slope from legitimizing the classification of "apparent" traits
from visual data to using such inferences as "actual" traits.

Overall, the majority of participants with and without AI-competence tended to reject AI
classifications, in particular, those common in human first impression-making. Still, when
agreeing with facial analysis AI, participants in both samples overestimated the technological
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capabilities of AI. In this case, the legitimacy of a classification was dependent on the
"correctness of the data" shifting the problem to the level of data collection and processing
thereby neglecting the classifications’ basic epistemic invalidity. Finally, the complexities
behind participants’ justifications raise important questions regarding who has the power
over the imposition of meaning in a visual data culture.

Discussing the legitimacy of facial analysis AI

There are three main points that I believe are most important for understanding the legitimiza-
tion of facial analysis AI: first, taking human inference-making as a normative benchmark
for AI classification. Second, trying to legitimize facial analysis AI by correlational evi-
dence of statistical analyses and, third, the justification of visual inferences by pragmatic
considerations.

Analyzing the literature on facial analysis AI, we observe that facial analysis classifications
are legitimized – at their core – by taking human inference-making as a normative benchmark
for AI classification. For example, emotion recognition technology presupposes that reading
off emotional states from people’s faces is possible due to the facial action units that humans
use to decipher emotional states from facial expressions. The fact that humans supposedly
read off emotions from people’s faces makes it normative for AI classification to do the same
irrespective of whether such inference are valid. In legitimizing digital classifications, it is
critical to ask in what cases human inference-making is in fact normative and in what cases it
is not.

Second, and adding to the first point, in the case of facial analysis AI, the scientific literature
on the validity of human facial inference-making is divided, but this division is far from
balanced. Only a small share of research papers provide evidence for the validity of human
facial inference-making while the overwhelming share of research articles demonstrate their
epistemic invalidity. Commonly, this much smaller share of research papers serves as an
"epistemic reference of validity" to justify the development of facial analysis AI. In many
studies that we have referred to in our research articles, researchers engage in extensive
statistical testing for significant correlations between facial looks and a variety of aesthetic,
mental, and character traits. We found that many of these papers report significant correlations
without accounting for multiple comparison problems, for example, by Bonferroni correction.
Taken together, studies pick the most fitting evidence as a motivation to pursue research
on facial analysis AI and report the veracity of such classifications by reference to weak
correlational evidence only.

Third, results from our empirical studies show that some people rationalize visual data
inferences by pragmatic considerations. We argued that this is a legitimization pitfall because
the normativity of a vision-based inference should not be evaluated by criteria other than
epistemic evidence. For example, even if people say that inferences such as intelligence cannot
be told from faces, they may still believe that they should be drawn because of their relevance
for the decision outcome. In other words, those that want to draw an epistemically invalid
visual inference could claim that it nonetheless should be drawn because of its beneficial
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consequences. Taken together, I see a problematic negligence of the epistemic quality of
digital classifications. Technical fixes to solve bias in classification procedures and outcomes
typically do not address such epistemic challenges. The de-biasing of datasets does not
include a negotiation of the epistemic quality of the inferences in the dataset. I believe that
a much more serious engagement with the epistemic assumptions that underlie specific
classifications is necessary to ensure the legitimacy of digital classification systems.

6.5 Final Remarks

I wish to end with two remarks. First, analogical to the historic setbacks in AI development
referred to as "AI winters" [474], working on AI ethics in the past years has led me to believe
that we may have entered an "AI classification winter". We need a more profound and sincere
commitment to determine what kind of epistemic expectations we should justifiably place
on digital classification. How do we define standards of epistemic validity for commercial
classification markets such as social media platforms? This critically requires a conceptual
advancement that, I believe, has not been produced by philosophical scholarship in the
past years. Novel digital classification systems challenge established philosophical notions.
For example, scholarship on the ethics of belief [475] relies too much on the notion that an
epistemically valid belief is necessarily one that has considered all available evidence. Such
notions are not desirable for the normativity of classifications since they lead to significant
privacy problems. Here, it is necessary to understand the advantages and disadvantages of
applying other conceptualizations. For example, can we legitimize the classifications of a sys-
tem by adhering to a more moderate, less strict form of evidentialism? Would a justification to
apply such a less strict form of evidentialism depend only on the gravity of the consequences
of the classification context or are there also procedural norms that we should consider?
Digital classification systems can continue to contribute to the welfare of society when they
are legitimized by both epistemic and pragmatic considerations. Critically, advancing such
considerations requires a commitment to understand the underlying conceptual plurality that
digital classification systems necessarily reduce to the operationalization and application of a
single conception.

Thus, and this is my final remark, novel digital classification systems create opportunities
to advance philosophical or conceptual scholarship. Digital classification systems represent
the applied version of an otherwise essentially contested concept. This is true for ethical
conceptions implemented in digital classification systems. Engaging with digital classification
systems means engaging with ethical concepts in their applied form. This allows us to better
pinpoint, understand, and explain the weakness of ethical concepts when we "see" them
in their applied form in digital classification systems. For example, the strength and value
of virtue ethics to justifiably legitimize a digital classification system critically depends on
accounting for the conceptual plurality inherent in the concept of virtues and vices. Taking a
meta-level perspective, ethical concepts lose their legitimacy to justify the legitimacy of digital
classification systems when there is no engagement with their own conceptual contestedness.
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Finally, all of this, I think, requires a serious commitment to understand both the tech-
nological affordances of digital classification and the underlying concepts that they aim to
operationalize.
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ABSTRACT
China’s Social Credit System (SCS,社会信用体系 or shehui xiny-
ong tixi) is expected to become the first digitally-implemented
nationwide scoring system with the purpose to rate the behavior of
citizens, companies, and other entities. Thereby, in the SCS, “good”
behavior can result in material rewards and reputational gain while
“bad” behavior can lead to exclusion from material resources and
reputational loss. Crucially, for the implementation of the SCS, so-
ciety must be able to distinguish between behaviors that result in
reward and those that lead to sanction. In this paper, we conduct
the first transparency analysis of two central administrative infor-
mation platforms of the SCS to understand how the SCS currently
defines “good” and “bad” behavior. We analyze 194,829 behavioral
records and 942 reports on citizens’ behaviors published on the
official Beijing SCS website and the national SCS platform “Credit
China”, respectively. By applying a mixed-method approach, we
demonstrate that there is a considerable asymmetry between in-
formation provided by the so-called Redlist (information on “good”
behavior) and the Blacklist (information on “bad” behavior). At the
current stage of the SCS implementation, the majority of explana-
tions on blacklisted behaviors includes a detailed description of the
causal relation between inadequate behavior and its sanction. On
the other hand, explanations on redlisted behavior, which comprise
positive norms fostering value internalization and integration, are
less transparent. Finally, this first SCS transparency analysis sug-
gests that socio-technical systems applying a scoring mechanism
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might use different degrees of transparency to achieve particular
behavioral engineering goals.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Moral thinking and action necessarily depend on informational re-
sources. When an individual asks: “What is the right thing to do?”,
he or she essentially relies on information that renders a conclusion
morally justifiable. In philosophy and anthropology, descriptive
morality refers to how groups or societies negotiate codes of con-
duct (or norms) that are morally acceptable or unacceptable [8, 36].
As a consequence, an individual’s moral accountability tends to
be proportional to his or her knowledge of good and bad moral
behavior underlining the epistemic character of morality [7]. In
2014, the Chinese government issued a plan for a nationwide digital
scoring system known as the Chinese Social Credit System (SCS)
classifying behavior into morally “praise-” and “blameworthy” [29].
Thereby, all legal entities including companies and public institu-
tions (among others) receive an 18-digit ID called the Unified Social
Credit Code,1 which corresponds to the 18-digit ID card number for

1http://www.gov.cn/zhengce/content/2015-06/17/content_9858.html, last accessed on
November 19, 2018.
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Chinese citizens. Presumably, based on these IDs, the SCS will col-
lect and evaluate behavioral data and may assign scores that result
in material benefits and reputational praise or material exclusion
and reputational loss. Or, in the words of the Chinese government,
the goal of the SCS is to “allow the trustworthy to roam everywhere
under heaven while making it hard for the discredited to take a
single step” [21, 29].

But how can citizens, companies, and social institutions know
what behaviors are “good” and “bad” in the SCS? Put differently,
how transparent is the current SCS in providing information on
“good” and “bad” behaviors? Answering this question requires a
conceptualization of transparency. Here, we rely on the definition
proposed by Turilli and Floridi, which conceptualizes transparency
as “the choice of which information is to be made accessible to some
agents by an information provider”[30]. First, this definition distin-
guishes between an information provider, whichmakes information
accessible, in this context the Chinese government, and agents or
entities that depend on this information for their decision-making.
Secondly, this definition recognizes that information transparency
is an “ethically impairing or enabling factor when the information
disclosed has an impact on ethical principles”[30]. Both of these
components are highly relevant for the SCS since participants are
dependent on the information provided to make decisions that can
lead to reward or punishment.

Recently, the Chinese government has started issuing behavioral
information on several platforms (see Section 2 for more informa-
tion). In this empirical study, we review a subset of this behavioral
information released on two central SCS platforms: the official SCS
national website “Credit China” and its equivalent municipal outlet
“Credit China (Beijing)”.

On the former site, we collect and analyze 156 news reports about
“good” behaviors (we refer to as “positive” cases), and 789 equivalent
reports about “bad” behaviors (“negative” cases). In these “negative”
portraits, individuals are commonly stereotyped as so-called “Lao-
lai (老赖)” – the epitome of a financially dishonest individual in
China. Since all stories we collected are news reports about real-life
events portraying a morally “good” or “bad” individual, they all
include descriptive norms highlighting “desirable” and “undesirable”
characteristics of individuals in Chinese society today.

Next, on “Credit China (Beijing)”, we retrieve a large number
of records of “good” and “bad” behavior from the so-called Redlist
and Blacklist. Thus, our approach is as follows: first, we collect and
statistically analyze close to 200,000 Blacklist and Redlist records
from “beijing.gov.cn/creditbj”, the SCS’s information platform for
China’s capital, Beijing. Hence, based on machine learning topic
modeling andmanual text coding, we identify the common semantic
patterns of close to 1000 reports on “good” and “bad” behavior
published on the national SCS platform “www.creditchina.gov.cn”.

We show several informational asymmetries that characterize
the current degree of transparency of the governmental SCS’s infor-
mation platforms. Finally, we discuss how degrees of transparency
could correspond to different incentive strategies of socio-technial
systems that rate legal entities in society.

Our paper has the following structure. In Section 2, we discuss the
development of China’s SCS and review related work. In Section 3,
we present our data acquisition and data analysis approach. We

conduct our analysis in Sections 4 and 5. We discuss our results
and offer concluding remarks in Section 6.

2 BACKGROUND
The implementation of the SCS rests on at least three main factors:
First, lack of honesty and trust2 in Chinese society has become a
serious issue manifested in the numerous news reports about food
poisonings, chemical spills, financial and telecommunications fraud,
and academic dishonesty over the past two decades [13, 22]. It is
estimated that Chinese enterprises suffer from a loss of 600 billion
RMB (around 92 billion USD) per year due to dishonest activities3.
According to a survey conducted by Ipsos Public Affairs [14], “moral
decline” was regarded as the most serious issue in China in 2017.
47% of Chinese respondents ranked it as one of the top 3 greatest
concerns, while the same issue was only mentioned by 15% of total
respondents worldwide.

Secondly, China’s SCS is expected to boost the domestic economy.
The Chinese government hopes that the SCS will give millions of
Chinese citizens without a financial history access to credit and
investment opportunities in the domestic market. China has the
largest unbanked population in the world (in absolute numbers),
with more than 225 million citizens having no bank account [5]. So
far, only 320million Chinese citizens have a credit record4. However,
the sustainability of China’s economic growth partially depends on
an increase in domestic spending. Through the SCS, citizens could
apply for loans based on trustworthiness scores without having to
prove their financial creditworthiness.

Finally, in Chinese society, the concept of personal identity is
largely determined by Confucian principles [6, 32]. Accordingly,
personhood is supposed to extend from the private to the public
sphere thereby somewhat losing its private and public boundaries.
In other words, normative expectations on individuals hardly ac-
count for the distinction between a private and a public sphere.
The division between a private and a public persona is often con-
ceived as trying to be secretive as privacy is commonly conceived
as hiding something shameful [34]. In fact, until recently, privacy
was primarily protected under the right of reputation in Chinese
civil law [33]. At the same time, the public interest ranks highly in
Chinese civil law [3]: “private information protected from disclo-
sure refers to information that is irrelevant to the public interest
or to the interests of other persons.” However, while the Chinese
concept of privacy is evolving, it is expected to remain distinct from
other societies [18]. Overall, the introduction of the SCS is hardly
perceived as a privacy-violating system in Chinese society, which
is perhaps surprising from a Western perspective [16].

2.1 Current state of the SCS
At the current stage, the SCS remains fragmented, being developed
at national, provincial, municipal, and ministerial levels with no
clear unified structure. In the past years, provinces and cities have
2The characters “诚信 (chengxin)” literally mean both honesty and trust in Chinese.
3This information is included in the “Report on China’s Honesty Building Situation
(Zhongguo Chengxin Jianshe Zhuangkuang Baogao)”. The full report is not publicly
available, but parts of the report (in Chinese) are accessible through: http://society.
people.com.cn/n1/2016/0523/c1008-28370202.html, last accessed onNovember 19, 2018.
4See “Inspiration of the US Non-traditional Credit Information Mechanism” available
on the platform of “Credit China” at http://www.creditchina.gov.cn/zhengcefagui/
tashanzhishi1/201712/t20171207_98701.html, last accessed on November 19, 2018.
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developed various prototype models for the SCS [17, 35]. Impor-
tantly, the SCS also takes companies, government departments and
judicial organizations as its targets [29]. This means that some com-
panies have a special role in the SCS. Since 2015, eight companies
were granted permission to run individual credit services with the
purpose to implement pilot SCS programs [23]. Individually, none
of the eight companies received a licence to continue individual
credit services after the two-year trial period ended in 2017. Instead,
together with the China Internet Finance Association (run by the
People’s Bank of China), they recently have become common share-
holders of a company called Baihang Credit, which received the
first credit scoring licence in February 2018.

2.2 Related Work
We are unaware of any research project that conducts a data-driven
analysis of the currently observable data practices of key sites of
China’s SCS. However, we have identified two empirical research
studies that help understand how the SCS is being communicated
and discussed by Chinese media [23], and how it is being perceived
by Chinese citizens [16].

Ohlberg et al. collected official Chinese news articles and public
communications, as well as social media postings on Chinese blogs,
forums, and bulletin board services about the SCS for a six-month
period in 2017 [23]. The largemajority of news articles has a positive
focus and highlight the SCS as a “cure-all for social and economic
problems”. Criticism is mostly aimed at the slow implementation
progress or directed at commercial initiatives in the SCS. Citizens’
social media postings rarely address privacy issues and rather focus
on how to game the system to achieve a higher social credit score
within commercial SCS applications. Of relevance to the latter point,
the implications of gamifying social credit are also being discussed
from a non-empirical perspective by other scholars [19, 24].

Kostka [16] conducted an online survey with about 2,200 Chi-
nese citizens that was distributed via different channels including
websites and apps. Due to the widespread internet surveillance
in China, the validity of such online surveys remains question-
able at least to some extent. According to her findings, about 80%
of the respondents have a positive perception of governmental
and commercial SCS initiatives. Interestingly, older and more edu-
cated respondents have a higher approval rating. In contrast, these
demographic factors are typically associated with higher privacy
concerns in Western societies (see, for example, [1]). Several policy
papers address the relationship between the SCS and the danger of
mass surveillance (e.g., [20]).

Finally, there is rigorous work on comparing financial credit
reporting systems [15], which, however, predates the emergence
of the SCS in China and focuses on the financial aspects of credit
reporting. Likewise, privacy considerations concerning private enti-
ties facilitating credit and background reporting have, for example,
been explored by Hoofnagle [12].

2.3 Ethical Issues
Our analysis is built on publicly available data from key sites of
China’s SCS, which is posted with the intent of public scrutiny. Our
paper includes screenshots from the currently available implemen-
tations. We have blurred any personally identifiable data.
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Figure 1: Coherence score Cv for topic models of negative and pos-
itive case studies using different topic counts.

3 METHODS
We used computer-assisted content analysis methods to explore the
level of transparency of current behavioral information published
on the two previously mentioned SCS websites. First, the column-
and-row structured records of both the Blacklist and the Redlist on
the SCS’s Beijing platform5 were crawled and statistically evaluated.
Hence, to understand the semantic and structural patterns of both
“positive” and “negative” case studies, we crawled news reports on
“bad” behavior labeled as “Typical Cases (典型案例)”6 and on “good”
behavior labeled as “Stories of Integrity (诚信人物/故事)” under
the section of “Integrity Culture (诚信文化)”7on the national SCS
information platform “Credit China”8. We then applied statistical
topic modeling based on Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) to all
available 156 news reports on “good” behavior (“positive” cases) and
789 news reports on “bad” behavior (“negative” cases) on August
12, 2018.

We preprocessed the downloaded documents by applying jieba9

for segmentation and stopword filtering of Chinese text. We used
the stopword corpus compiled by the Chinese search engine Baidu10.
After tokenization of the given text, we applied tf-idf to re-weigh
term counts. As we had no reasonable expectation for the num-
ber of topics k to be detected within the given document corpus,
we performed optimal topic number search. Thereby, we created
several LDA models for “positive” and “negative” case studies and
calculated the topic coherence measures Cv as proposed in [25].
We started with k = 2 and increased the number of topics until an
upper bound of k = 40. As shown in Figure 1, coherence values
of models for both document sets increased until k = 15 before
flattening out. Therefore, we investigated the top-30 most salient
terms for each of the fifteen topics produced by these models [4].
Thereby, we set δ = 0.6 within the applied relevance metric [28].

5http://www.creditbj.gov.cn/xyData/front/creditService/initial.shtml%20?typeId=4.
6https://www.creditchina.gov.cn/home/dianxinganli1/?navPage=6.
7https://www.creditchina.gov.cn/chengxinwenhua/chengxingushi/.
8https://www.creditchina.gov.cn/.
9https://github.com/fxsjy/jieba.
10http://www.baiduguide.com/baidu-stopwords.
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Figure 2: Three lists publishing records of “negative” behavior: from
left to right, the first arrow points to Blacklist, the second arrow to
Special Attention List, and the third arrow to Administrative Pun-
ishment.

Moreover, we also reviewed the results for k = 10, k = 20, and
k = 30 in order to further manually verify the optimal topic number.
We found the optimal model with k = 10 for both “positive” and
“negative” cases. Finally, we further selected 5 main topics for the
“positive” cases and 7 topics for the “negative” cases (see Table 3 in
the Supplementary Materials for topics selected for the “positive”
cases, and Table 4 in the Supplementary Materials for “negative”
case topics).

Based on our topic modeling results, we selected the 4 most re-
lated cases (highest predicted probability of belonging to the topic)
for each of the topics.11 We then manually analyzed 20 “positive”
cases and 26 “negative” cases12 in detail. One author first reviewed
5 “positive” and 5 “negative” cases, respectively, and drafted a cod-
ing guide, which was then reviewed iteratively by another author,
refined, and retested to generate consistent definitions. As a result,
we developed two coding schemes for “positive” and “negative”
cases (see Table 1 for the coding scheme applied to “positive” cases
and see Table 2 for the coding scheme used to analyze “negative”
cases). After reliability was established, we examined all 46 cases
for structural and thematic commonalities. Each coding sheet con-
tained the information from one “positive” or “negative” case. Once
the coding sheets were completed, we grouped and analyzed the
information contained in them.

4 RESULTS
4.1 Blacklists
On the platform of “Credit China (Beijing)”, we found three publicly
accessible databases providing information on “bad” behavior, all
of which could be queried by search term. Translated from Chi-
nese (see Figure 2), they were termed the following: 1) Blacklist
(1,137,546 entries), 2) Special Attention List (9,229,179 entries), and
3) Administrative Punishment (14,885,789 entries).

The Blacklist further contained 16 subcategories for “bad” be-
havior. For the Blacklist, we crawled two of these subcategories,
one containing records of individuals that have been banned from

11For “negative” cases, there are only three cases for Topic 6 (measures taken against
crime) and Topic 7 (public transport regulation violation), respectively.
12There were only 3 cases for 2 out of the 7 topics.

Pattern Definition Example
Bio-info full name 今年70岁的刘某某，为了一句诺

言，一辈子踏踏实实做一名“小村

大医生”。

age 古亭村77岁的老人蓝某某为了归还
欠银行的一笔500元死账。

living place 蓝某某出生在遂昌县云峰街道古亭

村。

profession 这位一天两次捡到钱包的“好运
人”就是蒙阴一中的的英语教师耿
某某。

Social class low 一个清贫的普通农家，父亲、儿

子、孙女毫无怨言地赡养一位无任

何血缘关系的“外人”。

middle 陈某的妻子说，他们家里也就是普

通家庭，上有老下有小。

high 这句话时常在内蒙古明泽集团董事

长王某某的心里翻腾着。

Sacrifice for
the common
interest

material sac-
rifice

他隔天检查药柜，受潮的药直接销
毁，损失的药费自己承担。

non-material
sacrifice

每天为他做三餐，每天打针吃药，
就连端屎端尿的活也揽下来。

Rewards reputational
rewards

他被评为全国农村青年创业致富带

头人、北京市优秀农村实用人才。

material
reward
refusal

钱包的主人一个劲地要给她塞钱。

肖某某坚决地拒绝了。

Virtue
cascade

trustworthy
and honest

为了不让养殖户遭受损失，彭某某
把风险留给自己，仍按照回收合同

原价收回了养殖户的肉鸭。

hardworking 虽然有时一天连饭都顾不上吃，还

帮助菜农一起装菜卸菜，忙到了深

夜还要了解市场信息、掌握蔬菜的
价格趋向。

self-
discipline

虽然银行减免并注销了这笔贷款，
但放在我私人账户的钱一定要还

上。

helpful 积极参加协会组织的慰问残疾人、

资助贫困大学生活动。

care-taking 他们一家三代几十年如一日地照顾

着丁某某老人。

sense of re-
sponsibility

她以当好水资源质量的守望者为己

任。

Table 1: Coding scheme for “positive” cases. All “positive” cases in-
cluded biographical information of the individual and indicated his
or her social class. Other codes described the individual’s sacrifice
for the common interest, the rewards obtained, and the further at-
tribution of other virtues (virtue cascade).
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Pattern Definition Example
Bio-info anonymous

(for individuals,
surname only)

当宁陵县法院执行干警在被执行人
郭某家的楼顶将其抓获时，郭某无

奈地低下了头。

anonymous (com-
pany name not
provided)

原告北京某装饰工程有限公司为被

告北京某文化有限公司所有的房屋
进行建设、装修。

Imple-
menting
Agency

the court 海淀法院3月6日出动执行法官、法
警等共计50余人，对15起案件进行
集中强制执行。

Public Security
Bureau

华龙区法院的执行法官远赴拉萨，

与当地公安机关通力合作。

telecommunica-
tion company

由商南法院向中国移动、联通、电

信三大通信运营公司出具协助执行
通知书，对失信被执行人实行彩铃

和短信曝光。

Causes
for pun-
ishment

refusing to repay
individuals

当地法院判决吕某赔偿梦某医疗

费、残疾赔偿金等损失46万元。吕
某拒不履行赔偿义务，甚至远走他

乡。

refusing to repay
banks

岫岩法院判决某食用菌公司偿还银

行贷款本金380万元及相应利息。判
决生效后，食用菌公司一直没有履
行。

refusing to repay
companies

原告北京某装饰工程有限公司为被
告北京某文化有限公司所有的房屋

进行建设、装修，施工结束后，被

告拖欠原告工程款400余万元。
Reasons
to fulfill
obliga-
tions

actions taken by
the court

在中牟法院执行干警的全力配合
下，成功将被执行人吕某拘留。

threatened to be
placed on Black-
list

法院将肖某纳入了“老赖”名单

里，将他的大头照向社会公布。

Table 2: Coding scheme for “negative” cases. All cases provided
anonymized biographical information, an entity implementing the
punishment, justification of the punishment, and descriptions on
why the obligations were fulfilled in the end.

participating in the securities market (Securities Market Entry Pro-
hibition, 422 entries) and one listing companies with debts (Black-
list of Company Debtors, 1,116,707 entries = 98.2% of all Blacklist
entries). For the Blacklist of individuals, all 422 entries included
extensive explanations for the punishment (e.g., length of ban) ref-
erencing financial law (see Figure 3). Apart from the censored ID
card number, the full names of all individuals were published.

Due to the large amount of company records we found on the
Blacklist, the Special Attention List, and Administrative Punish-
ment, we crawled the first 1000 pages for these lists. For the Blacklist
of companies with financial debt, this resulted in a total of 131,485
entries all of which featured information on why an entity had
been blacklisted (see Figure 4). Out of these 131,485 entries, 128,006
entries specified that the financial obligation had not been fulfilled

Figure 3: An entry from the Blacklist of “Securities Market Entry
Prohibition”. The first column, from top to down: the first arrow
points to “name of punishment” and the second points to “content
of punishment”. The table on the right side of the second arrow
shows the detailed explanation of the punishment.

Figure 4: The top 5 reasons for being on the Blacklist of company
debtors.

at the time of crawling (corresponding field not shown). Entries
included a reference to legal regulation and specified the full name
of the company (see Figure 5). Note that some companies listed
had multiple entries corresponding to multiple breaches. Together
with these explanations, we crawled the date of publication on the
Blacklist for each entry. We found that on one day in June 2018,
95.6% of all entries (125,747) had been published on the Blacklist for
companies (see Figure 6). This probably indicates that these records
had already been collected and processed by another entity before
being transferred to and published on the Blacklist.

For the Special Attention List, we collected 30,625 entries con-
taining information on companies that had violated business op-
eration regulations. For all records collected, companies had been
blacklisted for providing various types of false information to the
authorities (see Figure 7).

Finally, our crawler returned 32,719 entries for the Adminis-
trative Punishment register that contained information on both
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Figure 5: Screenshot of a company’s Blacklist entry. Left column,
the first arrow points to a field explaining the specific context of
the case, the second arrow points to the date of publication of this
entry on the Blacklist.

Figure 6: Publication dates of Blacklist entries for company debtors.

individuals and companies (see Figure 8). As Figure 9 shows, the
majority of records of the Administrative Punishment register re-
ported traffic rule violations.

Correspondingly, fines were the most widely used measure (see
Figure 10). We also found that only company entries of the Adminis-
trative Punishment register and the Blacklist consistently featured
the Unified Social Credit Code.

On the national SCS information platform “China Credit”, we
found another Blacklist issued by the Civil Aviation Administration
of China (中国民用航空局)13. This list, which is updated every
month, publishes information on individuals that are excluded
from aircraft travel for a period of one year due to misbehavior on
airplanes or airports (data collected on August 10, 2018; see Figure
11). According to the list published in August, 2018, 946 individuals
were banned from air travel for one year. Among others, the list
provided full name, censored ID number, and explanations why
individuals had been punished (see three arrows in the first row of
Figure 11). Being banned from air travel resulted from taking illegal
objects on airplanes, smoking on airplanes, or boarding airplanes

13https://hmd.creditchina.gov.cn/, last accessed on November 5, 2018.

Figure 7: The top 5 reasons for companies to be on the Special At-
tention List.

Figure 8: A record of the Administrative Punishment register. The
first column, from top to down: the first arrow points to the field
"type of punishment" and the second points to the field "reasons
for punishment".

Figure 9: The top 5 reasonswhy individuals or companies are placed
on the Administrative Punishment register.
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Figure 10: The 5 types of Administrative Punishments.

with a fake passport. The figure also indicates that the list contained
names and ID numbers of non-Chinese citizens providing some
evidence that foreigners were not excluded from the SCS.

4.2 Redlist
We found one type of list documenting information on “good” be-
havior - the Redlist. It contained a total of 1,206,944 entries dis-
tributed across 24 categories (3 categories for redlisted individuals,
21 categories for redlisted companies). The categories for individ-
uals, translated from Chinese, are: 1) Taxi Star (1557 entries), 2)
Top Ten Tour Guides (14 entries), and 3) Five-Star Volunteer (603
entries). For all entries, the full name of the person and his or her
partially censored ID number were given. The Five-Star Volunteer
category displayed the gender of the person as well as the amount
of volunteering hours carried out per person. The lowest amount of
volunteering hours documented was 1500 (which was probably the
necessary threshold to be listed) and the highest was 25,400. None
of the entries we collected from the Redlist provided an explana-
tion justifying why such a honorary title had been awarded to that
person (see Figure 13). Thus, we cannot report any observations
about justifications on “good” behavior from our Beijing Redlist
analysis.

Company categories referred either to tax awards (e.g., A Class
Taxpayer) or to other honorable statuses such as Harmonious La-
bor Relations or Excellent Contributor to Developing Chinese So-
cialism. Just like the Redlist entries of individuals, there were no
justifications explaining why a honorable title had been awarded
to a company. No Redlist entry contained the Unified Social Credit
Code. Generally, Figure 13 shows a single record of an entity that
can display several “positive” and “negative” entries. Thus, there is
reason to believe that the interface shown in Figure 13 functions as
the governmental SCS information template: recording and making
transparent information on rewards and/or sanctions to the public.

Importantly, every Blacklist and Redlist record we collected fea-
tured a “Disagreement/Correction (异议/纠错)” function (see Fig-
ure 12). This function allowed citizens to object to a Blacklist or
Redlist decision by providing a statement of up to 2000 Chinese
characters (submission required 18-digit ID number).

4.3 Coding results for “positive” cases on
“good” behavior

News reports on “good” behavior were introduced as “Stories of
Integrity (诚信人物/故事)” posted under the section of “Integrity
Culture (诚信文化)” on the national SCS information platform
“Credit China”. All of the 20 “positive” cases selected described how
a protagonist sacrificed his or her self-interest (both material and
non-material) for the common good. Moreover, all cases centered
on “trustworthiness” and “honesty” as key SCS virtues. The stories
all followed the same narrative structure: they first provided de-
tailed biographical information of a person (full name, social class,
profession, family status), followed by a dilemma: the protagonist
could either engage in “dishonest” behavior winning him or her
an immediate small reward or get a large future reward by being
“honest”. Once the person had enacted the “honest” behavior, which
happened in all the “positive” reports we analyzed, the narratives
ended with a virtue cascade.

Take, for example, cases in which individuals found and returned
lost property to an owner. Here, all four cases assigned to the
topic“return lost property to owner” ended by further attributing
“self-discipline”, “helpfulness”, “care-taking for others”, and a “sense
of responsibility” to the protagonist as part of a virtue cascade.
Another commonality across the selected cases was that all protag-
onists were morally “praised” by their social environment. Also,
the protagonist was recognized for his or her “good” behavior by
official agencies or the media in the form of “honors”, “decorations”,
or a “cute nickname”. On the other hand, when a material reward
was offered for the “good” behavior, as in all cases with topics
“family and community relationship and repayment”, “return lost
property to owner”, and “social entrepreneurship to help people
out of poverty”, the protagonist refused the material reward at all
times.

4.4 Coding results for “negative” cases on “bad”
behavior

Reports about “bad” behavior were labeled as “Typical Cases (典
型案例)” on the homepage of “Credit China” with the sources be-
ing both local newspapers and the platform itself. The 26 selected
“negative” cases relating to 7 topics all revolved around one com-
mon theme, the “Laolai (老赖)”: a term specifically referring to
individuals and companies refusing to repay debts. These cases
were presented in two ways. The 4 cases with the topic “public
shaming” were about the courts’ actions in solving repayment prob-
lems. The remainder of the stories were about specific individuals
or companies. All individuals and companies were anonymous in
the selected cases. Local courts collaborated with local telecommu-
nication companies in all 4 cases with the topic “public shaming”,
and the Public Security Bureau played an important enforcement
role in all cases with topic “public transport regulation violation”.
In these reports, both the compulsory actions taken by the court
and the threat of being placed on the Blacklist forced the “Laolai” to
fulfill the stated obligation. Generally, both “positive” and “negative”
case studies we analyzed were homogeneous in structure, framing,
and content. This could indicate that they had been deliberately
formulated to propagate the SCS’s conceptualization of “good” and
“bad” behavior.
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Figure 11: A screenshot of the Blacklist for individuals that are banned from flying on commercial airplanes. In the first row, from left to
right, the first arrow points a field containing the full name of the individual; the second to censored ID number; and the third to explanations
why individuals have been punished. Two arrows at the bottom left indicate entries of two foreign passengers.

Figure 12: Example of a company’s Blacklist entry. The black circle
on the upright corner indicates the “Disagreement/Correction (异
议/纠错)” function.

5 ANALYSIS
The results of our content analysis demonstrate that there are cur-
rently multiple informational asymmetries in both datasets.

5.1 Listed companies versus listed individuals
Currently, companies make up the majority of entries on both
the Blacklist and Redlist of Beijing’s SCS platform. We found that
companies which are involved in the construction of the SCS were
also included in the list. For instance, Alibaba (with Zhima Credit)
and Tencent (with Tencent Credit) were both granted permission
to start individual pilot credit service programs in 2015 and have
provided digital data collected from online shopping and social
media to the SCS. Both Alibaba and Tencent were listed as A-level

Taxpayers on the Redlist. Since we only crawled the Beijing SCS
platform, we cannot make any claims about the transparency of
other SCS Blacklist and Redlist websites.

Our analysis of “positive” and “negative” cases demonstrates the
opposite: here, the majority of reports on either “good” or “bad”
behavior focuses on individuals’ behaviors. For our manually coded
sample, only 15.4% of “negative” reports and 30.0% of “positive”
reports featured companies. In both “negative” and “positive” cases
that featured companies, however, reports centered on the person
in charge of the company typically highlighting the CEO’s virtues
and vices. In other words, it is not the company as such that is
“blamed” or “praised,” but rather the person responsible for the
company. Such portraits, therefore, signal that individuals are not
shielded by large institutions but can be made responsible for their
“good” or “bad” decision-making.

5.2 Justifying punishments versus justifying
rewards

All entries of the Blacklist explain why a person or company is
currently registered on the Blacklist. Moreover, Blacklist explana-
tions include legal terms and refer to laws and regulations. In other
words, Blacklist explanations make transparent the mechanism
of punishment by specifying a causal link between behavior and
consequence. This is perhaps best illustrated by the Blacklist on
individuals excluded from air travel (see Figure 11). The legal threat
contained in the entries of the Blacklist could furthermore signal
that a specific “dishonest” behavior can be detected and sanctioned.

On the other hand, not a single entry of the Redlist includes
a formulated explanation on why a person or company has been
awarded a honorary title. We found that fulfilling legal obligations
(Class A Taxpayer), performing professional (Taxi Star) or volun-
teering (Five-Star Volunteer) duties can result in reputational gain
in the current SCS. However, the mechanisms or criteria determin-
ing when an individual or a company secures a place on the Redlist
are not further explained. Taken together, the current SCS makes
behaviors leading to punishments more transparent than behaviors
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Figure 13: Example of a Redlist entry for an individual with the honorary title Five-Star Volunteer. The record does not justify why the
honorary title was awarded.

resulting in rewards. More generally, our study could not identify
publicly available information associating specific behaviors to a
scoring or rating mechanism.

5.3 Types of punishments versus types of
incentives

The most common reason for a company to be placed on any of
the “negative” lists is failure to pay back debt (the second most
common reason is informational misconduct). Failure to pay back
debt is also the most prominent reason given for why protagonists
of the “negative” cases are registered on the Blacklist. The Chinese
term for “Laolai” appeared 481 times in the 789 “negative” reports
we collected. All “negative” stories we manually coded report on
the activities of a “Laolai” person (either as an individual or as
the legal representative of a company). In terms of punishment,
individuals and companies face both the material loss specified in
the corresponding legal regulation as well as the consequences of
being publicly shamed on the Blacklist. In more than 40% of the
narratives on “negative” behavior, an individual is threatened to be
placed on the Blacklist leading to the immediate compliance of the
individual.

On the other hand, individuals and companies on the Redlist
receive moral “approval” and reputational gain. Similarly, “positive”
cases report on individuals that gain reputational rewards, while
at the same time rejecting material incentives when offered as a
consequence of their “role-model” behavior. Still, being listed on
the Redlist is not mentioned or even indicated by any individuals
as a motivational factor for their behaviors. All stories we analyzed
emphasize that a morally “praiseworthy” activity is “praiseworthy”
when it is “genuinely” moral rather than instrumental in obtaining a
material reward. Furthermore, all “positive” stories feature a virtue
cascade: once an individual is described as “genuinely honest” or
“trustworthy”, he or she is attributed other “positive” virtues as a
consequence.

6 DISCUSSION & CONCLUDING REMARKS
In this first study of key websites of the Chinese SCS, our goal was
to understand how transparent the SCS currently is in providing
information on “good” and “bad” behavior. To this end, we collected

and analyzed 194,829 Blacklist and Redlist entries from the Beijing
SCS website “beijing.gov.cn/creditbj” and applied a machine learn-
ing topic modeling algorithm to almost 1000 reports on “positive”
and “negative” behavior crawled from the national SCS information
platform “www.creditchina.gov.cn”. Finally, we manually coded a
sample of these texts to understand what kind of specific behavioral
information they contain.

The main question arising from our findings, we believe, is
whether the degree of the current SCS’s transparency is inten-
tionally engineered or whether it is simply a manifestation of work
in progress. Is there a purpose in explicitly describing and publish-
ing the causal link between behavior and sanction while leaving
information on getting rewards deliberately vague? First, the asym-
metries in information provided between the Redlist and the Black-
list could be motivated economically: while an infinite amount of
people can be excluded from valuable material resources, only a
finite amount can be given valuable resources (e.g., a first-class train
ticket). Detailed instructions on how to win rewards could there-
fore lead to distribution problems since many individuals could
implement them. On the other hand, another explanation for the
current informational asymmetries of the SCS might be that already
existing records of legal offenses were used to start filling Blacklists.
Consequently, these records entail more justifications since they
refer to specific legal articles or regulations.

The degree of transparency of the SCS observed in this work
could also be motivated by behavioral engineering goals. Let’s imag-
ine for the moment the system were completely inscrutable (i.e., the
system did not justify a score increase or decrease and eventually a
given punishment or reward, respectively). In this case, individuals
would have little possibility to understand when the SCS rewarded
and when it sanctioned specific types of behaviors. Moreover, be-
sides being oblivious to the moral code of conduct, individuals
would not have the ability to contest the system’s decision-making
process (again, to negotiate a norm one must have the necessary
epistemic resources to do so). Note that this issue is also debated in
the context of the “Right to Explanation” of the European Union’s
General Data Protection Regulation [27, 31]. A fully transparent
scoring system, on the other hand, would precisely map behaviors
to rewards or sanctions. Indeed, in the context of a nationwide
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digitally-implemented scoring system, full transparency must ac-
count for the mechanism that leads to the distribution of rewards
or sanctions. This degree of transparency would offer individuals
the possibility to understand the system’s decision-making proce-
dures at least to a certain extent. In our analysis of SCS Blacklist
and Redlist records, we did not identify an explicit SCS scoring
mechanism. We have shown, however, that the SCS already enables
citizens to dispute single Blacklist and Redlist records. On the other
hand, a fully transparent SCS would possibly create other prob-
lems: if the SCS became fully transparent in regard to its scoring
mechanisms, complying to a norm would likely become a market
transaction. In fact, research on intrinsic and extrinsic motivation
suggests that introducing an external reward to a norm-guided
behavior turns this behavior into a commodity that can be bought
[10, 11]. This phenomenon, termed “crowding-out effect”, results
in fewer people engaging in this behavior since the consequences
of failing to act can simply be compensated by financial means
[2, 9, 26]. For example, if one reliably receives monetary compen-
sation for being honest, being honest will no longer be evaluated
as a moral behavior for both the actor and the recipient. As this
line of research suggests, individuals will likely stop attributing a
genuine moral character to individuals with a high score in a fully
transparent SCS.

Our analysis provides evidence that the currently implemented
SCS possibly attempts to counter such a transformation of moral
behavior into market transactions. All of the “positive” case studies
unambiguously emphasize that norm conformity is “good” because
it is “morally valuable” for both average citizens as well as CEOs.
None of the Redlist entries describe a connection between moral
behavior and external material reward. Rather, they contain virtue
signals and reputational gains by awarding symbolic honorary ti-
tles (e.g., Five-Star Volunteer). On another sub-page of the national
SCS website, we found the publication of 32 ancient Chinese fables
(not shown) also promoting self-concepts comprising virtues of
being a morally “good” Chinese citizen. In contrast, our analysis on
the corpus of “negative” case studies demonstrates the propagation
of a “negative” self-concept (“Laolai”) attributable to a specific of-
fense (i.e., intentionally not paying back debt). Taken together, our
analysis suggests that degrees of transparency can serve different
behavioral engineering goals in the context of a digital scoring
system.
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ABSTRACT
The Chinese Social Credit System (SCS) is a novel digital socio-
technical credit system. The SCS aims to regulate societal behavior
by reputational and material devices. Scholarship on the SCS has
offered a variety of legal and theoretical perspectives. However,
little is known about its actual implementation. Here, we provide
the first comprehensive empirical study of digital blacklists (list-
ing “bad” behavior) and redlists (listing “good” behavior) in the
Chinese SCS. Based on a unique data set of reputational blacklists
and redlists in 30 Chinese provincial-level administrative divisions
(ADs), we show the diversity, flexibility, and comprehensiveness of
the SCS listing infrastructure. First, our results demonstrate that
the Chinese SCS unfolds in a highly diversified manner: we find
differences in accessibility, interface design and credit information
across provincial-level SCS blacklists and redlists. Second, SCS list-
ings are flexible. During the COVID-19 outbreak, we observe a
swift addition of blacklists and redlists that helps strengthen the
compliance with coronavirus-related norms and regulations. Third,
the SCS listing infrastructure is comprehensive. Overall, we iden-
tify 273 blacklists and 154 redlists across provincial-level ADs. Our
blacklist and redlist taxonomy highlights that the SCS listing in-
frastructure prioritizes law enforcement and industry regulations.
We also identify redlists that reward political and moral behavior.
Our study substantiates the enormous scale and diversity of the
Chinese SCS and puts the debate on its reach and societal impact
on firmer ground. Finally, we initiate a discussion on the ethical
dimensions of data-driven research on the SCS.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Social and professional topics → Government technology
policy; • Security and privacy → Social aspects of security
and privacy.

KEYWORDS
China’s Social Credit Systems; Reputation Systems; Digital Socio-
Technical Systems; China.
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1 INTRODUCTION
In 2014, the Chinese government published the Planning Outline for
the Construction of a Social Credit System (2014-2020) as part of its
12th five-year plan [32]. Following its release, media and research
have offered various perspectives on the Chinese Social Credit Sys-
tem (SCS,社会信用体系). SomeWestern media have characterized
the SCS as a mass surveillance apparatus, with the purpose of cal-
culating a digital “sincerity score” for each Chinese citizen based
on a wide range of personal data [3, 23, 28]. Below a certain point
level, citizens would face multiple restrictions, such as exclusion
from air travel and high-speed trains. A positive score, on the other
hand, would lead to discounts and preferential treatment for a vari-
ety of products and services. This “dystopian perspective” sees the
unification of an authoritarian regime’s policies and artificial intel-
ligence (AI) to enforce social order by means of a sincerity score.
Some media outlets have since revised their original viewpoints
regarding such comprehensive sincerity scoring [16, 26].

Academic scholarship on the SCS has largely been theory-driven,
which has led to the independent development and discussion of
different conceptualizations. The SCS has been defined as a novel
administrative policy program with the main goal of strengthening
compliance of citizen and organizations with laws and regulations
[1, 7]. The novelty consists in the public (at least temporary) dis-
closure of already existing citizen and organizational records on
so-called digital blacklists and redlists. Blacklists publicly showcase
non-complying individuals and organizations, while redlists, as
their normative counterpart, show complying entities. In this per-
spective, the SCS deploys reputational tools with some similarity to
company rankings or background checks on individuals in Western
economies.

Other authors have called the SCS a big data empowered system
that collects, processes, and evaluates vast amounts of personal data
[6]. These data are ultimately aggregated and published as public
credit information (PCI) on digital platforms. This line of research
argues that PCI creates transparent citizens, not least due to the lack
of a sufficient legal framework that protects personal data in China
[22]. Some scholars have noted an all-encompassing application of
credit to society’s political, economic, and social activities. Thereby,
the SCS marks the emergence of a so-called reputation state [9, 24].
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As a governance tool, the SCS seeks to harness reputational infor-
mation for purposes that go beyond neoliberal notions of regulating
market failure. Still other perspectives frame the SCS as a social
management program [36]. Drawing on concepts from systems
engineering, a social management program considers society to be
a complex system that can be optimized using digital technologies.

While these accounts disagree in many important regards, three
points of agreement can be identified: first, multiple independent
initiatives have been labelled as “SCS” [35]. One SCS is driven by the
apps and services of big data companies (e.g., Sesame Credit) that
distribute scores to consumers in voluntary promotion programs
[5, 18]. Here, “voluntary” denotes consenting to the terms and con-
ditions of the service. Second, local governments have tested SCSs
that integrate different scoring systems in “prototype cities” (社会
信用体系建设示范城市), such as Rongcheng and Suzhou. Partici-
pation in these local “credit scoring experiments” is mandatory for
residents in these areas. Such policy experiments [14] can serve as
models for other local SCS implementations but they are not neces-
sarily a model for national implementation. Third, government-led
SCS measures have been realized nationally. There are various
types of blacklists (黑名单) and redlists (红名单) run by govern-
ment agencies at different levels of administrative divisions (ADs)
including municipalities and provinces, but also government de-
partments at the national level. These platforms publicly display
information to “shame”1 or “praise” natural and legal persons (e.g.,
companies) for non-compliance or compliance with a variety of
legal and social norms [10, 15, 19, 22, 30]. No entity can opt out from
being listed. Depending on the type of list, entities are subjected
to different types of reward or punishment over a wide range of
areas, a process that has been termed “joint reward and punishment
mechanism” (JRP) by the Chinese government [32]. Both natural
and legal persons on specific blacklists or redlists will be punished
or rewarded under the rules defined in Memoranda of Understand-
ings (MoUs). Different government agencies have jointly signed
and started enforcing these MoUs [8].

To summarize, the government-run SCS operates blacklists and
redlists throughout the entire country. It enforces regulations with
reputational and material means and requires mandatory partici-
pation. This SCS has regulatory “teeth”. However, no research has
conducted an empirical analysis of this nationwide SCS blacklist
and redlist infrastructure.

This lack of knowledge is troubling, as the SCS will likely shape
the behavior of about 1.4 billion Chinese citizens and all companies
doing business in China. Further, important international long-
term technology policy challenges are dependent on the success
of systems such as the SCS, as highlighted by Antony Blinken in
his confirmation hearings, when he argued that “whether techno
democracies or techno autocracies are the ones who get to define how
tech is used (. . . ) will go a long way toward shaping the next decades”
(2021 U.S. Secretary of State confirmation hearings [11]).

This study investigates the design and technical implementations
as well as the number and types of blacklists and redlists across
30 Chinese provincial-level ADs. Our exploratory study shows the

1The authors use quotation marks to communicate a neutral standpoint towards
SCS-specific normative concepts (e.g., “positive”, “negative”, “reward”, “sanction/pun-
ishment”). For the remainder of the article, quotation marks will be omitted for the
sake of reader-friendliness.

diversity of SCS lists in granular detail and outlines the informa-
tional consistency between social credit records of the same type
of list on different SCS platforms. We find that SCS listings focus
on economic activities but also capture reputational rewards for
moral and political behavior. Moreover, we show that the SCS list-
ing infrastructure is flexible, as observed in a second round of data
collection during the COVID-19 outbreak: when necessary, new
types of lists can regulate novel forms of transgression and thereby
help accomplish new policy goals.

2 STUDY PROCEDURE
2.1 Policy-making in China: Provinces

implement blacklists and redlists
SCS implementation is largely left to regional rather than central
government, a common trait of China’s policy-making process
that tends to follow a principle of “centralized planning, decen-
tralized implementation” [12, 13]. As a planning polity, central
policy-makers outline policy goals in top-level policy documents
valid for a specific policy-making cycle. Commonly, a first policy
document (called jianyi/建议) includes general guidelines for a
new cycle of policy-making. A second, more refined, but still broad,
policy outline (called gangyao/纲要) sets more specific policy goals
[14].2 Importantly, the implementation of the policy goals outlined
in top-level policy documents is left to provincial, county, and city
governments. This also applies to the SCS: provincial-level adminis-
trative authorities (i.e., those in charge of provinces, municipalities
under the direct administration of central government, and au-
tonomous regions) are, to some extent, free to determine how they
implement nationwide policy goals for their AD [27, 31].

The SCS’s gangyao includes vague instructions regarding so-
cial credit record applications for broadly defined commercial and
social sectors (e.g., [6, 8, 22]). SCS implementation rests on the com-
mitment of provincial-level ADs3 to realize general instructions
laid out in top-level policy documents. As such, understanding the
nationwide SCS listing infrastructure requires an empirical assess-
ment of all SCS platforms at the provincial level. As each province
is responsible for the implementation of its own SCS blacklist and
redlist, we expected to find differences in the technological setup,
interface design, and list types (i.e., differences in types of rewards
and sanctions) between the provincial-level SCS platforms.

We conducted two rounds of data collection. First, between June
2019 and December 2019, we collected data on blacklists and redlists
from 30 Chinese provincial-level ADs comprised of 22 provinces, 5
autonomous regions and 4 municipalities under the direct adminis-
tration of central government. Second, in February 2020, we started
collecting data on blacklists and redlists related to the coronavirus
outbreak.

As we describe in more detail in the methodology section, our
study approach is fundamentally exploratory. Data collection and
analyses were intended to understand SCS implementation with
regard to three high-level research questions, as follows.
2Generally, policy-making in China is accompanied by a multitude of other policy
documents. Engaging in a comprehensive description of Chinese policy-making would
go beyond the scope of this study.
3In China, provincial-level ADs comprise provinces (e.g., Sichuan), municipalities
under the direct administration of central government (e.g., Beijing, Shanghai) and
autonomous regions (e.g., Inner Mongolia, Tibet).
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Figure 1: Screenshot of an overview of the SCS information platforms of the different ADs listed on the national SCS platform
“creditchina.gov.cn”. Taiwan, Hong Kong and Macao were previously listed together with other ADs on the landing page of
the “Credit China” website, but without a valid link. The listings were then removed in July 2019. Data collection was con-
ducted via the SCS platform of each AD. Color-coding: orange represents municipality under the direct administration of
central government; blue represents provinces; purple represents autonomous administrative regions; green represents the
Xinjiang production and construction corps (Bingtuan), an economic and paramilitary organization in the Xinjiang Uyghur
Autonomous Region, which is not included in our analysis due to an insignificant amount of credit data. Translations of AD
names added by the authors.

• RQ1: Are there technological and design differences in credit
lists and records between the provincial SCS platforms?

• RQ2: How do provincial SCS platforms differ in the number
and types of blacklists and redlists?

• RQ3: How do SCS blacklist and redlist records of the same
type of list differ in terms of the information displayed across
provincial SCS platforms?

2.2 Methodological approach
2.2.1 Data. Our analysis pertains to blacklists and redlists imple-
mented at the AD level from June 2019 to December 2019. Data
collection was aimed at provincial-level blacklists and redlists from
31 ADs (22 provinces, 5 autonomous regions, 4 municipalities under
the direct administration of central government) listed on China’s
national SCS platform “creditchina.gov.cn” (Figure 1).4 For the
follow-up study of coronavirus-related lists, we inspected the same
SCS platforms again between February 2020 and April 2020.

Data collection primarily refers to a) the types of lists imple-
mented in each AD (RQ2) and b) retrieving individual credit records
from the most commonly implemented blacklist and redlist across
all 31 ADs (RQ3). Collecting list types and credit records enabled
an analysis of the technical realization and interface designs of SCS
platforms and credit records (RQ1).

Our data collection was organized to produce a descriptive study
of SCS implementation. Our core analyses focused on the diversity
of list types across ADs and the structural differences between list
records, in particular, their interface designs and the information
provided in individual credit records. For several reasons, we did
not conduct a quantitative analyses on published records. First, dur-
ing data collection, we observed that the number of published SCS
4This list also included the Xinjiang production and construction corps (Bingtuan).
However, we did not include these data in our analysis for two reasons: first, Bingtuan
is a unique state-owned economic and paramilitary organization in Xinjiang and,
second, at the time of data collection, Bingtuan’s SCS platform had published only a
very small amount of credit information (9 blacklist and 7 redlists entries).

records changed on a day-to-day basis for all SCS platforms. We
refrained from drawing general inferences on SCS credit records
based on a onetime quantitative analysis. Second, when we began
to scrutinize different SCS platforms, we observed large differences
in the amount of credit records uploaded. Some SCS platforms had
not published any credit records, while some displayed multiple
millions (note that only a few SCS platforms indicated the total
number of credit records). Third, given the early stage of SCS de-
velopment, a comprehensive quantitative analysis of the economic
and societal impacts of credit records was not possible at the time
of data collection. This impact may need several years to material-
ize as SCS measures begin to influence the economy, government
administration, and social processes at large. Fourth, as we discuss
in the next subsection, we encountered challenges in accessing and
retrieving public credit information from SCS platforms.

2.2.2 Data collection obstacles. The first obstacle was obtaining
access to the 31 AD SCS platforms. Access from our location was
severely impeded, so we tested the accessibility of different SCS
websites from various locations. To accomplish this, we sent web
requests from 44 servers spread around the world to each AD’s
SCS website.5 SCS server accessibility from outside China was
generally possible but unstable.6 To investigate SCS platforms, we
used a virtual private network of servers located in China. Requests
from China provided more stable access to SCS servers than from
other locations. All SCS servers, apart from the SCS server of the
municipality of Chongqing, responded to requests from a Chinese
server. For the server of the municipality Chongqing, no data could
be retrieved at any time, as the server did not respond to requests
for the entire data collection period from any location. Thus, our
final data collection represented 30 ADs. Overall, it took 6 months

5The analysis was conducted with the Uptrends online monitoring service (www.
uptrends.com). Data available from the authors.
6The most frequent return values were: HTTP connection failure, HTTP protocol
error, HTTP timeout, and TCP connection failure.
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to access all SCS platforms and to document the different types
of blacklists and redlists, verify them through revisits, and collect
credit records for each AD.

While documenting the different types of lists for each province,
we observed that each AD operated a different web server with dif-
ferent implementations of front-end, back-end and database design.
Moreover, we did not find a public API on any of the AD SCS plat-
forms. Taken together, this made data collection for credit records
complicated, as each AD SCS platform required the programming
of a unique web crawler and scraper.

The systematic sampling of public credit records from each black-
list and redlist on all SCS platforms was not possible for several
reasons. First, the number and therefore types of lists implemented
varied between the ADs. Some ADs had more than 10 types of lists,
while others only displayed a single list (see Results). We saw that
some ADs with only a single implemented blacklist or redlist used
this list to present different types of sanctions or rewards. Second,
some ADs had only one list but no records to show at all. Third,
SCS platforms differed in how credit records were displayed. For
example, some SCS platforms displayed a number of credit records
on a single page and offered page tabs that opened the next page,
displaying the next set of credit records. This interface style allowed
page visitors to go through all available credit records. Other SCS
platforms only showed a selection of credit records and instead of
page tabs provided a search bar for specific queries. Here, visitors
could not see all available credit records. Finally, some AD SCS
platforms deployed captchas and bot blockers that sometimes led to
time-out denials such as temporary or even permanent IP address
suspension.

Given these restrictions on the collection of credit records, sys-
tematic and unbiased sampling of credit records across all SCS
platforms was not possible. However, the goal of our study was
not to measure effects between credit record samples to generalize
to the SCS as a single system. Instead, for the credit record anal-
ysis, our research goal was to explore informational differences
in credit records across the SCS platforms. For this purpose, ho-
mogeneous convenience sampling was sufficient to compare the
information provided on credit records on the same list between
SCS platforms. Homogeneous convenience sampling differs from
conventional convenience sampling by constraining sampling by
one factor (see e.g., [17]). We did not sample any credit record on
any type of list (i.e., we did not conduct conventional convenience
sampling). We directed the analysis of credit records toward the
most frequently implemented type of blacklist and redlist across all
SCS platforms. Consequently, different crawling and data extrac-
tion (scraping) robots were programmed to extract pre-specified
information on credit records from the most common type of black-
list and redlist.7 The two main frameworks and tools used for the
crawling and scraping process were ThoughtWorks Limited open
source headless browser Selenium and Scrapinghub Limited open
source framework called Scrapy. The extracted data were eventually
pushed into a noSQL database (MongoDB) as a horizontally scaling
non-relational database was the better solution given the different
SCS platform implementations.

7We provide a code example of a crawler and a spider in the Auxiliary Material.

Figure 2: Shanghai’s “Dishonest legal persons subjected to
enforcement” (Lao Lai) blacklist of companies only dis-
played 10 record entries, requiring visitors to make a tar-
geted search query. Translations by the authors.

Finally, the obstacles described above naturally led to credit
record samples of varying size. On some SCS platforms, wemanaged
to retrieve thousands of public credit records. On other platforms
we obtained less than a hundred; some platforms did not have any
credit records at all during the entire data collection period (for an
overview of sampling results, see Table 2 in the Auxiliary Material).
The differences in sample size were not due to any systematic
sampling error committed by us but reflected the arbitrariness of
the credit record display across the SCS platforms during the data
collection period.

3 RESULTS
3.1 Technical implementation and design of

blacklists and redlists
Each SCS platform operated a different web server with its own
front-end, back-end and database design. We observed that the
designs of the blacklists and redlists differed between ADs but was,
overall, simple and plain.

All SCS platforms implemented either a Hypertext Markup Lan-
guage (HTML) document with classic Cascading Style Sheet (CSS)
structure or advanced dynamic scripting technology (JavaScript)
for lists and individual records.

The majority of ADs (21) displayed only a selection of records
but enabled targeted queries via a search bar. The remaining ADs
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Figure 3: A two-column example credit record of the “Lao Lai”
blacklist published on Ningxia’s SCS platform. Translations
by the authors.

showed all available social credit records with the help of a page tab.
For example, on Guangxi’s SCS platform, blacklist records could
be accessed via 6852 tabs, each displaying 10 records. By contrast,
Shanghai’s blacklists showed ten blacklist records with no option
to access more entries other than with a targeted query (Figure 2).

The design differences extended to individual credit records.
Blacklist and redlist records were either structured as two column
tables (Figure 3), multiple column tables (Figure 4) or continuous
text documents.

Inner Mongolia and Shandong enabled sharing of blacklist and
redlist records through Chinese social media platforms (e.g.,Wechat,
SinaWeibo, and Baidu Tieba). We found that eight SCS platforms of-
fered citizens and organizations the possibility to contest published
social credit records via a standardized interface option (e.g., Figure
3 top right corner). Our data indicate that there are technological
and design differences in credit lists and records between provincial
SCS platforms (RQ1). The current design and implementation of
SCS platforms prioritize the display of social credit records rather
than any aspect of their reputational effects. All SCS platforms
had a binary rating system for good and bad behaviors – redlists
and blacklists. Other than this binary classification, however, ADs
did not apply other rating measures, such as numerical or contin-
uous scoring. Indeed, we did not observe any social credit score
at all communicated on any provincial-level SCS platform across
China. Different types of lists were not put into relation with each
other by means of a sorting or ranking. For example, no system of
reputational ordering was found between individual records that
highlighted severe transgressions more prominently than less se-
vere cases. Five ADs showed numerical aggregation when a citizen
or company had multiple social credit records. Entities with addi-
tional record entries were not displayed more prominently than
entities that had a single credit record entry. Currently, the design
of the SCS lists serves as a digitally accessible repository for citi-
zen and company records and does not use any advanced features
characteristic of other digital reputation systems [25].

Figure 4: A multi-column example record of Jiangxi’s “Lao
Lai” blacklist (失信被执行人名单). Translations by the au-
thors.

3.2 Diversity and comprehensiveness: Number
and types of blacklists and redlists

In response to RQ2, our data provide evidence for substantial dif-
ferences in the number and types of lists between ADs (compare
Figures 5 & 6). This confirms that regional governments determine
the number and types of blacklists and redlists for their admin-
istrative region. For example, Beijing, Tianjin, Tibet, Guangdong,
Hunan, Shanxi and Qinghai each operated more than ten different
types of blacklists and redlists. In contrast, Inner Mongolia, Ningxia,
Gansu, Guizhou, and Hebei each had implemented only one black-
list and one redlist. At present, it is impossible to say why some
ADs run multiple lists and some only a single list. The number of
lists did not correlate with economic, demographic, or geographic
factors (data not shown).

In total, more blacklists (273) were published than redlists (154).
We first grouped the 273 blacklists into 41 categories and the 154
redlists into 45 categories. We then created a taxonomy consisting
of eight types of blacklists and eight types of redlists that currently
make up the entire SCS AD listing infrastructure (Table 1). Note
that different types of lists emphasize compliance with the legal
and social norms that an AD wants to improve on. Thereby, the
SCS influences behavior through two common reputation strategies
[2]. With a minimum threshold strategy, blacklisting stresses the
need for conformism. This technique tries to bring all entities to the
same level of compliance. Redlisting, on the other hand, highlights
praiseworthy performers that are intended to serve as behavioral
role models.

The majority of blacklists displayed companies and citizens that
have not fulfilled a court order, have committed commercial or
transactional fraud, or have not complied with specific industry
regulations. All ADs had implemented a “List of Dishonest Persons
subject to Enforcement” also called the “Lao Lai” blacklist. This
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Figure 5: The number of blacklists implemented across 30 ADs. Shanxi had implemented most blacklists (35), followed by
Qinghai (22), Hunan (21), Guangdong (19) and Shandong (15).

blacklist published information on citizens and companies that have
failed to fulfill a court order. The “Lao Lai” blacklist aims to tackle
China’s court order enforcement problem [8, 9]. It forms a critical
part of the JRP by which listed citizens face multiple restrictions,
such as being banned from taking flights and high speed trains.
Restrictions for “Lao Lai” companies include denial of licenses,
reduced possibility to win bids for public contracts, or being subject
to additional requirements for mandatory government approval for
investments in sectors where market access is usually not regulated.
Beyond the “Lao Lai” blacklist, we did not find any other type of
blacklist implemented on all SCS platforms. The other types of
blacklist most commonly found targeted non-compliance in tax
payment (12 out of 30 ADs), untrustworthy behavior in financial
activities (9/30), illegal import or export of products (8/30), delay
or failure to compensate migrant8 workers (8/30, companies only),
or failure to protect the environment (7/30, companies only). We
found blacklists that sanctioned fraud in marriage registrations
or charity donations (social fraud), companies that had failed to
comply with product quality standards (especially in food and drug
production), or companies that had bad employment relationships.

The most frequently implemented redlists displayed entities that
complied with tax law (18 out of 30 ADs) and import and export

8“Migrant” here refers to rural citizens moving into urban centers for employment.

regulations (10/30). Usually, redlists serve to reward particularly
“praiseworthy” behaviors. We made the surprising observation that
many types of redlists highlighted regular compliance with laws
and regulations. Some redlists, however, showcased individuals and
companies that distinguished themselves politically or morally. For
example, Beijing’s SCS platform published a list called “4th Beijing
Excellent Builders of Socialism with Chinese Characteristics”, and
Jiangxi and Tianjin listed citizens that had been rewarded the “May
Fourth Medal”. Tianjin had implemented two lists titled “Tianjin
Good Man” and “Tianjin Ideological and Moral Model”. Tibet had
a similar redlist called “Moral Models & Good Political Ideology”
(Figure 7). Other redlists were dedicated to citizens that had vol-
unteered, given to charity or won awards in education, science or
technology. Overall, the redlist infrastructure was less elaborate
than its blacklist counterpart: not a single type of redlist existed
in all ADs. Three ADs had published a single redlist with no data
(Xinjiang, Gansu, and Jilin).

3.3 Informational consistency on credit records
of the most common blacklist and redlist

To address RQ3, we explored the informational differences among
the credit records of the most frequently implemented types of
lists: the “Lao Lai” list (blacklist) and the “Class A Taxpayer” list
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Figure 6: The number of redlists implemented across 30 ADs. Beijing had implemented the most redlists (24), followed by
Guangdong (14), Xinjiang (12), Hunan (12), Tianjing (11), and Jiangxi (10).

(redlist). With the exception of Jilin and Tibet, the remaining 28 ADs
had published credit records in their “Lao Lai” lists. We compared
ADs based on the provision of five types of information in “Lao
Lai” credit records: 1) the unified social credit code (companies)
or identification number (natural persons), 2) specification of a
data source or responsible authority, 3) reasons for listing (i.e., a
justification), 4) information on the fulfillment of the requirements,
and 5) information on a future removal date of the record (see
Figure 8).

3.3.1 Information on “Lao Lai” blacklist credit records. Based on
the samples of credit records obtained, out of the 28 different ADs,
only 14 ADs had provided either the unified social credit code (8/28)
or the natural person’s identification number (6/28). The remaining
ADs either listed an organization code (3/28) for companies or sim-
ply the name of the natural person listed (3/28). 23 ADs specified the
data source of the record (i.e., where the data had been generated),
the name of the executive court (12/28) or a responsible agency. In
all, 24 ADs provided at least some explanation for why an entity
had been listed. In the majority of cases, the credit records referred
to a specific law that was to be enforced. Finally, 12 ADs indicated
whether the requirement had already been fulfilled or not, and only
6 ADs displayed the removal date of the record.

3.3.2 Information on “Class A Taxpayer” redlist credit records (in-
cluding unspecified redlists). For ADs without a “Class A Taxpayer”
list, we inspected records from the only list available. 25 ADs had
provided redlist records on their SCS platforms. 17 ADs had explic-
itly used the term “unified social credit code” in their records, and 7
listed a “taxpayer identification number”. The remaining ADs sim-
ply presented the name of the listed entity. All ADs that published
redlist records provided some form of identifying information. Of
these, 21 ADs indicated the responsible authority for the case in
question, and 16 ADs included a justification for being listed (com-
monly termed “reason for inclusion” or “honor content”). 6 ADs
indicated the record’s expiration date. An example record of a Class
A Taxpayer List is shown in Figure 9.

3.4 Flexibility: Blacklists and redlists regulate
behavior during the COVID-19 epidemic

Finally, we found that novel types of norm transgression can be
quickly subjected to blacklisting and redlisting. Between February
27 and March 30, 2020, we collected data from the same SCS plat-
forms to understand whether blacklisting and redlisting were used
to regulate social behavior in an exceptional state of emergency.
During this second round of data collection, we had access to 25 of
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Figure 7: Ratios of redlists for moral behavior and good political ideology to total redlists across the 30 listed Chinese ADs.

Figure 8: A comparison of the information provided on
credit records collected from the most frequently imple-
mented type of blacklist and redlist across all ADs.

the 31 ADs.9 We identified coronavirus-related blacklists in 15 ADs
and redlists in 10 ADs. Pursuant to our first analyses, blacklist and
redlist records targeted natural persons and companies. We found

9We did not have access to the SCS platforms of Jilin, Beijing, Fujian, Qinghai,
Chongqing, and Hainan.

that coronavirus blacklists included entities for selling fake preven-
tive health products, violating quarantine regulations, organizing
or participating in gatherings during lockdown, or illegally operat-
ing transport vehicles as ambulances. Blacklists were presented in
different formats across the 15 ADs: they were either given in a row-
and-column format (5) or in narrative-like news reports (10) (see
Figure 10). Coronavirus redlists reported on devoted professionals
such as doctors, nurses, volunteers, and border control officials, as
well as on companies and individuals that had donated health prod-
ucts. All coronavirus redlist records were presented as narrative
news reports.

4 SUMMARY AND CONCLUDING ANALYSIS
We conducted an empirical investigation on the diversity, flexibil-
ity, and comprehensiveness of provincial-level SCS blacklists and
redlists in China.

Overall, we highlighted that SCS listing designs facilitate pub-
lic access to social credit records. The majority of SCS platforms
display a selection of credit records and enable targeted queries.
SCS platforms serve as digital reputation systems because redlists
and blacklists digitally showcase entities’ good and bad behaviors.
However, with the exception of a few ADs that aggregated credit
records for a single entity or allowed sharing of credit records to
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Table 1: The different types of blacklists and redlists implemented byADs in China. Shading indicates the number of blacklists
or redlists for a given type. N/A denotes no access to the SCS platform.

Figure 9: A screenshot of a redlist record from the “Class A
Taxpayer List” published on the Fujian SCS platform. Trans-
lations by the authors.

social media platforms, we did not observe any automated classifi-
cation, ranking or scoring on any of the current SCS listings.

The SCS comprises hundreds of blacklists and redlists across
provincial-level ADs. Currently, the majority of these types of
lists target compliance with a wide range of laws and regulations.
Thereby, SCS blacklists focus on “Lao Lai” entities, which are citi-
zens and companies that have not fulfilled a court order. The SCS
first displays “Lao Lai” on its digital listings and hence excludes
them from future cooperative opportunities through its JRP. Based
on these two mechanisms, the SCS seeks to turn “Lao Lai” into

cooperators by attaching an exceptionally high cost to defection.
We also observed redlists that highlight praiseworthy political and
moral behaviors. Further development of lists that go well beyond
legal or regulatory norms could substantially increase the social
control characteristics of the SCS.

We have exemplified the flexibility of SCS listings by a case study
on the COVID-19 outbreak. Digital blacklists and redlists might
be a particularly powerful regulatory measure because they can
be adapted to help accomplish novel policy goals quickly and at
relatively low costs.

There are several outstanding questions for future research. For
example, will SCS platform design incorporate more reputational
affordances? Will the governmental and commercial branches (i.e.,
big data apps) of the SCS cooperate to share and analyze different
data streams? Will SCS mechanisms really produce their intended
regulatory effects? We believe that asking such questions is crucial
and we hope to have laid a useful foundation for future empirical
and conceptual studies on the SCS.

5 ETHICAL DIMENSIONS OF THE STUDY
We now turn to initial ethical considerations of data-driven research
on SCS implementation. First, our analysis was based on publicly
available data found on key platforms of China’s SCS. These data
are posted to enable public scrutiny. Our paper includes screenshots
from the currently available implementations (see Figures 1, 2, 3, 4,
9, 10). Our data collection and analyses are privacy-preserving: we
blurred any personally identifiable data to protect the privacy of
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Figure 10: Screenshot of the coronavirus blacklist from the SCS platform for Henan province. Translation: On January 26,
the Market Supervisory Authority of Ye County Pingdingshan City received reports from the public reporting that ** Pharmacy
increased the price of KN95 masks. After receiving the report, the authority immediately sent out law enforcement officers to
conduct a serious inspection of the store and found that the purchase price of the KN95 masks (2 pieces in one package) was 6.5
RMB for the store and the sale price was usually 18 RMB. However, the pharmacy sold 20 packages of the masks at the price of 40
RMB during the epidemic period. The pharmacy was thus in violation of the price regulation. Following relevant regulations, the
Market Supervisory Authority filed a case for the investigation and ordered the pharmacy to restore the price to its original level.
The authority also imposed administrative penalties on the pharmacy according to law. The pharmacy realized the seriousness
of the problem and immediately halted the illegal behavior, admitted its misconduct, proactively paid a fine of 80,000 RMB, and
apologized to the public. Translations by the authors.

listed companies and citizens. Our methodological approach does
not result in any unfavorable consequences or costs for any of the
data subjects. We are transparent in our methodology and provide
a representative code example of a web crawler and spider we used
in this study (see Auxiliary Material).

Second, our account adheres to the principles of ethical web
crawling and scraping [20, 29, 33, 34]. For each SCS platform, we
checked for a specified robots.txt file. At no point during our data
collection did we find a robots.txt file that specified rules for web
crawlers. Accordingly, when platforms make data publicly available,
do not specify a robots.txt file, and do not provide a data collection
interface (e.g., API), then robots are free to gather data (see, e.g.,
[29, 33]).

Third, the purpose of our study is ethically justifiable on its
own. In the absence of systematic empirical accounts, uncertainty
will inevitably help foster misconceptions about the SCS (whether
overly positive or negative). Given China’s geopolitical prominence,
governments of other countries may be inspired to copy China’s
SCS [24]. This is particularly likely for neighboring countries [37].
Data-driven research on SCS implementation can help prevent
hasty SCS adaptations by other governments based on false as-
sumptions. Empirical and conceptual analyses on the SCS allow for
a more informed public debate about the development of digital
socio-technical systems. As our data indicate, currently, there is
little evidence that blacklists and redlists operate as AI-driven rep-
utation systems. Apart from two SCS platforms that enable sharing
of credit records to social media platforms, at the moment, there
is no evidence that credit records are subjected to other means of
digital reputation mechanisms such as classification, ranking, or
profiling based on AI. It is possible that future developments might
implement AI-based reputation mechanisms. As we have argued,

additional empirical work on the SCS is necessary given that Chi-
nese policy-making rests on often vaguely formulated policy goals.
We show a considerable diversity of SCS blacklist and redlist imple-
mentation that cannot be concluded from policy analysis alone. Our
study raises important questions that also matter for non-Chinese
citizens and organizations. For example, is stable access to black-
lists and redlists from outside China justifiable when non-Chinese
citizens and companies are listed [4, 10]? Should China distribute
licenses or special APIs to allow non-Chinese entities to ascertain
whether they are listed? Or will Chinese authorities directly notify
non-Chinese entities when they are listed?

The Chinese SCS is already one of the most comprehensive rep-
utation systems in the world. Given that the government generates
the reputation signals, we believe that SCS blacklisting and redlist-
ing could have a strong influence on societal behavior at large.

Finally, this research extends growing calls for more open data
in computational social science [21] with a case for more data
availability in China. As this body of research has shown, open
government data can significantly improve our understanding of
societies’ most important challenges in the context of equality,
health, or employment. Even if data collection obstacles are likely
to persist, we hope that our study underlines the importance of
future data-driven research on the Chinese SCS.
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A AUXILIARY MATERIAL FOR “BLACKLISTS AND REDLISTS IN THE CHINESE SOCIAL CREDIT
SYSTEM: DIVERSITY, FLEXIBILITY, AND COMPREHENSIVENESS”

A.1 Documentation: Example crawler and spider for Guangdong province
The following code sections are an excerpt of the crawling and scraping methodology to systematically collect data from public blacklists
and redlists of the Chinese Social Credit System. The crawler for collecting relevant data and the spider for extracting specific information
from the data are demonstrated for the example of the Guangdong province below. Please note that the collection methodology may have to
be adjusted, if the collection site is undergoing changes. You also may want to revisit the discussion on the ethics of data crawling in our
paper (see Section 5).

Crawler example Guangdong province:
This section shows how the link lists are created, in particular, the methodology to collect the deep links that lead to the entry records
of blacklists and redlists. A headless browser (like Selenium) is used, which is basically a normal web browser remotely controlled by a
programmed robot.

In the following, an example of a web crawler is given:

class GuangdongSelenium():
def crawl_red(self):

link = 'https://credit.gd.gov.cn/opencreditAction!getOpencreditList_new.[...]&tbType=1'
print_start("Guangdong␣Redlist")
linkliste = []
file = open("linklist_guangdong_red.txt", "a")

driver.get(link)
driver.find_element_by_css_selector('#newtype␣>␣option:nth-child(8)').click()
driver.find_element_by_css_selector('label.search_button').click()

while '下一页' in driver.page_source:
try:

categorylist = driver.find_elements_by_css_selector('tbody␣>␣tr:nth-child(1)␣>␣td␣>␣div␣>␣a')
for i in categorylist:

print(i.get_attribute('href'))
s = i.get_attribute('href')
linkliste.append(s)

driver.find_element_by_css_selector('a.next').click()
time.sleep(10)

except():
print ("Error,␣no␣next␣page␣available!")
break

print("Length␣of␣final␣linklist:␣", len(linkliste))
linkliste = list(dict.fromkeys(linkliste))
print("This␣is␣the␣lenght␣of␣the␣list␣after␣removing␣all␣duplicates:␣", len(linkliste))
for e in linkliste:

file.write(e + "\n")

print("Crawled␣links␣are␣written␣into␣the␣final␣file.")
print("File␣created")
file.close()
driver.close()
sys.exit()

def crawl_black(self):
link = 'https://credit.gd.gov.cn/opencreditAction!getOpencreditList_new.[...]&tbType=2'
print_start("Guangdong␣Blacklist")



linkliste = []
file = open("linklist_guangdong_black.txt", "a")
driver.get(link)
driver.find_element_by_css_selector('#newtype␣>␣option:nth-child(2)').click()
driver.find_element_by_css_selector('label.search_button').click()
try:

while '下一页' in driver.page_source:
wait = WebDriverWait(driver, 10)
wait.until(ec.visibility_of_element_located((By.CSS_SELECTOR, 'a.next')))
time.sleep(10)
categorylist = driver.find_elements_by_css_selector('tbody␣>␣tr:nth-child(1)␣>␣td␣>␣div␣>␣a')
for i in categorylist:

print(i.get_attribute('href'))
s = i.get_attribute('href')
file.write(s + "\n")
linkliste.append(s)

driver.find_element_by_css_selector('a.next').click()
time.sleep(5)

except:
pass
print("Error,␣no␣next␣page␣available!")

print("File␣created")
file.close()
driver.close()
sys.exit()

The desired output should be a collection of links stored in corresponding files ‘linklist_guangdong_black.txt’ or ‘linklist_guangdong_red.txt’.

https://credit.gd.gov.cn/infoTypeAction!getAwardAndGruel.[...]id=FF89EED12BC14E21BF36360E9044FC45
https://credit.gd.gov.cn/infoTypeAction!getAwardAndGruel.[...]id=FF89EED12BC14E21BF36360E9044FC45
[...]
https://credit.gd.gov.cn/infoTypeAction!getAwardAndGruel.[...]id=FF89EED12BC14E21BF36360E9044FC45
https://credit.gd.gov.cn/infoTypeAction!getAwardAndGruel.[...]id=FF89EED12BC14E21BF36360E9044FC45

Spider example Guangdong province:
This section shows a web scraping spider, a methodology that follows the web crawling process. A web scraper’s task is to sequentially work
through the web crawler’s link list and extract specific data.

In the following, an example of a web scraper is given:

import scrapy, re

class GuangdongSpider(scrapy.Spider):
name = "guangdong"
file = open("linklist_guangdong_black.txt", "r")
start_urls = [i.replace("\n", "") for i in file]

def parse(self, response):
table = response.css('table␣>␣tr␣>␣td')
yield{

'case_number' : table[1].css('::text').extract_first(),
'lost_trustee_name' : table[3].css('::text').extract_first(),
'gender' : table[5].css('::text').extract_first(),
'age' : table[7].css('::text').extract_first(),



'ID_number_desensitization__organization_code' : table[9].css('::text').extract_first(),
'corporate_legal_person_name' : table[11].css('::text').extract_first(),
'executive_court' : table[13].css('::text').extract_first(),
'execution_basis_number' : table[15].css('::text').extract_first(),
'basis␣for␣execution' : table[17].css('::text').extract_first(),
'obligation_established_by_the_law' : table[19].css('::text').extract_first(),
'implementation_of_the_person_being_executed' : table[21].css('::text').extract_first(),
'untrustworthy_enforcer' : table[23].css('::text').extract_first(),
'release_time' : table[25].css('::text').extract_first(),
'filing_time' : table[27].css('::text').extract_first(),
'fulfilled_part' : table[29].css('::text').extract_first(),
'unfulfilled_part' : table[31].css('::text').extract_first(),
'hyperlink' : response.url

}

A.2 Table: Summary of credit record collection for blacklists and redlists

AD No. of blacklist records Avg. size blacklist record No. of vari-
ables

No. of redlist records Avg. size redlist record No. of vari-
ables

Municipalities

Beijing 100 1700 B 35 50 776.9 B 27
Shanghai 10 156.5 B 3 10 157.8 B 3
Tianjin 1501 1100 B 5 2000 306.6 B 5

AR

Guangxi 30281 265.7 B 8 27692 547.5 B 15
Inner Mongolia 10 795.9 B 15 10 319.5 B 5
Ningxia 20 853.3 B 12 19 714.5 B 12
Xinjiang 3 1100 B 12 no data - -
Tibet no data - - no data - -

Provinces

Anhui 190 926.5 B 15 190 315.8 B 6
Fujian 99 477.6 B 9 78 380.5 B 7
Gansu 20 1200 B 21 no data - -
Guangdong 160 1900 B 17 90 476.1 B 6
Guizhou 38 1600 B 6 39 2900 B 6
Hainan 40 817.3 B 17 40 654.6 B 13
Hebei 311 663.9 B 11 652 515.2 B 11
Heilongjiang 24 804.2 B 6 7 939.7 B 14
Henan 180 218.0 B 2 180 218.0 B 2
Hubei 50 588.4 B 11 50 465.5 B 8
Hunan 20 174.1 B 4 79 129.9 B 3
Jiangsu 50 1700 B 26 50 440 B 8
Jiangxi 2413 1600 B 16 482 1300 B 13
Jilin no data - - no data - -
Liaoning 4 1100 B 14 8 356.1 B 8
Qinghai 19 1000 B 15 18 928.6 B 15
Shaanxi 49 1100 B 15 47 748.6 B 15
Shandong 100 672.3 B 14 100 361.5 B 7
Shanxi 53 2100 B 21 73 1100 B 21
Sichuan 320 226.4 B 10 10 650.9 B 10
Yunnan 50 752.0 B 9 42 516.8 B 9
Zhejiang 1950 163.0 B 4 5580 217.0B 5∑

38065 37596

Table 2: The “No. of blacklist records” and “No. of redlist records” indicate the number of credit records retrieved from eachAD
SCS platform for the most commonly implemented type of blacklist and redlist, respectively. Numbers show varying sample
sizes due to several data collection obstacles (see Section 2.2). “Avg. size blacklist record” denotes the average byte size of a
blacklist record for each sample. “No. of variables” indicates the number of informational variables on each credit record in
the sample.
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ABSTRACT
The Chinese Social Credit System (SCS) is a digital sociotechni-
cal credit system that rewards and sanctions economic and social
behaviors of individuals and companies. As a complex and transfor-
mative digital credit system, the SCS uses digital communication
channels to inform the Chinese public about behaviors that lead
to reward or sanction. Since 2017, the Chinese government has
been publishing “blameworthy” and “praiseworthy” role model
narratives of ordinary Chinese citizens on its central SCS infor-
mation platform creditchina.gov.cn. Across many cultures, role
model narratives are a known instrument to convey “appropriate”
and “inappropriate” social norms. Using a directed content analysis
methodology, we study the SCS-specific social norms embedded
in 100 “praiseworthy” and 100 “blameworthy” role model narra-
tives published on creditchina.gov.cn. “Blameworthy” role model
narratives stress social norms associated with an “immoral” SCS
identity label termed “Lao Lai” — a “moral foe” that fails to repay
debt. SCS role model narratives familiarize Chinese society with
SCS-specific measures such as digital surveillance, public shaming,
and disproportionate punishment. Our study makes progress to-
wards understanding how a state-run sociotechnical credit system
combines digital tools with culturally familiar customs to propagate
“blameworthy” and “praiseworthy” identities.
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1 INTRODUCTION
In the past eight years, the Chinese government has made efforts to
reshape its domestic power structure. The government removed the
term limits for the Chinese presidency, created an anti-corruption
ministry, and launched a “propaganda” app called “Xuexi Qiang-
guo” (学习强国, literally translated as “study and make the country
strong”).1 Further, after four decades of rapid economic growth,
domestic demand-driven models aim to consolidate economic sus-
tainability [34, 60].

In 2014, the government published a Planning Outline for the
Construction of a Social Credit System (2014 - 2020); a high-level
policy document that mandates a nationwide digital social credit
system referred to as the Chinese Social Credit System (社会信
用体系, SCS). The SCS’s purpose is to evaluate, reward and pun-
ish the behavior of individuals, as well as commercial and soci-
etal organizations [57]. The outline describes two key SCS-specific
regulatory measures: first, a digital “shaming”2 and “praising” rep-
utation system and a “joint punishment and reward mechanism”
that distributes disproportionate “punishments” and “rewards”, re-
spectively [9, 10, 17, 19, 20, 39]. The Chinese SCS is a novel regu-
latory instrument enforcing reputational and material incentives
and sanctions with the help of a large-scale digital infrastructure.
The regulatory idea of the SCS rests on a broad conceptualization
of “credit” that covers economic and social behaviors. SCS policy
documents specify 14 different economic (e.g., production safety,
finance, construction, e-commerce, etc.) and 10 different social sec-
tors (e.g., health care, social security, and labor and employment) for
credit application [57]. This “credit everywhere” directive subjects
Chinese society to an all-encompassing concept of metrics with
the aim to build a “socialist harmonious society” without “social
contradictions” [57].

The establishment of a large-scale digital SCS to enforce social
norms3 corroborates the government’s efforts to govern society
through mechanisms that go beyond common legal and regulatory
practices. In order for citizens to comply with SCS-specific social
norms, the government must create awareness and understanding

1Civil servants, and employees of state-owned enterprises, particularly party members,
are “encouraged” to use the app [56].
2Throughout this paper, the authors use quotation marks to communicate a neutral
standpoint towards SCS-specific normative concepts (e.g., “praiseworthy”, “blamewor-
thy”, “shaming”, “praising”).
3This paper uses the term social norm in a purely functionalist manner (see, e.g., [22]).
A functionalist account defines social norms as deliberate measures by one party or
group to establish social order over another. While other accounts of social norms
study their natural emergence in individual or group interaction (see, e.g., [15]), a
functionalist account puts emphasis on the exogenous dimensions of social norms
attributable to the Chinese SCS.
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of these norms. This research focuses on the central SCS platform
“Credit China” (creditchina.gov.cn). Run by the National Center
for Public Credit Information, the platform functions as the main
SCS platform on all SCS-related developments. “Credit China” pro-
vides public access to official policy documents of the SCS, presents
different types of reputational blacklists, and publishes SCS role
model narratives and SCS news reports; as such, the platform also
propagates SCS-specific social norms to the Chinese public.

While previous research on the SCS has largely focused on policy
document analysis, here, we contribute to a more precise under-
standing of how the Chinese government makes SCS social norms
intelligible to society at large. SCS policy documents describe vague
instructions on SCS development, a common trait of policy docu-
ments issued by the central government [25]. Moreover, the broad
public does not tend to engage with policy documents. Second,
the SCS digitally publishes credit records on citizens, companies,
and other organizations on so-called SCS blacklists (displaying
“blameworthy” behavior) and redlists (displaying “praiseworthy”
behavior). While blacklist and redlist records provide some infor-
mation on why an entity was listed (i.e., punished or rewarded)
[19], such justifications are written in legal and technical jargon.
They do not offer causal or contextual clarifications for the sanc-
tioned or rewarded behaviors [20]. We observe that, since 2017, the
national SCS platform “Credit China” (creditchina.gov.cn) has been
regularly publishing SCS role model narratives on “praiseworthy”
and “blameworthy” behaviors. SCS role model narratives explicitly
convey SCS-specific social norms to a broad audience. They vividly
illustrate how ordinary Chinese citizens comply with or transgress
SCS-specific norms and what consequences they experience. Nar-
ratives, stories, or folklore are as old as civilization. In the Chinese
SCS, narratives on ordinary citizens are integrated into a digital
infrastructure. They are published online and readers can share nar-
ratives to Chinese social media platforms amplifying the messages
they seek to convey.

China has a long cultural tradition of propagating social norms
through narratives, stories, and portraits of model individuals (e.g.,
[1]). First, Chinese ethical scholarship formulates principles through
narratives, rather than through abstract principles. Second, besides
a plethora of ancient moral narratives that still profoundly influ-
ence moral education in China today,4 the Chinese government
today uses narratives to showcase moral exemplars through reader-
friendly stories and portraits (e.g., famous and popular narratives
on moral heroes such as Huang Jiguang and Lei Feng). In the con-
text of the SCS, we find that the government employs a similar
strategy. Consequently, their analysis enables a more substantive
understanding of the specific social norms the Chinese government
wants the public to comply with and internalize with regard to SCS
implementation.

We apply a directed content analysis methodology to systemati-
cally study the SCS-specific social norms embedded in 200 “blame-
worthy” and “praiseworthy” role model narratives on creditchina.
gov.cn. Our study exemplifies how socio-cultural traditions influ-
ence and resurface in the implementation of a large digital sociotech-
nical system. Role model narratives on creditchina.gov.cn represent

4For example, the Twenty-four Stories about Filial Piety written by Guo in the Yuan
Dynasty.

a prime example of how “. . . state actors appropriate technologies
to support broader ideological shifts in their discourse” [36]. In
addition, digital narratives present the biographical information
and moral judgments of ordinary Chinese citizens that, as we show,
can be distributed to large social media networks. SCS narratives
demonstrate the problematic coupling of traditional values and
socio-political policy plans by large digital infrastructures.

2 BACKGROUND
In Western media, the SCS has been linked to a national metric
system assigning social credit scores to individuals (e.g., [6, 21]).
While this perspective needs clarification, the SCS allows for more
government supervision of individuals, companies, and institutions
through digital information technologies. First, big information
technology companies contribute to the construction of the SCS
and distribute trustworthiness scores to individuals in promotion
programs (e.g., Zhima Credit) [10, 32]. Second, local governments
have tested different rating systems in “prototype cities” such as
Rongcheng and Suzhou. Here, social credit ratings grant or deny
citizens access to various public services and products [41]. Partic-
ipation in these local “credit scoring experiments” is mandatory.
However, these local “policy experiments” do not necessarily serve
as a model for national policy implementation.

A number of SCS-specific measures operate at the national level.
Early research accounts noted the existence of different types of
SCS blacklists and redlists. With these lists, the SCS uses digital
platforms to publicly “shame” or “praise” natural and legal per-
sons for non-compliance or compliance, respectively, with a variety
of legal and social norms (e.g., [7, 19, 20, 27, 35, 45]). Another na-
tional SCS-specific measure is the SCS joint punishment and reward
mechanism. Thereby, “praiseworthy” or “blameworthy” behavior
in one specific area leads to “reward” or “punishment” in different
areas of life. To give just one example, blacklisted individuals have
been barred from booking 26.8 million flights and nearly 6 million
high-speed train trips since June 2019 (according to the National
Development and Reform Commission).5 Scholars note that public
“shaming” and “praising” platforms as well as joint punishment and
reward mechanisms differentiate the Chinese SCS from other social
credit systems [17, 20].

2.1 SCS implementation as a digital
transformation of culturally and politically
familiar customs

Social science and legal scholarship has mainly focused on the pri-
vacy implications that result from the surveillance measures of the
Chinese SCS (e.g., [28, 35]). A key observation is that the Chinese
SCS is able to collect, process, and analyze personal data for a broad
range of different purposes [12, 47]. As a “surveillance system”,
the SCS is a critical stepping stone for the government not only
to monitor, but also to regulate and shape people’s behaviors [39].
However, prior research seems to indicate that Chinese citizens do
not primarily associate the SCS with the dangers of surveillance
[32]. Compared to the astonishment and criticism from some West-
ern media (e.g., [7, 14, 42]), Chinese citizens appear to perceive

5Refer to http://www.sohu.com/a/327229387_120054409, last accessed on May 21, 2022.
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the SCS favorably rather than critically [32]. The high approval
levels can partially be explained by the effort of the government
to base SCS mechanisms on culturally familiar customs and prac-
tices. For example, blacklists and redlists are common modes of
shaming and praising schemes in Chinese society. In kindergarten,
it is not uncommon for children to receive “praise” and “blame”
via so-called “Honor Rolls” and “Critique Rolls”, respectively. Be-
yond kindergarten, “praise” and “blame” mechanisms include public
presentation of photos of individuals on banners at the entrance
of buildings such as hospitals, schools, and companies. The distri-
bution of reputational “reward” and “punishment” by institutions
represents a culturally accepted regulatory instrument.

Second, according to survey research, Chinese citizens voice
little doubt regarding the political legitimacy of the government to
ensure social order through surveillance and monitoring systems
[32]. Characteristics of what has been referred to as the “surveil-
lance tradition” of the government date back to the “personal file
system” dang’an [17, 35]—a national archive system that was set up
in 1949 to systematically collect, record, and store information on
citizens’ and organizations’ attitudes and behaviors [43]. Similar to
the dang’an, SCS measures apply to individual citizens, companies,
and social organizations. Given the longstanding surveillance prac-
tices represented by the dang’an system, Chinese society is unlikely
to perceive the implementation of data-rich digital reputation lists
by the government as an illegitimate political measure. This is not
to say that Chinese citizens attach a low value to their privacy in
principle. When it comes to using corporate digital services such as
WeChat, for example, Chinese citizens do raise concerns about their
privacy but are less likely to take corresponding privacy actions
[11]—this “privacy paradox” is prevalent among users in Western
societies, too [13].

2.2 Narratives as instruments for propagating
ethical norms and political propaganda

Across cultures, stories, poems, and plays are an indispensable and
prevalent source of ethical principles [4, 26, 51, 53]. Narratives nat-
urally raise ethical questions and present possible model behaviors,
good and bad. The narrative format is particularly suitable to il-
lustrate complex ethical scenarios in a comprehensible manner.
In William Shakespeare’s King Henry V soldiers face the moral
trade-off whether to fulfill the king’s demands for war when they
believe that the king’s motivation for war is irrational and unjust.
Or takeMark Twain’s The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn. The story
illustrates the moral tensions of Huckleberry Finn who decides to
protect his escaped enslaved friend Jim rather than returning Miss
Watson’s “lost property”. Narratives are powerful media for ethi-
cal deliberations, they place moral choices in specific, real-world
contexts. The narrative format may not be suitable for generalizing
abstract principles, but it vividly reveals the conditional trajectories
that cause protagonists to face moral trade-offs or dilemmas [53].

Deontological and utilitarian ethics are typically concerned with
the conceptual development of ethical principles. These ethical
traditions justify a moral imperative conceptually and take them
to be universally valid across contextual conditions. In contrast,
Chinese ethics has a practical focus and demands practical solu-
tions to specific ethical conflicts [62], and is “skeptical that highly

abstract theories will provide a response that is true to the complexi-
ties of that problem” [61]. As such, Chinese moral philosophy takes
a predominantly virtue ethics approach. Its emphasis lies on the
development and presentation of a particular moral character in
the face of a particular problem [61]. Here, the narrative format
plays an indispensable role in conveying ethical deliberation and
decision-making in Chinese ethics. Examples of Chinese role model
narratives abound. The Biographies of Exemplary Women, compiled
two millennia ago, is the earliest extant book of Confucian ethics
solely devoted to the education of women. It includes 125 biograph-
ical accounts of exemplary women in ancient China. Well-known
to the Chinese today is the famous Twenty-four Stories about Filial
Piety. Written about 700 years ago, this collection of stories aims to
educate the public on the virtue of Confucian filial piety. In Confu-
cian ethics the virtue of filial piety represents a constitutive element
of “communitarianism”. Narrated scenarios illustrate virtuous acts
that cover moral conflicts. For example, the passage 7A35 in the
book Mencius, places the protagonist in the following situation:
would one hand over one’s own father to the state if he has commit-
ted a murder? Another “virtuous exemplar” of filial piety—perhaps
better known to the Western world—is the young girl called Mulan.
An entire collection of poems called the Ballad of Mulan documents
her courage and sense of duty in China 1500 years ago.6

In the 20th century, the Chinese government has used role model
narratives to underline “praiseworthy” moral dispositions. For in-
stance, Huang Jiguang is highly decorated as a revolutionarymartyr
for “sacrificing” himself during the Korean War in the 1950s. An-
other example is the story of Lei Feng—a socialist hero during
the 1960s and a famous hero in contemporary Chinese society
[49]. He is glorified for his “unconditional loyalty” to the Chinese
Communist Party (CCP). More recently, stories praising and blam-
ing citizens regularly appear on Chinese television. In 2016, the
state’s television station China Central Television produced a spe-
cial program called “Role Model/榜样”. In each season, the program
presents the “stories” of ten CCPmembers, praising their dedication
and steadfastness in their faith as CCP members. The Chinese pub-
lic is familiar with the use of narrative portraits of role models that
propagate political and ideological ideals. Narratives published on
creditchina.gov.cn follow this tradition and instill a representation
of everyday moral life in citizens’ minds [38]. This work presents
evidence that the Chinese SCS uses narratives of ordinary Chinese
citizens to familiarize society with digital surveillance practices and
digital reputation listings to enforce SCS-specific norms.

3 DATA AND METHODS
3.1 Data
In September 2017, the national SCS platform creditchina.gov.cn
started the regular publication of “blameworthy” role model narra-
tives about “dishonest”/“untrustworthy” natural and legal persons.
These “blameworthy” role model narratives can be accessed on the
landing page of creditchina.gov.cn (titled “representative cases/典
型案例)”7. In November 2017, the platform also started publishing

6For a comprehensive overview of narratives in Chinese ethics, see [61].
7This section only included “blameworthy” narratives when we crawled the data
in August 2018. Now, this section includes both “blameworthy” and “praiseworthy”
narratives.
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Figure 1:
Translation of a “blameworthy” role model narrative from creditchina.gov.cn. This is an excerpt of the complete role model narrative. The
narrative also provided the following information: publication date (July 30, 2018), original source of the role model narrative (Jiaotong
Wang), and the category of the role model narrative (Representative Cases); as well as a sharing function with links to the platforms of

Wechat, Weibo, Baidu Tieba, and Renren.

Figure 2:
Translation of a “praiseworthy” role model narrative from creditchina.gov.cn. This is an excerpt of the complete role model narrative. The
web-page also provided the following information: publication date (April 2, 2018), original source of the role model narrative (Credit China),
and the category of the role model narrative (Trustworthy Figures); as well as a sharing function. It also featured an image of the protagonist

and an audio recording of the narrative.
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“praiseworthy” role mode narratives of “honest” and “trustworthy”
individuals and representatives of companies. These “praiseworthy”
role model narratives can be accessed on the sub-page “credit cul-
ture (诚信文化)” under the headline “integrity characters/stories
(诚信人物／故事)”. Both “praiseworthy” and “blameworthy” nar-
ratives are either created and published by creditchina.gov.cn it-
self or selected and taken from city, provincial, and other national
government-associated news outlets.

We crawled and scraped publicly available “blameworthy” and
“praiseworthy” narratives on creditchina.gov.cn. This resulted in a
corpus of 798 “blameworthy” and 156 “praiseworthy” role model
narratives. To generate comparable datasets, we used the random
number method (e.g., [18]) to select 100 “praiseworthy” and 100
“blameworthy” role model narratives. We found that protagonists in
all “praiseworthy” narratives were individuals and their full names
were provided. In contrast, 11 out of 100 “blameworthy” narratives
(11%) portrayed companies. Only in 2 “blameworthy” cases (2%), a
full name of the protagonist was included, while in the remaining 98
cases the protagonist’s name was partly anonymized (only the fam-
ily name was provided). In the process of coding, we obscured the
protagonist’s name, living address and related companies’ names to
reduce the risk of re-identification. Translations of a “blameworthy”
and a “praiseworthy” narrative can be found in Figures 1 and 2,
respectively.

3.2 Research ethics
Our analysis is built on publicly available data from key sites of the
Chinese SCS, which is posted with the intent of public scrutiny. The
two main frameworks and tools used for the crawling and scraping
process were ThoughtWorks Limited open source headless browser
Selenium and Scrapinghub Limited open source framework called
Scrapy. Our methodological approach conformed to the legal and
ethical principles of web scraping [33]. Moreover, our research
adheres to ethical guidelines on crawling publicly available SCS
data raised in [19]. These include protecting the privacy of data
subjects at all times and checking for robots.txt files before crawling.

3.3 Method
We applied a directed content analysis to map out social norms
propagated through role model narratives published on creditchina.
gov.cn. Directed content analysis draws on existing research when
identifying appropriate codes for textual analysis (see, in particu-
lar, [29]). We developed four codes based on Tappan and Brown’s
work on the analysis of narratives about individuals that experience
a moral conflict [58]. A first code termed “moral conflict” (Code
1) documented the moral conflict of an individual in a given role
model narrative. Next, we developed codes that helped us explore
the nature of the moral experience of the protagonist when con-
fronted with the moral conflict. Tappan and Brown suggest that the
moral experience of an individual in the context of moral conflict
requires analysis of the cognitive, affective, and conative dimensions
of the protagonist’s experience [58]. These codes allowed us to
pose the following questions: given the moral conflict, what does
the protagonist think? (Code 2);what does the protagonist feel? (Code
3); and what does the protagonist do? (Code 4). Codes 2, 3, and 4

made the reflective, emotional, and behavioral dimensions of the
moral experience intelligible.

We also wanted to understand whether the assignment of a sin-
gle virtue or vice led to the attribution of other virtues or vices,
respectively. We termed this code “virtue/vice cascade” (Code 5).
First, being attributed multiple virtues for carrying out a specific vir-
tuous act indicates a special importance of this virtue. Second, this
code allowed us to define the broadness and specificity of the SCS
conceptualization of its key virtues “honesty and trustworthiness”
(as outlined in the official SCS documents, see [57]).

Furthermore, we took into account social norm messages that
have proven to be effective in nudging individuals into a desired
behavior [5, 16]. Two types of social norm messages are typically
distinguished: injunctive and descriptive social norm messages. In-
junctive norms refer to behavior other individuals approve of (e.g.,
80% of individuals think activity 𝑥 is morally good), while descrip-
tive norms directly refer to the desirable behavior of others (e.g.,
80% of individuals engage in desirable activity 𝑥) [16, 22, 50]. To
avoid redundancy in our analysis (see Code 1 “moral conflict” and
Code 4 “the protagonist’s actions”), we only used injunctive norms
for our analysis (Code 6).

Finally, we applied a code to understand how the author of a
role model narrative interpreted the overall moral identity of the
protagonist. In role model narratives, authors construct moral iden-
tities [3, 37]. A particular interpretation of the individuals’ moral
experiences (see Codes 2, 3, 4) by the authors signals the virtues
and vices a model citizen, company, or organization is supposed to
conform to. As is common in Chinese ethics, virtues and vices tend
to be connected to a particular identity (“the moral exemplar”). In
order to capture such a moral identity in the role model narratives,
we created a code termed “identity labeling” (Code 7). Our final
coding scheme included three categories with seven codes in to-
tal (for the coding schemes for “praiseworthy” and “blameworthy”
narratives, respectively) (see, e.g., Table 1).

4 RESULTS
Text lengths and SCS keywords: The average length of “praise-
worthy” narratives was 1,423.27 Chinese characters, more than two
times longer than that of “blameworthy” narratives (544.77 Chinese
characters). “Praiseworthy” but not “blameworthy” narratives fea-
tured either a real photo of the protagonist (46 narratives) or an
audio recording of the narrative (50 narratives).

A word frequency analysis revealed the terms “honest/诚实”,
“trustworthiness/守信” and “honest and trustworthy/诚信” were
mentioned altogether 348 times in “praiseworthy” narratives. In
“blameworthy” narratives, the contrary concept “untrustworthy/失
信” wasmentioned only 145 times. However, we found that the term
“Lao Lai/老赖” appeared 198 times across “blameworthy” narratives
and at least once in every “blameworthy” narrative in our sample.
“Lao Lai” refers to individuals or companies that do not repay debt
and is commonly known as a substitute of “dishonest person subject
to enforcement (失信被执行人)”.

Finally, we wanted to understand the occurrence of different
SCS-specific and non-specific sanction and detection measures in
“blameworthy” role model narratives (see Figure 3). 36 “blamewor-
thy” narratives included the term “blacklist”. “Public shaming” was
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Table 1: Coding scheme for “blameworthy” role model narratives.

Categories Codes Examples
Narrative context (1) Decision scenario Owing debts of 30 million RMB

(2) The protagonist’s thoughts “It is only 2000 RMB. I do not have to repay.”
(3) The protagonist’s feelings “I feel deeply regretful”.
(4) The protagonist’s actions Refusing to repay debt with various excuses.

Virtue/Vice (5) Vice cascade He fails to repay debt, ..., he lied.

Social norm expres-
sion

(6) Injunctive norm “Neighbors will not come into contact with the Lao Lai.”

Identity (7) Identity labeling “Lao Lai (老赖)"
Owing debts of 30 million RMB... still lives a luxury life.

Figure 3: Number of different regulatory and control mechanisms in “blameworthy” narratives. Dark gray: SCS-specific
mechanisms. Light gray: three other types of regulatory and control mechanisms including online tracking (e.g., social media
tracking).

explicitly mentioned in 16 of the “blameworthy” narratives. Here,
the protagonist’s personal information (e.g., passport photo) was
posted either online (e.g., social media) or offline at bus stops in
the protagonist’s living area. 23 “blameworthy” narratives used the
term “joint punishment”. In these narratives, the protagonist failed
to repay debt and was subsequently banned from taking high-speed
trains, boarding flights, participating in village elections, departing
from and entering China, applying for loans from the bank, gain-
ing job promotions as a public servant, and/or indulging in luxury
consumption. In five narratives, the “joint punishment” mecha-
nism sanctioned the protagonist’s family members. For example,
the protagonist’s child could not go to a private school (with high

tuition fees) due to the father’s transgressions (a measure that is
also formulated in the relevant SCS policy document).

Other narratives described how the government was capable of
effectively capturing “Lao Lai”. “Temporary control” (临控)” is an
online or offline surveillance measure operated by the public secu-
rity organs to monitor an individual’s activities. Online accounts
and information taken from social media were collected to track the
protagonist in four narratives. In three narratives, other surveillance
strategies were applied such as video surveillance. “Blameworthy”
narratives also highlighted data sharing practices between public
security services, hotel registries, and train ticket booking sites for
surveillance purposes.
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Biographical information of protagonists: Protagonists in
“praiseworthy” narratives were individuals. 11 “blameworthy” nar-
ratives portrayed companies; eight described a legal representative
of the company.

In our sample, 99 “praiseworthy” narratives communicated the
gender of the protagonist (75 males, 24 females), 73 “praiseworthy”
narratives indicated the age. For “blameworthy” narratives, 49%
of the sample indicated the gender of the protagonist (39 males, 5
females). The protagonist’s living location was given in 94 “blame-
worthy” narratives.

4.1 Qualitative content analysis
4.1.1 The narrative’s storyline. “Praiseworthy” narratives covered
a variety of different moral conflicts. These dealt with ostensibly
incommensurable trade-offs between protagonists’ interests and
the interests of the collective (see Figure 4). Protagonists were con-
fronted with a moral conflict that tempted them to further their own
self-interests at the expense of civic honesty. Protagonists in the
“praiseworthy” narratives always chose to be honest towards other
members of society. In “praiseworthy” narratives, we identified
141 decisions in total (narratives could include multiple conflicts).
31 of these decisions were about paying back debt or salary. The
protagonist typically repaid his or her debt faithfully; often despite
modest financial possibilities. 29 scenarios showed protagonists
helping others financially or non-financially. In another 19 narra-
tives, businessmen guaranteed product quality at the cost of their
own economic interest. Other scenarios included taking care of
both family and non-family members in various contexts (15), re-
turning lost property of others under various circumstances (13),
giving back to one’s home village financially and non-financially
(12), and working diligently for the public good (11).

All “blameworthy” narratives portrayed an individual who de-
liberately failed to fulfill a financial obligation, i.e., a repayment
of debt—ranging from 300 USD to about 16 million USD. A typi-
cal “blameworthy” narrative explained how a Chinese court used
various surveillance technologies to identify and sanction “Lao
Lai”. Across the “blameworthy” narratives, the list of sanctions in-
cluded exclusion from high-speed trains and any form of political
participation, public shaming, detention, and imprisonment.

4.1.2 The protagonists’ moral experiences. What the protagonist
thinks (cognitive): 95 “praiseworthy” narratives described the cog-
nitive experience of the protagonist when facing the moral conflict
(see Table 2). Protagonists either reflected on the importance of
being trustworthy in the role they had in society (e.g., as a citizen,
lawyer, or doctor) or on the general well-being of others (e.g., “the
owner of the lost wallet must be worried”).

In contrast, only 27 “blameworthy” narratives described the
protagonist’s thinking. “Blameworthy” narratives showcased the
protagonist’s misrepresentation of the moral scenario. For example,
a “Lao Lai” falsely believed that he was not responsible for the debt
and therefore not obligated to repay. In another narrative, a “Lao
Lai” with debt falsely thought that the court could not take effective
measures against him because of his low economic status. After
being threatened with detention he paid back the debt. In another
example, an individual owed a relatively small amount of money to

another citizen (2000 RMB, around 300 USD) and thought the court
would not enforce any sanctions, which turned out to be false.

What the protagonist feels (affective): 63 “praiseworthy” narra-
tives described the emotional state of the protagonist. The most
common emotive attitude displayed by protagonists was a “reward-
ing sense of responsibility” and “satisfaction” as a result of being
“honest” toward other citizens.

38 “blameworthy” narratives described how protagonists felt
about their behavior. “Lao Lai” either felt “apologetic” or “regretful”
for their actions or feared the consequences of being punished: for
example, being detained by the police or being publicly shamed
on blacklists. The emotions of “Lao Lai” were described only after
their misbehavior had been revealed.

How the protagonist acts (conative): In all “praiseworthy” narra-
tives, individuals acted according to what they believed was ex-
pected of them by society: A “good” citizen returns the lost property
of another citizen, a “good” doctor treats everybody regardless of
their financial background, and a “good” entrepreneur pays em-
ployees on time.

In “blameworthy” narratives, protagonists escaped debt obliga-
tions by moving to another province, hiding in another family’s
home, or secretly transferring assets to another person. After the
court had taken a certain enforcement action, “Lao Lai” fulfilled
the debt obligation. For example, one protagonist lived a luxury life
based on debt and frequently showed his wealth on social media.
When the individual was identified and punished by public shaming
he was reported to have paid back the debt immediately.

4.1.3 Virtue & vice cascade. In our sample, 88 “praiseworthy” narra-
tives featured a “virtue cascade”: when protagonists were reported
to be “honest” or “trustworthy”, protagonists were attributed mul-
tiple other virtues. These included diligence, kindheartedness or
benevolence, filial piety, and a sense of responsibility to the society.

In contrast, only 16 “blameworthy” narratives featured a corre-
sponding “vice cascade”. 11 of them highlighted that a “Lao Lai"
was also a “liar”. Two “blameworthy” narratives told the story of
a “Lao Lai” that was “dishonest” to his friends that had previously
helped him.

4.1.4 Injunctive norm expression. 79 “praiseworthy” narratives in-
corporatedmultiple different injunctive norms such as positive com-
ments from co-workers and villagers, friendly nicknames given by
members of the social circle (e.g., “the secretary for children”), and
official honorary awards (e.g., “Good People in Anhui Province”).

Only 9 “blameworthy” narratives used an injunctive norm. In
one “blameworthy” role model narrative, the injunctive norm was
expressed by the protagonist: “My neighbours would not come into
contact with me once they knew that I am a Lao Lai”. In five “blame-
worthy” narratives, injunctive norms were propagated through the
activities and words of relatives who fulfilled debt obligations for
the “Lao Lai”.

4.1.5 Identity. “Praiseworthy” role model narratives did not in-
clude a specific label that served to emphasize a morally ideal iden-
tity. In contrast, “blameworthy” narratives fostered a strong link
between a specific “immoral” behavior (i.e., deliberately avoiding to
repay debt) and a specific “blameworthy” identity, the “Lao Lai”. In
only one narrative, the individual himself expressed explicitly that
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Figure 4:
Scenario analysis for “praiseworthy” narratives. “Other” mostly referred to various economic virtues: pay employees on time, take care of consumers’ rights,

and obey the CCP under any circumstances. Numeric values represent the percentages of texts that feature a given scenario.

Table 2: Coding results.

“Praiseworthy” rolemodel narra-
tives, frequencies (%)

“Blameworthy” role model nar-
ratives, frequencies (%)

Narrative context of the
moral story
Moral conflict 100% about voluntary sacrifice for

public good
100% about debt obligation and the
court’s action

The protagonist’s thoughts 95% 27%
The protagonist’s feelings 63% 38%
The protagonist’s actions 100% about sacrifice of self-interest 100% about the escape from debt

obligation

Virtue & vice cascade
Virtue cascade 88% /
Vice cascade / 16% about vice cascade

Social norm
Injunctive norm 79% 9%

Identity 100% about honest and trustworthy;
100% justified

100% about “Lao Lai”; 41% justified

he was a “Lao Lai”. In all other “blameworthy” narratives (99), the
identity “Lao Lai” was attributed to the protagonist by the authors
of the role model narratives. 41 narratives provided a justification
for assigning the identity label “Lao Lai” to the protagonist. For
example, a “Lao Lai” went on luxurious trips and lived in a high-end

hotel while refusing to pay back debt. In the remaining 59 “blame-
worthy” narratives, however, the authors of the narratives did not
justify the attribution of the “Lao Lai” label.
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5 ANALYSIS
5.1 Role model narratives underline the SCS’s

priority for “sincerity” in economic
activities

The SCS national platform propagates social norms through narra-
tives focusing on transgressions in the context of economic activi-
ties. Across the narratives, businessmen and businesswomen were
the most represented profession. Business activities ranged from
selling breakfast on the street to producing an annual output worth
over 100 million RMB (15 million US dollars). As such, different
from traditional Chinese ethical narratives that cover a wide range
of virtues, the SCS narratives have a specific focus—moral behaviors
in an economic context. In addition, all “blameworthy” narratives
reported on an individual or a company that failed to repay debt.
This indicates the importance of economic development as a goal
of the SCS: China’s corporate defaults hit a record high of 62.59
billion RMB (9.67 billion USD) in the first half of 2021.8 The ratio of
household debt to GDP hit an all-time high of 62.4% in September
2021.9 Investigating individual households, one can observe that
the thriftiness culture and the tradition of savings are fading in
China [48, 55]. Preventing debt defaults is a pressing economic
issue in China and the SCS purports to be part of its solution. The
strong focus on the detection and subsequent punishment of “Lao
Lai” provides evidence that the SCS makes financial dishonesty
very costly. In addition, the SCS represents a new measure to eval-
uate the creditworthiness of individuals and companies. The broad
conceptualization of “credit” enables evaluation of businesses based
on trustworthiness rather than on financial creditworthiness. Here,
SCS redlists and blacklists further aim to decrease informational
asymmetry between cooperating entities [23, 30].

5.2 SCS role model narratives use ordinary
people as moral heroes and familiarize the
public with SCS-specific surveillance

A result of reading “blameworthy” narratives is that the readership
inevitably becomes familiar with the different forms of technologi-
cal and administrative surveillance measures. Here, the narrative
format allows authors to introduce the state’s range of surveil-
lance tools: online tracking, digital blacklisting, temporary control.
Narratives clarify the purpose for which they can be used and show-
case the near unconditional success of surveillance technologies
in finding those that have not complied with laws. Narratives on
creditchina.gov.cn are able to accomplish what neither the SCS
policy documents nor the SCS blacklists or redlists achieve: they
combine empirical with fictional elements to portray the power
of the state’s surveillance apparatus in sanctioning defectors and
transgressors. They can be swiftly accessed on the platforms and
are easy to read.

Role model narratives use ordinary people rather than heroes
as moral exemplars. The one-sided emphasis on ordinary people

8Data source: Reuters at https://www.reuters.com/world/china/chinas-corporate-bond-
defaults-touch-record-high-2021-07-09/, accessed on May 26, 2022.
9Data source: CEIC at https://www.ceicdata.com/en/indicator/china/household-debt--
of-nominal-gdp, accessed on May 26, 2022.

echoes what Turner has referred to as “demotic turn” [59]. It de-
notes an increasing visibility of ordinary people in mass media.
The media not only celebrates ordinary people through reality TV,
journalism, radio, and user-generated content but actively creates
culturally intelligible identities around them. Scholars of narratives
have argued that life stories of ordinary citizens are a “marker for a
society that is losing faith in the more established sacred narratives
of religion, preferring more prosaic accounts for advice and guidance”
[44]. In China, there has been an increasing use of ordinary public
idols such as socialist heroes and other non-elite figures since the
1950s [31]. Popular Chinese television programs such as Touching
China (感动中国) and Civilian Heroes (平民英雄) illustrate this
transformation.10 However, currently, we cannot find a TV program
focusing on the SCS specifically. SCS narratives are potentially pow-
erful instruments for propagating SCS-specific social norms to a
broad audience. Their sharing to all relevant Chinese social media
platforms effectively increases their visibility.

5.3 The emergence of the “Lao Lai” as an
“immoral” SCS identity

The strict categorization into “praiseworthy” and “blameworthy”
role models corresponds to the two ideal moral role models in Con-
fucianism, one of the most prominent traditions of Chinese ethics.
In Confucianism, the Junzi represents the gentleman (literal trans-
lation), while the xiaoren literally refers to a “small man” [8]. In the
Analects, Book 4.16, for instance, Confucius stated that “The gentle-
man comprehends righteousness; the small man comprehends profit”.
In traditional Chinese narratives, a particular virtue is exemplified
across different social scenarios by the junzi, or in contrast, by the
xiaoren. Such an exemplary person displays virtuous or immoral
acts for the public to imitate or to refrain from, respectively. It is for
this reason that Chinese ethics is often referred to as “exemplarism”
[46], whereby ethical judgment is fundamentally based on “analog-
ical reasoning” [54, 62]. The communication of such “exemplarism”
unfolds best in the narrative format: stories inspire an audience to
strive for the moral character of the junzi or to refrain from being
labeled as the xiaoren.

Authors of role-model narratives deliberately use stylistic fea-
tures to strengthen the distinction between “praiseworthy” and
“blameworthy” moral characters. “Praiseworthy” narratives attempt
to create sympathy and empathy with protagonists when they illus-
trate the reflective and emotional dimensions of virtuous intentions
and convictions. The presentation of a photograph and the detail of
biographical information further emphasize that protagonists are
worthy of moral emulation in “praiseworthy” narratives. In con-
trast, the lack of a visual depiction and the informational reduction
to a stereotypical label “Lao Lai” of protagonists in “blameworthy”
narratives aim to produce a dissuasive effect. The attribution of
the label “Lao Lai” lacks justification. In “blameworthy” narratives,
protagonists’ intentions and beliefs are revealed retrospectively,
concealing the reasons that led to the borrowing of money and the
subsequent failure to repay. Generally, “blameworthy” narratives
do not specify why the protagonist is in a debt situation in the
first place. While there are many—perfectly justifiable—reasons
why a person can end up in a debt situation (e.g., sickness, loss of
10Both TV programs focus on the moral lives of ordinary Chinese citizens.
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employment), authors of “blameworthy” narratives only attended
to the reflective and emotional experience of protagonists after they
have been captured and sanctioned. An insufficiently justified iden-
tity label likely creates stereotypying and possibly discrimination
against members of this group [2, 52]. Labels function as external
identity markers, constituting an influence on an individual’s iden-
tity beyond the individual’s control [24]. Being assigned such a
label may carry a number of negative connotations, treating an
individual as if they were generally rather than specifically in the
wrong. Subsequently, such individuals could be gradually cut off
from participation in more conventional (group) activities, denied
ordinary means of carrying out the routines of everyday life, and
may eventually find themselves in social isolation. As is illustrated
by the “blameworthy” narratives, reports on “Lao Lai” regularly
appear on TV news programs, in newspapers, on websites, on social
media, or in public areas such as train stations and bus stops.

In a recent study on the relationship between folklore and eco-
nomic prosperity in 958 societies, Michalopoulos & Xue find that
the depiction of “tricksters” or “cheaters” is among the most com-
mon archetypes in narrative traditions around the world [40]. Im-
portantly, cultures with more narratives on tricksters that are un-
successful and that get punished for their antisocial behavior are
more trusting and prosperous today than cultures with narratives
in which tricksters often get away. The authors argue that such
“folklore-based measures of historical attitudes are robust predictors
of contemporary values and economic choices” [40]. Observing that
“Lao Lai” are always identified, captured, and sanctioned in the role
model narratives we studied, leads us to believe that SCS narratives
could work as powerful portraits of antisocial behavior in Chinese
society nowadays.

6 CONCLUDING REMARKS
We analyze 100 “blameworthy” and 100 “praiseworthy” role model
narratives on creditchina.gov.cn. We find that these narratives help
to instill a sense of “folk morality”, showcasing, partly empirically
and partly fictionally, how individuals comply with social norms,
how they transgress them, and what consequences they experience.
By authorial choice, narratives are rich in biographical detail, which
helps readers believe in their presented realities. They are short
stories and, as such, everything they contain is there for a reason.
Indeed, SCS role model narratives are not “just-so stories” that are
first and foremost entertaining in nature. They effectively model
“blameworthy” and “praiseworthy” social norms in an epistemically
viable manner: they explain a particular causal trajectory in the
past, reconstructing specific episodes of moral decision-making
coherently and vividly. They reflect the author’s perceptions on the
moral ills of social life in China.

Over time, social norms change, in particular, when societies
face enormous challenges. We found that, in May 2020, creditchina.
gov.cn started publishing narratives on “praiseworthy” and “blame-
worthy” social norms “necessitated” by the emergence of the coro-
navirus pandemic.11 The SCS’s Planning Outline [57] specifically
mandates the application of the concept of “credit” to health care,
health services, and public health. When we revisited the platform,
we found that it displayed three types of narratives that can be

11See https://www.creditchina.gov.cn/xinxingfeiyanyiqing/, accessed on May 26, 2022.

translated into “positive role models/正面典型”, “exposure of dis-
honest conducts/失信曝光”, and “how wonderful you are/你有
多美”. Narratives on “positive role models” appeared to portray
companies that have produced and distributed epidemic preven-
tion materials to help fight the crisis. In contrast, narratives on the
“exposure of dishonest conducts” focused on companies that—in
response to the coronavirus—have jacked up their prices, produced
and sold poor-quality or counterfeit epidemic prevention products,
posted deceptive advertisements, or committed coronavirus-related
tax fraud. These coronavirus-related “blameworthy” narratives also
showcased protagonists who have sold wild animals illegally, spread
rumors related to the pandemic, and hid or lied about their travel
histories to avoid quarantine. The third type of coronavirus narra-
tive “how wonderful you are” portrayed protagonists that have re-
sponded to the crisis particularly well as professionals (e.g., doctors,
nurses, businessmen, etc.) and non-professionals (various types of
volunteers). This shows that SCS narratives on creditchina.gov.cn
can be swiftly adapted to address novel demands for moral “praise”
and “blame”.

SCS narratives fall back on traditional Chinese narratives that
convey ethical values and norms. This can be interpreted as an
attempt to disguise novel measures of social control as “old wine in
new bottles”. To say it in Chinese:新瓶装旧酒 (roughly translated
“using a successful strategy that echoes the past”). At least since
the 1950s, however, moral education has never only been about
cultivating people’s morality in China, but has always been closely
intertwined with the political agenda of the CCP [49].

Digital role model narratives keep up with the trend of apply-
ing digital technologies as tools of social control; they serve as a
political instrument promoting policies, spreading ideology, and
shaping public discussion. The familiar format of the narrative con-
tributes to the government’s efforts to legitimize a new form of
social control through a variety of SCS-specific mechanisms such
as blacklisting, public shaming, joint enforcement as well as other
means of mass surveillance. Narratives on creditchina.gov.cn may
seem innocuous to some readers. At the same time, they work as a
further building block for the state’s increasing surveillance and
control over Chinese society.
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ABSTRACT
Social media platforms generate user profiles to recommend infor-
mational resources including targeted advertisements. The techni-
cal possibilities of user profiling methods go beyond the classifica-
tion of individuals into types of potential customers. They enable
the transformation of implicit identity claims of individuals into
explicit declarations of identity. As such, a key ethical challenge
of social media profiling is that it stands in contrast with people’s
ability to self-determine autonomously, a core principle of the right
to informational self-determination.
In this research study, we take a step back and revisit theories of per-
sonal identity in philosophy that underline two constitutive meta-
principles necessary for individuals to self-interpret autonomously:
justification and control. That is, individuals have the ability to
justify and control essential aspects of their self-concept. Returning
to a philosophical basis for the value of self-determination serves
as a reminder that user profiling is essentially normative in that it
formalizes a person’s self-concept within an algorithmic system.
To understand whether social media users would want to justify
and control social media’s identity declarations, we conducted a
vignette survey study (N = 368). First, participants indicate a strong
preference for more transparency in social media identity decla-
rations, a core requirement for the justification of a self-concept.
Second, respondents state they would correct wrong identity decla-
rations but show no clear motivation to manage them. Finally, our
results illustrate that social media users acknowledge the narrative
force of social media profiling but do not strongly believe in its
capacity to shape their self-concept.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Social media platforms enable advertisers to create and target user
audiences based on the identification, processing, and analysis of
several thousand user attributes such as likes, interests, beliefs,
behaviors, relationships, moral convictions, and political leanings
[3, 18, 50, 55, 65, 69]. User profiling techniques infer identity claims
of users based on views and clicks, visual data such as images and
videos, or the number and types of “followers” or “friends” [11, 18,
20, 21, 39, 45, 47, 70]. There is growing recognition in user profiling
and user modeling communities that such profiling techniques
create unique ethical challenges [3, 30, 63].

These challenges typically fall back on the inability of users to
access, understand, and contest automatically-generated identity
claims based on their personal data. Specifically, they arise from the
restricted ability of social media users to exercise their right to infor-
mational self-determination, a central right of many privacy laws
around the world. The right to informational self-determination
rests on the fundamental idea that it is critical for individuals to
freely and autonomously “self-determine” or “self-develop” [8, 36,
46, 49, 59]. The right to informational self-determination mandates
that it is critical for individuals to be able to exercise control over
their personal information. In the face of technologies that analyze
the sentiment of users based on speech or visual data [18, 19, 57, 58]
or that interpret data that users have shared unintentionally [2], the
notion of individual control over personal data as a feasible mech-
anism for informational self-determination is, however, severely
challenged.

In this paper, we offer a partly philosophical and a partly em-
pirical account to address this problem field. From a philosophical
perspective, we aim to make the following two contributions. First,
we return to scholarship on the fundamental value of autonomous
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self-determination offered by philosophical theories of personal
identity. Philosophical theories of personal identity conceptual-
ize necessary procedural criteria that enable an individual to form
a self-concept. Personal identity is an essentially contested con-
cept and, as such, inherently procedural—disputes on the concept’s
boundaries are essential to the concept itself [42, 54].1 In contrast,
when essentially contested concepts become subjected to digital
formalism, they are fixated by definitions that work optimally only
under the constraints of computability. The analysis of theories of
personal identity can illustrate to us, perhaps again, the enormous
power of social media user profiling in determining all procedural
elements that exist between personal data and their analysis as
declarations of identity: the power to create user profiles over time,
the power to change or correct user profiles when needed, as well
as the power to change the rules by which user profiles can be
generated, changed, or corrected.

Second, the generation of digital representations of personal
identity necessarily creates normative trade-offs. We present one
normative trade-off by referring to what we call “model fitness.”
Here we ask whether the digital representation of an individual’s
self-concept should align as much as possible with how a person
would self-determine in order to respect that person’s autonomy.
Social media platforms have the power to decide what types of
data and what amounts of data are sufficient to justify an identity
claim about a user. Social media platforms control “model fitness.”
We exemplify this phenomenon by referring to the literature on
“window sliding” in learning tasks with concept drift adaptation
[26, 38, 41, 71] and collaborative filtering [29].

We further take it that the power of social media profiling to
make identity claims about billions of users is a strong argument
in favor of usable transparency that allows users to view (under-
stand their justification) and correct (exercise control over) such
identity claims. Here, we engage in another trade-off: if people
could view and correct identity claims of social media profiling,
then such identity claims could influence a person’s self-concept.
Social media identity claims could undermine a person’s autonomy
to self-determine under conditions of transparency when people
see, reflect on, and internalize “how a machine interprets” them.
Transparency could empower social media identity claims rather
than people’s autonomy to self-determine.

Subsequently, we have conducted an empirical vignette study
to understand how individuals (N = 368) evaluate social media’s
identity claims with regard to accuracy, transparency, and control.
We find that people believe social media user profiling can make ac-
curate judgments about essential aspects of their personal identity,
but that they prefer privacy over accuracy. Moreover, people show a
strong desire for transparency defined as the ability to view and un-
derstand declarations of identity by social media platforms. While
people state that they want to compare whether such identity dec-
larations align with their own self-concept, they believe that these
do not influence their self-concept. Our study provides evidence
that people assert that social media identity claims do not feed back
into their own self-concept when they are made transparent and
intelligible.

1Please note that this account focuses exclusively on Western approaches to philo-
sophical theories of personal identity.

With this work, we seek to contribute to scholarship on the
relation and interaction between humans and their algorithmically
generated identity declarations. We provide a philosophical lens on
the value of self-determination as the process to justify and control
essential aspects of a person’s self-concept. The conceptualization
of autonomy through personal identity creates a firm foundation
for determining the ethical challenges of social media user profiling.
With a vignette survey study, we take a tangible step towards
understanding how people actually evaluate algorithmic identity
declarations by social media platforms.

Before we move on to the next section, we would like to offer
a disclaimer: In this work, we do not claim that social media user
profiling generates personal identity or suggest that the resulting
profiles can be considered as equal to a person’s self-concept. We
do not engage in arguments that draw an ontological comparison
between a user profile and the person behind it. In other words,
we do not claim that social media user profiling leads to a user
profile that is the personal identity of the individual. Rather, we ob-
serve that social media user profiling procedures possess a unique,
technologically-afforded narrative force that computationally fix-
ates the interpretative potential of a person’s self-concept. This
fixation creates ethical challenges when user profiling algorithms
turn a person’s personal data into declarations of identity that a
person cannot view, cannot understand, and cannot contest.

2 SOCIAL MEDIA USER PROFILING IS
FUNDAMENTALLY NORMATIVE

Our analysis considers user profiling procedures for social media
advertisement. All major social media platforms offer a marketing
page with an interface2 where marketers can select desirable user
attributes3 for targeted advertising.

Previous work on social media profiling has summarized what
kind of user attributes social media profiling generates. Such profiles
consist of user inferences based on online data (e.g., user-generated
content on the platform) as well as offline data (e.g., data integrated
from data brokers) [3, 65]. User profiling for social media generates
sophisticated representations of users based on demographic infor-
mation including age or gender as well as information associated
with user behaviors, preferences, and intentions [1, 12, 16, 27, 68].
Inferences are in part based on “explicit identity claims” (e.g., explic-
itly stated profession or sexual orientation) as well as on “implicit
identity claims.” Implicit identity claims are “given off” by an in-
dividual rather than consciously communicated [56, 62]. Implicit
identity claims are inferences users communicate indirectly, for
example, through their affiliations to certain individuals, social or
institutional groups, preferences, and interests expressed in a non-
specific manner. Explicit and implicit identity claims can comprise
behaviors (e.g., clicks or views) and beliefs (expressions of interest,
intentions, convictions, etc.) [3, 65]. Social media targeting tools
offer marketers the option to select an audience (a group of users)
based on whether they “possess” or do not “possess” a desirable
attribute. Aimeur has provided a comprehensive list of the types of
attributes (i.e., identity claims) analyzed for user profiling including

2See, for example, Meta audience insights or Instagram audience insights.
3We refer to such user attributes as “declarations of identity.”
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name, age, address, identity of friends, sexual orientation, polit-
ical views, smoker yes/no, pregnancy/wedding, interests, credit
score, home value, and others [2]. To understand the normative
dimensions of user profiling on social media, the technological in-
stantiation of a user’s profile, for example as a feature vector [7], is
not significant for this analysis. What is relevant is the algorithmic
mapping function implemented to assign attributes to users based
on their data. Any mapping process from user data to user infer-
ence digitally fixates the interpretative potential of an individual
user. We refer to this process as the generation of a formalistic
self-concept. By essentially determining this interpretative potential
within an algorithmic frame, mapping functions become norma-
tive, for example, when they prioritize user data to constitute an
attribute while failing to consider others.

In philosophy, a person’s self-concept is procedural, contextual,
and contestable [5, 10, 23]. Recent work in Science and Technol-
ogy Studies has outlined that profiling socially contested concepts
through mathematical formalism without accounting for their full
meaning creates so-called abstraction and formalism traps [54].
Abstraction and formalization necessarily involve a process of im-
perfect translation: no model (or profile) is large enough to include
all characteristics of an informational object. Similarly, in philoso-
phy, no single theory of personal identity contains all constitutive
principles that make up personhood. Indeed, it is the disagreement
on fundamental conceptual features that creates the essential demar-
cations of a contested concept such as freedom, privacy, autonomy
and so on [42]. In user profiling for social media advertisement,
abstraction is constrained by two core conditions: First, by the
purpose for which the object is profiled—here for commercial pur-
poses (marketing)—and, second, by the mathematical constraints
of computability. Regarding the latter, not all features of an ob-
ject can be modeled by computational resources; for example, the
phenomenological experience of human consciousness cannot— in
principle—be captured by computational means.4 Overall, philo-
sophical theories of personal identity offer a useful conceptual
framework to understand the normativity of generating formalistic
self-concepts.

3 JUSTIFICATION AND CONTROL: TWO
META-PRINCIPLES OF PERSONAL
IDENTITY

In the following section, we detail how three influential theories of
personal identity lay out procedural criteria that enable a person to
form a self-concept autonomously.5 Attributable to philosophical
scholarship, such procedural requirements are subject to productive
dispute. Yet, a body of philosophical scholarship on personal iden-
tity [22, 51–53, 60, 61] agrees on two constitutive meta-principles

4Theories on the phenomenological self by Dan Zahavi [67] develop a notion of
personal identity that falls back on phenomenological experience.
5Personal identity conceptually differs from theories of personality. An account of
personality is, for example, the prominent Big-Five (BFM) model of personality [32].
The BFM subscribes to personality theories that suggest personality to consist of
context-consistent, quantitatively-assessable, enduring traits. In contrast, personal
identity explains how individuals come to form a persistent self-concept. While such
a self-concept may comprise a set of traits, it is the set of principles by which an
individual’s self-concept develops that is the focus of philosophical theories of personal
identity.

necessary for individuals to self-interpret autonomously: individu-
als have the ability to justify and control essential elements of their
self-concept.6 Some philosophers place the source of individuals’
abilities to justify and control essential aspects of their self-concept
in the individual only (e.g., [10, 37]); other theorists argue that social
agents partake in the formation of a self-concept [51, 52, 60, 61].

3.1 Harry Frankfurt’s second-order desires
In “Freedom of the Will and Concept of a Person,” Harry Frankfurt
developed a notion of personal identity grounded in the structure
of human will [22]. Humans are capable of evaluating the desir-
ability of their desires. A person also cares about the desirability
of their desires. Frankfurt calls such desires “second-order desires”
that are desires about desires or wants about wants. The object of
a first-order desire is a state of affair, while a second-order desire’s
state of affair is a first-order desire. The desirability of our desires is
ethically significant. For example, a person can want to want to eat
in a certain way. Vegetarianism, an ethical principle, governs how
a person acts on their first-order desire to eat. Frankfurt argues,
“only humans are capable of reflective self-evaluation manifested in
the formation of second-order desires” [22]. The essence of a person
lies in will, however, a person needs to be able to “become critically
aware of their own will” [22]. Individuals need critical reflection
to evaluate which of their desires are desirable. Persons are au-
tonomous in determining which desire they want to be moved by
when acting. Repeated identification with a specific second-order
desire enables us to truly care for something.

Frankfurt’s theory of personal identity clearly presents a strong
ideal of what it means to be a person. Individuals are required
to engage in reflective justification of their second-order desires
to fully qualify as persons. There is little room for ambiguous or
even paradoxical desires that clearly constitute human experiences.
Frankfurt’s conception of personhood is an example of a theory
from “within”: his principles of personal identity are subjective and
can even be criticized as “solipsism.” External influences, cultural
or social, appear to restrict rather than help strengthen individuals’
ability to form a self-concept. Summarizing, Frankfurt’s second-
order desires stress the need for justifying one’s self-concept, while
the identification with a second-order desire underscores that per-
sons can control what principles constitute their self-concept.

3.2 Charles Taylor’s weak and strong evaluator
The philosopher Charles Taylor deliberately tries to avoid “solipsis-
tic tendencies” and points to the importance of social interaction for
the development of a self-concept. Taylor stresses the significance
others have for our capacity to evaluate what we desire [60]. Many
of our desires, wishes, hopes, attitudes, goals and so on develop only
in dialogue with others. Taylor places personal identity between
private and public spheres: Privately, a human being is a person
because of their reflective self-evaluative capacities that require
qualitative articulacy. Publicly, a person necessarily adopts such
qualitative articulacy by interaction with other individuals.

6Other conceptualizations of hermeneutic personal identity also highlight—in some
way or another—the importance of the two meta-principles of justification and control
for a person’s self-concept (see, for example, [5, 24, 64]). However, they motivate these
principles with a different set of reasons.
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Similar to Frankfurt’s first-order desires and second-order de-
sires, Taylor distinguishes between so-called “weak” and “strong
evaluators”7. A weak evaluator simply deliberates different options
on the basis of their convenience: their goal is to get the most over-
all satisfaction. Such an evaluator does not reflect on the qualitative
aspects of their choices. Non-qualitative evaluation leads to the
selection of a desired object or action because “of its contingent in-
compatibility with a more desired alternative” [61]. A weak evaluator
chooses something merely on circumstantial grounds. Their deliber-
ation does not exceed a mere desirability calculation for choices to
provide some satisfaction. Taylor claims that persons can evaluate
what they are and shape whatever they wish to be on this basis.
Different from Frankfurt, however, the freedom to self-interpret
takes place between private and social spheres. This freedom (i.e.,
control) to self-define by evaluation (i.e, by justification) means
that persons can be made responsible for their self-concept [61].

3.3 Maya Schechtman’s narrative
self-constitution view

The philosopher Marya Schechtman asserts that an autonomous
person has the capacity to psychologically organize a stream of
events into a culturally accepted form of a narrative “by which
we will come to think of ourselves as persisting individuals with a
single life story” [52]. The elements of a narrative that a person
can articulate constitute the person to a higher degree than those
elements that a person cannot articulate.

An individual compares, organizes, and relates experiences by
culturally-determined standards. It follows that no time-slice—any
momentary event that an individual experiences—is in any way
definitive for a person’s identity. Only when interpreted in the con-
text of the narrative is such a time-slice a meaningful element of a
person.8 Telling a story is only one element of a person’s narrative.
Individuals form a narrative, but they also enact it and subsequently
criticize it: they are not only the authors of their narrative but their
protagonists and critics, too. As an author, a person tries to un-
derstand the meaning events have by integrating them into their
continuous narrative. A person is the critic of their narrative when
they come to reflect, evaluate, and criticize the actions they have
carried out. While the order in which these steps take place is
certainly dynamic, it demonstrates that a person plays different
roles within their own narrative—they are not simply describing
what they have experienced as a commentator or storyteller in the
literal meaning of the term. For Schechtman, a person’s narrative
is actively negotiated between subjective and objective accounts.
A person may have their own interpretation of a certain event;
however, their identity will be undermined if claims reach a level
of incomprehensibility for other people. A person’s choices and
actions must “flow intelligibly from (their) intentions, motives, pas-
sions, and purposes...” [52]. Without our narrative context, other
individuals cannot make sense of our choices and actions. The nar-
rative view gives individuals freedom to shape (i.e., control) who
they wish to be, re-interpret their past and anticipate their future

7Arguably, a person that chooses merely on the basis of Frankfurt’s first-order desires
corresponds to Taylor’s weak evaluator.
8“Whether or not a particular action, experience, or characteristic counts as mine is a
question of whether or not it is included in my self-narrative” [25].

self-concept (i.e., justification). A person’s social environment holds
a person accountable for the narrative they articulate.

Summary of philosophical theories of personal identity:
While differences exist between the theories by Frankfurt, Taylor,
and Schechtman, two meta-principles can be discerned: justifica-
tion and control. First, a self-concept develops through reflective
justification. Individuals become persons when they justify their
self-concept—through reflective capabilities and in a narrative that
is negotiated between subjective and objective accounts. Second,
individuals can exert some control over their self-concept. While
the theories disagree over the degree of control individuals have in
forming an understanding of themselves, fundamentally, they all
suggest that personhood is grounded in an individual’s autonomy
to determine essential aspects of their hermeneutic identity. It is
for this reason that persons can justifiably be held responsible for
their own identity.

4 TWO NORMATIVE TRADE-OFFS IN USER
PROFILING FOR SOCIAL MEDIA
MARKETING

We argue that social media profiling generates digitally formalized
identity claims of a person by mechanisms that do not sufficiently
allow for justification and control. In the following, we discuss two
normative trade-offs that result from the inherent normativity of
social media user profiling as discussed in Section 2.

4.1 Normative trade-off 1: The privacy versus
model fit trade-off

4.1.1 Concept drift challenges. One normative judgment user pro-
filing is necessarily required to make is to determine when enough
data (or evidence) has been collected and analyzed to justify the
inference of a person’s attribute (i.e., an identity declaration). It is
a normative undertaking to decide when the amount of personal
data is sufficient to ensure proportionality between the user input
and the attribute inference. Is the inference proportional to a single
activity or expression of belief? Or is its proportionality dependent
on multiple consecutive expressions of the belief? Resolving such
questions, user profiling necessarily excludes user input from being
considered for drawing user inferences. Schechtman asserts that
individuals have the capacity to attribute meaning to a selection
of experiences that become part of their own unique narrative.
However, it is the narrative that is self-constituting, not the single
experience. It follows that no time-slice—any momentary event
that an individual experiences—is in any way definitive for a per-
son’s identity. Such a time-slice is only a descriptive and meaningful
element of a person when interpreted in the context of the narrative.

Schechtman’s concept of a “time-slice” can be compared to the
concept of “window sliding” used in learning tasks with concept
drift adaption [26, 38, 41, 71]. Concept drift techniques are deployed
to gain knowledge from data stream changes. Drifts or changes in
a data stream can be either sudden or gradual. The former could be
a sudden new interest in a new subject, while the latter could be a
growing interest in moving to another country. In user profiling,
concept drift belongs to a class of challenges called dynamicity prob-
lems [48, 66]. Recommender systems apply dynamic user profiles
to offer more value to the user, who sees informational resources
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they have only recently become interested in, and to the advertiser
that can bid for audiences with the most up-to-date profile.

Machine learning (ML) classifiers are able to respond to concept
drift—gradual, sudden, or reoccurring changes often in multiple
data streams—without “neglecting” the outdated data [71]. For ex-
ample, sliding windows of fixed and variable sizes of training data
are used to build an updated model [26]. Since both fixed and vari-
able windows are definite in their size, some old data will necessarily
be “forgotten.” What criteria determine which data are to be for-
gotten and which ones are to be considered in creating an updated
profile of a person? The promise of targeted advertisement rests on
the belief that more recent user data corresponds to a more accu-
rate profile of the user. However, model fit, a continuously updated
model of a user’s profile, requires a potentially uninterrupted flow
of user data, raising privacy concerns [13]. The more time-slices
are created, the more accurate the representation of the user, but
the more user data is needed.

4.1.2 Lookalikes through Neighborhood-Based Collaborative Filter-
ing. Collaborative filtering (CF) is one of the most widely applied
user modeling techniques in many recommender systems. For ex-
ample, as a user profiling technique, 𝑘-nearest neighbor relies on
the assumption of similarity between individuals [29]. Similar pro-
files presumably react similarly to certain informational items. The
advantage of CF is that one only requires a model of one of the
two—users or items—to model the other. Consequently, CF uses
items to model users and users to model items. The more users
evaluate informational resources, the more they help the system for
its predictive analysis of other users. Social media (as well as search
engines) offer their customers so-called “Lookalike Audiences.”9
With many marketers, Lookalikes are popular since they can use
their well-known customer base to target “similar” but potentially
new customers. Lookalikes are less privacy-invasive because they
use data that is already available to make inferences about a user.
Taylor’s and Frankfurt’s concept of a person, however, stresses
the ability of persons to decide what is desirable for them. 𝑘NN-
based CF and Lookalikes work in the opposite way. They determine
the desirability of one’s desires as equal or at least similar to the
desirability of other, already “known” individuals’ desires, to use
Frankfurt’s nomenclature.

4.2 Normative trade-off 2: The transparency
versus autonomy trade-off

A key question is if people would actually care about model fit—an
accurate representation of their formalistic data narrative. Perhaps
individuals do, after all, live in the best of all possible worlds: they
draw enormous benefits from using social media and do not worry
about how their data is mapped to a spectrum of attribute inferences.
One way forward would be to enable individuals to understand and
correct inferences they do not agree with. Here, another normative
complication emerges. A person could gain autonomy from having
access to their social media’s identity declarations. However, these
identity declarations could in turn influence a person’s self-concept.

Should individuals get access in order to understand and contest
their “data narrative”? Providing explanations on “how the systems
9See, for example: https://www.facebook.com/business/help/164749007013531 ac-
cessed May 30, 2022.

works” has shown to increase users’ trust in many different recom-
mender systems [9, 14, 17, 44]. Usable transparency allows users to
tell the system when an inference is presumptuous (or even wrong).
For example, a system could show users those identity declarations
that have been sold to marketers or that were based on implicit
identity claims. However, simply revealing—at least in part—the
content behind user profiles could support internalization and con-
formation to the proposed inferences. Perhaps individuals would
welcome such a degree of transparency as a mechanism to “offload”
the psychological work necessary to attribute meaning to certain
life events posted online [51–53]. Making inferences transparent
to the individual means recognizing their semantic power in shap-
ing who individuals are and who they can become. This second
normative trade-off arises from the question of whether the au-
tonomy gained from being able to understand such recommended
inferences outweighs a potential loss of autonomy when they be-
come part of a person’s self-concept. This could mean that, today, a
person, their social network (offline and online), and social media
profiling identity declarations together participate in creating a
person’s self-concept.

The effect on individuals’ self-concept could be enhanced if so-
cial media user profiling generates specific identity declarations
repeatedly or even permanently. According to Frankfurt’s theory
of personal identity, a person attempts to form a self-concept that
stems from their care for what they desire. Frankfurt recognizes
that one can only care about something if it is for extended peri-
ods of time. Desires typically last for moments only: if one cared
about something for only a moment one could not be distinguished
from a person that acted out of impulse. How would users perceive
such recommended attribute inferences? Perhaps with little skep-
ticism, since they would acknowledge the algorithmic output as
an objective and truthful interpretation of their wishes, wants, and
desires?

5 METHODS AND EXPERIMENTAL
PROCEDURE: VIGNETTE STUDY

To address the key questions arising from both normative trade-offs,
we conducted a vignette study that asked respondents a) whether
they believed social media profiling could accurately infer elements
of their self-concept, b) whether they considered accuracy of these
identity declarations to be desirable, c) whether they hadmotivation
to view and correct identity declarations, and d) whether they be-
lieved that social media identity declarations would influence their
self-concept if they were made transparent to them. The goal of
the vignette study was to take a tangible step towards understand-
ing whether social media users preferred accuracy of social media
identity declarations over privacy (trade-off 1) and whether they
believed that social media identity declarations would influence
their self-concept (trade-off 2). Vignette studies have been exten-
sively used in human computer interaction, psychology, and exper-
imental philosophy to elicit participants’ explicit ethical judgments
in various hypothetical scenarios [4, 6, 15, 28, 31, 33, 34, 40, 43].
Moreover, with our vignette survey study, we follow calls for more
experimentally-informed AI ethics [35].

Our study was a within-subject design, we presented each re-
spondent with the same hypothetical vignette scenario. First, the
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vignette asked respondents to imagine that they are active users
on a social media platform (see the hypothetical vignette scenario
in Appendix A.1). As an active user, each respondent was told that
they regularly engage in typical actions on the social media plat-
form. Participants read that they publish postings, share postings by
other users, and react to other users’ postings. Second, the vignette
introduced examples of data types each respondent shares with the
social media platform (gender, location, relationship status, social
contacts, content viewed, content clicked, etc.). Respondents were
told that the social media platform uses algorithms to draw con-
clusions about them based on the data they share in order to show
them more suitable content and advertisements. Third, the vignette
elaborated on the types of conclusions (i.e., identity declarations)
that the social media platforms draws about them. The vignette
explained that the platform collects data that users actively share
to draw conclusions about them. For example: “...when you provide
your real birthday, the platform uses this information to show you
content that it takes to be suitable for your age group.” Respondents
were also told that the platform draws conclusions about users
based on data that users may not be aware that they are sharing.
For example, “...since you share your location data, the platform tries
to conclude where you work and live. As another example, the plat-
form also tries to conclude what hobbies you have based on your
friends’ activities.” Respondents were further told that, using their
data, the social media platform attempts to conclude their interests,
their political orientation, their religious beliefs, and aspects of
their personality (among others). Lastly, we asked respondents to
imagine that the platform “combines and stores” all conclusions
about them in a so-called “user data profile” (UDP). The vignette
explained to users that the social media platform uses the content of
their UDP to recommend relevant information and advertisements.
The hypothetical vignette scenario ended by telling respondents
that the social media platform generates all of its revenues from
personalized advertisement. We included two attention checks in
the vignette. All participants were active social media users.

After respondents had read the vignette and passed the attention
checks, they rated questions using a 7-point Likert scale. Questions
were divided into 5 categories and shown to respondents in random
order within these categories. The first two categories of questions
asked respondents whether they believed social media platforms
could make accurate judgments about them and whether the social
media platform should make accurate judgments about them. We
defined accuracy as a) general judgments, b) specific judgments, and
c) temporal judgments. The third and fourth set of questions asked
whether respondents desired to view and understand social media
judgments about them and whether they would change incorrect
judgments. Questions on respondents’ preference for transparency
included a) data collection & use, b) preference for understanding
conclusions of the social media platform, and c) preference for
transparency of their UDP (i.e., all identity declarations). Finally,
a fifth set of questions asked respondents whether social media
judgments would have an influence on their self-concept given
that respondents could view their UDP. We defined “influence”
as respondents’ willingness to a) compare elements of their UDP
with their self-concept, b) their willingness to reevaluate their self-
concept in light of the identity declarations in their UDP, and c)

their willingness to integrate elements of their UDP into their self-
concept that they would not have associated with their self-concept.
All questions are listed in Appendix A.3.

We recruited participants with Prolific. Based on pretests, we set
the expected completion time at 20 minutes, with a payout of USD
3.75 (above US minimum wage of 2021). Data collection started
on July 26, 2021 and ended on August 8, 2021. We recruited 458
respondents from the United States user base. 59 submissions were
excluded for failing one of two attention checks, 10 for duplicate
submissions, 9 for an unusually short response time, and 11 for
being invalid (e.g., no prolific ID). This resulted in a final sample
of 368 respondents (see demographics in the Appendix A.4). The
mean time of completion was 15.3 minutes.

Our home institution does not require an ethics approval for
questionnaire-based online studies. When conducting the study
and analyzing the data, we followed standard practices for ethical
research: presenting detailed study procedures, obtaining consent,
not collecting identifiable information or device data, and using a
survey service10 that guaranteed compliance with the European
Union’s General Data Protection Regulation. The study did not
include any deceptive practices. Subjects could drop out of the
study at any point. All data were fully anonymized, and the privacy
of all subjects was maintained at all times during the study.

6 RESULTS
Respondents’ beliefs on the ability of social media platforms
to make accurate judgments about them (Fig. 1a). A majority
of respondents believed that social media algorithms could make
accurate and correct judgments about them in general (78.2%).While
66.2% of respondents were convinced that social media algorithms
could correctly judge “what is valuable to them,” just over half of
respondents said that social media algorithms can accurately reflect
who they are (51.1%). Most respondents believed that their UDPwas
unique in comparison to other social media users (72.6%). However,
only a minority of respondents said that family and close friends
would be able to identify them by their UDP (45.5%).

Respondents’ beliefs on the ability of social media plat-
forms to make accurate judgments about them on specific
attributes (Fig. 1b). Respondents believed that social media algo-
rithms can accurately infer their interests (89.9%), their past (81.3%)
and future purchasing behaviors (64.5%), as well as their location
(77.4%). Just over half of those surveyed stated that social media
algorithms could accurately conclude who they meet (54.8%).

Respondents also said that social media algorithms are able to ac-
curately conclude their political stance (80.5%) and, albeit with less
agreement, their religious beliefs (59.5%). Most respondents agreed
that social media algorithms can correctly infer their attitudes to-
wards the COVID-19 vaccine (77.9%), climate change (74.6%), and
immigration (64.8%). However, respondents did not think that social
media profiling was able to differentiate between their private and
social self both online (35.5%) and offline (30.7%).

Respondents’ beliefs on the ability of social media plat-
forms to make accurate temporal judgments about them
(Fig. 1c). Respondents believed that social media algorithms are
able to keep their UDP up to date (71.4%). Respondents stated that

10SoSci Survey: https://www.soscisurvey.de/
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Figure 1: (a) Respondents believe social media platforms (SMP) can make accurate judgements about them. UDP—user data
profile. (b) Respondents believe social media (SM) algorithms are able to accurately infer a variety of attributes including their
interests, purchases, location, political stance, or religious beliefs. Respondents do not believe SMP is able to distinguish who
they are in private vs. who they are in social contexts. (c) Respondents believe SMP is able to keep their UDP up to date, but that
their UDP does not tell an accurate story of their life. Note for all figures: results for “strongly agree” and “agree” are shown as
“agree,” results for “strongly disagree” and “disagree” are shown as “disagree.”

their UDP from a month ago still included accurate conclusions
(69.1%). However, just over half of respondents thought that their
UDP from a year ago was still accurate (51.4%). A majority of re-
spondents said that the social media platform would be able to
conclude whether they had changed as a person after several years
of being a user (68.9%). In contrast, only a minority of respondents
believed that their entire UDP would tell an accurate story of their
life since they started using the platform (37.9%).

Respondents’ beliefs on the normativity of accurate social
media judgments (Fig. 2). Most respondents stated that they
wanted social media platform operators to ensure that their UDP
was accurate (72.4%). Just more than half of respondents wanted
social media operators to invest extra resources to make sure their
UDP was accurate (56.9%). However, only a minority of 28.8% of
respondents were in favor of trading their personal data for the
creation of their UDP. Importantly, respondents did not want to
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Figure 2: Respondents prefer an accurate UDP but not at the expense of their privacy.

Figure 3: Respondents show great preference for transparency of (a) personal data collection & use, (b) conclusions SMP has
made about them, and (c) of their UDP.

trade their personal data for an accurate UDP: only 17.9% agreed
that the social media platform should collect as much personal data
as possible to ensure that their UDP was as accurate as possible.

Respondents’ preference for transparency of data collec-
tion & use (Fig. 3a). Respondents expressed their desire for trans-
parency of personal data collection on social media, transparency
of conclusions the social media platform made about them based
on their data, and transparency of their UDP. Regarding data col-
lection, most respondents stated that procedures of data collection
should be disclosed clearly and transparently to them (96.4%) and
that the social media platform should disclose how they collected
and used their personal data in general (96.1%) and for showing
advertisements (91.1%).

Respondents’ preference for transparency of conclusions
(Fig. 3b & c). Similarly, respondents showed a strong preference to
understand what the social media platform has concluded about
them (90.1%). Of the respondents, 87.7% stated that they were inter-
ested in understanding all conclusions the social media platform

had made about them and 83.2% believed that such an understand-
ing would be valuable to them. Only 24% of respondents stated
that they do not care about conclusions the social media platform
draws about them. Finally, similarly large majorities of respondents
expressed their desire to understand how their personal data was
used to create their UDP (96.7%). Of the respondents, 96.6% said
that they wanted access to their UDP in general (Fig. 3c).

Respondents’ preference for control over their UDP (Fig. 4).
While respondents showed a clear preference for transparency, their
desire to control (i.e., change or otherwise influence) their UDP
was mixed. A majority stated that the social media platform should
allow them to correct errors in their UDP (90.2%). However, only
a small majority said they would be motivated to change wrong
conclusions in their UDP (60.2%). When we asked whether correct-
ing and maintaining their UDP would be “too tedious,” respondents
showed no clear preference (agree: 37.8% vs. disagree: 45.4%, neither:
16.8%). Approximately half of respondents (57.3%) believed they
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Figure 4: Respondents state that the SMP should allow them to correct errors in their UDP but provide no clear preference on
whether they would be willing to correct and maintain their UDP.

Figure 5: Provided their UDP was transparent, respondents would compare elements of their UDP with a range of personal
attributes.

would be upset if the social media platform concluded something
about them that they thought was incorrect.

Respondents’ beliefs on the influence of the UDP on their
self-concept (comparison UDP vs. self-concept, Fig. 5). Pro-
vided they had access to their UDP, the majority of respondents
maintained that they would compare elements of their UDP with
the person they thought they were (84.1%). Most respondents said
they would compare interests in their UDP with their real inter-
ests (89.7%). Respondents further stated they would compare past
purchases (79.9%), past locations (79.9%, “last week”), and past so-
cial meetings (77.9%, “last week”) with those in their UDP. Among
the respondents, 82.7% would compare their political stance with
the one registered in their UDP and 74.3% of respondents would
compare their religious beliefs with those in their UDP.

Respondents’ beliefs on the influence of the UDP on their
self-concept (reevaluation of self-concept, Fig. 6). Only a mi-
nority of respondents believed that viewing their user data profile
would result in a reevaluation of their self-concept (agree: 21.5%).
Few respondents stated that they would reevaluate their interests
(agree: 17.3%), their future purchases (agree: 26.8%), their political
stance (agree: 11.5%) or their religious beliefs (agree: 9.22%) after
viewing their UDP.

Respondents’ beliefs on the influence of the UDP on their
self-concept (meaning of unaware identity declarations in
the UDP, Appendix Fig. 7). Respondents were undecided whether
social media conclusions were meaningful to them (agree: 47.3%

vs. disagree: 35.6%). A small majority of respondents disagreed
that conclusions about them in their UDP—that they did not know
about—would be meaningful to them (disagree: 53.8%). A small ma-
jority of respondents also objected to statements saying conclusions
about their political stance (disagree: 55.0%) or religious beliefs (dis-
agree: 59.9%) in their UDP—that they did not know about—would
be meaningful to them. Finally, we asked respondents whether
their UDP would be a source of inspiration when looking for a
new interest. Only 41.1% of respondents said that they would look
into their UDP for suggestions on new interests. Likewise, respon-
dents believed that when they saw an interest in their UDP that
they would not have believed to be their interest, then this “recom-
mended” interest would not become a new interest for them (agree:
36.6%). An even smaller minority of respondents said that predicted
purchases in their UDP would influence actual future purchases
(agree: 34.6%).

7 DISCUSSION OF RESULTS AND
CONCLUDING REMARKS

In this work, we argued that the computability of digital representa-
tions of personal identity creates normative trade-offs when social
media profiling generates identity claims that work only under the
constraints of computability and that people cannot understand,
view, or contest. Consequently, one of the key ethical challenges
of social media profiling is that it stands in contrast with people’s
ability to self-determine freely and autonomously. To illustrate the
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Figure 6: Respondents strongly believe that viewing the content of their UDP would not cause them to reevaluate elements of
their self-concept.

inherently procedural nature of autonomous self-determination,
we revisited theories of personal identity in philosophy that un-
derline two constitutive meta-principles: justification and control.
That is, individuals have the ability to justify and control essential
elements of their self-concept. The return to the philosophical basis
for the value of self-determination serves as a reminder that social
media profiling represents an inherently normative formalization
process of a person’s self-concept. Within the interpretative space
between data and declaration, social media platforms determine
the meaning of views, clicks, posts, and social relationships without
offering usable means for understanding or correcting essential
parts of this process. As such, social media identity declarations are
radically different from the procedural criteria laid out by theories
of personal identity in philosophy.

Taking a step toward understanding how “ordinary” social me-
dia users view social media identity declarations, we conducted
a vignette survey study. We found that people believe that social
media platforms can make a variety of accurate judgements about
them but that they cannot represent their entire self-concept. For
example, respondents thought that social media profiling is able to
accurately infer whether they have changed as a person over time,
but that it cannot tell an accurate story of their life since signing
up to the platform. Thus, respondents defined limits for the ability
of social media identity declarations to represent certain aspects of
their self-concept. Interestingly, respondents did claim that their
own user data profile (UDP) was unique and that other users had a
different UDP.

Respondents showed a strong preference for more transparency
and stated that they would compare their own self-concept with
a variety of social media identity declarations. However, the re-
spondents in our study did not believe that social media identity
declarations would be meaningful to them. Respondents also stated
they would correct wrong identity declarations but showed no clear
motivation to manage them. Taken together, we believe that it is
reasonable to assume that social media users have at least some
motivation to control essential aspects of their social media identity
declarations. Providing such identity controls does present tech-
nological as well as design challenges for social media platform
operators. However, social media platforms go to great lengths to
offer advertisers usable controls to specify which user attributes
exactly they wish to include in their custom audiences. In providing
usable justification and control, social media platforms give priority

to advertisers determining detailed custom audiences for targeted
advertisement over giving users the possibility to understand, con-
trol, and rectify potential inaccuracies in their user profiles.

Finally, respondents did not believe that social media identity
declarations would influence their self-concept. Respondents stated
that previously unknown identity declarations would be unlikely
to become part of their self-concept and they strongly objected
that viewing social media identity declarations would cause them
to reevaluate their self-concept. Future studies should try to un-
derstand whether people’s self-concept is resilient to social media
identity declarations as participants stated in our study. Perhaps
people are overconfident in the immunity of their self-concept
against social media declarations? Also, a majority of respondents
expressed the desire to compare components of their UDP with
their self-concept. Considering our results, we take it that people
are, at least, curious to understand how social media platforms inter-
pret them based on their personal information. They acknowledge
the narrative force of social media profiling but do not strongly
believe in its capacity to shape their self-concept. We encourage fu-
ture studies to explore whether our findings extend to social media
users in other cultures.

To conclude, we have focused on the process by which social
media generate identity declarations based on personal information
through user profiling. In comparison to the large corpus of studies
that have focused on the consequences of user profiling (e.g., filter
bubbles, misinformation), philosophical accounts on the procedural
aspects of social media user profiling remain scarce. While our
vignette study produces an initial understanding of the relationship
between social media users and their identity declarations, we
expect that this account provides ample opportunity for follow-up
studies on the ethical challenges of social media profiling. Social
media will continue to exercise its power to partake in the formation
and development of formalistic self-concepts. We provide evidence
that social media users think so, too.
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A APPENDIX STUDY MATERIALS
A.1 Hypothetical Vignette Scenario
Please read the following scenario carefully:

Imagine that you are an active member of a global social media
platform. Think of a social media platform that is similar to a hand-
ful of prominent examples such as Facebook, Twitter, or Instagram.
Imagine that, on this platform, you are an active member and regu-
larly post content. For example, you frequently upload images to the
platform. When your friends publish similar posts, you commonly
“react” to their posts. Generally, you often consume the content that
the platform presents to you in its so-called “news feed”.

More specifically, the data you share with the platform includes
your real name, your age, and gender. You also share your current
location with the platform, your social contacts, your relationship
status, the type of device you use, and your activity data: what content
you view and click on when you use the platform and at what time
you do so. You are aware that the social media platform has developed
algorithms that attempt to draw a variety of conclusions about you
based on the types of data you share. The social media platform states
that it uses such “conclusions about you” in order to show you more
suitable content and product advertisement.

Some conclusions may be based on the data you share actively and
consciously. For example, when you provide your real birthday, the
platform uses this information to show you content that it takes to
be suitable for your age group. Some conclusions about you are based
on data that you share implicitly, so you may not be aware that you
have shared such data about you.

For example, since you share your location data, the platform
tries to conclude where you work and live. As another example, the
platform also tries to conclude what hobbies you have based on your
friends’ activities. The platform attempts to conclude your interests
(e.g., movies, music, or books you might like) and your behaviors (e.g.,
what you buy, who you meet). It tries to conclude your religious beliefs
(e.g., whether you are part of a religion or an atheist) and your political
stance (e.g., whether you consider yourself liberal or a conservative).
The social media platform also tries to draw conclusions about who
you are as a person more generally; for example, how you might react
to certain content, how introverted or extroverted you are, or how
sociable you are.

Now, please imagine that the social media platform combines and
stores all conclusions about you in your user data profile. Again, the
social media platform claims that it needs the content of your user
data profile to know what content and advertisement you find suitable.
The social media platform generates all of its revenues by showing
you advertisements.

To recap, there are two different user profiles on social media: One
profile that you use to share posts or share messages, your profile on
the social media platform. The other one is generated by the social
media platform about you, which will be referred to as your “user
data profile” for the rest of the survey. All survey questions relate to
your user data profile, not your social media profile.
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You were shown a description of a social media platform. You will
now be asked questions regarding your personal perception of social
media platforms like the one described previously. All questions relate
to a social media platform that was introduced to you in the opening
text.

Please answer these questions from your own point of view.

A.2 Manipulation Checks (in-text)
(1) Asked prior to vignette text: It is important that you pay

attention to this study. Please read the scenario described
below carefully.

• Please confirm this by selecting “Strongly disagree.”

(2) Asked at the end of the vignette text: Please indicate which
of the following is true.

My user data profile is:

• My social media profile that I use to socialize when I log on
to the social media platform.

• My profile that the social media platform’s algorithms gen-
erate about me based on the data I share explicitly and
implicitly.

• I don’t know.

A.3 Survey Questions
7-point-scale, 1 = “Strongly disagree” to 7 = “Strongly Agree,” and
“I don’t want to answer.”

Questions were divided into 5 categories and shown to respon-
dents in random order within these categories. Participants did not
see headlines of question categories.

Accurate judgments (general)
• The social media platform is able to draw correct conclusions
about me.

• I believe that the social media platform is able to know what
is valuable to me.

• I believe that my user data profile is unique. Other users have
a different user data profile.

• If close friends and family saw my user data profile, they would
be able to identify that it’s me.

Accurate judgments (specifics)
• I believe that social media algorithms are able to accurately
conclude what my interests are (e.g., movies, music, or books I
like).

• I believe that social media algorithms are able to accurately
conclude what I have bought in the past.

• I believe that social media algorithms are able to accurately
conclude what I will buy in the future.

• I believe that social media algorithms are able to accurately
conclude where I go.

• I believe that social media algorithms are able to accurately
conclude who I meet.

• I believe that social media algorithms are able to accurately
conclude my political stance.

• I believe that social media algorithms are able to accurately
conclude my religious beliefs.

• I believe that the social media platform is able to know where I
stand on important issues such as my acceptance of the Covid-
19 vaccination.

• I believe that the social media platform is able to know where
I stand on important issues such as climate change.

• I believe that the social media platform is able to know where
I stand on important issues such as immigration.

• The social media platform is able to distinguish between who
I am in private and who I am in social contexts on the social
media platform.

• The social media platform is able to distinguish between who I
am in private and who I am in social contexts when I am not
online.

Accurate judgments (temporal)

• The social media platform is able to keep my user data profile
up to date with my interests, behaviors, and beliefs as they
change over time.

• My user data profile from a month ago includes conclusions
about me that are still accurate today.

• My user data profile from a year ago includes conclusions about
me that are still accurate today.

• After having been an active user on the social media platform
for several years, the platform can conclude whether I have
changed as a person since I started using the platform.

• My entire user data profile tells an accurate story of the life
that I have lived since I started using the platform.

The normativity of an accurate UDP

• The social media platform should take precautions to make
sure that my user data profile is accurate.

• The social media platform should double-check my user data
profile for accuracy, even if it takes them time or possibly other
resources (e.g., money or additional employees) to do so.

• The social media platform should collect as much of my data as
possible to ensure my user data profile is as correct as possible.

• The social media platform should collect my data to generate
my user data profile.

Transparency of data collection & use

• The collection of my data should be disclosed to me clearly and
transparently.

• The social media platform should disclose the way they collect
and use my data.

• I want to know what data the social media platform has used
to show advertisements to me.

Transparency of SMP conclusions about me
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• I want to know what the social media platform has concluded
about me.

• I am interested in understanding all the conclusions the social
media platform has made about me.

• It is valuable to me to understand all the conclusions the social
media platform has made about me.

• I do not care about the conclusions that the social media plat-
form makes about me.

Transparency of UDP
• It is important to me that I am aware and knowledgeable about
how my personal data will be used for my user data profile.

• The social media platform should allow me to access my user
data profile.

Changing my UDP
• The social media platform should allow me to correct errors in
my user data profile.

• I am motivated to change conclusions that I think are wrong
in my user data profile.

• I am upset if the social media platform concludes something
about me that I think is wrong.

• If my user data profile was made transparent to me, then
correcting and maintaining my user data profile would be too
tedious for me.

If I could view my UDP
• If I had the ability to viewmy user data profile, I would compare
elements of the user data profile to the person that I think I am.

• If I had the ability to view my interests (i.e., movies, music,
or books that I like) in my user data profile, I would compare
them to my own real interests.

• If I had the ability to view what the social media platform
claims I have bought in the past, I would compare it to what I
have actually bought.

• If I had the ability to view where the social media platform
claims I went in the past week, I would compare it to where I
really went last week.

• If I had the ability to view who the social media platform claims
I have met in the past week, I would compare it to who I met
in the past week.

• If I had the ability to view my political stance in my user data
profile, I would compare it to my own real political stance.

• If I had the ability to view my religious beliefs in my user data
profile, I would compare them to my own real religious beliefs.

If I was shown the content of my UDP
• If I was shown the content of my user data profile, it would
cause me to reevaluate who I am.

• If I was shown the content of my user data profile, it would
cause me to reevaluate my interests (i.e., movies, music, or
books that I like).

• If I was shown the content of my user data profile, it would
cause me to reevaluate what I will buy in the future.

• If I was shown the content of my user data profile, it would
cause me to reevaluate my political stance.

• If I was shown the content of my user data profile, it would
cause me to reevaluate my religious beliefs.

Influence of self-concept (unaware elements)
• If I could view the content of my user data profile, then the
conclusions the social media platform has made about me
would have meaning to me.

• If my user data profile contains conclusions about who I am
that I did not know about, then these conclusions don’t have
meaning to me.

• If my user data profile contains conclusions about my political
stance that I did not know about, then these conclusions don’t
have meaning to me.

• If my user data profile contains conclusions about my religious
beliefs that I did not know about, then these conclusions don’t
have meaning to me.

• If I was looking for a new interest, I would look into my user
data profile for a suggestion.

• If my user data profile contains conclusions about my interests
(e.g., movies, music, or books that I like) that I do not know
about, then these conclusions will likely become new interests
of mine.

• If my user data profile contains conclusions about what I will
likely buy in the future, that I didn’t know about, then these
conclusions will likely influence what I buy in the future.

A.4 Demographics
54.3% of participants were female, 43.8% male, and 1.9% defined
themselves as other. 69% of participants were between 18 and 35
years old. 56.8% of participants had some form of university educa-
tion, 33.4% had at least a high school diploma. 50.8% of participants
were employees, 18.2% were students. Finally, 92.9% of participants
listed their current country of residence as the United States.

B APPENDIX FIGURE 7
Figure 7 shows respondents’ beliefs on the influence of the UDP on
their self-concept. In particular, we wanted to understand whether
participants would attribute meaning to identity declarations in
their user data profile (UDP) that they were not aware of. Figure 7
is shown on the following page.
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Figure 7: Respondents’ ratings were largely divided over the question whether UDP conclusions would be meaningful to them
and whether unknown identity declarations would carry meaning for them.
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ABSTRACT
User modeling has become an indispensable feature of a plethora
of different digital services such as search engines, social media
or e-commerce. Indeed, decision procedures of online algorithmic
systems apply various methods including machine learning (ML) to
generate virtual models of billions of human beings based on large
amounts of personal and other data. Recently, there has been a call
for a “Right to Reasonable Inferences” for Europe’s General Data
Protection Regulation (GDPR). Here, we explore a conceptualiza-
tion of reasonable inference in the context of image analytics that
refers to the notion of evidence in theoretical reasoning. The main
goal of this paper is to start defining principles for reasonable image
inferences, in particular, portraits of individuals. Based on an image
analytics case study, we use the notions of first- and second-order
inferences to determine the reasonableness of predicted concepts.
Finally, we highlight three key challenges for the future of this
research space: first, we argue for the potential value of hidden
quasi-semantics. Second, we indicate that automatic inferences
can create a fundamental trade-off between privacy preservation
and “model fit” and, third, we end with the question whether hu-
man reasoning can serve as a normative benchmark for reasonable
automatic inferences.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Recently, user modeling techniques have been used to infer aes-
thetic (e.g., beauty), mental (e.g., beliefs, intentions), emotional (e.g.,
happiness, depression), and social (e.g., group affiliation) features
about individuals based on their personal data as well as their digital
footprints. The possibilities of user modeling techniques go far be-
yond the mere classification of individuals into types of customers:
they create virtual models of individuals at an industrial scale based
on personal and other data. This data is commonly associated with
implicit mental characteristics and social situational factors often
unknown to the corresponding individual. Thereby, many big data
companies produce billions of virtual models of people to connect
a particular informational resource (e.g., an advertising material)
to the individual with the most “appropriate” model.

This signifies what we refer to as a hermeneutic shift: parts of the
interpretative potential of the person is realized not by the person
itself but by the “quasi-semantic power”1 of textual extraction, im-
age understanding, emotion and speech analysis, location analysis
or even inaction interpretation (among others) [4, 25, 34, 49, 50].
Assigning quasi-semantic values to implicit identity claims stands
in contrast to The Enlightenment’s core idea that humans have the
ability to freely and autonomously assign meaning to what they
have experienced. From this perspective, user modeling techniques
can create tensions with the autonomy of individuals to form a
hermeneutic self-concept.

Moreover, the quasi-semantic power of user modeling techniques
can lead to consequential discriminatory biases, for example, when
credit decisions are based on the collection and analysis of digital
footprints unknown to the corresponding individual. The opacity
of user modeling processes makes it generally difficult to detect,
understand and correct such biases.

Recently, there has been a call for a “Right to Reasonable Infer-
ences” to set legally-binding standards with the purpose to protect
individuals against inferences that are privacy-invasive, reputation-
damaging, and difficult to verify [45]. Yet, the decisive question
is what reasonable ought to mean in the context of an automatic
inference about a person based on some published media content.

Here, we wish to set the stage for a productive discussion be-
tween the computer and social sciences in determining standards
for reasonable inferences in image analytics.2 Based on an image an-
alytics case study using the Clarifai concept prediction prototype3,
we show that inferences about human portraits can be unreasonable
when they predict concepts with underlying beliefs that cannot be
1Since humans are the only semantic engines in nature, see, for example, [11].
2Specifically, images that depict human beings.
3Available at: https://www.clarifai.com/demo.
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revised in light of further evidence of the same type. Our claims
are based on an empiricist view of reasonableness4 that considers
a knowledge-object’s quality of evidence for a particular inference
to qualify as reasonable or unreasonable.

We proceed as follows. In Section 2, we discuss why image ana-
lytics result in epistemic and ethical challenges and review related
work in Section 2.1. In Section 3, we introduce an empiricist con-
ceptualization of reasonableness that demands that what one is
justified in believing is determined exclusively by evidence. We
then upload two portraits to the Clarifai web interface image pre-
diction prototype and analyze the reasonableness of the concepts
the engine returns (see Section 4). Finally, in Section 5, we consider
the potential autonomy-enabling value of hidden quasi-semantics
and discuss a fundamental trade-off between privacy and model fit.

2 BACKGROUND
Social media users engage in both explicit5 and implicit identity
claims. Generally, images are among the most prevalent forms of
self-presentation techniques on social media. Given their inherent
semantic ambiguity, images are considered implicit identity claims.
Implicit identity claims are “given off” in various indirect manners.
Typical examples of implicit identity claims are showing one’s af-
filiation to certain individuals, social or institutional groups, or
expressing preferences and interests in an indirect manner [7, 48].
Indeed, there is evidence that “showing rather than telling” has be-
come the most common self-presentation strategy on social media
platforms [21, 43].

Consequently, marketers value images more than other media
content. According to Socialbakers, images posted on Instagram6

create four times more user engagement than other user content
on Facebook7. Another reason is that image understanding further
closes the gap between organic and commercial media content
since objects in an image can be classified as products. Overall,
there have been significant efforts made in the advancement of
image-understanding technologies tomodel users based on pictorial
identity claims in both academia and industry.8

When modeling an individual, image-understanding technolo-
gies do not simply draw semantics from the content of images but
assign, add, and possibly produce their meaning in the first place.
Despite their quasiness, user modeling techniques model features
of individuals that are likely inaccessible for the individual herself.
Thereby, user modeling techniques presumably attempt to transfer
what is radically subjective (and therefore difficult if not impossible
to falsify) into the realm of objective evaluation. They, therefore, try
to explain something that is essentially first-person in third-person
terms.

4The terms “reasonableness” and “rationality” are considered synonymous in this
work.
5For example, when individuals communicate specific self-relevant information in
written form, they usually engage in explicit identity claims: “I am 20 years of age and
I like reading biographies of great scientists”.
6Advertising campaigns on Instagram are run via the Facebook advertising plat-
form including the choice of custom audiences and lookalike audiences: see
https://business.instagram.com/advertising/.
7https://www.socialbakers.com/blog/instagram-engagement
8For example, Amazon: https://aws.amazon.com/de/rekognition/, Microsoft:
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/services/cognitive-services/computer-vision/,
Facebook: https://code.fb.com/ai-research/fair-fifth-anniversary/, Google:
https://cloud.google.com/vision/.

Themajority of contemporary philosophical theories on personal
identity support the idea that being free in interpreting one’s self is a
constitutive element of the conceptual boundaries of personal iden-
tity [12, 26, 31, 39]. Importantly, a moral status comprising moral
rights and duties presupposes autonomy over one’s self-concept.
In other words, it is because individuals can evaluate what they are,
shape whatever they wish to be on this basis, that they can be made
responsible for what they become [40]. Moral accountability would,
therefore, be impossible if individuals did not have the freedom and
autonomy to form and negotiate such a hermeneutic self-concept.

Furthermore, empirical studies in psychology have demonstrated
that individuals have the ability to attribute meaning to their experi-
ences as a processes of hermeneutic identity formation [24, 36, 37].
Studies by [38] show that individuals interact with other individuals
strategically in order to verify their self-concept: self-concept nego-
tiation denotes the verification attempt of a person’s self-concept
through the interaction with other individuals. Whether individuals
perceive user modeling outcomes as a means of technologically-
mediated self-verification or self-discontinuity remains to be stud-
ied. Yet, hiding a person’s quasi-semantic self-concept, i.e. disal-
lowing user modeling techniques to partake in a self-verification
process, could have some benefits (see Section 5).

Taken together, an autonomous self-concept emerges when an
individual carries out the psychological work required to attribute
meaning to certain experiences. Image analytics signify a hermeneu-
tic shift because they transform implicit identity claims into explicit
declarations of identity. Image analytics are not solely epistemic
tools but quasi-semantic engines that potentially interfere with a
person’s autonomy to freely form a self-concept.

2.1 Related Work
With the rise of search engines in the early 2000s, automatizing
the attribution of semantics to images returned high accuracy on
object identification [23]. In the context of search tasks, object
identification proved to be an efficient strategy.9 In social media’s
people-based marketing mere object identification does not suffice
for advertisement delivery based on implicit identity claims. Today,
learning from content and structure of social network sites as well
as correlating aspects about natural persons and groups to online
content is a fast-growing research field. In the following, we briefly
discuss main trends as they pertain to image data analyses.

Popularity prediction of image data: Several projects focus
on determining the likelihood that certain image postings will
achieve high view counts and high positive approval. Using a variety
of machine learning approaches the context of a user and posting
is taken into consideration to predict the future attention given to
a newly posted image (e.g., [15, 27, 46, 47]).

Self-presentation:Various papers explore how (and underwhat
circumstances) individuals strategically manage their social net-
work accounts to aim for more favorable reception by the intended
audience (e.g., [32, 41]). In the context of image data, for example,
researchers have begun exploring users’ management of multiple
accounts on Instagram to present themselves to different audiences

9Object inferences can be semantically ambiguous. For example, while distinct colors
and shapes can be mapped to mathematical vectors with relative ease, the same is
more difficult with objects containing continuous features [44].
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in strategically altered ways. On a “Rinsta” (Real Instagram) ac-
count, a curated self is presented to a wider audience; whereas on a
“Finsta” (Fake Instagram) account, less perfect material is presented
to a hand-selected group of individuals for feedback and banter
[21]. Interestingly, research has shown that users perceive their
carefully styled images on the Finsta accounts to capture their real
self more accurately in comparison to their Rinsta accounts with
presumably more “genuine” material [21].

Inferring personality traits and user characteristics from
image data: Partly triggered by the Gaydar research study [19] in
2009, significant attention has been given by the research commu-
nity to finding associations between aspects of user profiles, user
relationships, and posts, on the one hand, and traits/characteristics
of the user or groups of users, on the other hand. In the context of
image data, recent research suggests a relationship between person-
ality traits and style aspects of posted pictures (e.g., hue, brightness
and saturation); likewise, the content of pictures can be associated
with personality characteristics [8–10].

Previous work also aims to find image characteristics that match
specific user groups [17]. Likewise, analyses focus on automatically
detecting gender and age from posted image content [16, 33].

Behavioral research has also explored how different personality
characteristics (e.g., narcissistic tendencies [20]) impact the percep-
tion of image data.

Relationship of mental health and image data: Numerous
research projects have focused on uncovering correlations between
the usage of social network sites and mental health aspects such as
addiction, anxiety, depression or body image (see, for example, a
recent review [13]). Similar work can be found that is focused on
image data. For example, perusal of attractive pictures of celebrities
and peers has been found to be associated with a more negative
body image by women [3, 18]. Likewise, uploaded image data can
also be revealing of mental health indicators such as related to
depression [30].

While there is a plethora of technical research and behavioral
studies to understand social network site usage and its impact on
users, also in the context of image data, we are unaware of any
work that explores principles to develop reasonable standards for
image inferences made by automated systems.

3 FIRST STEPS TOWARDS PRINCIPLES FOR
REASONABLE IMAGE INFERENCES

3.1 An empiricist view of reasonable inferences
Fundamentally, there are two types of reasoning: practical and the-
oretical reasoning also sometimes referred to as instrumental and
epistemic reasoning, respectively (see for example [35]). Practical
reasoning is concerned with the question “What to do?”. Theoret-
ical reasoning asks “What to believe?”. Practical and theoretical
reasoning are not mutually exclusive. When choosing a reasonable
action for a desirable outcome an individual relies on a theoretically
reasonable belief. Thus, practical or instrumental reasoning usually
follows theoretical reasoning.

In this work, we assume an empiricist view that considers a
knowledge-object’s quality of evidence to decide whether a par-
ticular inference qualifies as reasonable or unreasonable. The em-
piricist view of a reasonable inference considers whether the belief

about a proposition is proportional to the evidence available. Gen-
erally, the empiricist view on being reasonable in the theoretical
sense considers the “goodness” or “fitness” of reasons provided
that favors the truth of a proposition. While this conceptualiza-
tion of reasonableness perhaps seems simple or even trivial, em-
pirical research has demonstrated that individuals exhibit many
information-processing biases pursuant to this empiricist account
of reasonableness [2, 42].10

The goal of this work is to start developing principles for portrait
image inferences that are eligible to be called reasonable. To do this,
we need an example output from an image analytics engine. Here,
we use the Clarifai web interface image prediction demo, which is
based on deep convolutional neural networks (CNNs). We upload
two portraits (see Figure 1 and Figure 2) to this image prediction
demo and analyze the reasonableness of the concepts the engine
returns. Corresponding to the literature reviewed in Section 2.1, we
view a single image as a stand-alone knowledge-object whereby a
predicted concept (i.e., the predicted outcome) is based only on the
content of that single image.

3.2 Case study: Reasonableness and correctness
of predicted concepts for two portraits

Reasonable and correct inferences
Consider the two images in Figure 1 and Figure 2. Is the content

of these two images eligible to serve as evidence for the inferences
made (see “predicted concepts” top right corner on both images)?

Figure 1 displays the face of a woman. The first three predicted
concepts “woman”, “portrait”, and “facial expression” cannot be
argued against, just like the first five predicted concepts in Figure 2.
Here, the given beliefs about these propositions are proportional to
the evidence available and therefore these inferences can be said
to be reasonable. All of these features can be reasonably inferred
from the evidence given. Note that we do not evaluate the potential
discriminatory or unfair consequences of specific labels, rather we
are first and foremost interested in their epistemic justification. For
example, returning the label “gender” may lead to consequential
discrimination independent from whether it is a (epistemically) rea-
sonable inference. Additionally, considering our two portraits, the
features “woman”, “portrait” and “facial expression” (Figure 1) and
“portrait”, “eye”, “face”, “guy”, “man” (Figure 2) have been classified
correctly.11 Overall, these inferences are – to a large enough degree
– reasonable and correct.

Reasonable inferences with incorrect predictions
Other predicted concepts can in principle be reasonable but seem

to have been classified incorrectly for the specific portraits given. In
Figure 2, for example, the CNNs predict the concept “smile”, which
is incorrect since the person depicted does not seem to smile. Note
that this would not be an unreasonable inference since a face can
potentially bear a smile. Rather, the accuracy of the training set’s
classification (i.e., the ground truth) is insufficient in returning an
otherwise reasonable inference correctly. In this specific case, the

10For example, category mistakes, anchoring, representative bias, ignoring the context,
framing effects etc.
11For Figure 2, the predicted concepts “hair”, “model”, “skin” seem to be reasonable
and correct as well.
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(a) Female portrait (b) Predicted concepts

Figure 1: Concept results using the Clarifai image prediction demo for a female portrait. The engine returns predictions on
gender “woman”, ethnicity-related features “multicultural”, cognitive skills “intelligence”, and presumably aesthetic features
“pretty”, “elegant”, “friendly”, “charming” (among others). For copyright purposes, we artistically rendered the original picture.
Original picture ©https://thispersondoesnotexist.com/.

prediction seems to be incorrect but only in relation to an otherwise
reasonable assumption made when annotating the training set.

Unreasonable inferences due to non-falsifiability
There seem to be inferences that are unreasonable due to their

non-falsifiability. For example, both images contain predicted con-
cepts of aesthetic evaluations or judgments. For a judgment to be
an aesthetic judgment it necessarily needs to be subjective, making
it the exact opposite of an empirical judgment. More generally,
judgments on beauty and ugliness are commonly taken to be core
examples of aesthetic judgments. In Figure 1, an example of an
aesthetic judgment is “pretty” and in Figure 2 “fine-looking”. Other,
perhaps more indirect, aesthetic evaluations seem to be “elegant”,
“friendly”, and “charming” (Figure 1) as well as “serious” (Figure 2).
Overall, such aesthetic judgments of taste are unreasonable since
they cannot be falsified by additional evidence of the same type.

For such inferences, additional image evidence cannot in principle
verify or falsify, in other words, change the proposition.12

Similarly to aesthetic inferences, another class of inferences are
unreasonable due to their non-falsifiability. These inferences con-
tain category mistakes because they take a physical or anatomical
property to be evidence for a mental feature. In Figure 1, the facial
proportions of the woman are taken to be evidence for her “intel-
ligence” while the face in Figure 2 is taken to be evidence for the
person to be “crazy”. Portraits seem to be inadequate evidence for a
person’s mental capabilities or, generally, their mental characteris-
tics. This inference cannot be made more reasonable by providing
more portraits of the two people shown in Figure 1 and Figure 2. In
other words, the proposition that the person in Figure 2 is actually
crazy does not become more likely the more pictures of that person
are analyzed. Again, the prediction for such labels can be correct

12There are, however, reasonable physical or anatomical inferences, for example,
“freckle” in Figure 2.
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(a) Male portrait (b) Predicted concepts

Figure 2: Concept results using the Clarifai image prediction demo for a male portrait. The engine returns predictions on
gender “man”, age “young”/“boy”,mental “crazy”/“funny”, and presumably aesthetic features “fine-looking”, “serious” (among
others). For copyright purposes, we artistically rendered the original picture. Original picture ©Bruce Gilden.

but only in relation to the unreasonable assumptions made when
annotating the training set.

4 ANALYSIS OF THE CASE STUDY
There is an epistemic difference between descriptively identifying
the objects “basketball” and “person” and conclusively inferring
“Interest person x = basketball”, merely because these objects have
been identified. In a similar vein, there is a difference between
measuring the physical property “wide space between eyes“and
the object “glasses” and inferring some measure of intelligence
based on these features. In our case study, we generally judged
inferences that could be “directly” read off the portrait as reasonable.
Such first-order inferences, as one might want to call them, seem
epistemically valid and are henceforth difficult to object morally.

They are reasonable independent of the predictive strength of the
model.

Unreasonable inferences, on the other hand, seem to be predom-
inantly constructed inferences. In our case study, they included
claims about the person that could not be observed or accessed
through the evidence given. Such second-order inferences presup-
pose a selection (and naturally a disregard) of specific first-order
inferences that – combined – produce a new proposition. Second-
order inferences must not necessarily be unreasonable. Consider,
for example, the predicted concept “indoors” for the portrait in Fig-
ure 1. Predicting whether a depicted scenery is indoors or outdoors
is a second-order inference because a single object is unlikely to
produce a definite conclusion. The difference is that this second-
order inference is responsive to additional evidence of the same
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type resulting in belief revision. Thereby, an inference is unreason-
able in the case that novel or additional evidence becomes available
that defeats the previous justification to believe in a proposition.
In case of better evidence one ought to change the previously held
belief in light of this new evidence. For example, another image of
this scenery could in principle provide what Pollock refers to as
“rebutting evidence” [29]. The new image is the same type or source
of evidence. But because it is a reasonable second-order inference
it is responsive to belief revision, which in this case is equivalent
to the principles of Bayesian inference.

This claim does not hold for unreasonable second-order infer-
ences. Bayesian inference (or belief revision) cannot convert an un-
reasonable second-order inference into a reasonable inference (e.g.,
predicted concept “intelligence” in Figure 1). Such category mis-
takes can only be reverted by changing the underlying assumption
or by gathering different types of evidence but not by considering
more evidence with the same category mistake.

5 DISCUSSION & CONCLUDING REMARKS
In this discussion paper, we applied an empiricist account of reason-
ing to determine the reasonableness of predicted concepts in the
context of an image analytics case study. This is only one of many
possible accounts of reasoning each of which comes with specific
trade-offs. Arguably, an empiricist account is autonomy-preserving
but limited to first-order inferences about individuals. Regardless
of the account of reasonableness, an inference may be reasonable
and correct but still be rejected by the individual. Here, one could
argue that an inference becomes reasonable only when the data
subject agrees with its proposition.

The recent call for a “Right to Reasonable Inferences” proposes a
“Right to know about Inferences” and a “Right to rectify Inferences”
(among others) [45]. However, hiding the quasi-semantic power
of user modeling techniques does have its benefits. By revealing
the logic involved in making hermeneutic inferences, the system
directly recommends these hermeneutics to the user. It remains
to be explored how individuals would perceive information on
inferences as given in our two image examples. Revealing at least
in part the manner and content of user modeling processes and
outcomes enables internalization and conformation to the proposed
inferences. Perhaps individuals would welcome such a degree of
transparency as a mechanism to “offload” the psychological work
necessary to attribute meaning to certain life events. Revealing such
inferences to the individual means recognizing their quasi-semantic
power in shaping who we are and who we can become – we accept
that they have their own narrative capacity. Thus, transparency of
user modeling inferences could even exacerbate the polarization
effect observed in social media personalization.

Another key challenge is privacy. Image inferences tend to be-
come more reasonable the more personal data is collected and
analyzed. This creates a privacy trade-off. The trade-off consists
in the observation that a representative model of an individual is
possible only at the expense of privacy. For example, ML classifiers
must be able to respond to concept drift without “neglecting” the
outdated data when learning a model of personal identity [51]. For
example, sliding windows of fixed and variable sizes of training
data are used to build an updated model [14]. Since both fixed and

variable windows are definite in their size, some old data will nec-
essarily be forgotten. What criteria determine which data are to
be forgotten and which ones are to be considered in creating an
updated representative model of a person? Model fit requires a po-
tentially uninterrupted flow of data possibly resulting in significant
privacy challenges [5].

Finally, a key question is whether we should take human rea-
soning as a benchmark for reasonable automatic inferences. In the
empirical literature on human reasoning ...“the ordinary person is
claimed to be prone to serious and systematic error in deductive rea-
soning, in judging probabilities, in correcting his biases, and in many
other activities“ [6]. For example, humans make judgments about
cognitive capabilities based on physical properties [1, 28]. Follow-
ing our image analytics case study, we conclude that inferences
about individuals’ cognitive and mental features are unreasonable
since an image does not provide the kind of evidence needed to
justify such claims. This also counts for inferences made about
individuals’ intentions or goals based on image evidence (see [22]).

Overall, it will remain a pressing ethical challenge to define nor-
mative standards of reasonableness that automatic image inferences
should comply with.

Acknowledgments:We thank the reviewers for their insightful
comments that helped to improve our work. The paper is based on
research conducted as part of a Volkswagen Foundation planning
grant project.
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ABSTRACT
Faces play an indispensable role in human social life. At present,
computer vision artificial intelligence (AI) captures and interprets
human faces for a variety of digital applications and services. The
ambiguity of facial information has recently led to a debate among
scholars in different fields about the types of inferences AI should
make about people based on their facial looks. AI research often jus-
tifies facial AI inference-making by referring to how people form im-
pressions in first-encounter scenarios. Critics raise concerns about
bias and discrimination and warn that facial analysis AI resembles
an automated version of physiognomy.What has beenmissing from
this debate, however, is an understanding of how “non-experts” in
AI ethically evaluate facial AI inference-making. In a two-scenario
vignette study with 24 treatment groups, we show that non-experts
(N = 3745) reject facial AI inferences such as trustworthiness and
likability from portrait images in a low-stake advertising and a
high-stake hiring context. In contrast, non-experts agree with facial
AI inferences such as skin color or gender in the advertising but
not the hiring decision context. For each AI inference, we ask non-
experts to justify their evaluation in a written response. Analyzing
29,760 written justifications, we find that non-experts are either
“evidentialists” or “pragmatists”: they assess the ethical status of
a facial AI inference based on whether they think faces warrant
sufficient or insufficient evidence for an inference (evidentialist
justification) or whether making the inference results in beneficial
or detrimental outcomes (pragmatist justification). Non-experts’
justifications underscore the normative complexity behind facial AI
inference-making. AI inferences with insufficient evidence can be
rationalized by considerations of relevance while irrelevant infer-
ences can be justified by reference to sufficient evidence. We argue
that participatory approaches contribute valuable insights for the
development of ethical AI in an increasingly visual data culture.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Human faces and the information they convey are essential in hu-
man interaction. When seeing a person for the first time, humans
rapidly and automatically make a variety of judgments, such as
whether a person looks trustworthy or likable [75, 76, 78, 99]. Peo-
ple’s faces can play a significant role in some of society’s most
important decision-making scenarios: first facial impressions can
determine hiring choices [76, 84], election outcomes [6, 59, 77], or
jail sentences [26, 105, 109]. Yet, we are often told not to judge a
book by its cover, an imperative that it is morally wrong to form be-
liefs about a person based on insufficient evidence. Indeed, inferring
inner character traits based on looks had been foundational for once
lauded physiognomic and phrenological practices in organizations
and institutions [22, 35, 83, 92, 93].

Today, research in psychology and evolutionary anthropology
shows that first facial impressions have an “irresistible” force, but
are nonetheless largely inaccurate [13, 27, 78, 99, 100]. This line
of research provides ample evidence that there is no relationship
between how we look and how trustworthy or intelligent we actu-
ally are. Surprisingly, another body of research studies continues
to suggest that first facial impressions are accurate or, at least, not
completely invalid [45, 51, 56, 62, 72, 80]. Commonly recognizing
this latter body of literature, computer vision artificial intelligence
(AI) – the computerization of visual perception – has recently devel-
oped datasets, algorithms, andmodels to automate social perception
tasks in fields such as affective computing (e.g., [19]) and social
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robotics [15, 97]. Using computer vision AI, studies have claimed to
successfully infer emotion expression and intensity [10, 25], sexual
[60, 103] and political orientation [54, 107], as well as a variety of
latent traits in personality assessments based on people’s faces in
images [4, 16, 30–32, 81, 88, 89, 108]. AI research has established
tools for feature extractions from faces (e.g., Face++ 1, EmoVu2) as
well as for open training datasets (ImageNet3, First Impression V24,
PsychoFlickr dataset5) and models [1, 11] for facial analysis AI.

Computer vision AI drives software that helps “make sense” of
user images on social media for advertising purposes, video inter-
views in hiring software, or mood detection in car systems. The AI
emotion recognition industry alone is said to be worth US37$ billion
by 2026 [20]. AI systems play an increasingly important role in the
semantic interpretation of our world, and because faces have an
indispensable social signaling function, they are taken to be particu-
larly revealing of who we are. But how should AI interpret people’s
faces? All imagery is semantically ambiguous and computer vision
AI inference-making necessarily follows from the semantic anno-
tation of visual data by humans, in most cases, by crowd-sourced
platform workers [67, 74, 95]. This complicated ethical question has
led to debates between policymakers, researchers in computational
and social sciences, and companies that develop or use such AI.
A number of research papers, including from the FAccT research
community, have pointed out ethical challenges with regard to com-
puter vision AI inferences [21, 22, 29, 34, 35, 68, 69, 82, 83, 87, 92–94].
However, we believe that such an effort must at least be cognizant
of how “ordinary” people, i.e., non-experts in AI, evaluate the nor-
mativity of computer vision inferences.

In this work, we follow calls for more empirically-informed AI
ethics [55, 85] and investigate what non-experts (N = 3745) think AI
should and should not infer from portrait images – images that only
show a person’s face. Using a two-scenario vignette study with 24
treatment groups, we show that non-experts find AI latent trait in-
ferences (e.g., intelligence) morally impermissible regardless of the
decision context for which the inference is used for (advertising &
hiring). A majority of subjects evaluates inferences such as gender,
skin color, and emotion expression as morally permissible in the
low-stake decision context (advertising) but impermissible in the
high-stake decision context (hiring). None of our framing effects
influenced subjects’ evaluations indicating a strong value disposi-
tion toward AI facial analysis. We use the transformer-based model
RoBERTa [63] to analyze subjects’ 29,760 written justifications for
each AI inference. We find that subjects raise ethical concerns about
all AI inferences in both contexts. When justifying the normativity
of an AI inference, subjects use one of two meta-principles: an AI
facial inference is permissible when facial information warrants
sufficient evidence or when making the inference results in benefi-
cial outcomes. Our analysis illustrates the normative complexity
behind facial AI inferences, and provides guidance for forthcoming
technology policy debates.

1https://www.faceplusplus.com/
2https://www.programmableweb.com/api/emovu
3https://www.image-net.org/
4http://chalearnlap.cvc.uab.es/dataset/24/description/
5https://figshare.com/articles/dataset/zahra_plos_data_zip/6469577

2 RELATEDWORK: THE IMPOSITION OF
MEANING IN A VISUAL DATA CULTURE

2.1 Power dynamics between requesters and
data annotators

Recently, several authors have raised ethical questions regarding the
creation, management, and application of computer vision datasets.
Computer vision companies (also known as “requesters”) hire data
processing companies, most often located in “less developed” coun-
tries, to perform efficient and cost-effective dataset creation, in-
cluding data annotation. The emergence of a visual data culture –
across Facebook’s services alone, 2 billion images are shared every
day6 – together with the need for manual, human semantic labeling
has led to the establishment of a data annotation industry7 [67, 95].
Critical data science (broadly speaking) highlights challenges re-
lated to accountability and transparency gaps resulting from the
near-unbounded power of computer vision AI companies and AI
research institutes (i.e, requesters) to determine the interpretative
potential of visual content [33, 68–70, 85, 87].

Studies find that requesters face little pressure to justify data
labeling projects when hiring data processing companies for dataset
labeling [67–69, 85]. In a field study on two data processing compa-
nies, Miceli et al. concluded that the work of image annotators is
largely guided by the interests of the requester organization [68].
The authors report that this power dynamic does not allow im-
age annotators to voice ethical concerns during the data labeling
process. The hierarchical managerial structure at data processing
companies restricts the possibility for the deliberative input by
annotators [69]. In [68], the authors assert that “the one who is
paying has the right to the imposition of meaning”. To increase
transparency and accountability of dataset creation, researchers
have developed proposals to standardize documentation. For ex-
ample, Gebru et al. suggest that each dataset should have a cor-
responding datasheet, explaining, among others, the purpose for
which the dataset was created, the description of the images (or
other data types), procedural aspects such as data cleaning and
labeling, as well as the tasks and their unique contexts that the
dataset is intended to be used for [33]. Holland et al. propose a
“Dataset Nutrition Label” that specifies different modules, including
the data origin, dataset variables, and ground truth correlations [41].
These and other standardized documentation practices [e.g., 70] can
help AI developers to select more suitable datasets for their model
development. However, such documentation practices are currently
voluntary and rely entirely on the initiative and implementation of
dataset creators.

2.2 Faces as sources of meaning and means for
classification?

Authors have raised critical questions regarding a second key eth-
ical challenge that is the subject of this work: What kind of in-
ferences should a computer vision AI make about people based
on visual data? Moreover, how do we justify what differentiates
6Using Artificial Intelligence to Help Blind People ‘See’ Facebook: https://about.fb.com/
news/2016/04/using-artificial-intelligence-to-help-blind-people-see-facebook/
7For a contribution by investigative journalists on the data annotation industry, see:
A.I. Is Learning From Humans. Many Humans. https://www.nytimes.com/2019/08/16/
technology/ai-humans.html
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permissible from impermissible facial inferences when the context
application changes? Given the inherently semantic ambiguity of
visual data, fixing the large space of interpretive possibilities to a
selection of target variables is an act of classification that inevitably
demands an ethical justification [22, 40, 47, 82, 87, 93, 93]. This
particularly applies to inferences about people based on their facial
looks. Human faces are among the most frequently used “objects of
interpretation” in computer vision AI. A recent review of nearly 500
prominent computer vision AI datasets found that 205 were “face-
based”: no other object was represented more often in computer
vision datasets than human faces [85]. Social psychologists assert
that humans are “obsessed” with faces and that they “cannot help
but form impressions based on facial appearances” [99–101]. On
first encounter, faces influence first impressions and shape whether
we think someone appears trustworthy, intelligent, assertive, or at-
tractive (among other traits) [76, 78, 101]. In many ancient cultures,
and still today, there are persistent beliefs that faces are “a window
to a person’s true nature” [101], the idea that there is a reliable
relationship between facial appearance and character8. The “irre-
sistible influence” of faces can be consequential: first impressions
can determine to whom we speak at a social gathering, whether
we perceive a politician to be trustworthy, or whether we judge a
job applicant as intelligent [100, 101, 110].

Recently, computer vision AI has purportedly inferred such first
facial impressions for a variety of different contexts, for exam-
ple in social media and for automatic hiring software [5, 11, 30–
32, 39, 88, 89, 98, 108]. In the United States alone, millions of job
applicants have participated in automatic hiring procedures that
assess, among others, candidates’ faces to produce an employa-
bility score [82, 94]. Sensitive categories such as gender and race
are often treated as “commonsense categories” in computer vision
datasets [22, 69, 82, 87]. However, a recent comparison between
computer vision datasets presents findings that some racial cat-
egories show more variance than others across datasets despite
nominally equivalent categorization [47]. Buolamwini and Gebru
show that facial analysis AI produces the highest error rate for
darker-skinned women and the lowest error rate for lighter-skinned
males [14]. Critical perspectives warn that gender and skin color
classification by facial analysis AI echoes colonial acts of “reading
race onto the body” [86]. Facial analysis AI tends to rely on binary,
cis-normative gender classifications [46, 86], thereby neglecting
a trans-inclusive view of gender. Emotion recognition and senti-
ment analysis based on facial expressions have been the subject
of multiple AI research projects and a plethora of digital compa-
nies – from large corporations to startups – use AI to infer facial
emotion expression for social media, hiring, education, health, or
security [93]. Other studies present facial analysis AI that is “better”
at inferring sexual and political orientation from facial features
than people [54, 103]. Others have organized yearly “first impres-
sion challenges” – competitions to create benchmark vision models

8In evolutionary psychology, current research debates whether facial attributes (first
impressions) are solely innate, evolutionary adaptive heuristics [99] or whether they
also have a learned, cultural dimension [78, 79].

for automatic first impression inferences in job candidate screen-
ing9. Computer vision AI studies often embrace research studies
that underscore the apparent validity of first impressions or that,
at least, assert that the invalidity of first impressions is inconclu-
sive [45, 51, 56, 62, 72, 80, 102]. However, there is strong evidence
that first facial impressions do not go beyond a “kernel of truth”
[13, 78, 79, 99–101].

The conviction that facial configurations are indicative of a per-
son’s character inevitably rests on the pseudoscientific ideas of
physiognomy and phrenology. Once celebrated scientific theories,
prominent figures in the field of physiognomy such as Caspar
Lavatar, Ceseare Lombroso, and Francis Galton developed entire
taxonomies of facial configurations with what they believed to be
corresponding character interpretations (for a historic account on
physiognomy, see [99]). Critical data science research points to sev-
eral ethical concerns resulting from the AI classification of people
based on their facial appearance. Hanley et al. criticize that infer-
ences about people based on visual data necessarily represent only
those factors of an inference concept that are visibly discernible
[40]. Similarly, Stark & Hoey underscore a “fixation on the visible”
in their conceptual analysis on the ethics of emotion recognition
AI [93]. Computer vision AI inference-making can be presump-
tuous when designed to predict aims or intentions of people in
images [49]. Such systems are morally objectionable because they
treat individuals as objects of categorization [40, 50]. Studying the
influential ImageNet dataset, Crawford & Paglen find “highly ques-
tionable semiotic assumptions [that] echoe(s) of nineteenth-century
phrenology” [22]. Other authors call for a ban on “Physiognomic
AI” altogether [94].

Research in fairness, accountability, and transparency has suc-
cessfully produced different formalizations of fairness metrics and
approaches for de-biased datasets. However, when it comes to fair
visual data inferences it is the selection of target variables that
requires careful ethical consideration. If such ethical evaluations
are “subjective” and “inescapably political”, then how can we make
progress in justifying a line between permissible and impermissible
inferences? Contributing to this metaethical challenge, we analyze
non-experts’ ethical evaluations of specific computer vision AI in-
ferences in a low-stake advertising and a high-stake hiring context.
We argue that the input of non-experts (i.e., their moral intuitions)
can help us critically advance the debate concerning fair computer
vision inferences. We consider a participatory approach to be at
least complementary to conceptual ethical analyses. For example,
much of AI ethics in companies and research institutes is guided by
“principlism”: efforts of expert groups defining often vague ethical
principles for algorithmic systems such as transparency, justice or
responsibility [44]. Principlism has recently received criticism (e.g.,
[71]) arguing that abstract ethical principles too often leave room for
interpretation and are therefore particularly susceptible to forms of
“ethics washing” [12]. Relying on ethical principles alone critically
fails to account for the influence of unique contextual factors on
the ethical status of AI inference-making. Moreover, by democratic
principle, whenever power hierarchies lead to an accountability
vacuum, non-expert “users” should have – minimally – a voice in
9ChaLearn LAP 2016: First Round Challenge on First Impressions - Dataset and Results:
https://hal.archives-ouvertes.fr/hal-01381149, 2017 Looking at People CVPR/IJCNN
Competition: https://chalearnlap.cvc.uab.cat/challenge/23/description/
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formulating values for the interpretative potential of visual data,
including their own. We see this as one element of a holistic ap-
proach to advance computer vision AI ethics. For the purpose of
the current study, we developed a factorial vignette study that we
describe in more detail in the next section. Experimental vignette
studies have been extensively used in different fields (including
human computer interaction, psychology, experimental philosophy,
business ethics) to elicit participants’ explicit ethical judgments in
a variety of hypothetical scenarios [2, 3, 18, 36, 42, 52, 53, 66, 73].
Our study follows calls for more survey-based AI computer vision
ethics [85] and more experimentally-informed AI ethics in general
[55]. For a review on the value of studying the “moral intuitions”
of non-experts in ethics and philosophy more generally, see [53].

3 METHODS AND EXPERIMENTAL
PROCEDURE

3.1 Data Collection
3745 subjects (male = 50.7%, female = 48.9%, other = 0.4%) partici-
pated in our study. Subjects were recruited via Amazon Mechanical
Turk. Only “Turkers” with an approval rating above 95% were se-
lected for the study. We deliberately chose to conduct our study
via this platform because Turkers have been indispensable for the
labeling of some of the most important datasets in computer vision
[91, 106]. Besides the large subject pool required for our study, we
were interested to understand how a community involved in the
labeling of computer vision datasets would ethically evaluate AI
facial inference-making.

Our home institution does not require an ethics approval for
questionnaire-based online studies. When conducting the study
and analyzing the data, we followed standard practices for ethical
research: presenting detailed study procedures, obtaining consent,
not collecting identifiable information or device data, and using a
survey service10 that guaranteed compliance with the European
Union’s General Data Protection Regulation. The study did not
include any deceptive practices. Subjects could drop out of the
study at any point. All data were fully anonymized, the privacy of
all subjects was maintained at all times during the study. Following
recommended principles of ethical crowdsourced research [104],
we first ran a pre-study with 120 Turkers to determine the average
time it would take to complete the survey and used this reference
time to determine a payout above the US minimum wage (mean=
8.03 min). In our study (N = 3745), the mean was 10.4 min (min =
3.35 min, max = 31.55 min).

3.2 Vignette Study
The experiment was a between-subject design; each participant
was randomly assigned to one of 24 groups. The 24 groups were
composed of three experimentally altered variables: two decision
contexts (advertising vs. hiring), six evaluative adjective terms (rea-
sonable, fair, justifiable, acceptable, responsible, appropriate), and
the presentation or absence of a dictionary definition of the evalua-
tive adjective term. The use of different evaluative adjective terms
with orwithout a dictionary definition accounted for framing effects

10SoSci Survey: https://www.soscisurvey.de/

and tested the robustness of subjects’ conception of a normative AI
inference [53, 55, 64].

First, subjects were randomly assigned to one of two hypotheti-
cal decision contexts: either a low-stake advertisement scenario (n
= 1869; mean per group = 155) or a high-stake hiring scenario (n =
1876; mean per group = 156). In the hypothetical advertisement sce-
nario, participants were told that an advertising company deployed
computer vision AI to make a variety of judgments about social
media users based on their portrait image. Participants were told
that the inferences were used to show users more suitable product
advertisements. We explicitly referred to product advertisements
to avoid associations with political advertisements that could have
raised the stakes of the decision context. In the hypothetical hiring
scenario, a declared high-stake decision context by other studies on
algorithmic perception [48, 90], participants were told that a com-
pany used computer vision AI to make a variety of judgments about
applicants based on their application photo. Subjects were told that
portrait inferences were used, together with other assessment met-
rics, to determine whether or not a candidate is suitable for a job.
These scenarios presented curated, hypothetical decision contexts
typical in vignette research on moral phenomena [3, 52, 53] and
fulfilled one of our study’s main purposes: to understand whether
non-experts evaluate the same set of AI facial inferences differently
across low-stake and high-stake contexts. The vignettes can be
found in the Appendix in Figs. 1 and 2.

Second, past research has shown that vignettes can be prone
to framing effects and that such effects can indicate weak value
dispositions in morally-laden scenarios [17, 53]. In our vignettes,
the evaluative adjective term that prompted subjects’ normative
deliberation prior to the primary rating task could have exerted
a framing effect. To control for this potential framing effect, each
participant was assigned one of six evaluative adjective terms –
reasonable, fair, justifiable, acceptable, responsible, or appropriate –
when performing the rating task: “Do you agree or disagree that
this sort of inference made by a software using artificial intelligence
is [evaluative adjective term]?”. This increased the external validity
of our vignette. Using only the evaluative term “fair” could have
biased subjects’ ratings and justifications. Some people (and in fact
cultures) associate the term “reasonable” more descriptively with
logical thinking and deliberation while other cultures associate
it more prescriptively, such as being honest and responsible [37].
The same was found for people’s intuitions about perceptions of
normality (also part descriptive, part prescriptive) [9].

Third, studies in experimental philosophy have used “definition
vs. no definition” conditions to understand whether subjects use
their own intuitive concept when they evaluate essentially con-
tested concepts (such as: what is a reasonable inference?) [52, 53,
55, 64]. Accordingly, half of subjects were presented with a generic
dictionary definition of the evaluative adjective term assigned to
them, the other half was not. For example: “What do we mean by
fair? Something is fair if it’s based on equality without favoritism
or discrimination.” All definitions were taken from the Cambridge
Dictionary and were slightly adjusted for our context (see Appendix
Table 1). The “definition vs. no definition” treatment allowed us
to further test the robustness of subjects’ normative evaluations
for specific AI inferences: If non-experts’ normative judgments
were arbitrary to the extent that they could be manipulated by
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the presentation of a different evaluative adjective term (fair vs.
reasonable, for example) or absence of a generic definition of that
term, then this would indicate subjects’ concept of a normative
AI inference to lack robustness. Subjects would then have a low
value disposition toward AI facial analysis inferences (studies in
experimental philosophy typically use such and similar framing
conditions see, for example, [17, 23, 53, 64]).

3.3 Facial inferences
To allow for comparison across contexts, inferences needed to have
an acceptable degree of appropriateness for two very different de-
cision contexts: advertising and hiring. To keep the cognitive load
of our subjects at an acceptable level, we restricted the number of
inferences rated and justified by each subject. We decided to present
subjects with a total of eight inferences, first asking them to rate
their agreement/disagreement and then to provide a short, written
justification for each inference rating. We selected the inference
“emotion expression” due to its prevalence in emotion detection
AI [20, 93]. Similarly, the two inferences “skin color” and “gen-
der” are common attributes in AI inference-making [14, 46]. Four
inferences – “trustworthiness”, “assertiveness”, “intelligence”, “lika-
bility” – were selected for their importance in studies on human
first impression-making [76, 78, 79, 99–101]. Finally, we wanted
to understand how subjects would evaluate a facial accessory. We
chose “glasses” instead of piercings or tattoos, for example, because
the latter two objects exist in more diverse forms.We constructed an
8-item scale to measure agreement with these eight facial inferences
made by an AI on a 7-point Likert scale (1 = “strongly agree” to 7
= “strongly disagree”, “can’t answer”). We did not present subjects
with sample portraits, since the impression they would have formed
based on the face in the portrait would have likely influenced their
normative judgments [99, 100]. The goal of the study was to explore
non-experts’ ethical evaluations of facial AI inferences in principle.

3.4 Classification of subjects’ justifications
After rating each inference, subjects were asked to justify their
evaluation in a written statement. This allowed us to understand
the rationale behind subjects’ inference ratings and increased data
quality (e.g., understanding the plausibility and validity of evalua-
tions, see, [57, 58]). While there is an entire research field dedicated
to studying first impressions (e.g., [99–101]), we could not iden-
tify studies investigating people’s ethical evaluations of such first
impressions. This meant that we could not draw from an existing
coding scheme for the classification of the 29,760 written justifi-
cations. Therefore, we derived the codes directly from the textual
corpus. The manual coding process consisted of two iterative cycles.
First, one researcher labelled 500 comments to discover major re-
curring types of reasoning. Another researcher labelled 250 of these
comments with the same intent. The researchers thenmet to discuss
and refine the set of identified “justification labels”. In a second cod-
ing cycle, we randomly sampled 1,250 comments. Two researchers
independently added a justification label to each comment. The
intercoder reliability was high (Krippendorff’s alpha = 0.953). In
case of disagreement between the two coders, the comment was
discussed with and reviewed by a third researcher. The final set
of justification types consisted of the following: 1. “AI can tell”, 2.

“AI cannot tell”, 3. “Inference relevant for decision”, 4. “Inference
not relevant for decision”, 5. “Inference creates harm”, 6. “AI has
human biases”, and 7. “Incomprehensible responses”.

Based on this developed coding scheme, we used the language
model RoBERTa [63] to analyze the remaining comments. RoBERTa
is a more efficiently trained version of BERT [24], an NLP architec-
ture designed for general-purpose language understanding. This
required collecting 100 example comments for each justification
type (i.e., code). One researcher collected 100 example comments
for each justification type. A second researcher then verified clas-
sifications. Disagreement was resolved by a third researcher. We
split our labeled dataset in 1,001 training and 250 test samples, and
performed over-sampling of the smaller classes to create a balanced
training dataset. The final optimized model had an overall accuracy
on the test set of 95% and each label’s F-1 score was higher than
0.94. For the optimization process, we used a learning rate of 3e-5, a
maximum sequence length of 32 tokens, and warm-up initialization.
We then predicted the labels of the remaining justifications based
on the trained model. For the class overview with F-1 scores, see
Appendix Table 7.

Our analysis strategy comprised statistical testing of subjects’
inference ratings, an exploratory factor analysis, automated text
classifications, and a multivariate analysis of variance with follow-
up tests. Given the large number of subjects in our sample, we
calculated the effect sizes for all significant (p<0.01) test results on
subjects’ ratings.

4 RESULTS
4.1 The consequentiality of the scenario

influences non-experts’ ethical evaluations
of AI facial inferences

We first compared mean aggregate ratings of all inferences between
the advertisement and the hiring scenario. A two-sided Welch two-
sample t-test found subjects showed greater preference for the same
set of inferences in the advertisement scenario (mean=3.85; SE=1.06)
than in the hiring scenario (mean=4.41; SE=1.2). The difference was
significant (t(3687.3)=-15.30; P<0.001; 95% CI : (-0.64, -0.49)) and
represented a small to medium effect (d=0.50) (Fig. 1a).

We then compared mean ratings for each inference in the ad-
vertisement and hiring scenarios using a two-sided Welch two-
sample t-test with Bonferroni corrections for eight tests (Fig. 1b).
Subjects rated the inferences gender, emotion expression, wear-
ing glasses, and skin color (e.g., skin color, mean AD=2.88, mean
HR=4.19; d=0.60; P<0.001; 95% CI : (-1.44, -1.17)) significantly more
positively in the low-stake advertisement than in the high-stake
hiring scenario. In contrast, the inference ratings for intelligence,
trustworthiness, and likability (e.g., likability, mean AD=5.04, mean
HR=5.16; d=0.06; P=0.31; 95% CI : (-0.24, -0.006)) did not show a
significant difference between the two scenarios. Ratings for the
assertiveness inference were significantly different between the
two scenarios, but the effect size was negligible (mean AD=4.69,
mean HR=4.89; d=0.10; P=0.01; 95% CI : (-0.32, -0.078)).

To summarize, comparing the inference ratings solely based on
the grouping variable context, the consequentiality of the decision
context influenced subjects’ ratings: in the hiring context, subjects
showed significantly more disagreement with the AI inferences
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Figure 1: (a) Mean aggregate ratings for inferences were more positive in the advertising context than in the hiring context.
(b) Participants rated the inferences gender, skin color, emotion expression, and wearing glasses significantly more positively
in the low-stake advertisement than in the high-stake hiring scenario. Subjects rejected inferences intelligent, trustworthy,
assertive, and likable regardless of the decision context: The inference ratings for intelligent, trustworthy, and likable did not
show a significant difference between the two scenarios. Only ratings for the inference assertive were significantly different
between the two scenarios, but the effect was negligible (see Appendix 5 for statistics). (c-j) Density plots of inference ratings.
1 = strongly agree; 7 = strongly disagree; 4 = neutral.

gender, skin color, emotion expression, and glasses than in the
advertising context. Cohen’s d was particularly large for ratings
on gender, skin color, and wearing glasses between the two con-
texts. This difference did not replicate to ratings for the inferences
trustworthiness, intelligence, assertiveness, and likability (Fig. 1).

4.2 Subjects differentiate between “first-order”
and “second-order” inferences

To explore underlying constructs in our set of eight inferences,
we conducted an exploratory factor analysis (EFA) (Appendix 6).
Parallel analysis, scree plot, and the MAP criterion all suggested
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Figure 2: Exploratory factor analysis (EFA) resulted in two
underlying constructs for subjects’ ratings. One factor in-
cluded the emotion expression, gender, wearing glasses, and
skin color inferences. We termed this set of inferences first-
order inferences. The other factor included the latent trait in-
ferences assertive, likable, intelligent, and trustworthy. We
termed this set of inferences second-order inferences.

two factors. One factor included the inferences gender, skin color,
wearing glasses, and emotion expression. To use this group of infer-
ences for further statistical comparison, we termed this construct
first-order inferences. The other factor included the four latent trait
inferences intelligence, trustworthiness, assertiveness, and likabil-
ity. We termed this construct second-order inferences. We used these
terms (first-order/second-order) as linguistic categories to reflect
the statistical reality of subjects’ ratings and less as an initial seman-
tic interpretation of subjects’ ethical evaluations. Both sub-scales
had high reliability, the overall α was 0.89 for the factor labeled
second-order inferences and 0.77 for the factor labeled first-order
inferences (Fig. 2; see Appendix 6.6 for distribution of EFA factor
scores).

4.3 Decision context only influences
agreement with first-order inferences

We then extended our analysis to the entire set of treatment condi-
tions. To test significant group differences among the 24 treatment
groups on a combination of first-order and second-order factor scores
from the EFA as a dependent variable, we computed a 2 (context:
advertisement, hiring) x 6 (evaluative adjective terms) x 2 (defini-
tion, no definition) multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA;
Appendix 7). We controlled for main first-order justification theme,
main second-order justification theme, AI knowledge, age, gender,
occupation and education. Using Pillai’s trace, there were signifi-
cant main effects at an α-level of 0.01 for first-order justification

(V=0.50, F (12, 6892)=190.76, P <.001, partial η2 = 0.249), second-
order justification (V=0.45, F (12, 6892)=164.60, P <.001, partial η2
= 0.223), AI knowledge (V=0.03, F (8, 6892)=13.43, P <.001, partial
η2 = 0.015), and context (V=0.04, F (2, 3445)=73.68, P <.001, partial
η2 = 0.041) (Appendix Table 5).

Finally, univariate analysis with two separate ANOVAs on the
first-order factor scores and on the second-order factor scores from
the EFA revealed varying effect structures (Table 1; Appendix 7.2).
With respect to the experimentally altered variables, context was
the only significant treatment effect found, but only had an effect on
ratings of first-order inferences (F (1, 3446) = 146.08, P <0.001, par-
tial η2 = 0.04). This finding supported the results from the two-sided
Welch two-sample t-test. The experimental treatments evaluative
terms and definition vs. no definition had no significant effect on
subjects’ ratings. This indicated that the subjects in our sample had
a robust concept of a normative facial AI inference. AI knowledge
had a small but significant effect on both inference ratings, whereas
age had only a small effect on first-order ratings. Gender, occupa-
tion, and education did not have a statistically significant effect on
subjects’ ratings. Pairwise comparisons confirmed the results by
identifying significant group differences between the advertisement
and hiring context (Appendix 7.3).

4.4 Subjects find AI cannot tell second-order
inferences in both contexts. Gender, skin
color, and emotion expression produce
more complex justifications.

4.4.1 Subjects evaluate the normativity of an AI inference accord-
ing to two meta-principles. In their written evaluations, subjects
considered whether or not an inference was proportional to the
evidence (i.e., an epistemic justification) or whether making the
inference resulted in positive or negative outcomes (i.e., a pragmatic
justification). Representing epistemic principles, we introduced two
codes: “AI can tell” and its opposite “AI cannot tell”. For example,
the comment “I believe that someone’s facial expressions can easily
tell if they are assertive. I feel like facial expressions are easy to read
and a computer could do that even better.” (assertiveness, HR) was
classified as “AI can tell”. The comment “A person’s intelligence is
internal and based on learning, education, and other experiences. This
can’t be reflected in someone’s looks.” was classified as “AI cannot
tell” (intelligence, HR).

With the second meta-principle, subjects considered pragmatic
reasons: we identified two contrary justification types “Inference
relevant for decision” and “Inference not relevant for decision”. The
justification “The reason I believe it is appropriate...is because this will
help to select the potential candidate that possesses the assertiveness
that could be useful for the job.” was classified as “Inference relevant
for decision”. The comment “I don’t think assertiveness makes or
breaks a job applicant” was classified as “Inference not relevant
for decision” (both assertiveness, HR). A third justification type
“Inference creates harm” classified comments stating AI inference-
making could be harmful if used as part of the decision-making
process (e.g., discrimination due to racism or sexism). For example,
the justifications “Seems like phrenology where intelligence and other
traits were determined by the shape of someones head.” (intelligence,
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Table 1: Follow-up ANOVAs for factor scores from exploratory factor analysis (EFA)

ANOVA for first-order ANOVA for second-order

SS df F Bonferroni part. η2 SS df F Bonferroni part. η2

(Intercept) 7.32 1 22.22 0.000 0.006 5.135 1 15.399 0.001 0.004
Justifications

first-order justifications 946.163 6 478.774 0.000 0.455 46.331 6 23.157 0.000 0.039
second-order justifications 18.785 6 9.506 0.000 0.016 844.717 6 422.212 0.000 0.424

Control Variables
AI knowledge 14.069 4 10.679 0.000 0.012 26.058 4 19.537 0.000 0.022
age 9.939 5 6.035 0.000 0.009 5.648 5 3.387 0.052 0.005
gender 0.272 2 0.414 1.000 0.000 2.463 2 3.693 0.275 0.002
occupation 7.834 8 2.973 0.028 0.007 5.720 8 2.144 0.317 0.005
education 1.553 7 0.674 1.000 0.001 2.749 7 1.178 1.000 0.002

Experimental Variables
context 48.115 1 146.081 0.000 0.041 2.325 1 6.972 0.092 0.002
terms 6.502 5 3.948 0.016 0.006 5.140 5 3.083 0.097 0.004
definition 0.161 1 0.487 1.000 0.000 0.293 1 0.880 1.000 0.000

Residuals 1135.010 3446 1149.065 3446

Note:
All Bonferroni-corrected P-values are compared to a Bonferroni-corrected α = 0.005 for the computation of two ANOVAs.
Significant P-values and partial η2 values of relevant size are marked in bold.
Partial η2 = 0.01 small effect; partial η2 = 0.06 medium effect; partial η2 = 0.14 large effect.

AD) or “Color should not matter in job hiring. This would be discrimi-
nation.” (skin color, HR) were classified as “Inference creates harm”.
Finally, a justification type that we called “AI has human biases”
classified comments stating AI inference-making was flawed by
biased human inference-making. Justifications in “AI has human
biases” contained epistemic reasons (e.g., “The software could be im-
planted with the bias of its creator” ; trustworthy, HR) or pragmatic
reasons (e.g., “The inference is unfair as the AI may be programmed
to favor one sex over the other without context.” ; gender, HR).

The classification results of subjects’ written responses under-
line the semantic ambiguity of facial portraits: for each inference,
we found a corpus of diverse explanations that fell back on epis-
temic and pragmatic accounts (the two meta-principles). We show
the general line of subjects’ justifications in Fig.3, where we map
ratings (agreement/disagreement) to justification types. We comple-
ment subjects’ general line of justifications with example comments.
More example comments can be found in our “code book” in Ap-
pendix Table 8.

4.4.2 Subjects believe AI second-order inferences are invalid infer-
ences regardless of the decision-making context. The majority of
subjects believed that faces do not provide sufficient evidence (“AI
cannot tell”) for inferences intelligence, trustworthiness, likability,
and assertiveness (i.e., all second-order inferences) – regardless of
the decision context. “If you’re just looking at a person and trying to
determine if they’re assertive, you’re going to score no better than a

random guess, I don’t care how sophisticated this AI is.” (assertive-
ness, HR). Some subjects believed second-order inferences to be
epistemically valid. “Assertive people tend to have a set in their jaw,
and eyes that is a bit more severe in the angles at the corners than
those who are more passive...It might be possible to quantify those an-
gles and measurements to have an AI program analyze the likelihood
that they match those of assertive people...If you can come up with a
mathematical formula to determine this, then the AI would be capable
of measuring it.” (assertiveness, HR). The largest group of subjects
agreeing with second-order inferences argued for their relevance in
the hiring context (54.8%, “Inference relevant for decision”). Here,
subjects did not express any epistemic reasoning, but asserted that
such inferences were desirable qualities for employers. “Almost
always when you are working, you will work in teams and have to
get along with others. You have to be likable to be successful on these
teams - I would want the AI to try and assess this as best they could.”
(likability, HR).

4.4.3 Subjects believe first-order inferences are epistemically valid,
but irrelevant and harmful in hiring. For the inferences emotion
expression, wearing glasses, skin color, and gender, subjects’ justifi-
cation profile was more complex (Fig.3 e-j). The majority of subjects
that agreed with these inferences believed in their epistemic valid-
ity in both contexts (“AI can tell”; AD: 62.6%, HR: 68.1%). However,
in comparison to second-order inferences, the justification patterns
differed between the advertising and hiring context: in the hiring
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Figure 3: Distribution of justification types. Plots a) to o) present the proportions of the justification types used per context.
E.g., for first-order ratings, 62.6% of participants in the AD context justified their agreement with an explanation allocated
to the justification type “AI can tell” and 50.71% of respondents in the HR context justified their disagreement with an ex-
planation related to the justification type “not relevant”. The sum of N for AD and HR for an inference does not amount to
the total N because the plot does not include individuals who neither agreed or disagreed. Percentages by context and agree-
ment/disagreement do not sum up to 100%, since the visualization does not include a minority of individuals who provided a
counter-intuitive justification based on their score.
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context, considerations of relevance became more important rea-
sons to reject an inference in comparison to the advertising context
(Fig.3 c). The majority of subjects agreeing with skin color and
gender in both contexts believed an “AI can tell” such inferences
from facial information (Fig.3 e-h): “Photos reveal this pretty easily
assuming the photo is reasonably high rez. I would probably trust a
computer to get this right more than some people.” (skin color, HR) or
“This is something that we, as humans can perceive with our sights, so
an AI is definitely capable of inferring this.” (gender, AD). However,
subjects that believed “AI can tell” skin color and gender still raised
concerns in their written responses even when agreeing with these
inferences. For example, subjects noted that accurately inferring
skin color may be constrained by photo quality and lighting and
may not be an indication of race or ethnicity as the following two
comments illustrate: “I believe a properly calibrated AI could estimate
a person’s skin color, but lighting, photo quality etc., would have to
be accounted for. Also, skin color doesn’t necessarily inform us about
race.” (skin color, HR). “Mixed feelings about this one – although skin
color is something that can be visually seen in a photo, there is lots of
room for error here depending on lighting in photo. Also, whether it’s
morally right is a whole different subject.” (skin color, AD). Likewise,
for gender, subjects pointed to classification problems of non-binary
gender identities: “For the most part, male/female is an easy question,
but there are many people that defy these binary categories that would
be excluded.” (gender, HR).

Among the subjects rejecting skin color and gender in hiring,
the most common justifications were “Inference not relevant for
decision” (skin color: 48.48%; gender: 44.23%) and “Inference creates
harm” (skin color: 35.86%; gender: 24.23%). With regard to skin
color, most comments stated that skin color does not matter in
hiring, while a few added that the inference was justifiable if it
resulted in a more diverse workplace: “This does not matter unless
this information is being used to ensure a diverse workplace.” (skin
color, HR). Subjects generally agreed that gender does not matter
in hiring, however, some subjects asserted that some jobs may
be more suitable for certain genders: “Gender has nothing to do
with how capable a person is to do a job unless the job itself requires
a specific gender (which is very rare).” (gender, HR). In contrast,
subjects believed that both skin color (21%) and gender (28.9%) are
a relevant AI inference in advertising: “People with different skin
colors need different products, and tend to shop for different styles,
colors, and patterns.” (skin color, AD) or “I think this is a 50/50 subject,
but I believe personally that this is fair...Perhaps men wouldn’t like to
see advertisements for bras which would be avoided with this scan.”
(gender, AD).

4.4.4 A majority of subjects believe emotion expression indicates
emotion sensation. For emotion expression (Fig.3 i-j), subjects’ agree-
ment or disagreement mainly depended on whether or not they
believed facial expressions to be a valid indicator for emotion sensa-
tion. Comments classified as “AI can tell” (agreement, AD: 68.74%,
HR: 66.74%) claimed internal emotional states could be expressed
via the face: “It is reasonable to judge emotions by looking at a per-
son’s face, humans do it all the time. Though some faces can be more
expressive than others.” (emotion expression, HR). Given that many
Turkers have engaged in portrait image labelling tasks, we also
found comments that highlighted the possibility of AI emotion

expression inference based on previously conducted labelling tasks:
“A person’s emotion can be seen pretty well by looking at a picture as I
have done surveys in the past deciding emotion through facial expres-
sions” (emotion expression, AD). Comments classified as “AI cannot
tell” (disagreement, HR: 38.6%, AD: 36.6%) stated the opposite. “An
emotion could be expressed, but the person may not actually be ex-
pressing it. In other words, the emotion viewed externally could be one
of joy, but, inside the actual person, they may have a different emotion
from what is outwardly being expressed.” (emotion expression, HR).
The difficult relationship between emotion expression and emo-
tion inference was also evident in comments with the justification
types “Inference relevant for decision” (agreement, AD: 15.9%, HR:
16.01%) and “Inference not relevant for decision” (disagreement,
AD: 31.9%, HR: 41.3%). To give one example, in comments classified
as “Inference relevant for decision” in hiring, subjects claimed that
employers may seek employees that need to be friendly, particu-
larly in jobs involving customer interaction: “Depending on the job
emotional expressiveness may be a requirement, you don’t want a
person in a customer service position who’s monotonous and robotic.”
(emotion expression, HR).

5 KEY OBSERVATIONS & FINAL DISCUSSION
The vast abundance of digital imagery together with recent ad-
vances in computer vision analysis have raised concerns about the
kinds of conclusions AI should make about people based on their
face. How do we design computer vision AI in such a way that
it will incorporate those preferences and values that are ethically
desirable? We explored non-experts’ normative preferences of AI
portrait inferences in a two-scenario vignette study with 24 treat-
ment groups. One MANOVA and two ANOVAs found that none
of our framing effects influenced subjects’ ratings, indicating that
subjects have a robust, intuitive concept of a normative AI infer-
ence for both contexts. Future studies need to further explore how
strong this normative concept is in light of other trade-offs such as
cost-efficiency, narratives of bias-free technology, or success of the
decision outcome, for example.

Conducting an exploratory factor analysis on subjects’ evalua-
tions of eight AI facial inferences, two inference categories emerge:
we term one category of inferences first-order inferences and the
other second-order inferences. Factor loadings of emotion expres-
sion as a first-order inference together with subjects’ justifications
suggest that a majority of the subjects in our sample subscribe to
the so-called “Basic View” of emotions [28], which proposes that
facial expressions (or “facial action units”) are reliable indicators of
emotion. Note that this perspective has recently been challenged by
emotion researchers arguing that contextual and social factors lead
to variability in facial emotion expression that make such inferences
unreliable and unspecific [7, 93]. Nonetheless, subjects are aware of
the volatility of AI emotion inference from facial expression. They
assert that emotion expression as social signaling can be different
from the internal phenomenological experience.

Finally, independent of the decision context, subjects believe AI
should not draw inferences common in human first facial impression-
making due to their epistemic invalidity, i.e., intelligence, likability,
assertiveness, and trustworthiness [99–101]. Subjects raised con-
cerns about all AI inferences in both contexts, even for the – perhaps
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intuitively – non-problematic “glasses” inference in the low-stake
advertising context (Appendix Fig. 7). This leads us to assume that
other facial AI inferences, such as beauty, sexual orientation, or
political stance, that all have been inferred from faces using AI will
likely draw their own justification profiles.

Our analysis highlights the normative complexity behind facial
AI inferences. We find that some subjects use a pragmatic rational-
ization of AI facial inferences when they believe that an AI inference
is relevant for (i.e., has a supposedly positive effect on) a decision’s
outcome. However, why should the normativity of a vision-based
inference be evaluated by criteria other than evidence? The deci-
sion context does not have any bearing on the relationship between
evidence and inference and therefore should not lead to a different
normative evaluation. Thus, our results show that epistemically
invalid AI vision inferences can be rationalized by considerations
of relevance. The fact that AI research organizations, academic and
commercial, commission data annotation companies to label visual
data relevant for a specific application purpose necessarily creates a
conflicting negotiation between epistemic and pragmatic consider-
ations. Taken together, over-reliance on AI capabilities, narratives
of bias-free technological decision-making, and beliefs in the rel-
evance of an inference for the decision context may form a line
of reasoning that supports justification of epistemically invalid AI
inference-making. The ongoing publication of research studies that
purportedly find a significant correlation between second-order
inferences and facial information produces a quasi-epistemic legit-
imization of first-impression AI. Our study provides evidence that
a vast majority of non-expert subjects do not form a justification
of AI inference-making along these lines of reasoning.

Finally, how would experts differ in their justification of AI
inference-making in comparison to non-experts? Indeed, critical
data scientists argue that facial inferences are not reasonable be-
cause of their lack of scientific validity (evidentialists) [20, 92], while
some AI experts deploying computer vision AI point to positive
outcomes in terms of efficiency, cost-reduction, and flexibility that
AI inference-making will facilitate [8, 43, 61, 65, 96]. Future stud-
ies will need to provide evidence for a unique ethical justification
profile of AI vision inferences among AI expert groups. Other fu-
ture studies should explore to what extent cultural factors play a
role in evaluating the normativity of AI inferences based on visual
data. We also believe it would be valuable to understand whether
subjects evaluate AI video analysis inferences differently than AI
image inferences. In fact, AI video analysis interprets visual content
at the level of individual frames (i.e., decomposed as a collection of
single images) [38].

We hope that the present study underlines the importance of
including non-experts in the process of arguing for and against eth-
ically permissible and non-permissible computer vision inferences.
We expect norms regarding AI inference-making to shift over time.
Allowing non-experts to engage in the formulation of goals and
values for AI helps identify such shifts in sociocultural norms. Our
study lays an important foundation for determining what types of
inferences machines should and should not make about one of the
most significant characteristics of us and our place in the social
world: our faces.
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1 VIGNETTE SCENARIOS

a) Advertisement Scenario

b) Hiring Scenario

Fig. 1. Vignette description of the hypothetical advertising scenario a) and hiring scenario b).
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2 PRIMARY TASK

Fig. 2. Example interface of the primary rating task and the prompt to provide a written response. Example does not show treatment
with the presentation of a definition of the evaluative term.

3 GENERIC DEFINITIONS OF EVALUATIVE TERMS

Table 1. Generic definitions of the six evaluative adjectives presented to half of the participants. All definitions were based on the
Cambridge Dictionary, some formulations were slightly adapted to fit our context.

inference definition
reasonable What do we mean by reasonable?

Something is reasonable if it’s based on good sense and/or in accordance with reason.
fair What do we mean by fair?

Something is fair if it’s based on equality without favoritism or discrimination.
justifiable What do we mean by justifiable?

Something is justifiable if it can be marked by a good or legitimate reason.
responsible What do we mean by responsible?

Something is responsible if it can answer for its conduct and obligations.
appropriate What do we mean by appropriate?

Something is appropriate if it’s suitable or compatible in the circumstances.
acceptable What do we mean by acceptable?

Something is acceptable if it can be agreed on and is worthy of being accepted.
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4 DATA CLEANING

The data was cleaned based on the criteria presented in Table 2, which gives an overview on the measures taken and a
count of identified cases per measure. The SoSci Survey online survey tool provides a relative speed index (RSI) that
identifies fast responding participants. This index indicates how much faster a participant has completed the experiment
than the typical participant (median). As recommended by SoSci, all respondents with an RSI >= 2 (n = 418) are removed.
All samples with duration time between 2 minutes and 4 minutes, cases that rated all inferences with the same rating,
and cases with a RSI value above 1.75 were manually checked. Cases identified as problematical were discussed with a
second researcher and removed in case of agreement.

Table 2. Summary of measures to clean data and number of removed cases

description removed cases N

Original N 4752
Time_RSI > 2 418 4334
< 18 years old 1 4333
Attention Check AD 245 4088
Attention Check HR 208 3880
Duration < 120 0 3880
Duration > 120 & < 240 9 3871
Straightliners 52 3819
TIME_RSI > 1.75 & < 2 67 3752
Double Turkers 4 3748
Nonsense Samples 3 3745

5 TWO-SIDEDWELCH TWO-SAMPLE T-TEST

Participants rated the inferences gender (mean AD=2.66, mean HR=3.82; t(3513.1)=-18.536; P<0.001; 95% CI : (-1.28,
-1.04); d=0.62), skin color (mean AD=2.88, mean HR=4.19; t(3513.1)=-18.536; P<0.001; 95% CI : (-1.44, -1.17); d=0.61),
emotion expression (mean AD=2.97, mean HR=3.62; t(3654.7)=-11.079; P<0.001; 95% CI : (-0.75, -0.52); d=0.36), and
wearing glasses (mean AD=2.03, mean HR=3.16; t(3147.2)=-18.082; P<0.001; 95% CI : (-1.26, -1.01); d=0.59) significantly
more positively in the low-stake advertisement than in the high-stake hiring scenario.

Subjects rejected inferences intelligent, trustworthy, assertive, and likable regardless of the decision context: The
inference ratings for intelligent (mean AD=5.25, mean HR=5.34; t(3662.2)=-1.425; P=1; 95% CI : (-0.21, 0.03); d=0.05),
trustworthy (mean AD=5.29, mean HR=5.18; t(3637.5) = 1.685; P=0.74; 95% CI : (-0.02, 0.23); d=0.06), and likable (mean

AD=5.04, mean HR=5.16; t(3695.7)=-2.059; P=0.32; 95% CI : (-0.24, -0.006); d=0.06) did not show a significant difference
between the two scenarios. Only ratings for the inference assertive (mean AD=4.69, mean HR=4.89; t(3668.3) = -3.219;
P=0.01; 95% CI : (-0.32, -0.078); d=0.11) were significantly different between the two scenarios, but the effect was
negligible.
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6 EXPLORATORY FACTOR ANALYSIS (EFA)

Prior to the computation of the exploratory factor analysis (EFA), several assumptions were tested.

6.1 Assumptions

Missing Data for Inference Ratings. Missing values appeared to be random and were less than 2% per variable (max.
n=71 for the variable assertive, accounting for 1.9%; min n=31 for the variable wearing glasses, accounting for 0.83%). For
EFA, all samples with missing values for the inference ratings were removed (in total 208). The sample size was reduced
to 3537.

Normality and Linearity. Table 3 lists statistics for each of the dependent inference variables, including skewness
and kurtosis. The deviations from normal skewness and kurtosis are within an acceptable range. Additionally, given the
large sample size, the impact of departures from normal skewness and kurtosis is negligible.

Table 3. Statistics for each dependent variable

mean sd median trimmed skew kurtosis se

gender 3.26 1.96 3.00 3.07 0.68 -0.80 0.03
emotion expression 3.30 1.80 3.00 3.16 0.67 -0.64 0.03

wearing glasses 2.59 2.00 2.00 2.26 1.13 -0.12 0.03
skin color 3.53 2.25 3.00 3.41 0.46 -1.36 0.04
intelligent 5.32 1.92 6.00 5.58 -0.95 -0.46 0.03

trustworthy 5.25 1.93 6.00 5.52 -0.95 -0.44 0.03
assertive 4.80 1.88 5.00 4.94 -0.46 -1.06 0.03
likable 5.12 1.85 6.00 5.33 -0.73 -0.72 0.03

Absence of Multicollinearity and Singularity. None of the correlation coefficients displayed in Fig. 2 of the main
article are greater than .8. This suggested there is no multicollinearity or singularity. Additionally, the determinant of
the R-matrix was 0.031 and greater than the heuristic of 0.00001. [2, p. 771]

Factorability of the Correlation Matrix. The correlation coefficient matrix in Fig. 2 of the main article displayed
several correlations above .3. An alternative measure is the Kaiser-Mayer-Olkin (KMO) measure of sampling adequacy
[6]. A factor analysis is said to yield reliable and distinct factors, if values are close to 1, which suggests that correlation
patterns are relatively compact [2, p. 769]. We used the KMO criteria based on [5]. The KMO values for all inference
ratings were above .71 and fell within the range of middling values. The overall MSA value was .82, falling in the range
of meritorious values [4, 6].

6.2 Number of Factors

Given the result from the parallel analysis and scree plot in Fig. 3 and other criteria such as the Velicer’s MAP test, Very
Simple Structure test of complexity 1, and Kaiser’s criterion, first a two-factor solution was computed and compared to
the results of a three-factor solution and a four-factor solution.

6.3 Test Specifications

It was reasonable to assume that the constructs underlying the measured dependent variables correlated, because
we measured the agreement to inferences made from the facial region. Therefore, we first applied oblimin as oblique
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Fig. 3. Graphical analysis for the number of factors using parallel analysis scree plot.

rotation and estimated factor scores using tenBerge for preserving correlations. Supporting this decision, [1, 2] points
out that in practice there are many reasons to believe that orthogonal rotation is not appropriate for data involving
people, because any construct of psychological nature is correlated in some way with another psychological construct.
However, for two factors, oblique rotation resulted in two factors with no correlation. This indicates that the two factors
were independent. For correlations of factors below 0.32, [7] suggest orthogonal rotation. Therefore, we applied varimax
for orthogonal rotation. Minimum residual (minres) was retained as factoring method, because multivariate normality
does not have to be assumed [8]. Factor scores were estimated using regression. To compute the exploratory factor
analysis, the R psych package and the GPArotation package were used.

6.4 Factor analysis model with 2 factors

Fig. 4 a) displays the structure of the factor analysis with two factors and indicates the rounded loadings. MR1 represents
the first factor labeled second-order inferences and MR2 the second factor labeled first-order inferences. Fig. 4 b) is a
graphical representation of the item’s grouping based on their loadings on both of the factors.

There were no residuals > 0.05. The root-mean-square residual was 0.014. The residuals appeared to be approximately
normally distributed. Regarding the factor scores, no outliers were identified.

We validated the results by randomly splitting the data in half and running the factor analysis on both subsets. This
procedure was repeated three times. For each validation procedure, both factor analyses on the two subsets of the data
set resulted in the variables having the same patterns of the factor loadings as with the complete sample. Additionally,
the communalities were similar. This validated the factor solution previously obtained on the full dataset.

Both sub-scales had high reliability, the overall 𝛼 is 0.89 for the factor labeled second-order inferences and 0.77 for
the factor labeled first-order inferences.

Table 4 displays all solutions with two, three and four factors.
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a) Factor Analysis Diagram b) Factor Analysis Plot

Fig. 4. Summary of two-factor solution with factor diagram and factor plots.

Table 4. Overview of Exploratory Factor Analysis Solutions with 2, 3 and 4 Factors.

Two Factors Three Factors Four Factors
MR1 MR2 MR1 MR2 MR3 MR1 MR2 MR3 MR4

gender 0.11 0.65 0.14 0.65 0.01 0.07 0.66 -0.01 0.09
emotion expression 0.20 0.53 0.08 0.09 0.62 0.01 -0.00 1.00 -0.00
wearing glasses -0.19 0.74 -0.21 0.60 0.17 -0.19 0.67 0.07 0.01
skin color -0.03 0.78 0.01 0.83 -0.03 0.06 0.82 -0.01 -0.05
intelligent 0.85 -0.00 0.87 0.05 -0.08 0.86 0.01 -0.02 0.00
trustworthy 0.86 -0.05 0.87 -0.04 -0.03 0.87 -0.05 0.00 -0.00
assertive 0.78 0.08 0.75 -0.04 0.14 0.01 -0.00 -0.00 0.99
likable 0.79 0.10 0.77 0.03 0.08 0.73 0.06 0.05 0.06
eigenvalues 2.78 1.89 2.73 1.48 0.45 2.07 1.57 1.00 1.00
proportion variance 0.35 0.24 0.34 0.17 0.06 0.26 0.20 0.13 0.13
cumulative variance 0.35 0.58 0.34 0.53 0.58 0.26 0.46 0.58 0.71
𝛼 0.89 0.77 0.89 − 0.76 0.87 0.76 − −

6.5 Factor analysis for 3 and 4 factor solutions

The factor analyses with three and four factors resulted in one and two factors with only one indicator variable
respectively (see Table 4). This is opposed to the general idea of a factor analysis identifying latent constructs by forming
factors out of a combination of at least two variables [3]. Additionally, for the three-factor solution, the cumulative
variance was equal to the cumulative variance for a two-factor solution. The third factor had an eigenvalue of < 1. The
composition of the three factors was not robust when computing the factor analysis on randomly sampled subsets
of the complete data. While the cumulative variance explained by a factor analysis for four factors was the greatest
among all tested factor analysis models, this solution was also not robust. Running the factor analysis on two randomly
sampled subsets resulted in different patterns of the loadings on the factors. Altering the random sampling produced
different patterns of loadings once again.
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Although the fit based upon off diagonal values equaled 1 in each of the models, the solutions with three and
four factors were neither appropriate in terms of variables per factor nor robust across subsets of the data. Hence,
exploratory factor analysis of the eight items measured in this study revealed that two factors were sufficient to explain
the underlying structure of common inferences from faces.

6.6 Distribution of EFA factor scores and original ratings

The global means for all variables that load on the first factor and all variables that load on the second factor are
highlighted by the horizontal lines in Fig. 5 a) and b). The bold lines in panels a) and b) indicate the means for the
individual groups. By using the factor scores as dependent variables for further analysis, the interpretation of the
dependent variables depicted in panels c) and d) changes compared to the original inference ratings. A factor score
of approximately 0 indicates that a participant’s mean rating of all variables that load on this factor is close to the
global mean of these variables (horizontal lines in panels a) and b)). A negative factor score indicates this subject gave
lower than average ratings. A factor score close to 1 indicates that the subject’s ratings for the variables loading on this
specific factor are about one standard deviation above the average rating.

Fig. 5. Distribution of participants’ ratings and distribution of the factor scores extracted from the exploratory factor analysis.
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7 MANOVA

We performed a multi-factorial MANOVA to statistically test the differences in group means. The two factors identified
by performing exploratory factor analysis served as dependent variables. We included three experimentally altered
independent variables (context, adjective terms, definition), all measured control variables (AI knowledge, gender,
age, education and occupation) and the main justification types for first-order and second-order inferences from the
classification. All predictors were included as categorical variables. For the MANOVA and ANOVA analysis, the R car
package was used.

7.1 Assumption tests and fitting the model

Assumption tests prior to fitting the model

Although the exploratory factor analysis produced uncorrelated factor scores, we first computed a MANOVA to obtain
an overview of patterns between first-order ratings and second-order ratings as dependent variables. Given the lack of
correlation and thus no further information from the correlation structure of the dependent variables, we expected
a diffused structure of results. Running the MANOVA based on factor scores from the factor analysis with oblique
rotation did not change the results. Nine further cases with missing data, i.e., no justification provided for their ratings,
were additionally removed.

The following assumptions were tested prior to computing the MANOVA. Adequate Sample Size. We applied
the one-in-ten-rule for adequate sample size. Our sample size of 3,528 with at least 133 subjects per group based on
the experimentally altered independent variables exceeded the threshold of 100 subjects (ten times the number of
independent variables: Context, Adjective Terms, Definition, AI Knowledge, Age, Gender, Education, Occupation, Main
Justification First-Order, Main Justification Second-Order). Independent Observations. Given the randomization,
all observations were independent. Outliers Based on Raw Data. Neither univariate extreme outliers based on the
boxplot method with observations being three interquartile ranges far from the first or third quartile nor multivariate
outliers based on Mahalanobis distance were identified. No Multicollinearity. There was no multicollinearity.

Model Fitting 1: Testing for Interaction Effects

To test the other assumptions based on residual analysis, we fitted a model with interaction terms first. There were no
significant interaction effects. All partial [2 were calculated using the etasq function from the R heplots package.

Model Fitting 2: Residual Analyses

Because none of the interaction effects were significant at 𝛼 =0.01, they were removed and a new model without
interaction effects was fitted. Residual analyses were conducted on the linear model of this MANOVA.

The following assumptions were tested after fitting the MANOVA. Linearity of Data. The residuals vs. fitted values
plot indicates that the linearity assumption is met. The line is approximately horizontal at zero. Homogeneity of
Variances of Residuals. The spread-location plot shows that the residuals have an equal variance above and below the
line, which is approximately horizontal across the plot. This indicates that the spread of the residuals is approximately
equal at all fitted values and that the assumption of homoscedasticity is satisfied. Normality of Residuals. The
histogram of residuals indicates that the residuals are approximately normally distributed. However, in the Q-Q plot of
residuals, the points in the lower left and upper right corner of the plot deviate somewhat from the reference line. A
further analysis of outliers and influential cases could help identify cases that might cause the deviations.

9
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Observations having extreme residuals (> 3.5, < -3.5), extreme Cook’s Distance values (> 0.0056), extreme hat
values (> 0.062, < -0.062), or extreme dffits values (> 0.5, < -0.5) were identified and inspected. These thresholds are
based on graphical analysis and are all less strict than common thresholds such as the > 2(p+1)/n for hat values (with p
being the number of predictors and n the sample size). Model results for the removal of varying sets of outliers and
influential cases were compared. Finally, 36 cases having either extreme residuals (> 3.5, < -3.5) or extreme Cook’s
Distance values (> 0.0057) were removed. Removing more of the previously identified cases did not improve the results.

Model Fitting 3: Final Multivariate Assumption Check

Table 5 presents the output for the model after removing the identified 36 cases. Significant effects are highlighted in
bold. The panels in Fig. 6 indicate that linearity of data, homogeneity of variances of residuals as well as normality of
residuals are now met.

Table 5. Final MANOVA without interaction effects and with outliers and influential cases removed

Df test stat approx F num Df den Df Pr(>F) Bonferroni partial [2

(Intercept) 1 0.01 21.43 2 3445 0.000 0.000 0.012
first-order justification 6 0.50 190.76 12 6892 0.000 0.000 0.249
second-order justification 6 0.45 164.60 12 6892 0.000 0.000 0.223
AI knowledge 4 0.03 13.43 8 6892 0.000 0.000 0.015
age 5 0.01 4.50 10 6892 0.000 0.000 0.006
gender 2 0.00 1.97 4 6892 0.097 1.000 0.001
occupation 8 0.01 2.38 16 6892 0.001 0.016 0.006
education 7 0.00 0.94 14 6892 0.519 1.000 0.002
context 1 0.04 73.68 2 3445 0.000 0.000 0.041
terms 5 0.01 3.58 10 6892 0.000 0.001 0.005
definition 1 0.00 0.61 2 3445 0.543 1.000 0.000

Comparison of final model with model based on an equalized dataset

The results of the final model from Table 5 were compared to the results of a model for an equalized dataset based
on the three experimentally altered independent variables (context, adjective terms, definition). The same outliers
and influential cases as in the previous model were removed. After equalization, this dataset contained 3,168 subjects.
Because the assumptions based on the graphical analysis did not differ and the results were similar to the previous
results of Table 5, this model was discarded in favor of retaining more observations in a sample without equalized
groups.

7.2 Follow-up analysis

To identify which individual predictors had a significant effect on which dependent variable, we conducted univariate
analyses.

Univariate Analysis: ANOVA for First-Order Dependent Variable

Graphical analysis served to test the model assumptions. While the assumptions of normality and linearity seemed to
be approximately met, heterogeneity of variances was questionable. However, the removal of 13 identified extreme

10
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Fig. 6. Graphical analysis of MANOVA test assumptions after removing 36 identified cases.

outliers and influential cases did not improve the homogeneity of variances. To control for the family-wise error rate,
we applied a Bonferroni correction to adjust the P values for multiple comparisons of a multiway ANOVA. Additionally,
the P values were compared to a Bonferroni-corrected 𝛼-level = 0.005 (= 0.01/2) for two ANOVAs.

Univariate Analysis: ANOVA for Second-Order Dependent Variable

Graphical analysis served to test the model assumptions. While the assumptions of normality and linearity seemed to
be approximately met, heterogeneity of variances was questionable. However, the removal of twelve extreme outliers
and influential cases did not improve homogeneity of variances. As we did for the ANOVA for the first-order dependent
variable, we applied a Bonferroni correction to adjust the P values for multiple comparisons of a multiway ANOVA. In
addition, the P values were compared to a Bonferroni-corrected 𝛼-level = 0.005 (= 0.01/2) for two ANOVAs.
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7.3 Pairwise comparisons

For first-order inferences, pairwise comparisons for the variable adjective terms and the significant experimental variable
context based on estimated marginal means revealed significant group differences between the advertisement and
the hiring context at each level of the variable adjective terms (see Table 6, rows 1-6). These differences could not be
observed for second-order inferences. All groups differed significantly between first-order and second-order inferences
(see Table 6, rows 7-18). These results are in line with the rating behavior depicted in Fig. 5 and the ANOVA results (see
Appendix 7.2 and for ANOVA outputs Table 1 of the main text), i.e., the assignment to a context, either advertisement
or hiring, had a significant effect on the rating behaviors of participants for first-order inferences. Also, the rating
behaviors on first- and second-order inferences within one context differed significantly.

Table 6. All significant pairwise tests for context and adjective terms based on estimated marginal means for the complete model

terms variety context contrast estimate SE df t.ratio p.value

acceptable factor1st . HR - AD 0.26 0.02 3454.00 12.11 0.00
appropriate factor1st . HR - AD 0.26 0.02 3454.00 12.11 0.00
fair factor1st . HR - AD 0.26 0.02 3454.00 12.11 0.00
justifiable factor1st . HR - AD 0.26 0.02 3454.00 12.11 0.00
reasonable factor1st . HR - AD 0.26 0.02 3454.00 12.11 0.00
responsible factor1st . HR - AD 0.26 0.02 3454.00 12.11 0.00
acceptable . AD factor2nd - factor1st -0.55 0.11 3454.00 -5.08 0.00
acceptable . HR factor2nd - factor1st -0.75 0.11 3454.00 -6.89 0.00
appropriate . AD factor2nd - factor1st -0.54 0.11 3454.00 -5.06 0.00
appropriate . HR factor2nd - factor1st -0.74 0.11 3454.00 -6.88 0.00
fair . AD factor2nd - factor1st -0.64 0.11 3454.00 -5.87 0.00
fair . HR factor2nd - factor1st -0.84 0.11 3454.00 -7.67 0.00
justifiable . AD factor2nd - factor1st -0.55 0.11 3454.00 -5.01 0.00
justifiable . HR factor2nd - factor1st -0.75 0.11 3454.00 -6.81 0.00
reasonable . AD factor2nd - factor1st -0.58 0.11 3454.00 -5.30 0.00
reasonable . HR factor2nd - factor1st -0.78 0.11 3454.00 -7.12 0.00
responsible . AD factor2nd - factor1st -0.71 0.11 3454.00 -6.55 0.00
responsible . HR factor2nd - factor1st -0.91 0.11 3454.00 -8.36 0.00

The influence of the justification variables becomes apparent when computing estimated marginal means for a model
without the justification variables. When controlling for the justifications, the effect of the variable context decreases.
Nevertheless, the same significant differences of main interest are identified between the AD and HR context.
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8 SUBJECTS’ JUSTIFICATIONS

8.1 Documentation of category classes and F1 scores

Table 7. Generated category classes for participants’ justifications, together with example comments of classified observations per
class and test set F-1 score for each class.

Category classes Examples F1 score
1 AI can tell “You should be able to determine the race of a person with a

picture of their face.”
0.94

2 AI cannot tell “You can not tell if a person is likable or not in a photo.” 0.96
3 Inference is relevant for the

decision making
“Some positions require emotion, or at least sympathy or empathy.” 0.96

4 Inference is not relevant for
the decision making

“it does not matter if a person is black or white when the AI is
recommending products and services”

0.95

5 Inference creates harm (e.g., il-
legal, discrimination).

“This is unacceptable, as it may be discriminatory against the
transgender population.”

0.97

6 AI has human biases “Artificial intelligence is no less susceptible to bias than humans
are. Especially considering that humans pick the training data and
that affects how AI forms it’s models..”

0.97

7 Incomprehensible & nonsen-
sical responses

“this person is not fully trustworthy”, “Not very like” 0.95

13
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8.2 Categories

Table 8 defines all categories, provides application descriptions, and differentiates the category to related ones. More
examples comments are provided.

Table 8. Definition of categories and examples (Code book).

Category Description Example

AI can tell
(e.g. “easy to
tell”)

Definition: The AI/software is able to/can make an inference because
the portrait image provides sufficient evidence for the inference. Al-
ternatively, the data basis on which the AI was trained and/or the data
used for the analysis in the given context and/or the physical nature of
the trait to be inferred are suitable/good/sufficient for the AI to make
the inference.
Application: The category is assigned when someone agrees that an
AI is able to make the inference based on sufficient evidence. Some-
times a specific reference to the photograph, portrait, image, picture,
or visual data type is made. The word “obvious” can be an indicator to
use this category.

Very easy to tell. All you need is a picture

and a database. (P635/2575)

Can always tell this from a color

pic. (P1329/4565)

AI can determine this easily. It can

see if you wear glasses or not. (P557/2327)

Also extremely obvious and superfi-

cial. (P1257/4338)

AI cannot
tell
(e.g. “not
easy to tell”)

Definition: The AI/software is not able to/cannot make an inference
because the evidence in the portrait image is insufficient for the infer-
ence. Alternatively, the data basis on which the AI was trained and/or
the data used for the analysis in the given context and/or the physical
nature of the trait to be inferred are not suitable/good/sufficient for
the AI to make the inference.
Application: The category is assigned when someone disagrees that
an AI is able to make the inference. In some cases, it is specifically high-
lighted that a facial image or visual data type is not correct/insufficient
to make a certain inference.

AI cannot determine whether a person is

trustworthy or not. (P333/1605)

Intelligence is not a physical trait

and cannot be determined from a photo-

graph by an AI. (P220/1207)

You cannot determine whether someone

is intelligent based on the way that they

look. (P1362/4610)

Inference is
relevant for
the decision
making

Definition: The inference is relevant/important and/or useful for the
purpose of application.
Application: This category is assigned if someone explains why/that
a certain inference is relevant for making a decision for a specific
application.

[...] this piece of information is needed for

better predictions. (P260/1339)

[...] I think having emotions is a

crucial part of an interview. (P3515/5661)

Inference is
not relevant
for the de-
cision mak-
ing

Definition: The inference is not relevant/important/appropriate
and/or not useful for the purpose of the application.
Application: This category is assigned if someone explains why/that
a certain inference is not relevant for making a decision for a specific
application.

It does not matter whether a person is

assertive or not. (P46/550)

A sex does not define a person. (P1109/3856)
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Inference
creates
harm
(e.g. illegal,
discrimina-
tion)

Definition: An AI inference is considered discriminatory and/or vio-
lates personal rights.
Application: This category is assigned when drawing an inference
would lead to a discriminatory outcome or harm a person in any other
way.

this form of racism should be unaccept-

able. you cannot infer such a thing on

skin color alone. (610/2491)

Trying to determine a user’s per-

sonality and trustworthiness is a pretty

massive breach of privacy. (P133/894)

AI has hu-
man bias

Definition: Inference is affected by human bias; the inference cannot
be made without human bias.
Application: This category is assigned if someone highlights the
dependency of AI on humans and hence the implicit integration of
human bias, for example, into the data and ultimately into the decision
made by an AI.

I do not see how an AI could make such a

determination without relying on human

biases to be programmed into it. [...]
(P1862/1966)

Artificial intelligence is no less sus-

ceptible to bias than humans are.

Especially considering that humans pick

the training data and that affects how AI

forms it’s models. (P1708/1272)

Incompre-
hensible
responses

Definition: The comment is unrelated to the task and/or contains
text copied from the instructions or nonsensical text.
Application: This category is assigned if the comment is not a justifi-
cation for the rating. Additionally, this category is applied if it becomes
apparent from the comments that a participant did not understand the
task. If one comment of a respondent can clearly be assigned to this
category, all comments by this same respondent have to be assigned to
this category, because it cannot be assumed that the person trustfully
filled out the questionnaire.

ok a so like in (P1419/4830)

they are intelligent (P607/2486)

I agree that person is or is not wearing

glasses. because it is useful to portrait a

person. (P928/3352)

8.3 Justifications results for the “Glasses” inference
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Fig. 7. Justifications results for the “Glasses” inference.
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ABSTRACT
Recent advances in computer vision analysis have led to a debate
about the kinds of conclusions artificial intelligence (AI) should
make about people based on their faces. Some scholars have ar-
gued for supposedly “common sense” facial inferences that can
be reliably drawn from faces using AI. Other scholars have raised
concerns about an automated version of “physiognomic practices”
that facial analysis AI could entail. We contribute to this multidis-
ciplinary discussion by exploring how individuals with AI compe-
tence and laypeople evaluate facial analysis AI inference-making.
Ethical considerations of both groups should inform the design
of ethical computer vision AI. In a two-scenario vignette study,
we explore how ethical evaluations of both groups differ across
a low-stake advertisement and a high-stake hiring context. Next
to a statistical analysis of AI inference ratings, we apply a mixed
methods approach to evaluate the justification themes identified
by a qualitative content analysis of participants’ 2768 justifications.
We find that people with AI competence (N=122) and laypeople
(N=122; validation N=102) share many ethical perceptions about
facial analysis AI. The application context has an effect on how AI
inference-making from faces is perceived. While differences in AI
competence did not have an effect on inference ratings, specific dif-
ferences were observable for the ethical justifications. A validation
laypeople dataset confirms these results. Our work offers a partici-
patory AI ethics approach to the ongoing policy discussions on the
normative dimensions and implications of computer vision AI. Our
research seeks to inform, challenge, and complement conceptual
and theoretical perspectives on computer vision AI ethics.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Companies and research institutes increasingly produce and release
artificial intelligence (AI) applications that draw conclusions about
individuals from human faces [22, 33, 34]. One task of such facial
processing technologies is facial analysis (hereafter called facial
analysis AI ), which classifies facial characteristics as demographic
or physical traits [82] and even personality traits from portrait
images. Driven by scientific advances in the areas of face-based
inferences on intelligence, trustworthiness, likability and other
personality traits [1, 5, 98], as well as sexual orientation [63, 96],
such AI products find application in various domains including
human resources and advertising. In response, a community of
critical data scientists has raised ethical concerns regarding the
development of such facial analysis AI [e.g., 24, 69, 70, 81, 85].

In policy-making, researchers from various disciplines have ar-
gued that the veracity of inferences from faces is not significant
enough to counterbalance negative consequences [10], and have
pointed out the unreliability of human inferences from faces, such
as trustworthiness or intelligence [94, 95]. Others have highlighted
the variability and context-dependency of emotions depicted in
pictures and videos showing faces [6]. Members of the European
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Parliament recently called “for a ban on the use of private facial
recognition databases” [32]. Moreover, serious misclassifications
have been uncovered in commercial gender detection tools [12]
and job candidate selection software [80, 90]. Nonetheless, many
industry actors see an enormous market potential – the AI emotion
recognition industry alone is predicted to become worth multiple
billion dollars in the coming years [23].

Fundamental questions are how to draw a line between ethically
permissible and impermissible AI facial inferences as well as who
should be involved in making these decisions. These two questions
are central to understand how AI systems and their regulatory
frameworks can be developed in a socially-sustainable manner.
We contribute to this research debate by exploring how laypeople
and individuals with AI competence evaluate facial analysis AI
inference-making. We believe that both groups, potential future
designers of AI systems and subjects of facial analysis AI, should
play a more critical role in the development of ethical computer
vision AI.

Prior work has illustrated that the general population (i.e., laypeo-
ple) may be aware that facial analysis AI applications exist but that
it has little knowledge of their technological characteristics [14].
Mainstreammedia and science fiction contribute to the propagation
of AI narratives that create unrealistic expectations of AI capabili-
ties [13–15, 17, 20, 35, 43], and pay little attention to their feasibility
[66]. Hopes and fears are part of AI narratives [17] and although
some argue that current perceptions are skewed or extreme [15]
such perceptions can influence the acceptance and adoption of AI
systems by the general public [13, 15, 17, 35, 43, 66]. How popular
narratives on technology, including the role of AI, can influence
the imagination of future societies has, for instance, been explored
using research through design and narrative analysis [e.g., 16, 44].

It has become increasingly clear that challenges arising from
AI systems do not have purely technical solutions. For example,
the decision to use one fairness metric over another requires value
judgments that cannot be solved by formalistic approaches. Nor-
mative decisions always attract support, skepticism or rejection
by different groups in society. Achieving consensus on topics such
as “algorithmic fairness will be difficult unless we understand why
people disagree in the first place” [77, p.1]. In the context of facial
analysis AI, we believe it is important to understand how individ-
uals with AI competence perceive AI inference-making and how
their perception differs from the perception of AI inference-making
by laypeople. Overall, we ask the following research question:

How do ethical justifications of AI inference-making from faces
differ between individuals with AI competence and laypeople?

We build this research on our prior work in which we explored a
conceptualization of reasonable inference [30] and asked laypeople
how they evaluate such inferences [31]. In this study, we extend this
work and compare evaluations of AI inference-making of laypeople
with those of individuals with AI competence. We first survey re-
searchers and students studying AI or computer vision AI (N=122)
for our sample of “individuals with AI competence”. We then com-
pare their ratings and open-text justifications to a laypeople dataset
(N=122). Furthermore, we analyze whether a range of demographic
factors correlates with differences in the ethical evaluation of AI
inference-making from portrait pictures. We confirm the results
using a validation laypeople dataset.

2 RELATEDWORK
2.1 Research on AI inferences of social

constructs and character traits from faces
Many companies have developed facial analysis products used for
market research, customer targeting, health care or education. For
instance, Face++ sells services that infer “face related attributes
including age, gender, smile intensity, [...] emotion, beauty” [33].
EmoVu [29] and FaceReader by Noldus perform facial expression
analysis and infer, amongst others, personal characteristics and the
six basic emotions [28] “happy, sad, angry, surprised, scared, and
disgusted” [73]. Betaface and SkyBiometry classify glasses, beard,
mustache, mood, or ethnicity [8, 9]. Faception claims to be able to
identify people with high IQ [34].

The foundation for these analyses stems from research on in-
ferences from human faces by humans. Research in evolutionary
anthropology and psychology presents findings that humans “can-
not help” but form first facial impressions despite their proven
inaccuracy [10, 27, 74, 92, 93]. In the past, organizational and in-
stitutional physiognomic practices relied on making inferences
about character traits from visual appearance [25, 39, 82, 88, 89].
Well-known for their contributions to physiognomy, Francis Galton,
Caspar Lavatar or Cesare Lombroso, amongst others, developed
taxonomies of character interpretations and corresponding facial
configurations (see [92] for physiognomy’s history). Today, a line
of research persists that advocates the accuracy of first facial im-
pressions [47, 54, 71, 76]. Research in computer vision datasets,
algorithms, and models is clearly aware of this line of research.
Projects in computer vision AI have asserted to successfully in-
fer sexual [63, 96] and political orientation [57, 97] or emotion
intensity and emotion expression [7, 26] based on people’s faces
in images. Others claim to be able to infer a variety of latent traits
in personality assessment, such as trustworthiness [98] or the big
5 personality traits [18, 36–38, 64, 78, 86, 87] from profile images.
However, considerable evidence suggests that first facial impres-
sions do not surpass a “kernel of truth” [10, 74, 75, 92, 93, 95].

Researchers in the field of critical data science highlight ethical
concerns arising from classifying individuals with AI on the basis
of their facial appearance. Image-based inferences about people can
only represent visibly apparent factors of an inferred concept [42].
However, as such inferences are used today, they may be based on
bold or questionable semiotic assumptions when predicting inten-
tions, aims, and capabilities or characters of individuals based on
their facial characteristics found in portrait images [25, 52]. Judg-
ments of this kind are epistemologically unreliable [30, 90]. Some
researchers have argued that such systems are morally objection-
able because they treat individuals as categorized objects [42, 53],
and others have proposed to abolish physiognomic AI [90].

2.2 Does knowledge of AI correlate with ethical
perceptions of AI?

While prior research has investigated users’ perceptions of AI-based
systems, only a handful of research studies exist that investigate
experts’ ethical perceptions of AI systems [49, 77, 100]. Here, mea-
suring AI knowledge has proven to be difficult. Approaches vary
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from attempts to identify actual AI knowledge over the recruit-
ment of specific subject pools to measures involving programming
and numeracy skills (see Appendix A.1 for an overview). Another
difficulty in comparing the studies arises from the diversity of ap-
plication contexts and the diversity of AI systems, e.g., “automated
decision-making byAI” [3], “expert systems” [50], “algorithms” [65],
“artificial intelligence” [99] , or “algorithmic decision-making” [49].

Some positive associations were observed: Araujo et al. [3] found
that both higher levels of education and technical knowledge, in-
cluding AI knowledge, have a positive association with perceived
usefulness, but no significant association with perceived risk of
AI decision-making. Higher technical knowledge levels show a
positive association with AI fairness perceptions. Similarly, Kauf-
mann [50] reported that teachers with knowledge on expert systems
perceive higher utility of advice from these systems compared to
teachers lacking such knowledge; there was no relation between
numeracy and acceptance of algorithmic advice. Logg et al. [65]
found that less numerate people appreciate advice from algorithms
less in the context of forecasting and estimation tasks.

In contrast, Zerfass et al. [99] found that AI expertise and per-
ceptions on AI adoption were not related. Lee and Baykal [62]
found that greater levels of computer programming knowledge
decreased the perceived fairness of algorithmic decisions in the
context of dividing household chores. The authors assumed that
participants with higher levels of knowledge were either confronted
with unexpected algorithmic decision-making results and/or had
greater knowledge about the limitations of such systems. Gener-
ally, discussion-based decision outcomes were perceived as fairer
than outcomes produced by algorithms. Audio-recorded interviews
highlighted the importance of participation in decision-making
– i.e., the ability to choose and to agree or disagree – as well as
enhanced social transparency of decision outcomes via discussion
of the perceptions of whether an outcome was fair or not. Logg
et al. [65] observed that greater familiarity with algorithms led to
less acceptance of advice from automated forecasting tasks.

Zhang et al. [100] found AI researchers to favor a prioritiza-
tion of research on AI safety, to support pre-publication reviews to
evaluate potential harms, to strongly disagree with AI research on
lethal autonomous weapons, and, finally, to highly trust scientific
and international organizations in shaping the development of AI
applications for the public interest. Across three different scenarios
(dynamically-priced premium of car insurance, re-routing of flight
passengers, automatic loan allocation), Kasinidou et al. [49] did
not find students’ AI knowledge to influence ethical perceptions of
AI. Instead, individual differences were observed between under-
graduate and postgraduate participants. For the context of criminal
justice, undergraduate computer science students changed their per-
ceptions of algorithmic fairness after one discussion-intensive class
[77]: After the intervention, students preferred adding the gender
feature to the algorithms, which may be explained by weaknesses
of the concept “fairness through blindness”. They also preferred
algorithms, as opposed to human judges, and favored algorithmic
transparency as a general principle. However, consensus did not
increase. Rather, opinions were more varied regarding some topics.

The literature reviewed above reveals mixed results regarding
the influence of AI knowledge on AI perception. The present study

contributes to this line of research by comparing how ethical per-
ceptions of facial analysis in two different contexts vary between
laypeople and individuals with AI competence.

3 STUDY PROCEDURE AND METHODS
3.1 Recruitment process and participants
We recruited 346 survey participants across three samples, one
of which served validation purposes. We sampled AI-competent
individuals at the end of 2021 and beginning of 2022 (N=122, fe-
male=27.05%, male=69.67%, other=3.28%). We targeted graduate and
PhD students focusing on AI at two large European universities and
one large European research institute via social media and news
channels of computer science and data science study programs. We
describe the exact filtering criteria to determine AI competence in
Section 3.3 (and provide further data such as course experience in
Appendix A.3.4). Each participant was compensated with a fixed
payment of 5€. The mean duration was 16.31 minutes (min: 6.50,
max: 32.25). The age distribution was: 46.72% with age 18-24, 49.18%
with age 25-34, 2.46% with age 35-44, 0.82% with age 45-54, and
0.82% with age 55 or above (see Appendix A.4 for data cleaning).

We collected a laypeople sample at the end of 2019 and at the
beginning of 2020 via Amazon Mechanical Turk (MT) in the course
of another study [31]. Participation was limited to those registered
in the United States. We produced a final sample of 3102 partici-
pants. For the present study, we randomly selected 122 laypeople
(female=46.09%, male=48.36%, other=0%) from all participants who
indicated to have either very little or novice AI knowledge (46.09%
of the entire dataset). The mean duration was 9.98 minutes (min:
3.87, max: 25.08). The age distribution was: 8.20% with age 18-24,
36.07% with age 25-34, 23.77% with age 35-44, 13.93% with age 45-54,
9.02% with age 55-65, and 9.02% with age 65 or above.

We collected a validation laypeople sample in June of 2022 in a
second semester undergraduate lecture at a large European univer-
sity (N=102, female=18.63%, male=81.37%, other=0%). We excluded
respondents with high AI competence from the sample. The mean
duration was 21.88 minutes (min: 5.16, max: 37.4). We assume that
the higher average duration was due to the perceived complexity
of the AI knowledge quiz by participants who were not competent
in AI. 99.02% were aged between 18-24, 0.98% were aged between
25-34. Survey completion was incentivized by being part of a num-
ber of voluntary tasks to become eligible for a grade bonus on the
final exam. The validation dataset also allowed for a useful comple-
mentary comparison with the sample of AI-competent individuals
due to their shared similarities in demographic features (gender
balance, age and country of origin).

Our home institution does not require an ethics approval for
questionnaire-based online studies. All participants in the dataset
were informed about the procedure, the length and the basic premise
of the study, and gave consent to the use of the data for research
purposes. Participants could drop out at any point in the survey,
or could exit the survey if they did not agree with the use of their
data for research purposes. All analysis data was fully de-identified
and the privacy of all subjects was preserved at all times during the
study. The service used to collect the data guaranteed compliance
with the European Union’s General Data Protection Regulation
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(GDPR). The compensation offered in the two paid studies was
above minimum wage.

3.2 Vignette study
Experimental vignette studies are a common instrument to study
people’s perceptions and judgments in a variety of hypothetical
scenarios [2, 4, 21, 40, 46, 55, 56, 68, 72]. The design of our factorial
vignette study is based on our prior work [31]. It consists of two
hypothetical decision scenarios: participants were either drawn
into a low-stake advertisement (AD) or a high-stake hiring (HR)
scenario. In both scenarios an AI system scans a portrait picture and
makes a variety of inferences about an individual. Based on these
and other inferences, in the AD context, a social media user will be
shown a particular advertisement. In the HR context, an applicant
will either be selected or rejected for a job position (see Figure
1 in Appendix A.2). Participants then rated on a 7-point Likert
scale their level of agreement or disagreement (1 = “strongly agree”,
7 = “strongly disagree”) with eight distinct AI-made inferences
from a portrait picture, drawn for the above described purpose of
the application context: gender, emotion expression, wearing glasses
and skin color, intelligent, trustworthy, assertive, and likable. These
ratings are hereafter called inference ratings. After each inference
rating and before proceeding to the next inference, participants
were asked to justify their rating in one to two sentences.

3.3 Measuring AI competence
We developed an AI knowledge test with a total of nine questions.
Four of them were directed at computer vision, out of which three
were based on the computer vision textbook by Chollet [19]. The
other six questions were based on an instrument designed to assess
student’s AI and machine learning knowledge by Rodríguez-García
et al. [83]. Here, we adjusted questions for the purpose of this study
and removed some items (see Appendix A.3). The AI knowledge
test was first discussed with three researchers and the resulting
feedback was implemented. The scale was evaluated via a pre-study
with three participants, who had varying AI knowledge levels. The
pre-study additionally included one question on the difficulty of
each item. The pre-study illustrated that the AI knowledge test has
easy, moderate and difficult questions, and was able to map out a
variety of AI knowledge levels.

3.4 Mixed method analysis strategy
All analyses were performed in R and Python.

3.4.1 Content-structuring qualitative content analysis. The design
of our research study followed an embedded design, which we
analyzed using mixed methods by integrating qualitative and quan-
titative data [61, 79]. To analyze the application of justification
themes, we applied content-structuring qualitative content analy-
sis and developed a detailed category scheme to map justification
patterns within the responses by participants [60, 61, 67, 79, 101].
First, one researcher labeled 15% of the two main datasets and for-
mulated 57 detailed categories, which were discussed with a second
researcher and grouped into 21 super-ordinate categories. Second,
both researchers independently applied this category scheme to
10% [79] of both datasets using the instructions documented in the
code book in Appendix C. The inter-coder reliability was above

Krippendorff’s 𝛼 ≥ 0.8 for each of the inferences [59]. Differences
were discussed with a third researcher. No further categories were
included. Finally, one researcher labeled the entire dataset using
the final category scheme. The coding occurred at the word level.
This meant that as little as one word up to the entire answer could
be assigned a code. Three researchers labeled the validation dataset
applying the previously developed category scheme. They achieved
Krippendorff’s 𝛼 ≥ 0.7 for each of the inferences. Differences were
discussed and resolved among the three researchers.

3.4.2 Frequency and co-occurrence analysis of justification themes.
We analyzed the justification themes using co-occurrence and fre-
quency analysis. We compared the results for subgroups of the sam-
ple, e.g., AI-competent vs. laypeople, AD vs. HR context. First, the
frequencies of the individual themes were analyzed independently
of the co-occurrence with other themes. Second, the frequencies
of all unique theme pairs, e.g., the likelihood of two themes being
mentioned in combination with each other, were explored.

3.4.3 Factor analysis, Welch two-sample t-test and analysis of vari-
ances. To analyze subjects’ ratings, we performed an exploratory
factor analysis with orthogonal rotation (varimax), minres factor
extraction and regression factor estimation for all three samples.
The Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin measure verified the sampling adequacy
for the analysis [45, 48] and Barlett’s test of sphericity indicated that
the correlations between items were sufficiently large. For all sam-
ples, parallel analysis, BIC, the Velicer MAP and the Kaiser criterion,
amongst other tests, suggested retaining two factors (see Appendix
B.2 for details). Furthermore, Welch two-sample t-tests and analy-
sis of variances (ANOVA) were computed to directly compare the
inference ratings.

4 RESULTS
4.1 Inference ratings show no significant

differences between AI-competent and
laypeople.

4.1.1 Welch two-sample t-test results. Comparing the inference
ratings of the two main samples, none of the Bonferroni-corrected
Welch two-sample t-tests shows significant group differences (see
Figure 1 and Appendix B.1). A robustness check of the results using
Yuen’s test for trimmedmeans confirms that there are no significant
group differences. The validation laypeople dataset validates the
absence of group differences for all inference ratings except for the
inference wearing glasses (pBonf.=.04) in the AD context.

4.1.2 Exploratory factor analyses suggest all samples perceive the
same two constructs underlying the eight inferences. Exploratory fac-
tor analyses produced the same structure of factor loadings, i.e. two
factors, for all three samples. The first factor included the inferences
intelligent, trustworthy, assertive and likable, which will be referred
to as character and personality traits in the following. The second
factor included the inferences gender, emotion expression, wearing
glasses and skin color, which will be referred to as social constructs
and features. Although prior tests (see Appendix B.2) proved the
data to be appropriate, some factor loadings did not exceed 0.6 [41],
and some of the items (e.g., gender) loaded on two factors [91].
We assume that this is due to our rather small sample sizes [41].
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Figure 1: Mean inference ratings in AD vs. HR context by sample. Means of inference ratings for each inference by context and
sample show that the AI-competent and laypeople (MT) largely agree in their ratings of facial AI inferences. Rating score 1:
“strongly agree”, rating score 7: “strongly disagree”.

Next, we performed robustness checks by repeating the analysis on
random sub-samples of 85% of the datasets. The robustness checks
validated the findings. These results replicated findings with a large
sample in [31]. The observations also confirmed the results from
the Welch two-sample t-test: participants in both samples gave
similar agreement-disagreement ratings to each of the inferences.

4.2 AI-competent and laypeople apply similar
levels of complexity to their justifications.

To understand how AI-competent and laypeople justified their
inference ratings, we first performed a complexity analysis of the
open-text justifications. The analyzed justifications consisted of as
little as one word up to a few sentences. Depending on the number
of arguments embedded in the justification, we assigned a varying
amount of themes during the labeling process. For instance, one
participant gave the inference likable the rating “strongly disagree”
and explained that one “absolutely can’t tell if someone is likable
because of the way they look. It’s actually insulting and misleading
and unfair to do that.” This justification was labeled with the two
themes “not sufficient/ good evidence (data) for task”, and “bias/
stereotypes/ discrimination”.We refer to justifications of this type as
two-theme justifications. The use of fewer arguments could indicate
that participants have a clear opinion regarding an inference. The
use of more themes could indicate a more diverse and complex
spectrum of viewpoints regarding an inference.

The analysis (Table 1) shows slight differences in the complexity
of justifications by context and inference type. Subjects in the HR
context and additionally laypeople in the AD context, provided
somewhat more one-theme and less two-theme justifications when
justifying their ratings on character and personality trait inferences
than when justifying their ratings on construct and feature infer-
ences. This suggests that evaluations were somewhat clearer for
inferences on character or personality traits. In contrast, participants
discussed inferences on constructs and features more diversely.

Table 1: Complexity of subject’s justifications (in %)

AI-competent laypeople validation+
Type AD HR AD HR AD HR
Inferences on constructs and features
One theme 66.7 64.3 70.9 74.6 62.3 56.4
Two themes 29.2 31.2 27 23.8 30.9 29.4
Three themes 3.8 4.5 2 1.6 6.9 14.2
Four themes 0.4 - - - - -
# open text answers *264 224 244 244 204 204
Inferences on character and personality traits
One theme 66.3 76.8 79.5 80.7 58.8 64.7
Two themes 28.8 19.2 19.3 18.4 32.4 25
Three themes 4.9 2.7 0.8 0.8 8.8 10.3
Four themes - - - - - -
# open text answers *264 224 244 244 204 204
* After cleaning of the data, more participants from the AI
competent sample happened to be in the AD than HR context.
+ More multi-theme justifications by the validation sample may
be explained by the longer survey duration.

4.3 Context matters: People agree more with AI
inferences in the AD than in the HR context.

We then turned our attention to the experimental variable context
(AD context vs. HR context) to understand whether and how it
influences ratings and justifications of participants.

4.3.1 People agree more with AI inference-making in the low-stake
AD context and less in the high-stake HR context. In all three samples,
subjects in the HR context showed significantly less agreement with
AI facial inferences than subjects in the AD context (AI-competent
(meanAD =3.90, meanHR =4.54): tWelch(99.08) =-3.35, p<.01, ĝHedges
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=-0.62, CI95% [-0.99,-0.25]; laypeople (meanAD =3.88,meanHR =4.54):
tWelch (118.09) =-3.91, p<.01, ĝHedges =-0.71, CI95% [-1.07,-0.34]; val-
idation (meanAD =4.06, meanHR =4.71): tWelch (98.86) =-3.35, p<.01,
ĝHedges =-0.66, CI95% [-1.06,-0.26]). These results indicate that the
application context has an impact on participants’ evaluations.

4.3.2 The decision context is the most influential factor in partici-
pants’ ratings. We performed one six-way ANOVA for each of the
eight inferences to analyze the effect of context on the inference
rating while controlling for gender, age, education, country, and
sample. The variable sample included the AI-competent and laypeo-
ple (MT) sample. Using Pillai’s trace, ANOVAs with Bonferroni
corrections for the eight tests showed that only the variable context
had a statistically significant effect on inference ratings of gender
(p<.001), emotion expression (p=.015), wearing glasses (p<.001) and
skin color (p=.001). Bonferroni-corrected ANOVAs including the
AI-competent and validation laypeople dataset confirmed these
results, except for the inference emotion expression. We found no
other significant effect for any other variable (see Appendix B.3).

4.3.3 Perceptions on the relevance of ‘construct and feature’ infer-
ences are mixed; in the HR context, laypeople perceive inferences
on ‘character and personality traits’ as relevant. The influence of
the decision context was particularly evident when participants
emphasized the “irrelevance” or “relevance” of construct and feature
inferences (see Figure 2, light and dark orange). Participants eval-
uated these inferences as more “relevant” in the AD context and
more “irrelevant” in the HR context. Similarly, participants used
the theme “inference (only) sometimes relevant” more frequently
in the HR context. This tendency was observed in all samples.

Both laypeople samples applied themes of “(ir)relevance” more
frequently than participants with AI competence. Surprisingly, this
was particularly the case for MTurk laypeople in the HR context for
inferences on character and personality traits (“relevant”: 15.7%, see
Figure 2 light orange). For instance, participants from this sample
justified that inferring intelligence “would give a hint as to how
[...] [applicants] would perform on the job” or that inferring trust-
worthiness “in the workplace can be important and it’s not wise to
have a dishonest person around”. For inferences on constructs and
features, laypeople underlined the “irrelevance” of the inferences
wearing glasses (26.2% of laypeople; 29.4% of validation laypeople)
and skin color (27.9%; 39.2%) in the HR context and the “relevance”
of the inferences wearing glasses (26.2%; 33.3%) and gender (26.2%;
29.4%) in the AD context. Some AI-competent subjects drawn into
the AD context agreed that the inferences wearing glasses (21.2%)
and gender (18.2%) are relevant to be inferred (see Appendix D.1).

4.4 Participants justify ratings on construct and
feature inferences with a wide variety of
themes; ratings on character and personality
inferences with “insufficient data” themes.

Next, we analyzed whether specific themes were of special impor-
tance when justifying inference ratings on constructs and features
or character and personality traits.

4.4.1 Ratings on ‘construct and feature’ inferences are explained by
a variety of justification themes. As depicted in Figure 2, all subjects

frequently applied themes highlighting “AI ability”, “sufficiency” of
the data, and – depending on the AD or HR context – the “relevance“
or “irrelevance” of an inference. AI-competent participants raised
somewhat more “ethical and discriminatory concerns”. Overall,
justifications included a substantial variety of justification themes.

4.4.2 Ratings on ‘character and personality trait’ inferences are pre-
dominately explained by the “insufficiency” of a profile picture as
evidence. The use of the “insufficiency” theme was particularly
prevalent for laypeople in the HR context (AI-competent: 37.5%,
laypeople: 56.7%; validation: 39.3%). Again, individuals with AI com-
petence raised “ethical and discriminatory concerns” more often
than participants in both laypeople samples. Furthermore, partici-
pants made references to the “subjectivity” of the inference task.

4.4.3 Participants believe “AI can infer” whether a person is wearing
glasses on a portrait picture; they are skeptical about AI’s ability
to infer emotional expression. All three samples used the themes
“technical ability of AI”, “accurate and well working” models, and
“easy to infer” most frequently to justify ratings on the inference
wearing glasses. They applied the theme “can infer sometimes/
difficult in some situation” most often to justify ratings on emotion
expression and gender. For instance, one participant explained that
while “the majority of people can have a gender revealed through
just a picture, not everyone fits that mold.”

Some participants from both main samples believed that a “pro-
file picture is good evidence” for the inferences wearing glasses and
emotion expression. At the same time, there were critical voices stat-
ing that a profile picture is not sufficient evidence to infer emotion
expression, e.g., “Emotion changes by the hour or minute. Can’t
make an inference based on that.” The validation dataset supported
these latter results.

4.5 Co-occurrence analysis: “AI (in)ability” and
data-related themes co-occur most often
with other themes.

We then analyzed the co-occurrence of themes with each other to
identify patterns in the use of multiple justification themes (see
Appendix D.2). We found that for inferences on constructs and
features, the AI-competent raised concerns but acknowledged AI
to be able to make certain inferences. Referring to inferences on
constructs and features, people with AI competence raised “ethical
and discriminatory concerns” in combination with almost all other
justification themes, however, most frequently in combinationswith
themes on “AI ability” or the “sufficiency” of the profile picture as
evidence (see Figure 5a and 5b-1 in the Appendix). This relationship
reversed for justifications of ratings on character and personality
trait inferences. Here, “ethical and discriminatory concerns” were
most frequently brought forward in combination with themes on
the “insufficiency” of a profile picture as evidence (see Figure 5a
and 5b-3 in the Appendix).

For inferences on character and personality traits, laypeople often
paired comments on the “(in)sufficiency” or “(in)adequacy” of the
data with another theme. For constructs and features, a greater
variety of theme combinations was observed.
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Figure 2: Percentages of individual themes grouped by super-ordinate topic, by context, and by sample. Stacked bars add up to
100% and represent the total of individual themes used by the specific sample. Only percentages > 1% are labeled on the graph.
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4.6 Many inferences are based on questionable
norms or resemble social constructs and
societal stereotypes.

To understand participants’ most critical concerns, we finally fo-
cused on themes related to “ethical and discriminatory concerns”
and “AI inability” (see Figure 4 in the Appendix).

4.6.1 Individuals with AI competence perceive the inference likable
as subjective. More than laypeople, individuals with AI competence
and subjects from the validation sample described the inference
likable as “relative”, “based on sympathy”, and “subjective”, e.g.,
“Likability is a matter of perspective” and “depends on the observer.”
Comments also referred to other justification themes such as ethical
concerns, e.g., “Likability is a highly subjective measure and inher-
ently biased. In addition, it is highly unethical to have such type of
decisions made by systems that are not capable of understanding
the impact of this decisions” [sic] or “Likeability itself is an ill de-
fined thing, predicting it from just portraits is wrong”. Participants
did not consider any other inference as equally subjective as likable.

4.6.2 Some subjects state that inferences on ‘character and per-
sonality traits’ cannot be inferred. However, approximately half of
subjects highlight that the data is simply insufficient or inadequate.
A considerable amount of subjects from all samples stated that a
profile picture is “insufficient” data (26%-79% depending on infer-
ence, context, and sample) to infer character and personality traits.
For instance, subjects commented that “[n]o facial features indi-
cate trust”, or that intelligence “is not quantifiable through visual
data”. At the same time, a minority (~15%) of the AI-competent,
a small percentage of laypeople, and many participants from the
validation dataset argued that AI cannot infer specific character
or personality traits. An AI-competent participant explained that
the “problem here is ill-posed”, there “is no general understanding”,
and “no clear” or “objective definition of intelligence that everyone
agrees with!” Given the lack of shared definitions, some asked “how
is this measured? How is it implemented during training?“, and
“What are the parameters for identifying someone as intelligent?”
These findings suggest that some participants evaluated inferences
such as intelligent and trustworthy as social conceptualizations that
require a common understanding before being used as inference in
facial analysis AI.

4.6.3 Participants with AI competence believe that stereotypical
judgments enable AI to draw ’character and personality traits’. Other
people with AI competence worried about “stereotypes” embedded
in the training data. They elaborated that, e.g., “a categorization
of intelligence based on looks seems to correlate features that are
not correlated” or that “the training data for trustworthiness de-
pends on societal stereotypes and not actual trustworthyness” [sic].
Conversely, the existence of “stereotypes” was also used to argue
in favor of AI being able to make an inference. For instance, a par-
ticipant explained that the inference likable “makes sense because
some people’s appearance is appealing to more people. But, this
inference can only be made on a statistical basis: Person is or is not
likable on average.” AI-competent participants stated justifications
in relation to “bias, stereotypes and discrimination” most frequently
when referring to the inferences trustworthy, assertive, and likable,

e.g., one participant commented that “it’s an unethical idea to give
ai systems the ability to inference something so loosely defined
and this will lead to biased choices made in the name of "science".”
Laypeople did not show these levels of concern for any of these
inferences.

4.6.4 A minority of participants raises concerns regarding the infer-
ence skin color. In the HR context, 23% of subjects from all samples
raised “ethical concerns” regarding the inference skin color. One
subject commented that skin color “should not be a criterion for job
applications. Furthermore, being of a certain skin color should be
a matter of self-description and not be determined by a computer
program”. Some participants also perceived the inference skin color
to be based on biased data or to lead to discrimination: “Users will
get predictions based on race and race-based stereotypes” or “if the
model is biased towards skin color, it may not encourage a fair AI
agent.” Some subjects highlighted that skin color can be inferred
but should not be done or used: “Color can be detected easily by
computer vision frameworks (though this inference imposes certain
ethical questions)” or “While it is possible to determine the skin
color of a person from a portrait [...], it is ethically incorrect to base
any decisions on skin color” or “Detecting skin colour should be
trivial for the software, so it is reasonable to expect that inference. It
is NOT reasonable that this information should be used to indicate
whether someone is suitable for the job.” These comments exem-
plify the diversity of normative evaluation of the inference skin
color. Although suggesting that AI can infer skin color, this infer-
ence – which some specifically relate to “race” or “ethnicity” – was
perceived as an impermissible inference by a considerable number
of subjects.

4.6.5 A minority of participants highlights that binary gender norms
are not appropriate and ethically questionable. Referring to the infer-
ence gender, some participants raised “ethical concerns” in the HR
context (AI-competent: 16.1%; laypeople: 11.5%). In both contexts,
9% of participants with AI competence believed that inferences on
gender are based on biased data: “The AI might learn to assign
gender identity based on a heavily biased training data which are
influenced by conventional gender identity norms hence making
fateful inferences in the real world. Such inferences are unreason-
able”. Some subjects across all samples specifically highlighted that
“gender norms are not appropriate” anymore: “This used to be a
more ‘objective’ decision, however society has changed and persons
can decide by themselves their gender, without being guided by
their appearance. The most important part is, again, the inability
of an AI system to understand the consequences of deciding some-
thing like this”. Others commented that gender can be inferred
but is not appropriate: “this is very apparent and thus somewhat
alright, but then again, gender is a fluid concept”. Some participants
believed gender to be a social construct that is not binary as is often
presupposed by facial analysis AI.

5 KEY OBSERVATIONS AND DISCUSSION
Overall, our study on the ethical perceptions of facial analysis AI
suggests that there are no “common sense” facial analysis infer-
ences. In all samples, there are participants who raise concerns, in
particular, ethical concerns that inferences lack epistemic validity,
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should not matter or should not be used for the purpose of an appli-
cation. In addition, we find that both AI-competent and laypeople
express a variety of normative concerns regarding AI facial infer-
ences. At the same time, only a minority of participants concluded
that AI cannot, under any circumstance, make an inference from
faces.

Regarding the facial inference emotion expression, participants
note that a profile picture is only a snapshot and thus, “temporary
and short-lived”. Recently, emotion researchers have argued that
emotion expression is more context-dependent and variable than
commonly assumed. The emotional state of a person cannot be
readily inferred from a person’s facial expression [6]. Participants
in both samples raised similar concerns. For example, one partici-
pant stated that there “are numerous people that tend to hide their
emotions through pictures [...]”.

Our analysis of justifications clearly shows that participants
voice concerns regarding the classification of latent traits by facial
analysis. Participants pointed out that the inference of attributes
such as intelligence from facial information presupposed a highly
simplified definition of a multidimensional concept. Similarly, par-
ticipants mentioned potential problems related to the subjectivity
associated with inferring attributes such as likability from faces.

We found that participants criticized the ethically problematic
application of a binary conceptualization of gender. This finding
aligns with recent critical data science research on computer vision.
Here, authors, too, point to the fact that sensitive categories, such
as gender and race, are often treated as “common sense categories”
in computer vision datasets [25, 70, 80, 85].

On the other hand, a justification theme among both laypeople
and people with AI competence pertains to the possibility of an AI
inference provided that the “data is correct”. This line of reasoning
resembles narratives behind facial analysis AI research and com-
mercial tools that try to solve issues with predictive power at the
level of data rather than question their epistemic foundations. Some
of the AI-competent and laypeople used entrenched stereotypical
heuristics to evaluate AI facial inferences. While heuristics and
stereotypes may initially help humans navigate through complex
social interactions, research on the validity of human inferences
from faces demonstrates that faces are no “strong and reliable indi-
cator of people’s underlying traits” [95, p.569].

Some specific differences between the two main samples could
be observed. Both laypeople samples applied more pragmatic jus-
tifications referring to the “(ir)relevance” of the visual data for a
decision-making procedure. For inferences on character and per-
sonality traits, more than half of laypeople (MT) described the data
as “insufficient” for the inference task. People with AI competence
mentioned themes related to “(ir)relevance” and “insufficiency” less
frequently than laypeople, but raised “ethical concerns” more fre-
quently than laypeople.

The complexities behind participants’ justifications indicate a
“struggle” for the power over the creation and attribution ofmeaning
for visual data. Our study asks who can and should participate in
this discourse. AI experts currently have free rein over the meaning
that their datasets should be attributed with. However, politicians
are aware of the complexities behind the meaning of visual data
[e.g., 32] and we highlight again that more and more critics are
voicing ethical concerns [e.g., 25, 42, 51, 80, 85, 89]. One of our

main concerns is that the inference of perceived traits or features,
e.g., “perceived trustworthiness” [e.g., 84] as opposed to “actual
trustworthiness” by an AI system ultimately contributes to society
remaining trapped in a cycle of stereotypes.

Taken together, we note that participants in all samples showed a
tendency to oppose facial AI inference-making. Participants’ evalua-
tions underline many of the ethical complications of facial analysis
AI that have recently been raised by critical data scientists and other
scholars. Moreover, we see that people do not apply a consistent
and universal justification profile for each of the facial inferences.
Facial inferences are not simple constructs but overloaded with
epistemic and pragmatic intuitions that are likely influenced by
factors including cultural background.

We end by wondering how a justifiable ethical framework for
facial AI inference-making could look like. What “standards” would
a satisfactory justification fulfill? Given that we deal with visual
inferences, we believe that they should first achieve reasonable
epistemic validity and that this validity should be supported by
scientific agreement over the quality of the evidence. The question
then is what a reasonable level of scientific agreement should look
like. We have pointed out that while a large majority of researchers
underline the invalidity of first facial impressions, there is an ongo-
ing stream of research publications that claim to present evidence
on the validity of first impressions.

Participants in our samples disagreed with inferences common
in human first impression-making (e.g., trustworthiness, likabil-
ity etc.) by algorithmic systems. Indeed, one of the core findings
of this work is that neither individuals with AI competence nor
laypeople trust many of the inferences of facial analysis technology.
With legislative attempts seeking to ban certain facial processing
technologies, with a plethora of scholars pointing to the dangers
of an automated version of physiognomy, and the different sample
populations expressing their lack of trust toward such AI inference-
making, we ask in what context and under what circumstances
such facial analysis AI can be justified at all. It appears that, more
often than not, there are better reasons not to develop and deploy
AI that analyzes human faces to draw a variety of inferences that
are then used for a particular decision-making context. Weaving
together the argumentation threads from our previous results [31],
critical remarks of data scientists and policy-makers, we take it that
there is a strong case to be made that such AI inference-making is
epistemically invalid, pragmatically of little use, and, overall, con-
tributes and perpetuates stereotypes that stand in conflict with a
society’s welfare.

6 LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTION
Our samples were composed of comparatively young people with
AI competence that are not representative of all AI researchers. This
may have introduced a bias in terms of the participants’ understand-
ing of and critiques on social constructs such as gender identities.
In addition, this study does not include voices from industry. Future
research should also survey corporate AI developers.

This research makes a methodological contribution by providing
an AI knowledge instrument as an alternative to self-reported AI
knowledge measures. We hope that the results from the application
of the AI knowledge test will act as a starting point for the utilization
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of a more objective and reliable measure of knowledge on AI. It
should be noted that given rapid advances in AI, the questions
contained in the AI quiz should be regularly updated.

Our sample included participants from the United States (laypeo-
ple sample) and Europe (AI-competent and validation laypeople
sample). We addressed the limitation of comparability of the two
main samples by creating a validation dataset that shows substan-
tial similarity in terms of demographics with the AI-competent
sample. Given the international application of AI systems, diverse
study participants are vital. Hence, future studies should explore
whether cultural differences influence ethical concerns of facial
processing technologies such as facial analysis AI. If there are no
such cross-cultural differences then this could serve as evidence for
the existence of culturally-universal ethical perceptions of facial
inferences.

Whereas we evaluated the perception of AI inferences from
profile pictures, future research should also evaluate perceptions of
AI inferences from videos. Given that videos are used for a variety
of inference tasks [11], the perception of somewhat more accurate
results can be expected. However, it remains to be seen whether
video data will influence whether such traits should be inferred.

7 CONCLUSION
As the use of AI grows in popularity and as the impact of AI
inference-making on societies increases, so does the responsibility
of those who develop such AI systems. A special focus must be
placed on exploring the perspectives of a diverse group of people
both who are potentially driving the implementation of computer
vision and AI and those that are subjected to its inference-making.

This work provides insights into perceptions of AI inference-
making by the general public compared to perceptions of individu-
als with high knowledge of AI. It suggests that, by and large, people
with AI competence and the general public share many perceptions
about AI inference-making and have distinct context- and task-
dependent perceptual differences. Being aware of the perceptions
and judgments of people with AI competence, on the one side, and
users, on the other side, is essential to develop AI systems that are
based on democratic discourse, accepted by society, and sustainable.

Concluding this research, we summarize that the application
context does have an effect on how people perceive AI inference-
making from faces. While differences in AI competence did not
have an effect on the inference ratings, specific differences were
observable for the ethical justifications. We found that both laypeo-
ple and people with AI knowledge showed more agreement with
AI inference-making in the low-stake AD context than in the high-
stake HR context. In both contexts, people with AI competence –
although only a small minority – raised ethical and discriminatory
concerns more frequently than laypeople. Laypeople made more
references to themes related to the (ir)relevance of the inference
for the context of application.

Having explored the question whether differences in AI knowl-
edge account for changes in the perceptions of AI inference-making
across two contexts, this work extends research in the field of per-
ceptions of algorithmic systems and contributes to the nascent
literature on AI experts’ perceptions on AI inference-making. The
results invite a deeper reflection on the similarities and differences

in the perceptions of AI among different people within the general
population. With this work, we aim to ultimately contribute to the
development of sustainable AI systems that are supported, not only
by their developers, but also by the general public.
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A RESEARCH DESIGN AND METHODS

A.1 Overview of Methods Applied in Studies to Measure AI Knowledge

Zerfass et al. [17] measured Artificial Intelligence (AI) expertise of practitioners in the communications professions
using an 8-item quiz, and AI adoption by asking whether participants were using specific AI applications (e.g., Siri) on
their phones or AI devices (e.g., Alexa) in their homes or offices. Knowledge on expert models was measured based
on the quality of a definition participants were asked to provide in response to an open-end question [10]. Technical
knowledge was measured by means of three questions about self-reported knowledge on computer programming,
algorithms and AI [1].

Instead of measuring AI knowledge, [18] surveyed researchers who published in leading AI/ML conferences and
assumed them to have high AI knowledge. Others surveyed students studying AI [9, 12]. Kasinidou et al. [9] additionally
measured their level of knowledge on fairness in algorithmic decision-making or prior training on topics such as
algorithm accountability, transparency and fairness through a self-reported 5-point Likert scale.

Again other studies used knowledge in computer programming and numeracy, as measured by Logg et al. [11] using
a 11-item numeracy scale by Schwartz et al. [14] as a proxy. Logg et al. [11] measured familiarity with algorithms by
asking participants how certain they were to know what an algorithm is.
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A.2 Survey Vignette

Figure 1 shows the vignette presented to the participants of the AI-competent and validation laypeople samples, which
was based on a the vignette presented in [3]. The same wording and order of text passages were used.

Fig. 1. Scenario presented to study participants in a) the advertisement context or b) the hiring context.
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A.3 AI Knowledge Measure

A.3.1 Construction. In order to better assess respondent’s AI knowledge, we complemented a self-rated AI knowledge
level instrument (one item 5-point Likert scale) by an AI knowledge measure (see Table 1). This measure is based on
an instrument used to asses students’ AI and Machine Learning (ML) knowledge by Rodríguez-García et al. [13]. The
developed AI knowledge measure contains single-choice questions on ML of varying degrees of difficulty. The measure
by Rodríguez-García et al. [13] was adapted to the purposes of this study as follows:

Four questions that originated from Estevez et al. [4] were excluded. Those four questions were originally intended to
measure the change in knowledge of AI after a workshop-based intervention. Additionally, four questions were removed
that did not seem to be fitting for the purpose of this research study. One item in P4 was replaced by an item that is
less philosophically disputable. The wording of P5 was changed slightly to make the items shorter. Furthermore, three
questions that were not perceived to be fitting for the purposes of this study were removed. Finally, for all four-item
questions, one wrong item was exchanged with the answer “I don’t know”. For the question with two items, an “I don’t
know” option was added. Without the option “I don’t know”, respondents would have had either to guess or to choose
one answer at random, which would have introduced a bias. Given that this research focuses on computer vision, three
self-constructed computer vision specific questions (Q7 - Q9) were added, based on Chollet [2]. In summary, Q1 through
Q5 reflect general questions on ML whereas Q6 through Q9 focus specifically on computer vision and are expected to
be answerable by less respondents. In Table 1, correct items are marked with an “(X)”.

A.3.2 Additional survey questions related to AI knowledge. Besides the questions related to the AI knowledge test, we
included a number of additional questions to the survey that allowed us to verify the results from the AI knowledge
test. We added two questions on the number of AI courses that the participant took part in (with a technical and with a
socio-political or ethical focus). Furthermore, we included three questions to control for the knowledge on the presented
AI scenarios, the science of first impression-making, and potential external assistance. To control whether specific AI
knowledge might have come from their corporate experiences, we asked participants whether they have an (AI-related)
job. We also asked participants how they learned about the survey and what research field best described their research
(see Table 2).

A.3.3 Validation. Before running our main study, we tested the AI knowledge measure by running a pre-study with
three participants. Participants received a survey with the AI knowledge test questions and an additional question
designed to indicate the perceived difficulty of each question in the test. Furthermore, the survey asked for an indication
of the number of courses with a focus on technical AI, as well as the number of courses with a social-political and/or
ethical AI focus. Additionally, participants were asked to indicate their level of AI knowledge on a 5-point Likert-style
scale.

Participants were briefed that they were part of a pre-study that helped evaluate the AI knowledge test. Each
participant provided feedback on how long it took to complete the survey and whether any questions were misleading.
This feedback was gathered and first discussed with the research team. Then, any remaining issues were discussed with
an AI expert not part of the research team.

Based on the feedback from the pre-study, the number of mixed examples in P11 for the correct item was increased
(from 10 to 1000) to ensure that the strategy described in this item would more clearly result in a the better system.
Furthermore, one item was removed from the AI knowledge quiz, because – based on assumptions made by the
participant – all of the items might arguably have been correct.
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Table 1. AI knowledge test: Questions. Changes to original items are indicated.

Name Orig. Item and Anchors
Q1 P4 When an artificial intelligence (AI) system offers results that discriminate in terms, for exam-

ple, of sex, this is usually due to:
• (X) That the data that was used to train the system was not balanced, that is, that much more
data was used for men than women, or vice versa.

• That the system is designed to be used by men to a greater extent than by women, or vice versa.
• That the system itself tried to be sexist. (new item)
• I don’t know. (originally: That the developers of the system had sexist biases.)
• (deleted item: That the system reflects the sexist reality of human nature.)

Q2 P9 In which of the following tasks, to be performed by a computer, would it be appropriate to
apply machine learning (ML) techniques?

• (X) Recognize if an email is spam (junk mail).
• Count the number of times a key is pressed.
• Inform about the hours of a certain business based on the day of the week.
• I don’t know. (originally: Add large numbers.)

Q3 P11 Both Alicia and Robert want to train a machine learning (ML) system that serves to recognize
whether a certain text is "happy / positive" or "sad / negative". Alicia and Robert follow two
different training strategies. Who of the two will get the better system?

• (X) Alicia. She has compiled 1000 mixed examples of happy / positive texts and another 1000
mixed examples of sad / negative texts.

• Robert. He has collected 1000 examples of happy / positive texts and another 10 examples of sad /
negative texts.

• I don’t know.

Q4 P5 Imagine we implement machine learning (ML) techniques in a text recognition system. We
present the computer with a set of sample texts and the computer, after processing, is able to
recognize ...

• only the texts that exactly match those examples.
• (X) texts similar to those examples (that is, to recognize new texts that it has not seen before).
• any text, image or sound that we present to it.
• I don’t know. (originally: any text we present to it.)

Q5 P6 Which of the following statements is true about machine learning (ML)?
• (X) Training data is essential for machine learning, without data it is not possible to do machine
learning.

• The more data we use to train a system that incorporates machine learning, the worse (more
inaccurate) are the results offered by that system.

• Machine learning does not need data to function, precisely because it is automatic and does not
depend on being fed data of any kind.

• I don’t know. (originally: With automatic learning, computers learn to think and can recognize any
type of data (text, image, sound ...), in the same way that a human being does.)
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Name Orig. Item and Anchors
Q6 P7 Which of the following strategies would be more appropriate to teach a computer to recognize

the photo of any apple?
• (X) Train the computer with several photos of different apples, taken in different places and
contexts.

• Train the computer with several similar photos of the same apple, taken in the same place.
• Train the computer with several identical copies of the same photo of an apple.
• I don’t know. (originally: Train the computer with photos of dogs.)

Q7 – Which of the following datasets is a classic in themachine-learning community and classifying
its content correctly can be considered the “Hello World” of deep learning:

• ImageNet
• (X) MNIST
• Open Images Dataset
• I don’t know.

Q8 – The best tool for attacking visual-classification problems are ...
• (X) convnets, because they work by learning a hierarchy of modular patterns and concepts to
represent the visual world, and the representations they learn are easy to inspect.

• densely connected layers, because they learn global patterns in their input feature space, which
makes them data efficient when processing images.

• basic neural networks, because they learn to associate images and labels, and are energy efficient
due to their simplistic computational structure.

• I don’t know.

Q9 – For a multilabel classification, the typical choice for a loss function is ...
• MSE
• categorical cross entropy.
• (X) binary cross entropy.
• I don’t know.

Table 2. Additional validation questions

Question Scale
How many courses with a focus on technical AI did you take? 6-point (0 to 5+)
How many courses with a focus on socio-political and/or ethical AI did you take? 6-point (0 to 5+)
In your opinion, how realistic was the scenario? 5-point
How much do you know about the scientific validity of first impressions (based on faces)? 4-point
Did you receive any support for the previous AI quiz? For example, did you consult a search
engine (e.g. Google, Bing) or were you helped by nearby friends, colleagues or relatives?

yes/no

Are you currently employed?
exact wording: yes (IT-related job/company)/ yes (non IT-related job/company)

yes (IT)/
yes (not IT)/ no

How did you learn about this survey? (e.g. which course/ social media/ messaging system) open
Please indicate research field/ study program? open
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One participant in the pre-study had taken no AI courses and described him-/herself as a novice with regards to AI
knowledge. Another person had taken three technical courses on AI and two socio-political and/or ethical AI courses
and rated his/her AI knowledge as intermediate. Another person had attended five technical courses on AI and three
socio-political and/or ethical AI courses and rated his/her AI knowledge as advanced. All respondents had a Master’s
degree. The reported time needed to complete the quiz was 5, 8 and 10 minutes (order unrelated to presented subjects).

Based on respondents’ answers on the perceived difficulty of a question (easy, medium, difficult), a difficulty score
was calculated. A question received zero difficulty points when being rated as easy, one difficulty point when being
rated as medium and two difficulty points when being rated as difficult. The sum total of the scores collected was then
divided by the number of participants. Thus, the difficulty score ranges from 0 to 2. Figure 2 displays the questions
ordered by their difficulty score.

𝐷𝑖 𝑓 𝑓 𝑖𝑐𝑢𝑙𝑡𝑦𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 =
∑(𝑑𝑖 𝑓 𝑓 𝑖𝑐𝑢𝑙𝑡𝑦𝑃𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑠)

𝑁 respondents

Fig. 2. Perceived difficulty of AI knowledge test question by participants of the pre-study.

People with less knowledge on AI perceived more questions as difficult than people with more knowledge on AI. More
specifically, a question that has been perceived as difficult by a respondent with little AI knowledge, was considered as
medium by the other two respondents with more AI knowledge. Two questions were rated as easy by all participants:
statement about machine learning (training data is essential) and strategy to train an image recognition system (several
photos of different apples taken in different places and contexts).

Furthermore, the results from the pre-study hint at a difference in answering behavior, i.e., respondents with a higher
self-identified AI knowledge tended to avoid choosing the option “I don’t know”, and rather risked to select a wrong
answer. Instead, the respondent with little AI knowledge tended to select the option “I don’t know” more frequently,
and in contrast to the other two participants, did not select any incorrect answer.

We observed a positive association between the self-rated AI knowledge and the AI knowledge test. This association
is also in line with the number of courses taken, i.e., respondents who took fewer AI courses had fewer correct answers
than respondents who took more AI courses.

Overall, the test seems to reflect knowledge on AI. Compared to the self-rated AI knowledge, the AI knowledge test
seems to be more objective and less influenced by personal reflections on knowledge or personal characteristics such as
diffidence (e.g., one subject had 90% correct answers but indicated to only have intermediate AI knowledge).
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A.3.4 AI-competent Dataset. The AI knowledge test was included in the questionnaire when surveying the AI-
competent sample. Figure 3 presents the relationships between self-rated AI knowledge, the number of questions in the
AI knowledge test answered correctly, and the number of technical courses on AI taken. Figure 3 illustrates that the
number of courses taken also influenced self-perception. Participants who attended many courses rated their level of
knowledge on average higher than participants who attended fewer courses focusing on technical AI.

Correlations found supported these observations: In order to assess the relationship between the above described AI
Knowledge variables, we computed Spearman’s rank correlation1 (not all of the variables were normally distributed).
There was a weak positive correlation between the number of correct answers in the AI knowledge test and the self-rated
AI knowledge level, rS=.37, p<.001. There was a moderate positive correlation between the number of correct answers
and the number of courses taken on technical AI, rS=.57, p<.001. There was a strong positive correlation between
the self-rated AI knowledge level and the number of courses taken, rS=.72, p<.001. For this subject pool, we defined
participants to be AI-competent when they had correctly answered at least six out of nine questions.

very little
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Fig. 3. Knowledge representation based on different measures. The ‘number of correct answers’ is based on the AI knowledge quiz
included in the survey. Participants who did not answer the manipulation check correctly and who consulted external help are not
included in the plot. N = 122.

1Spearman’s rank correlation rho (absolute correlation values): 0-.19: very weak, 20-.39: weak, .40-.59: moderate, .60-.79: strong, .80-1.0: very strong
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A.4 Data Cleaning

The AI-competent data sample was cleaned based on the criteria listed in Table 3. Participants who had indicated to
have consulted external help for the AI knowledge test were removed from the dataset.

Table 3. Data Cleaning Criteria

removed cases N
Original N 160
< 18 years 0 160
Attention check AD 7 153
Attention check HR 14 139
Duration < 120 seconds 0 139
External help 7 132
Low knowledge quiz score 10 122
Final N 122

B ANALYSIS OF INFERENCE RATINGS

B.1 Welch Two Sample t-test

The Welch two-sample t-tests produced the following results for the AD context. Gender (meanAI-competent =2.92,
meanlaypeople =2.43): tWelch (122.85) =1.72, p>.05, pBonf. =0.70, ĝHedges =0.30, CI95% [-0.05,0.65]; Emotion expression
(meanAI-competent =2.75, meanlaypeople =3.13): tWelch (120.99) =-1.28, p>.05, pBonf. =1, ĝHedges =-0.23, CI95% [-0.58,0.12];
Wearing glasses (meanAI-competent =1.67, meanlaypeople =1.57): tWelch (119.85) =0.50, p>.05, pBonf. =1, ĝHedges =0.09,
CI95% [-0.26,0.44]; Skin color (meanAI-competent =3.22, meanlaypeople =2.65): tWelch (122.67) =1.64, p>.05, pBonf. =0.83,
ĝHedges =0.29, CI95% [-0.06,0.64]; Intelligent (meanAI-competent =5.60, meanlaypeople =5.58): tWelch (122.38) =0.06, p>.05,
pBonf. =1, ĝHedges =0.01, CI95% [-0.34,0.36]; Trustworthy (meanAI-competent =5.88, mean laypeople =5.68): tWelch (121.95)
=0.82, p>.05, pBonf. =1, ĝHedges =0.15, CI95% [-0.21,0.50]; Assertive (meanAI-competent =4.53, meanlaypeople =5.08): tWelch
(120.23) =-1.79, p>.05, pBonf. =0.61, ĝHedges =-0.32, CI95% [-0.68,0.04]; Likable (meanAI-competent =4.73, meanlaypeople
=5.20): tWelch (120.99) =-1.45, p>.05, pBonf. =1, ĝHedges =-0.26, CI95% [-0.62,0.10].

The Welch two-sample t-tests produced the following results for the HR context. Gender (meanAI-competent =3.93,
meanlaypeople =3.93): tWelch (107.18) =-0.02, p>.05, pBonf. =1, ĝHedges =-0.00, CI95% [-0.37,0.37]; Emotion expression
(meanAI-competent =3.35, meanlaypeople =3.85): tWelch (113.74) =-1.47, p>.05, pBonf. =1, ĝHedges =-0.27, CI95% [-0.64,0.01];
Wearing glasses (meanAI-competent =2.53,meanlaypeople =3.31): tWelch (112.77) =-1.84, p>.05, pBonf. =0.55, ĝHedges =-0.34,
CI95% [-0.70,0.03]; Skin color (meanAI-competent =3.98, meanlaypeople =4.10): tWelch (108.79) =-0.27, p>.05, pBonf. =1,
ĝHedges =-0.05, CI95% [-0.42,0.32]; Intelligent (mean AI-competent =6.09,meanlaypeople =5.61): tWelch (111.91) =1.63, p>.05,
pBonf. =0.85, ĝHedges =0.30, CI95% [-0.07,0.66]; Trustworthy (meanAI-competent =5.93,meanlaypeople =5.20): tWelch (103.70)
=2.30, p=.02, pBonf. =0.18, ĝHedges =0.42, CI95% [0.05,0.79];Assertive (meanAI-competent =5.20,meanlaypeople =5.00): tWelch
(112.37) =0.63, p>.05, pBonf. =1, ĝHedges =0.12, CI95% [-0.25,0.48]; Likable (meanAI-competent =5.40, meanlaypeople =5.26):
tWelch (112.72) =0.44, p>.05, pBonf. =1, ĝHedges =0.08, CI95% [-0.29,0.45].
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B.2 Exploratory Factor Analysis

We conducted an exploratory factor analysis on the eight inferences (items) with orthogonal rotation (varimax) for
each of the three samples. For the analysis, cases with missing values, i.e., “Can’t Answer” responses, were removed
from all three samples, which reduced the sample size for the laypeople sample N=118, for the AI-competent sample to
N=112, and for laypeople validation sample to N=91. The Kaiser–Meyer–Olkin measure verified the sampling adequacy
for the analysis for the laypeople (MT) sample KMO = 0.76, for the AI-competent sample KMO = 0.75, and for the
laypeople validation sample KMO = 0.68. All KMO values for individual inferences were ≥ 0.70 for laypeople (MT)
sample, ≥ 0.68 for the AI-competent sample, and ≥ 0.64 for the laypeople validation sample. Hence, all values were
above the acceptable limit of 0.5 [5, 7, 8]. Bartlett’s test of sphericity indicated that correlations between inferences
were sufficiently large for the laypeople (MT) sample 𝜒2(28) = 283.9352, p < .001, the AI-competent sample 𝜒2(28) =
227.8268, p < .001, and the laypeople validation sample 𝜒2(28) = 192.1025, p < .001 [5].

Multiple criteria for the identification of the number of factors to extract suggested two factors. For examples, for
all three samples two factors had eigenvalues over Kaiser’s criterion of 1. The scree plot, very simple structure of
complexity 1, as well as the Velicer MAP all suggested two factors for all of the three samples. Given these analysis, we
extracted two factors in the final analysis. For all three samples, oblique rotation resulted in factors with correlations
<.32 [15], yet the same pattern structure. Hence, orthogonal rotation was chosen. Table 20 shows the factor loadings
after rotation for all of the three samples separately. It should be noted that some factor loadings do not exceed .6 and
our sample size is rather small [6].

We performed robustness checks with sub-samples of 85% of the data. The results from the robustness checks validate
the findings from the main analysis. However, the solutions were not always stable. Some items loaded on two factors,
and hence, did not achieve simple structure. This is because there are variables with loadings >.3 on more than one
factor [16], e.g., gender or wearing glasses.

While small factor loadings and unstable factor solutions during the robustness check suggest that the interpretation
of the factor analyses should be considered with caution, the structure of the factor loadings replicates findings from
[3]. We assume that both, small factor loadings and the lack of simple structure, emerge from the small sample size.

Table 4. Exploratory factor analysis for all three samples: Varimax rotated factor loadings

Laypeople (MT) AI-competent Laypeople (Validation)

Character Social Character Social Character Social
and constructs and constructs and constructs

personality and features personality and features personality and features
gender -0.01 0.53 0.36 0.67 0.07 0.53
emotion expression 0.15 0.53 0.18 0.49 0.24 0.42
wearing glasses -0.29 0.75 -0.09 0.64 0 0.76
skin color -0.13 0.8 0.02 0.68 -0.05 0.83
intelligent 0.69 -0.07 0.6 0.05 0.7 -0.1
trustworthy 0.74 -0.15 0.8 -0.14 0.8 -0.02
assertive 0.72 0.08 0.7 0.2 0.64 0.16
likable 0.69 -0.05 0.56 0.22 0.53 0.22
Eigenvalues 2.17 1.81 1.98 1.67 1.88 1.82
% of variance 0.27 0.23 0.25 0.21 0.23 0.23
𝛼 0.81 0.75 0.75 0.71 0.75 0.73
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B.3 ANOVAs for each of the inferences

B.3.1 AI-competent vs. MTurk Laypeople Sample. Table 5 to Table 12 present the results from the Bonferroni corrected
ANOVAs for each of the eight inferences.2

Using Pillai’s trace, there were significant main effects at an 𝛼-level of 0.05 for context on the inference ratings for
gender, emotion expression, wearing glasses and skin color. There were no other significant effects.

B.3.2 AI-competent vs. Validation Laypeople Sample. Table 13 to Table 20 present the results from the Bonferroni
corrected validation ANOVAs for each of the eight inferences. For this comparison, we were able to include participant’s
information on whether they have a job (no; yes, IT-related; yes, not IT related).

Using Pillai’s trace, there were significant main effects at an 𝛼-level of 0.05 for context on the inference ratings for
gender, wearing glasses and skin color, but not for emotion expression. There were no other significant effects.

2Signif. codes: 0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1
10
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Table 5. ANOVA for inference: gender

Sum Sq Df F Pr(>F) Bonf.
context 82.63 1 23.60 0.000 0.000 ***
gender 6.57 2 0.94 0.393 1.000
age 16.28 5 0.93 0.463 1.000
education 15.27 7 0.62 0.736 1.000
country 105.05 27 1.11 0.330 1.000
sample 0.43 1 0.12 0.725 1.000
Residuals 689.67 197

Table 6. ANOVA for inference: emotion expression

Sum Sq Df F Pr(>F) Bonf.
context 28.22 1 9.34 0.003 0.015 *
gender 2.25 2 0.37 0.689 1.000
age 15.40 5 1.02 0.407 1.000
education 47.21 7 2.23 0.033 0.199
country 70.14 27 0.86 0.669 1.000
sample 1.24 1 0.41 0.523 1.000
Residuals 598.40 198

Table 7. ANOVA for inference: wearing glasses

Sum Sq Df F Pr(>F) Bonf.
context 85.37 1 26.31 0.000 0.000 ***
gender 1.43 2 0.22 0.803 1.000
age 5.65 5 0.35 0.883 1.000
education 5.64 7 0.25 0.972 1.000
country 99.93 27 1.14 0.297 1.000
sample 0.74 1 0.23 0.633 1.000
Residuals 645.73 199

Table 8. ANOVA for inference: skin color

Sum Sq Df F Pr(>F) Bonf.
context 68.18 1 14.17 0.000 0.001 **
gender 4.36 2 0.45 0.637 1.000
age 16.34 5 0.68 0.640 1.000
education 17.33 7 0.51 0.823 1.000
country 112.15 27 0.86 0.664 1.000
sample 0.00 1 0.00 0.984 1.000
Residuals 933.58 194

Table 9. ANOVA for inference: intelligent

Sum Sq Df F Pr(>F) Bonf.
context 5.41 1 2.11 0.148 0.889
gender 0.01 2 0.00 0.999 1.000
age 28.72 5 2.24 0.052 0.311
education 9.67 7 0.54 0.805 1.000
country 94.04 26 1.41 0.099 0.593
sample 4.11 1 1.60 0.207 1.000
Residuals 507.89 198

Table 10. ANOVA for inference: trustworthy

Sum Sq Df F Pr(>F) Bonf.
context 2.07 1 0.86 0.356 1.000
gender 4.23 2 0.87 0.419 1.000
age 15.44 5 1.28 0.275 1.000
education 5.93 7 0.35 0.929 1.000
country 56.01 25 0.93 0.568 1.000
sample 0.61 1 0.25 0.616 1.000
Residuals 478.66 198

Table 11. ANOVA for inference: assertive

Sum Sq Df F Pr(>F) Bonf.
context 3.76 1 1.24 0.266 1.000
gender 6.14 2 1.01 0.364 1.000
age 9.43 5 0.62 0.682 1.000
education 14.97 7 0.71 0.666 1.000
country 77.99 25 1.03 0.429 1.000
sample 14.54 1 4.80 0.030 0.177
Residuals 593.24 196

Table 12. ANOVA for inference: likable

Sum Sq Df F Pr(>F) Bonf.
context 7.75 1 2.42 0.121 0.728
gender 3.75 2 0.59 0.558 1.000
age 17.35 5 1.08 0.371 1.000
education 20.61 7 0.92 0.492 1.000
country 48.06 26 0.58 0.951 1.000
sample 4.33 1 1.35 0.246 1.000
Residuals 627.60 196
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Table 13. Validation ANOVA for inference: gender

Sum Sq Df F Pr(>F) Bonf.
context 70.24 1 19.43 0.000 0.000 ***
gender 1.61 2 0.22 0.800 1.000
age 11.78 4 0.81 0.518 1.000
education 11.27 6 0.52 0.793 1.000
country 158.26 35 1.25 0.177 1.000
student job 7.36 2 1.02 0.364 1.000
sample 0.25 1 0.07 0.794 1.000
Residuals 611.07 169

Table 14. Validation ANOVA for inference: emotion expression

Sum Sq Df F Pr(>F) Bonf.
context 3.70 1 1.37 0.244 1.000
gender 0.87 2 0.16 0.851 1.000
age 20.24 4 1.87 0.118 0.824
education 34.05 6 2.10 0.056 0.390
country 127.58 35 1.35 0.110 0.767
student job 1.63 2 0.30 0.740 1.000
sample 0.01 1 0.00 0.959 1.000
Residuals 454.11 168

Table 15. Validation ANOVA for inference: wearing glasses

Sum Sq Df F Pr(>F) Bonf.
context 30.60 1 8.59 0.004 0.027 *
gender 2.16 2 0.30 0.738 1.000
age 14.38 4 1.01 0.404 1.000
education 3.84 6 0.18 0.982 1.000
country 93.19 35 0.75 0.844 1.000
student job 0.89 2 0.13 0.882 1.000
sample 4.58 1 1.29 0.258 1.000
Residuals 601.86 169

Table 16. Validation ANOVA for inference: skin color

Sum Sq Df F Pr(>F) Bonf.
context 38.58 1 7.80 0.006 0.041 *
gender 13.63 2 1.38 0.255 1.000
age 11.97 4 0.61 0.659 1.000
education 13.69 6 0.46 0.836 1.000
country 178.70 34 1.06 0.386 1.000
student job 1.61 2 0.16 0.850 1.000
sample 0.01 1 0.00 0.971 1.000
Residuals 825.81 167

Table 17. Validation ANOVA for inference: intelligent

Sum Sq Df F Pr(>F) Bonf.
context 14.11 1 5.86 0.017 0.116
gender 0.36 2 0.07 0.928 1.000
age 9.09 4 0.94 0.441 1.000
education 3.78 6 0.26 0.954 1.000
country 90.77 34 1.11 0.327 1.000
student job 6.16 2 1.28 0.281 1.000
sample 5.18 1 2.15 0.144 1.000
Residuals 409.63 170

Table 18. Validation ANOVA for inference: trustworthy

Sum Sq Df F Pr(>F) Bonf.
context 0.00 1 0.00 0.962 1.000
gender 4.00 2 1.02 0.362 1.000
age 2.36 4 0.30 0.877 1.000
education 18.30 6 1.56 0.162 1.000
country 60.96 33 0.94 0.560 1.000
student job 9.12 2 2.33 0.100 0.703
sample 0.85 1 0.43 0.511 1.000
Residuals 330.78 169

Table 19. Validation ANOVA for inference: assertive

Sum Sq Df F Pr(>F) Bonf.
context 9.05 1 3.31 0.071 0.496
gender 5.93 2 1.08 0.341 1.000
age 2.87 4 0.26 0.902 1.000
education 17.37 6 1.06 0.390 1.000
country 104.36 33 1.16 0.273 1.000
student job 17.97 2 3.28 0.040 0.280
sample 8.13 1 2.97 0.087 0.607
Residuals 459.79 168

Table 20. Validation ANOVA for inference: likable

Sum Sq Df F Pr(>F) Bonf.
context 11.75 1 3.50 0.063 0.443
gender 2.54 2 0.38 0.686 1.000
age 5.22 4 0.39 0.817 1.000
education 43.68 6 2.17 0.049 0.341
country 63.58 34 0.56 0.977 1.000
student job 5.70 2 0.85 0.430 1.000
sample 4.93 1 1.46 0.228 1.000
Residuals 571.63 170
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C CODE BOOK

This code book was provided to all researchers who were involved in the process of labeling the datasets. It provides in-
formation on the context of the data and guidelines on how to label the data. Figure 1 was added for better understanding
of the survey scenarios.

C.1 General Notes and Background Information on the Study

C.1.1 Study Description. The comments to be categorized originate from surveys on the perception of AI inference-
making in the context of advertisement and in the context of hiring. After rating how much a participant agrees or
disagrees with a certain inference made by a software application using AI, the participant was asked to justify his/her
rating in one to two sentences. In total, the participant was asked to repeat this process for eight different inferences:
gender, skin color, wearing glasses, emotion expression, intelligent, trustworthy, assertive, likable.

C.1.2 Experimental Set-up. One participant was either drawn into the context of advertisement (AD) or into the context
of hiring (HR). Figure 1 contains examples of two scenarios shown to two different participants (one drawn into the AD
context and the other drawn into the HR context).

C.2 Coding Instructions

C.2.1 Case-wise analysis. The answers to the open questions are analyzed case-wise, i.e., one respondent at a time.
Given partially very little text per answer and occasional references to previous answers, a case-wise coding of all
answers per participant ensures the preservation of participant-based contextual information.

C.2.2 Scope of material. The unit of evaluation corresponds to all justification texts by respondents in the samples.
The justification texts are answers to eight brief open questions in the survey.

The unit of context determines the material that can be consulted for coding. In this study a participant may
reference a previous answer; hence, the context unit equals all responses from one participant.

The unit of coding resembles the minimal textual element that can be assigned to one category; here, parts of one
sentence of a response from one study participant.

C.2.3 Repeated information and multiple codes per justification. Multiple codes can be assigned to one justification of a
participant. This approach allows accounting for complex justification patterns, where participants discuss different
topics within one comment. The rating is to be considered when assigning a code, because it usually helps understanding
the justification better.

C.2.4 Missing responses. Some respondents did not justify their rating (“NA”) or wrote, e.g., “None”. In these cases, the
theme “no justification” is assigned.

C.3 Categories

The following Table 21 summarizes all categories, gives definitions as well as application descriptions and differentiates
the categories from related ones. Examples are provided.
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Table 21. Code Book: Definition of categories and examples.

Category Description Example
AI (in)ability

technical
ability of AI

Definition: The AI has the technical ability to draw an infer-
ence.
Application: This code is applied when a participant gives a
specific explanation to why s/he believes the AI to be able to
draw the inference.

Obviously an AI can identify the
shade of skin | Machine learning can
be used to determine whether or not
the person is expressing an emotion.

works well/
accurately

Definition: The AI accurately draws a certain inference. This
task is known to work well.
Application: This code is used when a participant highlights
high accuracy scores for a specific task or mentions that a
specific task is regularly and successfully solved by the AI
system.

Yes, would work, as it’s already be-
ing done | emotion regonition based
on facial expression is a very popu-
lar AI Task [sic] | solid results can be
achieved by an AI

easy to infer Definition: The inference task is easy to solve for an AI
system.
Application: This code is used when a participant highlights
that a certain inference can easily be drawn by an AI system.

This is something that should be easy
for an AI to determine. | the gender of
a person based on a picture is in itself
a relative easy classification task

can infer
most/some-
times/
difficult
in some
situations

Definition: The AI systems can most times or sometimes
draw the inference. However, for specific cases, such as the
gender "other", a correct inference is difficult or accompanied
by (many) mistakes.
Application: This code is assigned when a participants high-
lights that the system will make mistakes for some cases, e.g,
for “other”.

except for very small amount of situ-
ations like trans, gender can be anal-
ysed easily by ai | The vast majority
of men and women have features that
make their gender clearly identifiable.
However, gender-neutral persons or
people who simply don’t look like or
conform to a gender would be difficult
| it won’t be perfect as people express
emotions differently

difficult/
not possible
to infer

Definition: The inference task is difficult or impossible to
be solved for an AI system.
Application: This code is used when a participant highlights
that a certain inference is impossible or difficult for an AI
system.

Impossible to infer | Too complex a
notion to quantify, even for humans |
Hard for AI to decide.

Inference task

inference is
objective

Definition: The inference task is objective.
Application: This code is used when a participant highlights
that the evaluation of the inference is not dependent on the
observer or specifically uses the word “objective”.

This can also be easily and objectively
answered by an ML algorithm. | can
be determined objectively

inference is
subjective

Definition: The inference task is subjective.
Application: This code is used when a participant highlights
that the evaluation of the inference is dependent on the ob-
server or specifically uses the word “subjective”.

trustworthy is a subjective trait | An
image can not show whether a per-
son is likeable or not. Likeability is
largely subjective and can not be
judged in objective terms.
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Category Description Example
Reference to data

indicative dis-
tinct
facial/visual
features

Definition: Distinct facial tendencies or features indicate a
certain inference.
Application: The code is used when a participant highlights
certain facial properties as key for drawing a correct infer-
ence.

Learning to recognize the traits that
show specific emotions is possible |
I supposed a computer can be pro-
grammed to detect certain facial ten-
dencies that express emotions

profile picture
good evidence
(data)

Definition: The profile picture provides good evidence for
an AI system to draw a certain inference.
Application: The code is used when a participant highlights
that the inference can be drawn based on the provided data,
here, the profile picture, or comments that a certain inference
can be “seen”.

for the most part it’s fairly obvious
to see if someone is expressing anger,
hate, love, etc. | visually can be deter-
mined by the AI | It seems reasonable
that an AI could figure out whether
someone is wearing glasses by their
picture.

data quality/
variety of
high
relevance

Definition:Data quality, including a varied dataset, is of high
importance to train an AI system to draw specific inferences.
Application: The code is used when a participant highlights
that the success of the AI system is based on the quality of the
data. This code is also used when a participant mentions that
the data can be manipulated in such a way that it is difficult
to draw correct inferences.

diversity on the dataset would be re-
quired to make sure no skin tone un-
der different lighting is left out | If
there’s valid, reliable data to support
it, it’s reasonable | If the data is valid
and reliable, it’s reasonable.

not sufficient/
good evidence
(data) for task

Definition: The profile picture does not provide sufficient or
good evidence for an AI system to draw a certain inference.
Application: The code is used when a participant highlights
that further data or different data would be required to prop-
erly draw the inference, e.g., because the image only captures
a single moment. This code is also used when it is mentioned
that facial expressions do not resemble how a person actually
feels or what they identify with.

A personality cannot be inferred from
facial traits. It is inferred by actions,
which cannot be shown in a profile pic
| There are numerous of people that
tend to hid their emotions through
pictures and everyday lifestyle but
end up taking their own lives. Noth-
ing looks like it seems. [sic] | [it’s no]
real indicator whether they are nice.

Reference to (ir)relevance of inference for purpose of AI system

inference
relevant

Definition: The inference is relevant to the decision of the
AI, e.g., advertisement choice or applicant selection.
Application: The code is used when a participant highlights
that drawing an inference is useful/helpful/relevant to the
purpose of the AI system.

I agree that different genders need
different products and services, so
this would be reasonable | There are
products that target just men or just
women so i can see this being helpful

inference
sometimes
relevant

Definition: The inference is (only) sometimes relevant to
the decision of the AI, e.g. advertisement choice or applicant
selection.
Application: The code is used when a participant highlights
that drawing an inference is not always, but only sometimes,
useful/helpful/relevant to the purpose of the AI system.

There are cases where a certain gen-
der could be preferable to another
(babysitters, private tutors), but there
are also cases where this distinction
does not matter (corporate jobs, wait-
ers, sellers).

inference
not relevant

Definition: The inference is not relevant to the decision of
the AI, e.g., advertisement choice or applicant selection.
Application: The code is used when a subject highlights that
drawing the inference is not useful/helpful/relevant or does
not have anything to do with the purpose of the AI system.

does not seem like a valueable infor-
mation. | skin color doesn’t influence
a persons consumer behavior [sic]
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Category Description Example
Ethics and Norms

ethically
questionable/
should not
matter/
should not
be used

Definition: Drawing the inference is ethically questionable
or should not matter. An inference should not be used to
make subsequent decisions.
Application: The code is used when a participant highlights
or critiques drawing a specific inference. Some participants
stress that an inference should not matter for a decision made
by an AI or that an inference, even when drawn, should not
further be used in subsequent AI decision-making.

It should not matter for the job | I
don’t think that the AI should con-
sider race or skin color when deciding
what advertisements to show people
| I think this is a bit too touchy of a
subject due to being politically cor-
rect is very important at this time on
history

bias/
stereotypes/
discrimination

Definition: Drawing the specific inference leads to bias or
discrimination. Making decisions based on the inference is
based on stereotypes.
Application: The code is used when a participant highlights
or critiques drawing specific inferences because the resulting
AI decision-making would be biased, be based on stereotypes
or discriminate.

I think this can be racist. | This will
end badly, if white people are more
likable than black people. Won’t to
that. [sic]

binary gender
system not
appropriate

Definition: A binary concept of the inference gender is not
appropriate and does not reflect today’s society.
Application: The code is used when a participant highlights
or critiques drawing the inference gender based only on two
categories, females and males.

Gender norms are a thing of past! |
gender is a fluid concept | many peo-
ple do not identify with their sex and
birth or with a binary gender system
which may lead to incorrect classifi-
cation

Comparison to human

easy for
human to
identify

Definition: The inference task is easy to solve for a human.
Application: This code is used when a participant makes a
comparison to a human being and highlights that a certain
inference can easily be drawn by a human.

This is an easy task even for a human

difficult for
human to
identify

Definition: The inference task is difficult to solve for a hu-
man.
Application: This code is used when a participant makes a
comparison to a human being and highlights that a certain
inference is difficult to be drawn by a human.

Disagree, because its also hard for hu-
mans to guess that from experience |
there are some difficulties (androgy-
nous), which even humans have prob-
lems with

Miscellaneous

person not
sure/
indecisive

Definition: A respondent is indecisive whether to agree or
disagree and/or does not have any opinion.
Application: This category is assigned if a respondent is
unsure. In such cases the respondent gave a rating “4”, i.e.
neither agree nor disagree. Occasionally, the text-field is left
empty.

What is skin color? Do you mean
race? What are the categories? | Not
sure if a single picture can determine
the assertiveness of a person. People
generally put a brave face on social
media.

no
justification

Definition: A respondent did not provide an open-text re-
sponse.

NA | none
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D ANALYSIS OF JUSTIFICATION THEMES

D.1 Comparison of Usage of Justification Themes
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Fig. 4. Percentages of justification themes used by participants for each inference (number of participants per context and inference
as baseline). Each column adds up to more than 100%, because participants used up to four themes in one justification.
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D.2 Co-occurrence Analysis: AI (in)ability and data-related themes are the themes most frequently used in
combination with other themes.

We analyzed the co-occurrence of themes with each other to identify patterns in the use of multiple justification themes.
Figure 5a) depicts the frequencies of two themes used in combination. Please note that this analysis includes only the
AI-competent and laypeople (MT) sample, and refers to all justifications containing two or more themes, i.e. 20% to 35%
of justifications (see Table 1 in main article). Figure 5b) illustrates networks of the co-occurrences of themes by sample
and by inference type.

D.2.1 For inferences on ’constructs and features’, the AI-competent raise concerns but recognize AI to be able to make

certain inferences. Referring to inferences on constructs and features, people with AI-competence raise “ethical and
discriminatory concerns” in combination with almost all other justification themes, however, most frequently in
combinations with themes on “AI ability” (11.5%) or the “sufficiency” of the profile picture as evidence (10%; Figure 5a)
and 5b-1)). The “sufficiency” of the profile picture as evidence is also often mentioned in combinations with themes on
AI ability (10%).

This relationship changes for justifications on the inferences on character and personality traits. “Ethical and
discriminatory concerns” are most frequently brought forward in combination with themes on the “insufficiency” of a
profile picture as evidence (11.4%; Figure 5a) and 5b-3)).

D.2.2 For inferences on ’character and personality traits’, laypeople often pair comments on the (in)sufficiency or

(in)adequacy of the data with another theme. Referring to inferences on constructs and features, laypeople highlight the
“sufficiency” of the data in combination with comments on the “ability” (17.2%) and “inability” of AI (15.2%) (Figure 5a)
and 5b-2)). With reference to the inferences on character and personality traits, laypeople frequently mention themes
related to “insufficiency” of the data in combination with “inability” of AI to make such an inference (12.5%), “ethical
and discriminatory concerns” (15.5%), and “comparison(s) to human” abilities (12.5%). For instance, a comment on the
inference assertive states: “I can’t see how even a person could determine this from a picture.” However, the “insufficiency”
of the data is also frequently mentioned in combination with the “relevance” of the inference (10.6%), e.g., a comment
on the inference intelligent states: “You want to hire smart people but i dont think that can be analyzed from a photo”
[sic] (Figure 5a) and b-4)).

D.2.3 More theme combinations are used to explain ratings on inferences referring to ‘constructs and features’ and by

individuals with AI-competence. Generally, a greater variety of combinations are used to justify ratings on inference
ratings referring to constructs and features. This applies to both main samples (see Figure 5a), 5b-1) and b-2)). Figure 5a),
5b-3) and b-4) show a smaller variety of theme combinations for justifications on inference ratings referring to character
and personality traits. This implies that opinions on inferences referring to character and personality traits are clearer. In
contrast, opinions on inferences referring to constructs and features are more varied. People with AI competence use a
greater variety of theme combinations than laypeople (MT) for both types of combinations (Figure 5a), 5b-1) and 5b-3)).
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Appendix: AI-Competent Individuals and Laypeople Tend to Oppose Facial Analysis AI EAAMO ’22, October 6–9, 2022, Arlington, VA, USA

Fig. 5. Combination of justification themes by inference type and sample. a) Unique combinations of two themes (i.e. super-ordinate
theme topic) by inference type and sample. Analysis refers to justifications containing more than one theme. b) Network analysis of
co-occurrences of themes. We calculated undirected weighted one-mode networks.
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